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. Harbeth, Spendor,
Sonus Faber

Nakamichi
returns with the AV- 10

TESTED: Arcaydis, Densen, Graham, Jamo,
JMLab, Musical Fidelity, Primare, Snell
PLUS: Ray Kimber interview, Traxdata CDR

A luxury British turntable
Belgium BEF 23B
France FF46.00
Germany DM 1850
Holland HFL 14.95
Italy Lira 10,0(¢)
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R EFINED
Refined - improved by introducing subtleties or distinctions. There is perhaps no better way to
describe the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
Their technologies are derived from both the No.33 Reference Amplifier and it's half power sibling,
the No.33H. Cyanate Ester voltage gain circuit boards, previously reserved for " Reference" and " S"
class products, are now used in each of the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
New output devices and higher output power extend the amplifiers control over the loudspeaker.
The result is afast, open and detailed sound with the texture and feeling of the music preserved.
Building upon the design of their predecessors, we have even added afew subtle curves to
refine their appearance. You will be tempted to display them as sculpture.
Visit your authorised Mark Levinson dealer to audition the new 300 series and
experience the very definition of the word refined.
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For full details on Mark Levinson components please contact:Path Premier

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel 01494 441736 Fax 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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Super Ildio
Compact
Disc plaiers
go on sale
in Japart
but what is
the future
of the kngpromised
hybrid disc?

dual-layer disc containing two highdensity layers.) As far as the immediate
Japanese market was concerned, he said,
enthusiasts buying aY500,000 machine

The launch player model, pictured

would not be interested in the hybrid

below, will sell for Y500,000 (around
£2500), and Japanese enthusiasts will

were ` more interested in the hybrid

that further titles will follow at arate of

Entertainment, will be single-layer highdensity. They will not be the hybrid,

that 'vendors are preparing players that

dual-layer type, which has asecond ` Red
Book' data layer for replay on existing
compact disc players.
The player has no digital output but,
subject to agreement on interface
standards, it may be possible for future
models to offer asecure copy-protected
digital output on
(Firewire) interface.

an

IEEE

1394

means that SACD will be on the market
months before DVD-Audio. Yet some

are compatible with SACD and DVDAudio'. David Walstra commented that
Sony's position really was that `We have
no plans for a DVD-A player. If the
market really demands it, we will
consider putting DVD-A functions into
a DVD player. But we would not do
that without including SACD as well'.
Sony may soon have to face a
situation where other DVD brands are
pushing DVD-A as an added attraction.
When Sony president Nobuyuki Idei
stated that `SACD is for pure audio and
has nothing to do with aformat dispute',

the 6 April announcement seem like a
bit of an own goal for the SACD public

he was perhaps implying that the two

relations team.

formats can co-exist: DVD-A can be
seen as an extension of DVD-V, SACD

Previous press briefings about SACD
had consistently made it clear that the
`backwards compatibility' with existing

as adevelopment of the audio CD.

CD players, to be provided by the
hybrid dual-layer SACD/CD disc, was

player range within the forseeable future.

a key feature of the system, in fact
almost its raison d'être. Yet the interne
pages of Electronic Engineering Times
(dated 8April) were able to report: `The
new offering is not compatible with
existing CD players, reversing Sony's
stated vision for the player at the outset
of its design'. EET then quoted Shigeo
Maruyama, president of Sony Music
Entertainment (Japan) Inc as saying that

On the other hand, Sony does intend
to add SACD capability to its whole CD
What makes this possible is the fact that,
once recovered from the disc by the
appropriate drive and electronics, the
SACD bitstream signal can be converted
to analogue very simply indeed — alowpass filter will do it, although this most
basic configuration will not result in
`high quality sound'.
DVD, and uncertainties over future
formats, have already depressed CD

he proposed that the hybrid option be

player sales. But if Sony adds SACD as
an intriguing go-faster feature to its

dropped so that the spec would ' just
focus on high-quality sound'.

whole audio player range, it will at the
very least have scored an equaliser.

When Iasked David Walstra, general
manager of Sony's SACD Business
Centre (Europe), about the future of the
hybrid disc, he commented that the
hybrid option `had been included in the
scarlet book at the request of the ISC.
We provide the hardware; record
companies have the choice to take any

REX BALDOCK
Sadly, this month we must record the
passing of a contributor whose name
graced the HFNIRR masthead for more
than three decades. Rex Baldock's major
contributions came in the 1960s, the first
great era of hobbyist horn loudspeakers:
so several generations of enthusiasts owe
something to him.
His last contribution to the magazine
['Horn History', July ' 97] offered an
informative but not too technical
summary of the subject, and it would be
nice to think that this piece encouraged
readers to look back at his weightier

Typeset by Planort Ltd, London SE!.
Priuted in England by Et RHubbard, Ltd, Sheffield
and ETHeron & Co ad, Essex

articles, published in earlier years. John
Crabbe and Dr Roger Driscoll pay
Sony's first production SACD player, on sale in japan from 21 May
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DVD-Audio in its DVD products' and

of the subsequent press coverage made
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approach than in the single layer'.
Most startlingly, and disconcertingly
perhaps, for Sony, EETs report baldly
stated that ` Sony intends to implement

fi News & Ream" Review is aLink House
magazine, pubtished an the first Friday of the month
preceding cover dore by (PC Music & Sport Publishing
Ltd part of IPC.Magazines Group of Companies.

IS.9•1 0142-6230.

disc. Walstra added that European labels

10 per month. But these discs, all from
Sony's record division, Sony Music

The timing of the Japanese launch
PRIZEWINNERS
Winner of our February
issue Monitor Audio
competition was Mr H
Pascoe, Tnov,-CornwalL
He is now the proud
owner of apair of
Monitor Audio Studio
laSE Celebration
speakers. Also wry to
hand are the midis of
our March issue ¿2500
TESL competition. First
prize, apair of TDL
CF300 Cheviacs meth
1850, plus £30 wonh of
cables, went wMr R
Mackay of Glasgow;
second prize, TEIL G30RTL speakers wank
1300, to Mr E
Cummings of
Renfiewshire; third prize,
apair of TDL G20RTLs, to Mr P Tribick
of Middlesex; flunk
prize, apair of TDL
Nucleus 4s, to Mr G P
Baker of Wind; and,
each receiving apair of
TDL Nucleus 1
speakers, the six runnersup were R Tuffrey of
Henfordshiri, Dr P
Rauchenberg of
Coventry, Mr N
Stringer of Manchester,
Mr jRakes of
Kenihvarth, E Bone of
Wiltshire and P
Kingcome of Kew.

options are the single-layer high-density
disc, as chosen by SME Japan, and a

month. US and European launches are
to follow ' in the autumn' but with no
firm dates given yet.

immediately be able to buy no fewer
than 13 discs to play on it. It's also said

Technical Advisers • Martin Colloms

of the three options'. (The other two

tribute to Rex in 'Views'.
3
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'He loved
music, and
properly
tempered
his
knowledge
of audio
scicnce
with the
experience
le live music
events'
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REX BALDOCIK
Dear Sir, May Ipay tribute to Rex
Baldock, who died on March 19th
at the age of 69.
He had many friends — old and
new — in the audio world and, of
course, among your readers. Iwas
proud to be one for 30 years. Ifirst
met Rex soon after Ijoined the staff
of the Northern Polytechnic (now
the University of North London) as
acoustics lecturer in 1968. He
introduced me to many of the great
contributors ta British Audio,
whom he knew well. He and Iwere
among the first to be proposed as
members of the British Section of
the Audio Engineering Society by
John Gilbert, my Head of
Department, and Percy Wilson
from Gramophone magazine, when
they founded the AES in the early
1970s. Rex did much for its
management committee over many
years, eg, organising lectures and
hosting guest speakers. He did the
same for the HKSTS, where he was
lecture secretary.
His own contributions to audio
will be well known in these
columns; his knowledge of
loudspeaker acoustics and matching
was formidable. For the Tricolurun
loudspeaker [
HiFi Nees April/May
1961] Rex describes an efficient,
rear loaded cylindrical column
enclosure far simpler to construct
than ahorn system. In the Parafine
[April 1963 and April '64] the 1
/4
wave pipe is of rectangular cross
section. Here his objective, in his
own words, was an enclosure of
'the undoubtedly attractive frontal
appearance of many stereograms
with the slimness and excellent
acoustic of separate enclosures'. I
have heard this design many urnes
in Rex's home, and like many
Paraline owners, think he met his
objective fully!
For me, one ofbis finest articles
was that on Horn Acoustics,
published here in April 1967. In
this, surely reference, piece we are
presented with all the acoustic data
and wavefront profiles for six
JUNE Infl

different horn cross-sections, of
both finite and infinite length. As
well as technical completeness,
there were other revealing qualities.
An illustration of this is when he
writes ' an efficient horn should be
based entirely on the principle of
precluding aproportionately rapid
expansion of wavefront area,
especially near the sound source.
Thus, the wavefront should not
change shape'.
Such an expression reveals great
insight, commitment and awide
margin of knowledge. It is to the
credit of HFN that this was
recognised in making Rex a
technical advisor. Ilearned from
Rex on many occasions, as did my
students. He had been aphysics
graduate; his work and interests
became his life, and he remained
active after his retirement afew
years ago. He was akindly man,
always ready to talk around a
subject and offer helpful ideas. He
loved music, and properly
tempered his knowledge of audio
science with the experience of live
music events. For many years he
would buy aseason ticket for the
Prom concerts, attending most if
not all of them! Not surprisingly,
the power and majesty of organ
music appealed to him, which only
the range and dynamic of his
loudspeaker designs could begin to
match.
He will be sadly missed.
Roger Driscoll
John Crabbe comments:
Roger Driscoll has said much of what
anyone who knew Rex would be bound
to include in an obituary, so my remarks
are mainly those of afellow loudspeaker
enthusiast to whom it fell to act as
editorial overseer of his writings.
In addition to the Tricolumn and
Paraline loudspeakers, which any
hobbyist could construct by following his
articles, Rex built ahuge underfloor bass
horn system in his earlier home, where
one sat above the mouth to equalise pathlengths to the LF and HF drivers. It was
designed so as to interleave its vestigial
resonances with the room's eigentones,
and it was one of the great listening
experiences of my early HFN years to
hear organ music reproduced via that
system. Rex described the underlying
theory in his article 'Acoustic
Compensation' ¡November 19641.
Like everything else that he wrote for
the magazine, that piece was amodel of
accurate expression, and in later years it
was always ajoy to receive his articles,
especially the long `A to Z in Audio'
series where he delved into every
conceivable corner of the subject with a
concision of style plus atalent for digging
out and presenting striking facts which
should be the envy of any technical or

scientific writer.
Quite apart from his AES activities,
Rex brought his audio enthusiasms to
bear on various related events, as when
he joined HFN's team which produced
the massive 'Project Mahler 8' report
¡July 196«. During attendance at the
Royal Albert Hall and subsequent
recording sessions at Walthamstow, Rex
was forever at the ready with his soundlevel meter and notebook, to log exactly
what was happening from the acoustical
angle. Likewise with occasions involving
the organ, where he loved to become
involved.
As Roger says, he took some pride in
the fact that he managed to attend
practically every concert during a
succession of Prom seasons, usually (
I
gathered) opting for the gallery rather
than the arena. He would sometimes
enthuse to me over the phone about pieces
or performances, albeit in his reticent son
of way.
Ijoin Roger in believing that he will
certainly be missed.
EXPECTING TOO MUCH?
Dear Sir, Iread with interest Ken
Kessler's excellent, informative and
interesting article on Nagra and its
new VPA monoblock. He had
certainly done his research, there
being, Iimagine, little further
information available from the
manufacturer that he didn't rewrite and expand upon in making
the article. And such is the strength
of the thing that it even has asmall
paragraph on sound quality to add
interest and balance. In all, a
readable and nicely rounded piece.
However, though Isuspect I
must be in the minority, Ihad
foolishly expected quite the
opposite. Ihad expected alook at
the sound quality of the product,
with afew paragraphs on Nagra
and the VPA physical description_ I
think Ihad expected areview.
Yes, Mr Kessler alludes to how
good the product is in the first and
last two paragraphs. Luckily, he
even gets away with saying things
like 'the Nagra VPA join the two
other amplifiers in my permanent
wants list' as aform of extreme
praise (though some new readers
might ask ` so bloody what?').
But Ithink that an approximately
2000-word article that has
'exclusive review' stamped on it
ought to have more 23 words (one
sentence, one paragraph) describing
what the product actually sounds
like. Further, 65 words on
connecting the Nagra pre- and
power together, followed by
precisely 0words on what the preand power sound like together is
surely taking the piss.
I'm unlikely to afford Nagra
equipment in the foreseeable
7
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future, but Ibuy HFN1RR to
fantasise about the hi-fi delights out
there: to enjoy the equipment
vicariously. But reading Mr
Kessler's ' review', Isimply wasn't
excited. Iknow Ishould be: Ken
tells me Ishould be in the article.
But as much as Ihave come to
respect his words, it simply doesn't
work if he doesn't back those words
up with some proper sound-quality
description.
Furthermore, it seems to me that
Mr Kessler is getting worse, so
much so that Iam beginning to fear
the day that Iread afour-page
article that fails to mention the
sound quality entirely. I, for one,
would not be happy.
Sendu Bala, Bedford
We're sure KK's legion offans will
disagree! He is away as this goes to press,
but he may respond next month - Ed.
PRICELESS ENCOUNTER
Dear Sir, As along-time HFNIRR
subscriber and avid reader, Iwas
(not pleasantly) surprised at the
editing lapse in the otherwise good
review of the Tsunami Subwoofer
in ' Brief Encounters' in February.
The repeated references to the low
price and bargain status of this item
do not make much sense when no
price was given for the item under
review!
Without knowing the price of the
Tsunami [
POO - an apology was
printed on page 8in April - Ed.] it is
difficult to make comparisons, but I
can offer up another possibility for
those with mini-monitors who are
seeking more bass extension. The
KEF Model 30 is asubwoofer
intended for the home theatre
market but quite usable with BBCbalance mini-monitors if ` depths of
hell' bass are not required. A
smallish (around 14in) sealed-box
cube, in grey finish only, it has a
12in paper cone and a100W
internal amplifier. Ipaid the
equivalent of about US$500 for it a
year or so ago on the
recommendation of along-time
dealer friend. He was right: the bass
mates well with the roll-off of my
Harbeth BBC LS5/12A speakers,
providing afirm bottom end at
levels Iconsider sane. Iuse the
KEF directly driven from the preamp with the crossover point well
to the bottom range of the
adjustment knob, just taking over
where the ported Harbeths start
losing steam.
A major advantage of the sub, in
my view, is that it allows me to get
rid of the BluTack between the
speakers and Foundation stands,
and use small upward-pointed
cones as an interface. This

definitely cleared up some
unwanted heaviness in the
LS5/12A's mid-bass brought about
by the BluTack interface.
The KEF would no doubt mate
well with the LS3/5A speakers —
RIP! — as well. Anyway, keep up
the (usually) fine product, which
provides awelcome contrast to
some of the American mags.
Paul Anderson, Hong Kong
CAUSE AND EFFECT
Dear Sir, With reference to the
correspondence in the April ' 99
'Views' regarding the Statmat
device, there is one simple cause
which seems to have been
overlooked.
The lens that focuses the player's
laser on the pits in the CD is in
most cases probably made of
plastic, and so is capable of holding
an electrostatic charge, possibly
induced by the nearby rotating
CD. The lens is then subject to
varying attractive forces which
could make it harder for the lens
servo mechanism to work
accurately, producing the loss in
sound-quality noticed by some
listeners.
Alan Rew, Didcot
OUR HOKES HOAX AND
HAIR RAISING STUFF
Dear Sir, Ilast wrote to you
concerning Sony's DSD proposal in
September '98 ('Views') and why I
think it should be favoured over
24/96 (or better) technology.
Something, however, has made me
quite excited about the future of
music reproduction. Irefer to the
small ' news' article in the April
issue which describes, albeit briefly,
Hokes Audionics' proposal for an
analogue layer on DVD. Ibet that
there were more than just afew
people who read the article with
tingles of excitement! And those of
us who had resigned to the fact that
digital, unfortunately, was the way
forward will be praying that this
format will succeed.
Even if it will exist purely as an
audiophile format (which Isuspect
will be the case), how many
engineers will want to go back to
using analogue studio technology?
Also, will future DVD players have
to be capable of playing all three (or
maybe four!) formats? Will it be a
dream come true to many where
listening to music on acompact
disc could finally become a
pleasurable experience, rather than
asomewhat indifferent one?
The proposal now means that the
subject of analogue tape recording
has to be addressed. If the
specifications printed for the DVD
analogue layer are true, then

current analogue tape technology
will have to be developed further if
it is to do the system full justice.
What is most important, though, is
that the signal will be analogue.
Iam eagerly awaiting further new
on the Hokes Audionics system. I
also trust that HFN1RR will report
fully on its developments.
Moving on to the subject of
three-dimensional (ie, real life)
sound recording, Ihave found the
`www.Holophonics.com' web-site
to be of great interest. Holophonics
doesn't go into much detail on how
its system works, but listening to
the sample downloads shows that it
is fairly amazing. There are websites like `www.ambiophonics.org'
which have articles explaining why
conventional stereo is flawed and
why multi-channel systems can
never produce athree-dimensional
sound field. Holophonics only uses
two channels and, via headphones,
can create what is the most spatially
realistic sound Ihave ever heard.
For example, its `blow-drier'
download gives the listener an
ultra-realistic reproduction of a
blow-drier moving all around a
head (yes, up and down as well).
You can almost feel the air against
your head! Then the drier stops and
it is placed on atable three feet to
your right. And, yes, Ilooked
round to see it!
HFNIRR should give coverage to
this kind of technology, as well as
other features on recording: the
most important part in the hi-fi
chain. Holophonic sound only
requires aspecial recording process
based on psycho-acoustic research,
and it could have huge implications
for hi-fi music reproduction.
Matthew Holland, Manchester

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

ABSOLUTELY CLEAR
Dear Sir, Ido totally agree with Mr
John Rogers ['Views' April] and
totally disagree with your Technical
Editor concerning absolute phase.
With the right loudspeaker
connections, you will hear a
focused music reproduction. I
claim that to hear or not to hear
absolute phase is aquality standard
of a [piece of] hi-fi equipment. So
the better the equipment, the more
work there is to do in reversing
loudspeaker connections, because
even tracks on [the same] CD or
LP can have adifferent phase.
My wishes are simple: first, a
standard for absolute phase;
second, analogue recordings should
be remixed before transferring to
digital (AAD).
H Fraiquin, The Netherlands
Mr Fraiquin and Iare still not in phase
on this issue - Tech Ed.
JUNE 1999
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M PEG MUSIC A GO-GO
SCOTTISH- BASED Memory Corporation plc unveiled its
'revolutionary internet audio system' at a press briefing in March.
Based on MPEG Layer 3 (aka MP3) technology, M3- GO is
described as a ' consumer- friendly' acquistion/playback system.
Music would be downloaded from the internet, Memory
Corporation proposed, or from commercial CDs. A desktop unit
(Portable Music Store') stores the compressed data on an internal
hard drive, from which the MP3-coded music can be played
directly — or uploaded to a pocket- sized ' Soulmate' player.
MP3 is already routinely used by
to the Portable Music Store
computer enthusiasts to acquire complete
can be uploaded ' in less than
10 seconds'. While
songs and albums over the interne, as its
emphasising ease of use for
high-compression algorithm allows data
non-PC aware users, Memory Corporation
transfer on standard (comparatively lowseemed less ready to admit that the data
speed transfer) telephone lines. Two levels
transfer method envisaged for its MP3-GO
of quality for playback are proposed by
project would be via acable modem — a
Memory Corporation: aso-called ` CD
novel internet connection system not
Quality' with adata rate of around
available in this country. This leaves CD120kbs (kilobytes per second); and ' FM
Quality' at 96kbs. Note that original CDs
copying as the only practicable method for
obtaining source material for this MP3
use adata transfer rate around 1.4Mbs
(million bytes per second) while the latest
player. David Savage, Chief Executive of
Memory Corporation [pictured] conceded
DAB technology runs at 192kbs.
that despite the transfer system proposed
According to Memory Corporation, the
(CD to Hard Drive, Hard Drive to
Soulmate can store 'up to over an hour of
Soulmate) he did not envisage any
CD quality music' which, when connected

DCS UPSAMPLER FOR HOME USE
BASED on the dCS
972 professional
sample- rate
converter, the
company's Purcell
digital upsampler
is now available.
From a 16- bit
44.1kHz (CD)
input, the Purcell
can output audio
in 'higher resolution' ormats up to a
maximum of 24-bit, 192kHz. Output
word length options include 16-, 18-,
20-, 22- and 24- bits, with sample rates
of 32. 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 and
192kHz. Upsampling cannot actually
increase the audio information content
of the signal, but sound quality benefits

are claimed, though it's admitted that
these are programme dependent: some
well-heeled enthusiasts have bought pro
sample- rate converters to match their
dCS Elgar DACs. Retailing at £3495,
Purcell offers various in/output formats,
from S/PDIF ( RCA/BNC) to AES and
Dual AES (XLR). dCS, 01799 531999.

contravention of the Serial Copyright
Management System. The IFPI and RIAA,
at the time of the briefing, had not been
consulted. To allay industry fears of
interne piracy, Memory Corporation cited
its membership of the Secure Digital
Music Initiative (SDMI), and use of an
AudioKEY 'hardware' solution for copy
protection. Memory Corporation aims to
get the product in the shops by Christmas,
and mentioned possible distribution in the
UK by Dixons. More details from
Memory Corporatiori plc, 0131 654 2576.

TDL NUCLEUS 4
BOOSTS
RTL RANGE
TDL's Nucleus 4 floorstanding
bass- reflex loudspeaker is a
larger version of the popular
Nucleus 3 model. Featuring
two 130mm doped paper cone
bass units for stronger bass
output, increased power
handling and higher sensitivity
(quoted as 90dB for 1W at
1m), Nucleus 4 is bi-wirable
and is supplied with carpetpiercing spiked feet. Finished
in Black Ash, rosewood or
cherry, it retails at £ 300 per
pair. Further details from
TDL, 01628 850111.

NAKAMICHI'S LIFESTYLE LAUNCH
SERIOUS stereo and serious style
meet in the first of Nakamichi's
compact, futuristic lifestyle systems,
the Soundspace 8. Complementing
Nakamichi's DVD player, AV

receiver/processor, CD player, and
legendary advanced cassette deck
lines, Soundspace 8includes a 1+4
five-disc CD change and output to an
active subwoofer whose built-in power

amp also drives a pair of dedicated
phase linear passive loudspeakers.
The system retails for £ 1100. Further
details from BBG Distribution Ltd.
Call 0181 863 9117.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
11-13 MAY Hi Fi ' 99, trade days, The Home
Theater & Specialty Audio Show, Palmer House

13-16 MAY High- End 99, Hotel Kempinski,
Frankfurt, Germany. Contact the High End

(23rd and 24th, trade-oaly days). Contad Janet

Hilton, Chicago. Sponsored by Stereophile;

Society, +49 202 702022.

trade days sponsored by The Academy
Advancing High Performance Audio and Video.

19-22 MAY CEDIA Expo, Novotel, West
London. Trade only. Contact 01462 627377.

14-18 OCTOBER IBIS ' 99, International
Audio, Video, Broadcasting, Motion Picture &

Contad + 1 ( 505) 992 6604.
14-16 MAY Hi Fi 99, The Home Theatre &
Specialty Audio Show, public days, The Palmer

28 AUGUST- 5 SEPTEMBER Internationale
Funkausstellung 1999, Berlin Exhibition
Grounds. Contact 0171 886 3103.

6-9 JUNE 2000 BfoodcastAsia2000,
incorporating Professional Audio Technology

House Hilton, Chicago. Sponsored by
Stereophile. Contact + 1 ( 505) 982 2366.

23-26 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show ' 99,
Novotel, West London, sponsored by HFN/RR

2000 and CableSat2000. Suntec Centre,
Singapore. Contact C17' 862 2083.
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Belton, 0181 774 0847.

Telecommunications Show (professionals only),
Milan. Contact + 39 (02) 4815541.
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Pure
listening
pleasure
at 93 dB.
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ACOUSTICA - Chester 01244 344227 > AUDIBLE ELEGANCE - Colchester 01206 384247 > AUDIO IMAGES - Lowestoft 01502 582853 > AUDIO MATTERS
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NAUTILUS' 600 LINE BY 138/MT
B&W aims to keep its 600 series loudspeakers in awardwinning ways, by incorporating Nautilus derived
technology into astring of new and improved models.
Key elements in the revised 600 'S2' products include
tapered tweeter tubes concealed within the main
loudspeaker cabinet; flat ring tweeter suspensions;
mid/bass driver bullet dust caps; mushroom construction
Kevlar reinforced bass drivers; and Flowport bass reflex
design. Prices range from £200 for the DM 601 S2 twoway, up to £ 1499 per pair for the DM 605 52, a
three-way with built-in active subwoofer aimed at home
cinema and hi-fi enthusiasts. The 603 S2 is atwo-and-ahalf way model incorporating all four Nautilus innovations,
while the 604 S2 is the largest 600 Series three-way. The
CC6 S2 is acentre channel model and the DS6 aTHXcertified dipole surround. Further details available from
B&W Loudspeakers ( UK) Ltd, 01903 750750.

COPLAND ADDS
NEW CD PLAYER
COPLAND'S new flagship CD
player, the CDA 289 retains many
of the original features found in its
predecessor, the CDA 288. The
core technology used includes four
20-bit Burr Brown PCM 63P
Highest K Grade converters; a
custom-designed reference master
clock oscillator for minimising
jitter; aPacific Microsonics PMD100 oversampling digital filter for
HDCD decoding of pre-encoded
discs. Other critical details include
discrete power supply transformers
for analogue and digital stages, a
three-beam Sony laser mechanism
and a class A analogue output
stage. Retail price of the CDA 289
is £ 1898. Further details from UK
distributor Absolute Sounds Ltd,
0181 9713909.

ENTRY-LEVEL DVD WITH DTS

BRIEFING BRIEFING

RELIABLE CAPS
FROM AUDIOCOM

.101
.

PANASONIC'S latest 'entry-level' DVD player, the new
DVD-Al 60, has adigital output for both Dolby Digital
and DTS 5.1 channel digital audio decoders. In addition
the player is fitted with a Dialogue Enhancer to improve
intelligibility by automatically increasing centre channel
gain. Two-channel replay can be further enhanced by the
player's Advanced VSS (Virtual Surround Sound)
processing. The DVD-Al 60 retails for £380. Further
details from Panasonic UK Ltd, 0990 357357.

MISSION'S 'VALUE FOR
MONEY' SPEAKERS
MISSION has
completed the
development of its
'next generation'
X-Space flat panel
loudspeaker system
for enhanced TV, PC
and personal audio
reproduction. The
three-box system
incorporates NXT flat panel
technology and a40W
active subwoofer. Total
retail price is £300.
Mission has also evolved a
new version of its best
selling loudspeaker, by
adding an extra Aerogel
mid/bass driver to create
the 773e. Enhanced bass
extension dramatically and
increased overall sensitivity,
by +3dB, are said to result
from this change, and from
the additional revisions to
internal geometry and
crossover design. The 773e

retails at £400. Two more
new Mission loudspeakers,
each retailing at £2001
pair, target diverse
markets. The new, biwirable 702e floorstander
targets audiophiles seeking
top value. Meanwhile, the
innovative 77ds Diffuse
Surround loudspeaker,
finished in optional black
or white, aims to maximise
stereo rear effects from
discrete digital surround
sound sources. Further
details on all models are
avaialble from Mission,
01480 451777.
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COMPONENT supplier AudioCom
is now sole European cistributor for
Reliable Capacitors, maker of
AudioCap, MultiCap and Exotica
film capacitors. The MultiCap line
was corceived for h;gh-current,
high-speed pulsed power
applications but its patented coaxial
construction is said to make it idecl
for audio applications. The Exotica
line zonsists of foil and film
capccitors of special design and
cons-ruction, for the highest possiUe
performance. For more information
call AudioCom, 01834 842803.

MAGNAT LINES UP
VECTOR NEEDLE
FIVE 100mm
dryers line up
with an ultra-light,
durable, ceramic
dome tweeter in
Magnat's new,
three-way, bass
reflex loudspeaker,
the Vector Needle.
Key design
features are its phase- and leveloptimised passive crossover, and
main drivers built around antimagnetic ABS baskets for minimal
distortion. Rated at 90dB sensitivi:y,
4ohms impedance and 300W
power handling capacity, the Vector
Needle is available in Black, Beech
or Silver finish. Price per pair is
£449. Further details from UK
distributor Recotorb, 0161 702 5000.

AIWA has anew £ 180 3CD, twin
cassette mini- system, the NSZ-S555,
which has abuilt-in subwoofer and
all main loudspeaker drive units
individually driven by dedicated
amplifiers. Call 0990 902 902.
ARCAM put its Al ODRT, described
as the world's first home hi-fi Digital
Radio Tuner, into 'full production'
on 15 March. Call 01223 203200.

AUDIO PARTNERSHIP, the new
owner of Mordaunt-Short, has
appointed three key personnel from
the original M- Steam, David
Jefferys ( Sales and Business
Development Manager), Graeme
Foy ( Senior Acoustic Engineer), and
Simon Rogers (Mechanical
Designer/Engineer).
AUDIO Thas acquired Hampshire
Audio, the south coast hi-fi specialist
retailer, and says that plans are in
hand for a store refurbishment.
Call 01703 252827.
AV1 says it has developed its own
'high-end' DAB prototypes, but
advises potential DAB customers to
first ask whether or not they can
actually receive digital radio
broadcasts. Call 01453 765682.
CITIZEN has produced the world's
smallest LCD colour TV with built-in
AM/FM radio, the ST855 screen
measuring 2.2 in.
DTS is encouraging film-makers to
use its new cinema decoder, the
DTS-ES, adding athird ambience
channel for more dramatic surround
effects that sweep over and around
the audience. Call 0118 934 9199.
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another world- first.
hi- tech home cinema for the audiophile
1

2

Latest DSP Technology

Powerful 16- Bit .

World premiere in cn

Microcontroller

audio product of tne 32- bit

The 16- bit Siemens C161R1
microcontroller controls the
AV32R and its Set-up
Wizard provides most
comprehemsive on-screen
user interface, making setup extremely simple,
without prnted manuals.

60MHz Analog Devices
ADSP-21065L SHARC'm
Digital Signal Processor;
decodes, as standard, all
current movie formats with
capacity to cope wirri
the future.

3

4

96kHz/24-bit DACs

With its multipie
Ç6kHz/24-bit DA converters, the AV32R is
equipped to handle the
finer resolution and more
spacious sound recordings
cf DVD Audio..

Minimal Jitter/

5

TAGtronic"' Sync Link

Future- Proof

Al software is stored
in Flash Memory and is
entirely user upgrosabge,
with upgrades
downleodable rom the
Internet via oPC ard
the TAGt ron .i cTM

The precision tar rphaselocked loop reduces jitter
to an absolute minimum,
while the unique
TAGtronicrm S,n,c Link
se-ids a signcl to products
desigled for this advanced
technology ( e.g. he
fodhcomiing DVD32R) to
sync -Iron ze its clock to the
master refereice within the
AV32R. DVDs will sound
better thorn ever before.

Commun cations Bjs.
This bus also allows the
easy transfer and sharing
of information for multi room installations and
powerful commulicatior
between comporen.s.
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five- channel amplifier 1100x5R
(launch summer ' 99)
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Learning Remote

Control
The powerful back-lit remote
control operates all Dur home
cinema products It can
also be user- programmed to
control almost ary product
that uses an infra- red
remote, such as our audio
products, so just this one
handse• will contre'l your
whole system.

/

Gold- Plated

8

Mixed Technology

Brozdcast-Quality

fr

TAG McLaren

Multi- Layer PCBs

Construction

Video and Pramium Grade

Surround Sourd

The gold-alated mulii-layer
printed circuit boards
control return currents,
provide controlled
impedances and milimize
couplings, with the ground
planes split between audio
and digital processing

Surface mount components.
for fast digital circuitry and
leaded components for
perfect audio signals, to
optimize performance,
requiring Doth reflow and
wave soldering production
techniques. Anything less
would be inferior.

Audio Compoleats

An audiophile processing
mode fer
to stereo aid memo
sources in surround
mode. IMS-Surround is
capable of processing
24-bit/96kliz recordings
without artefacts.

No-compromise broadcasteuclity video components
enc premium grade audio
components for maximum
clarity and transparency.

www.tagmclarenaudio.com - freephone: 0800 783 8007
TAG McLaren Audio Ltd., Ermine Bus'ness Park, Huntingdon, Combs PE18 6XY.
'Dolby", 'if.ro Logic and me doubleD symbol ore trademarks of Dolby taborotories • D,s- nod .075 Digiial Surround
ore trademarks of Digirol ' healer Systems, Inc • The "THX' -lame and logo ore e locasfiins bd. and trodemcrkedi
All rights reserved. Used wider authorization • The " MPEG" logo is atrademark of Royal Philips Electronics..
'51-1ARC' is a registered trodemork of Analog Devices, Inc •

TeincLaren
audio
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Mains quality and power

ROCKPORT'S
'ULTIMATE' SPEAKER
ROCKPORT TECHNOLOGIES (USA) claims that
it has created ' the ultimate two-way loudspeaker',
with the announcement of the Rockport Merak.
This heavyweight floorstander has 54mm cabinet walls
constructed from asandwich of high tensile glassreinforced resin and mineral filled epoxy. An
Audiotechnology mid/bass and Dyanudio Esotar tweeter
are integrated by means of acrossover laced with
custom-designed components, epoxy potted on ahalfinch thick aluminium base assembled into the speaker
stand. Merak retails at £ 13,995 including stands, and
can be supplemented by the £7995 Sheritan woofer
modules. When purchased as acomplete package, the
Merak Sheritan is priced at £21,000. Further details
from UK agent Absolute Analogue, 01425 654488.

IXOS EXTENDS
GAMMA LINE

IXOS has developed two
new interconnects, both
utilising the Gamma
Geometry technology
(patents pending) which earlier
this year won aCES Innovations
award. IXOS 1000 Gamma Studio Connect, featuring
silver-plated OFC conductors and screen and aTeflon
dielectric, retails at £89.95 per stereo 1m pair. IXOS
1001 Gamma Master Connect which differs mainly in
its use of PC-OFC braid screen, retails for £70 per
stereo lm pair. Further details from distributor Path
Group plc, 01494 441736.

supplies in equipment are
crucial.

drives the speakers.

POL•Jef
oed
WORLD'S SMALLEST
MD PORTABLE
PANASONIC says it has produced
the world's smallest and lightest
personal MiniDisc player, the SiMJ70. Equivalent to just three MD:. in
thickness, it is supplied with the
world's thinnest
remote control,
adetachable
back- lit device.
A'
train' setting
is designed to
counter environmental noise. The StM70's 40- second anti- shock memory
and its sin- hour playback from ci
single Ni-Cd rechargeable battery
also add extra functionality. Further
details are available from Panasonic
UK, 0990 357357.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
COLIN ESCOTT, valued HFN/RR
contributor, won aGRAMMY
Award for his documentation of
amajor Hank Williams reissue.
HI-SPACE, the recordable
optical media brand of MPO,
has anew 80- min 24-carat
gold CD- Rdisc, a4.7Gb
DVD-R disk,an audio CD- R
disc and four coloured MiniDiscs Details from
www.hi-space.com/www.mpo.fr
IAN EDWARDS has produced anew brochure
detailing its comprehensive range of handcrafted record cabinets, CD storage devices,
hi-fi units and bookcases. Call 01423 500442.
MYRYAD has announced a 300% increase in
turnover between 1997 and 1998 thanks to
invigorated UK distribution and new German
and US distributors. Call 01705 265508.
NEUMANN, creator of the first mass-produced
condenser microphone and of current studio
microphones, received this year's Technical
GRAMMY Award. Call 01494 551531.
PERTH College's unique music and media
centre is hoping to benefit from a £ 1.9 million
fund-raising campaign recently launched by
Tommy Smith, the leading saxophonist, and
Fred McAulay, the radio personality. Call
01738 621171.
PHILIPS has focused its 1999 audio lines firmly
on lifestyle micro- and mini- system and
portable audio solutions, complementing its
comprehensive widescreen TV, Pay TV, D-VHS,
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It's this power that

TVCR and GSM phone ranges. Call
0181 689 4444.
PIONEER has added a301 disc CD
multi- player, the PD- F1007, to its
range of disc auto-changers. This
model uses a new roulette stacking
system to maintain overall player
size similar to its 101-disc players
Call 01753 789500.
PMC (
the Professioral Monitor Company)
says its MB] loudspeakers nave been
purchased by Robbie Willioms &or his home
use, following the production mastering of his
album at Metropolis Studios using PMC
monitors. Call 01707 393002.
SAMSUNG has unveiled two new DVD players,
the DVD 709 arid DVD 909, both featurinç
DTS playback capability and S-Video outputs.
Call 0181 391 0168.
TECHNICS recently donated turntables, aDI
mixer anc headahones to ADFED, the
educational wing of Asian Dub Foundation to
help ADFED with its community projects.
WHARFEDALE has built anew i_oudPanel
manufacturing plant at one of its joint-ventute
factories in Shei Zhen, China, • ust nine months
after staring LcxrdPanel production at its
Bradford UK facility. Call 01480 447 700
WOLLATON AUDID has token over the UK
distribution for the Italian Aliante loudspeaxer
range, 'styled by Pininfarina' and including
models priced between £580 and £2700 per
pair. Cali 0115 928 4147.

or

Anything done to improve the
mains will give your whole system
more CLARITY AND AMBIENCE.
MAINS CABLES make ahuge
difference by screening and filtering
the last link. We offer DNM,
Nordost and Yamamura Churchill,
to suit systems at all levels.
Try Yamamura Churchill M-Tubes
and mats to screen out RF
INTERFERENCE at all sockets and
between components.
Probably the ultimate source is an
Accuphase PS- 500 or - 1200 CLEAN
POWER SUPPLY which re-creates a
pure 50Hz sine wave, accurately
maintained at 230V.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES,enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY. dCS ELGAR AND PURCELL,
MERACUS, PAS
S, SUGDEN, W ADIA.

VINYL:

BASIS, CROWN

J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, LEHMANN. MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE,
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.
AMPLIFIERS :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT.DNM ,LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS.
SIEMEL. SIRIUS, SONNETEER, SUGDEN, XTC.
LOUDSPEAKERS :AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS. HALES.
HARBETH, LUMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, MIRAGE, NEAT,TOTEM.
TUNERS :ACCUPHASE, FANFARE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES :ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST,
SONIC LINK, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC
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to supplant it - ever"
Eli

reviewing the Chord SPM 1200B
(Gramophone Magazine Feb 1994)

Only Chord could better
the SPM 1200B.
The SPM 1200C.
Chord's 3rd Generation
Power Amplifier.

Audition the Chord SPM 1200C at:
London & South

Midlands

Musicial Images

Leicester Hi- Fi Company

Covent Garden

Leicester

Tel : 0)71 497 1346

Tel : 0116 253 9753

Musical Images
Edgware
Tel : 0181 952 5535
Phase 3 Hi- Fi

Music Matters
Birmingham
Tel:0121 429 2811
Tel : 0121 742 0254

Worthing

Chord Electronics Ltd. The Pumphouse, Farleigh Bridge
East Farleigh, Kent ME16 9NB, United Kingdom.
Tel: 01622 721444. Fax: 01622 721555.
email: sales«ochord.softnet.co.uk

Tel : 01903 245577

North

West

Doug Brady HI-FI

Audio T

Warrington

Reading

Tel : 01925 828009

Tel : 0118 958 5463

Audio Reflections

Progressive Audio

Wakefield

Rainham

Tel : 01132 528850

Tel : 01634 389004

Wales

Northern Ireland

Audio Excellence

Moores Hi Fi

Swansea

County Down

Tel : 01792 474608

Tel : 01247 812 417

brief encounters
Traxdata Traxaudio 900
ANYONE in any doubt about the future of
music formats can take heart from the
proliferation of CD recorders that continue to
appear. While DVD-RW or DVD-RAM
probably won't be an option for some time
yet, the onus for ahigh- capacity recordable
storage medium rests on the shoulders of the
ubiquitous CD disc. With 650MB capacity,
equalling 74 mins of 16-bit/44.1kHz stereo
music, most people are quite happy with the
format, especially now that it's so easy to
make personal copies with amachine like
this Traxaudio 900. Made for Traxdata, a
company less than four years old but already
known for its professional disc recorders, the
'900 follows arather familiar form.
It would be blinkered to ignore the fact that
this CD recorder shares many features with a
previously reviewed product. Well, actually,
three previously reviewed products. At the
behest of the company, we were asked 'that
any associations that may have been made
with any other manufacturers should not
used'. So instead of saying that it has the
same form and functionality as the Philips
CDR- 870, and the Philips CDR- 880, and the
Marantz DR- 700, and that at around £499 it

sells for the same price as the current CDR880, Iwill just mention that if comparisons
were to be made, it would be practically
impossible to differentiate between
the ' 900 and its peers.
Unfortunately, despite
numerous requests,
Traxdata was unable
to provide an
explanation of the
differences between this
recorder and the Philips
machines. [ For afull
description of the Philips and Marantz
recorders, see reviews published in Jan '
98,
July '
98 and Dec ' 981
Looking inside, comparing front button
positioning, checking rear panel layout —
well, this Traxaudio 900 is, apparently,
essentially a Philips CDR- 880 with differentshaped buttons. It doesn't have the metal
front panel and audio- grade capacitors
seen in the Marantz iteration, but instead
follows the form of the original Philips
products. But that in itself cannot be
construed as any criticism of performance.
It makes impeccable copies, is easy to use,

and best of all is still up to making copies
on to cheap computer data discs, using the
good old drawer trick [ see 'Technology' Oct
'98, ' Brief Encounters' Nov ' 98].
So, in lieu of evidence that there is
anything different in this recorder compared
with the ' 880, the choice comes down to
finding the best local price. In case it holds
any sway over your decision, Traxdata's
package includes 10 free blank CD- Rdiscs,
against Philips' five CD- Rs and aCDR-W.
Andrew Harrison
• Traxdata UK Ltd, 01753 8914 ,
44

TEAC A- E2000 technology primer
AMPLIFIER technology has been
largely static for years, with better
quality components and marginally
different topologies helping draw a
distinction between one model, or one
product range, and the next. But
TEAC is about to blow this cosy world
apart with acircuit topology which
uses a combination of new ideas, or at
least novel applications of existing
ideas, which have been plugged into a
new £ 180 budget integrated amplifier,
the 50 w/ch A- E2000, and amatching
£150 power amplifier, the 150W/eh
A- 2000M.
Pick up any normal amplifier and you
will quickly discover that it is heavy
compared to other hi-fi products, and if
you remove the lid you will find that
much of the weight is attributable to the
transformer that turns the high-voltage,
lowcurrent source (the mains) into a
high-current, low-voltage form needed to
drive loudspeakers. The resulting AC
current is then converted into DC using a
bridge rectifier, and smoothed with banks
of reservoir capacitors, an arrangement
that is electrically inefficient because it
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must be designed to sustain peak power
demands. A much faster acting and more
responsive power supply is available, the
switch-mode power supply, which
operates in the TEAC at 50kHz. The
benefits are amuch more responsive
power source that makes much more
efficient use of the (reduced) reservoir
capacity required.
So the new TEAC amp uses switchmode power supplies. Big deal: Chord
and Linn amplifiers have long used them,
but the TEAC is certainly the lowest cost
application so far. The TEAC however
also uses atechnique common in industry
and aerospace, but which has not
previously been applied to domestic highfidelity, namely power factor correction,
or Unifactor to use the term TEAC
applies to its proprietary version. This
technology is ahard nut to crack, and
took acollaboration with an outside USbased company, which designed the chip
involved. Unifactor is designed to ensure
more efficient transfer of power from the
mains by ensuring that power is drawn at
all times other than when the waveform is
traversing the zero switching points,

rather than just the 5% of time that
transformer-based PSUs draw current.
Unifactor also provides aregulated supply
to the amplifier, which in effect means
that the whole amplifier is double
regulated at aprice point where even
normal regulation tends to be rather hit
and miss.
There is more to the new TEACs than
these two technologies alone. For example
the two channels are mutually reversed
(this has been done before to my
recollection, but not for along time) to
help cancel earth current flows to ground,
and the signal and earth returns for each
input are switched when selecting inputs so
that there are no unwanted signals fed into
the audio signal chain from unused signal
return and grounds that remain connected.
The long and the short, and based also
on ashort ear's time on the A-E2000, is
that these two products threaten to
redefine the budget amplifier as completely
as NAD did acouple of decades ago with
the original budget king, the 3020. A full
review to follow...
Alvin Gold
• TEAC UK Ltd, 01932 819630
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brief encounters
The Chord Company Chorus
FOR most people there is apsychological

barrier, up to which they can just about
countenance lashing out hard-earned on a
piece of wire, and beyond which lies a
domain fit only for millionaires and lunatics.
Upon abrief survey of the UK interconnects
market, that point could be defined as
around £ 80 to £ 100. With some super
cables in this area, why bother looking
beyond? IFound one answer in the shape of
the Chord Company Chorus.
The Chorus heads the Company's range of
interconnects, atwisted- pair configuration
launched in 1997, and still gaining respect for
its level of transparency and evenhandedness. The Chorus's simple rope- like
twist identifies it like few others, although its
makers have no need to make grandiose
claims for uniqueness by hidden technology
nor esoteric rare earth materials.
IF an interconnect cable is considered the
product of its metallurgy, plus
insulation/dielectric, plus plugs, then the
Chorus, again, is nothing to whimper about.
Starting from the inside out, the signal
conductors are 19 strands of 16-gauge OFC
copper, silver-plated, and sealed with aTeflon
dielectric. Over this lies asilver-plated copper
braid, this coated with another layer of Teflon.
The signal and return paths take one of these
constructs each, and the two individual braids
are used to shield the cable in apseudo-

balanced configuration,
where the braided
screen is earthed at one
end to the RCA plug
outer, and free-Floating
at the other. The only
quirk is that this earth is
actually terminated at
the 'amp' end instead of
the ' source' side, a
decision taken after
listening tests by The
Chord Co's ear-persons.
The twist is performed
manually, no machine having been found to
do the job as well as askilled pair of hands.
The Final touch is the heat-shrink outer, in
black and scarlet for channel identification.
The plugs' conducting pin and outer sleeve
are also silver-plated, said to provide better
continuity from cable end to cable end. Plug
dielectric is once again courtesy of our PTFE
friend, Teflon.
To go the full shilling, I
tried the XLRbalanced Chorus between namesake (but no
relation) Chord Electronics' pre and power
amplifiers, exploiting the fully- balanced
topology throughout, with aregular RCA
Chorus pair connecting digital and vinyl
sources. The Chorus 'sounds' clear and
revealing, seemingly providing atransparent
conduit from one component to the next.

Transients From struck guitar

and piano chords, like KD
Lang's Ingénue [
WB759926840], were presented
cleanly and with life, and little
sense of constriction or
dynamic softening. Yet
despite the perceived high
bandwidth (difficult to relate
how acable can 'have'
deeper bass, but nonetheless
the experience) there is a
welcome lack of that illusiondestroying fizz or sharpness
at the top which befalls some
silver or silver-plate cables.
Playing 2Live [
naimcd007] by
Ear Wax Control, you couldn't argue that
better cables make the experience entirely
explicable, or answer the 'why?' question, but
the increased sense of palpability given to this
live direct-to-master recording did beneficially
allow the irreverant humour to trickle through.
The audience's mirth survived the occasional
feedback wail somewhat more intact. To wit,
the Chorus proved itself more than just another
'hi-fi' cable. It's aremarkable conduit of all
types of music.
The Chord Chorus cost £200 for aone
metre RCA-terminated pair, while having XLRs
on each end will cost £215. Half- metre pairs
come in at £ 154 and £ 169 respectively.
Andrew Harrison
• The Chord Company, 01722 331674

More on the TAG McLaren
Audio CDT2OR
£1400 list price of the

OUR April issue article ' CD
transport modifications' [' Brief
Encounters', April ' 99, p211 contained

Audiolab 8000 CDM.
On another technical

a number of errors and omissions

point, there are no

which we would like to correct.
The opening paragraph referred to TAG

capacitors
connected across the

McLaren Audio's F3 product range, and

IN002 diodes, as we

the way that this was developed from the
existing Audiolab 8000 series models. We
erroneously stated that, in the case of the
CDT2OR CD transport, this development

implied; the small
capacitors we referred to are

work involved only one resistor change. In

of an aftermarket componentsubstitution modification to the
Audiolab CD transport, offered by

fact, as with the other F3 products, the
new design included extensive changes
compared with the old model.
TAG McLaren Audio has now
confirmed that the CDT2OR embodies
no less than 38 component changes, of
which 14 were new components due to

connected to chassis ground.
Our article described the application

component supplier AudioCom and
supplied either as akit of parts, or as a
custom modification to acustomer's
existing machine for which the charge is

the electrical safety and compliance
standards. As aconsequence, not even

£445. Readers must note that any such

we would be able to gain approval for the

extra circuitry which was added, along

third-party modification necessarily

serious modifications suggested in your

with anew PCB. TAG McLaren Audio
says that the circuit was changed to

invalidates the original manufacturer's
warranty and, more importantly perhaps,

article, without resort to an expensive re-

improve the accuracy of the S/PDIF and

also invalidates the original

AES/EBU signals and to reduce the
required bandwidth of the digital

manufacturer's certification of
compliance with safety standards.
Because of this, some aftermarket
modifications may be illegal. Dr Udo

not cost-effective, by endorsing a

Zucker of TAG McLaren Audio points
out: ' We have to spend approximately
10% of our development costs to satisfy
the relevant authorities and fulfil all of

readers considering any DIY project or
aftermarket modification from any

connections; that is, to reduce the burden
on the digital interconnect. Furthermore,
to reduce ground bounce and to improve
sound quality, the data re-timing circuit
was also modified. The TAG McLaren
CDT2OR costs £ 1500, as against the
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qualification process. However, the tone
of your article implies such approval is
"cheaper do-it-yourself" modification.'
Such an implication was not the
intention of our article. Nonetheless,

supplier must heed the warnings given
above on questions of safety and legality.
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Resolution Audio CD- So player: £ 2990

Kuzma Stabi Sturntable plus Stabi Sunipivot tone arm: film()

comwil

tenrad.Julum,n

Top: conrac-johnson Premier 14 pre- amplifier: £4495
Above: con -ad-johnson MF 2500 power amplifier: f3495

Amplification

Digital Replay

Accessories

Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad—joh ison
Ear/Yoshing • Golden Tube
Graaf • McCormack • Muse
Electronics • Unison Research

Audio Analogue Paganini
conrad—johnson • DPA •
Marantz • Resolution Audio
Wadia

Vinyl Replay

Audiostatic • Avalon
Acoustics • Beauhorn

Barnal & Oswald bespoke
furniture • Cardas cables
& power cords • Esopower
mains stabilisers
finite elemente pagode
equipment stands
Harmonix • Nordost cables

Virtuoso • Charlo
Diapason • 1M Lab • Opera
Powell Audio • Zingali
Omniray

Tuners
Magnum Dynalab

Avid • Benz Micro cartridges
Barnatt & Oswald • Kuzma
Lyra cartridges • McCormack
Nottingham Analogue

Trigon

TEL:

0171 380 o866

Loudspeakers

shun mook • VDamp
isolating system

Home trial schemes available. All systems installed by us. Mail order carriage free.
Efficient tax-free export.Ex-demonstration and used equipment always available.
Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturdays io:oo to 18:30
Camden Town, London NWI FAX: 0171 383 5028 E.MAIL: stephen@audioc.freeserve.co.uk

COMPETITION

ATC's £ 10,000 SCM70 monitors
"25 years of sound engineering"
soft-dome type, said to give an exceptionally smooth and linear
response well beyond 20kHz. Mid frequencies are
handled by ATC's Mk 2midrange dome unit, which has
an improved waveguide for still
better linearity. Finally, there is a
massive 234mm bass unit, using
ATC's SLMM (Super Linear
Magnetic Material) technology,
which greatly reduces 3rd harmonic
distortion by minimising eddy
currents in the magnet system.
Siltech silver cable is used for the
internal wiring to the drive units.
Power is provided by anew triamplifier system, giving 200W for
the bass, 100W for the mid and
50W for the high-frequency unit,
with using discrete circuitry with
isolated secondary power supplies.
The filters are modified secondorder with phase-correction, with
crossover frequencies set at 380Hz
and 3500Hz. The amplifier sections
have programme sensing for
automatic power-up, and auto
power off as well as infra-red
remote control.
Capable of aspecified maximum
continuous sound pressure level of
112dBA, the SCM70 will be equally
at home in large-scale monitoring
applications or in very high quality
domestic systems.
Don't miss this chance to win what
must be one of the great British
loudspeakers of all time.

THIS year sees ATC celebrating its 25th
anniversary — and in this issue you'll
find Ken Kessler's profile of Billy
Woodman and the company he
founded, outlining its growth from
small beginnings. Today, the company
has an enviable reputation both among
studio monitors and among keen
domestic users.
With the company's 25th anniversary
comes the launch of ATC's most radical
loudspeaker yet, the stunning SCM70
active monitor. So we are delighted to
announce that, as part of its anniversary
celebrations, ATC is providing apair of
SCM70 SL Active monitors, plus SCA2
control unit, as the prize for our special
three-part summer competition. Total value
is well in excess of £ 10,000.

INSIDE THE SCM70 SL

As you might expect, the SCM70 embodies
design tenets familiar to users and fans of
ATC. It is ahigh-powered active system
intended to produce realistic levels and trueto-life dynamic range.
An entirely new type of construction is
used for the cabinet which (as ATC
followers will have guessed) has agenerous
internal volume of 70 litres. Running from
top to bottom, the front corner sections and
profiled back are of anodised, polished and
sealed aluminium. The side panels are formed
in MDF, and may be finished in achoice of colours — our
illustrations show them in high-gloss anthracite grey. To complete
this exceptionally rigid structure, the top and bottom sections are
moulded in Conan — an acoustically
THE QUESTIONS - • art 1
inert ' synthetic stone' material, aresinbonded mineral composition which is
1. What is the enclosure volume of the ATC SCM70 SL?
polished to ahigh finish.
a) 50 litres
b) 60 litres
c) 70 litres
d) 112 litres
Although ATC's cabinet work is
radical, this company has always
2. What is the lower of the two crossover frequencies in this three-way active design?
believed that the way to build agood
a) 380Hz
b) 3800Hz
c) 38Hz
d) 350Hz
speaker system is to use the best
possible drivers, and here, as you'd
3. What is the specified power output for the bass (low-frequency) section of the SCM70's built-in
expect, all the drive units are ATC's
amplifccmon?
own, forming athree-way tri-amped
a) 100W
b) 200W
c) 70W
d) 50W
system. The tweeter is anew 25mm

HOW TO ENTER: This is the first part of athree-part competition: Part 2and Part 3will appear in the July and August issues. To enter, you must
complete all three entry forms and send them in together by the closing date, which is Friday, 10 September, 1999.
RULES: I )

competition is open to UK readers only.

Photocopies of the entry forrn are acceptable, but only one entry
per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be disqualified). No

Name

ATC Competition port 1

other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form.
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes
3) Employees of Link House Magazines, ATC or their agents,
will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by fini
post on Friday. 10 September 1999. The Editor's decision will
be final and binding. No correspondence will be entered into
regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinners will be notified by
post; the results will be published in HI,N ,RR, December 1999.
6) Entry forms received become the property of Link House

Address

THE ANSWERS

offered. Winner(s) will be the fini correct entries opened.

I 1111

2

E

I Ifyou would pmfer NOT to receive further
direct mad, please lick this box

3

E

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

Magazines Lad.
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The most comprehensive range

Why buy something that looks

of loudspeakers available.

(and sounds) liken Dal&
when superb hi-fi systems can be
yours for less than £600 including

State-of-the-art technologies include

FREE Mission 732 speakers

Electrostatic, Planar, Active, Digital,
Miniature Bookshelf Monitors,

at KI West One

and several budget models
which offer outstanding
value for money.
Call in to see and hear our outstanding
Many current loudspeaker designs

collection of the worlds most powerful

are produced with exquisitely crafted
cabinets in achoice of superb veneers,
and styled to integrate discreetly

and highly specified solid-state and
volve hi-fi and AV equipment

into any domestic environment.
Products on demonstration include long

For ani-fi system that will

established marques as well as the very
latest technological advances including

treat you and your visitors to
"performance quality" sound,
we can also offer full survey

the best value in DVD players
(sound and pictures on CD)

and expert installation services.

There's more to IÇJ West One
YOU"

çon en\ln

"ORTHAMPTON ANP ncTERBOROUGH

than an expensive address

Before we acquired the prominent
London based hi-fi specialists

fq Wed One,

there had to be alimit to the range of

matques, firmed) , the preserve of the hi-fi
cognoscenti are now not only mailable in aff

drive an Aston Martin or Ferrari (in our
dreams!) but actually owning ahi-fi system of

affordable!

comparable status can be areality - when you
choose from the fabulous range at iq West One.

Precision engineered, hand-crafted ed.
technologically advanced hi-fi systems are now

As hi-fi enthusiasts ourselves, we always

investment that repays with years cf listening

music loi rs and hi-fi enthusiasts would travel

pleasure, providing both thrilling performance

to London to experience the worlds finest sound

qua/ay' music as u-ell as a refined and

systems. Indeed. u-eknew that sonic of our own

sophisticated accompaniment to other leisure

iq West One - so

activities.

systems! Add to

A system of this quality also makes a

exceed

statement about you - that you re aware of the

pur wildest expectations. Beautiful sound

vast difference between state-of-the-art hi-fi and

systems capable of recreating jour favourite

mere branded audio systems which simply don't

music

aspire

new range of hi-fi equipment that

uncanny

realism.

Exclusive

WestOne
PETERBOROUGH
HI-FI

42 COWGATE

COMPANY

PETERBOROUGH

TEL: (01733) 341755

PEI 1I2

FAX: (01733) 358141

that generous

trade-in

allowances, deferredpayment or extended credit

Now thereS no need to tram! lo London
anymore. In all of our stores we've afabulous

THE

And well make il worth your while. For a
offers on our most popular hi-fi equipment and

WHEN HI-FI IS NOT HI-FI

IN

We welcome customers, old and new, to come
and see our newly appointed stores.

short period we're making some unbeatable

welcome back!

with

AWORTHWHILE INVITATION

one of the most desirable home installations - an

understood why those especially discerning

customers had graduated to

an imporlain distinction. We all

three branches - we've also made them

products we could stock in either of our
Peterborough or Northampton stores.

And that

to

the same performance

kj
IN

lffels.

terms and your new system couldn't come any
easier
But don 'tdelay these offers uill have to be
strictly limited

WestOne
LONDON

WestOne
IN

NORTHAMPTON

THE WORLD'S FINEST HI- Fl

THE

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET

32 GOLD STREET NORTHAMPTON NNI IRS
TEL: (01604) 637871
FAX: (01604) 601430

TEL: 0171 486 8262/3

WI M 7LH

FAX: 0171 487 3452
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technology

A new era
for aLuio —
or the way
le madness?
A closer
lock at the
Burbank
caoy
pretEctoni
er::ryption
masures
proposed fer
END-Audio

A

sLenny Bruce used to ask
when he saw something
particulary stupid, what have
these people been smoking? Iam of
course talking about audio DVD.
The only clue to the growing
madness is that the launch process
is being heavily influenced by those
wonderful compiner industry people
who gave us Windows, hourglass
error messages and obsolescence in
18 months, and know nothing about
hi-fi and music.
In February the DVD Forum,
which set the standards for DVD
Video and DVD ROM, agreed the
final specification for DVD-Audio.
Ominously they call it Ver 1.0,
which conjures up the image of Ver
1.1 fixes and Ver 2 upgrades which
may
or
not
be
backwards
compatible.
DVD-A is backed by Warner,
Toshiba and Panasonic, and uses
PCM coding, sampled at up to 192
kHz, compared to CD's 44.1 kHz,
and coded with words up to 24 bits
long, compared to 16 bits for CD.
Meridian Lossless Packing (invented
by Michael Gerzon, bought by
Meridian and licensed through
Dolby) can cram 80 minutes of sixchannel surround sound on asingle
side. Existing CD and DVD Video
players will not play the new DVDA discs.
In early March, Philips and Sony
agreed the final, Ver 1, standard for
their breakaway system Super Audio
CD. This also needs a new player
and uses arecording system called
Direct Stream Digital, which codes
sound in a very rapid stream of
single bits instead of words. SACD
is primarily astereo system, although
surround capability is provided.
Simltaneously [as reported in last
month's ' Comment] the Burbankbased Copy Protection Technical
Working Group, of IBM, Intel,
Panasonic and Toshiba (note the
heavy computer influence), agreed
a copy control system for music
DVDs. This placates the big five
record companies, BMG, EMI,
Sony, Universal and Warner, by
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encrypting
audio
DVDs
and
embedding a 'watermark'.
A three page Copy Protection
Framework gives details of the
system, reveals just how confusing
it will be for consumers, and how
even the CPTWG's own press
release misleads.
The press release says that
consumers will be able to make:
'One digital copy, per recorder, of
the original audio content for
personal use at asound-quality equal
to CD-Audio or less... For example
aconsumer who purchases aDVDAudio disc for ahome player would
be able to make one copy — on
recordable CD, MiniDisc or DAT
media — for existing automobile or
other personal music players.'
It continues: ' Content owners will
have the option of allowing
additional copies at various levels of
quality, up to and including the full
quality of the pre-recorded DVDAudio original'.
This is a misleading oversimplification.
The DVD-Audio disc can and
almost certainly will be encrypted,
like aDVD-Video disc, to block bitfor-bit digital copying. The sound
itself may also contain awatermark,
usually
the
music
industry's
International Standard Recording
Code, to identify the copyright
owner of the music even after it has
been copied or sent over the
Internet.
This
watermark
is
supposedly inaudible, but industry
figures, including respected engineer
Bob Ludwig, are already expressing
fears that it may degrade the sound,
like the ill-fated Copycode previously
backed by the FtIAA and IFPI.
Only legitimate or ' participating'
hardware, such as a new DVDAudio player, can play it. This
player
must
meet
certain
requirements.
It must detect any watermark and
control copying. If a new DVD
recorder is used to make acopy, it
will be able — as of right — to
make just one dub of no better than
CD
quality.
This
means
44.1/48kHz, 16-bit coding, in stereo
only.
The record company does,
however, have the option to add
Copyright Control Information flags
to the disc which change the rules
and allow aDVD recorder to make
more than one copy, of higher
quality and in surround. There are
no clear plans yet on how the record
companies will label audio DVDs to
tell customers what they can do with
adisc, before they buy it.
The copy made by a new DVD
recorder will be encrypted, like the
original, and carry the watermark.
If the player is connected by

analogue output or IEC 958 digital
socket to a ' legacy' recorder, such
as an existing CD, Mini Disc or
DAT deck, the copy is not
encrypted (if it were, it would not
play!) but quality is limited to CD
stereo, with no option to dub at high
speed. The watermark is copied too.
And Serial Copy Management Code
is added to stop a CD or MD
recorder digitally cloning the copy.
The new system relies on nonvolatile memory chips which will be
built into new DVD recorders.
These will log and store the ISRC
code for a disc, along with CCI
flags, so that the recorder can only
make the one CD-quality stereo
copy always allowed, or whatever
extra copies the record company
allows. If — as often now happens
with music CDs — the record
company fails to add an ISRC code,
the recorder will default to making
just one CD-quality copy.
Contrary to what the CPWG's
explanation suggests, the one-perrecorder restriction only applies if
the copies are being made with new
`participating' recorders. The many
millions of ' legacy' CD and MD
recorders have no memory chips and
thus will be able to go making
endless first-generation CD quality
dubs from the analogue or IEC 958
digital outputs on an audio DVD
player.
Only owners of new hardware will
be hindered. Their DVD recorders
will usually be unable to make DVD
quality dubs. So they will surely be
encouraged to stick with lower cost
CD or MD recorders. This, and the
absurd standards battle between
DVD-Audio and SACD, seems a
pretty efficient way of deterring
people from buying into audio
DVD.
The issue is further confused by
a statement from Al Smith, Senior
Vice President of Sony Music.
'With the inclusion of newly
created watermarking and encryption
technologies' says Smith 'the DVD
Audio format successfully addresses
one of Sony Music's key concerns:
the protection of our artists'
copyrights. We want our artists'
music to reach the widest possible
audience, and we plan to make their
music available on formats that
provide proper copy protection.'
This comes as Sony announces
wordwide 'restructuring' to cut costs
and jobs to improve profits. It
remains to be seen whether this
means that Sony Music is ditching
Super Audio CD, or will hedge bets
by issuing music on both the DVDA and SACD platforms, or will
burden SACD with the same
cripplecopy system as DVD-A.
Barry Fox
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n the heyday of Marantz/Philips
CD replay technology, when
European- built Philips players
sold by the several million, much
inspired thinking and development
was going on at the Philips CD
headquarters in Holland. But afork
in the marketing road was reached in
the late 1980s, when economic
uncertainties focused the decisionmaking — either to follow the classic
and highly successful multi-bit DAC
technology or alternatively, pursue
more economical one-chip solutions
using low- power CMOS silicon
fabrication and the Bitstream ' 1bit'
decoding system.
Well, we all know what happened.
After a few years' hiatus as the
particular idiosyncrasies of the new
technology were ironed out, the
budget and low priced CD world
mainly adopted Bitstream and
similar low-bit' replay technologies.
Yet there were those who continued
to recognise virtue in the multi-bit
implementations, as many of the
world's finest players bear witness.
Marantz's designer Ken Ishiwata
has enjoyed a long track record in
the audio industry, beginning with
Pioneer in the early 1970s and later
directing the audiophile and ` SE'
section of Marantz, which is itself, of
course, adivision of Philips. It is he
who must be credit for the
conspicuous success of so many
Marantz ` SE' product variants.
Perhaps more than anyone Ken
has been acutely conscious of the
technology changes at Philips and
the performance potential of that
alternative, now- discarded path,
where the famous and highly
respected TDA154/A digital- toanalogue converter chip was to be
augmented by a 20-bit version also
with continuous calibration, and
where advanced research was going
on for new kinds of digital filter,
cognisant of subtle psycho-acoustic
phenomena
concerning filter
24

Using 1980s converter technology,
the Marantz CD- 7shows what
multi- bit DACs could have achieved
by MARTIN COLLOMS
algorithms (the rich computer code
on which adigital signal processor
operates to generate the desired
replay system frequency response,
both in and out of band).

CASHING IN THE CHIPS
Ken filed all this safely away until
time and money might become
available for him to make something
of it, even if only in the form of a
limited edition, one which would
perhaps express much of this
designer's philosophies concerning
the best of 16-bit CD replay. Finally
that moment has arrived, and the
result is the CD7, acostly (£3500)
single- box CD player. Sufficient
selected multi-bit DACs are held in
stock to make to make 750 units.
While using some tools of the
1990s to implement the
theory, this is atruly retro
design, reaching back to
that 1980s fork in the road,
choosing the other route —
the one Philips/ Marantz
audiophile CD players sh
perhaps have taken had they
given the chance.
At its core are some fundamental
aspects which derme the technology
case. The DAC chips are the classic
TD1541A, Double Gold Crown,
seleckd 16-bit (multi-bit) devices.
Despite their rarity, these are used
doubled-up in differential pairs for
maximum linearity. Many regard
this converter format as having the
best rhythm and dynamics ever. The
1541's soulmate was the SAA7220
(later in
version) oversampling

DAC chips are
the classic
TD1541A,
Double Gold
Crown,
selected
16- bit
devices.
Despite their
rarity, these
are used
doubled- up
in differential
pairs

digital filter chip which incorporated,
by today's standards, quite ` short'
low- order topology. Again, on
'musical involvement' grounds, this
type of filter was felt to offer more
than many US- and Japan-designed
high-order or ` long' filters, despite
the latter group's higher technical
accuracy.
By using two compact but
powerful Motorola 56000 processors
the ' 7220' filter code concept is kept
alive, indeed improved on in this
new player design, while that chip
itself has gone.
If it hadn't taken so long to come
to fruition, this player would also
have used the classic swing- arm
Philips transport design, epitomised
by the final version called the
CDM9. Alas, there are no more, but
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Ken has fought hard to match this
exalted standard with a rebuilt
version of the ' industrial' CDM12.3
linear tracking transport. (A CDM12
type is also used to fine effect in the
Naim CDSII [
HFNIRR, Jan ' 99].)
The CD7 can operate as a CD
transport, as aplayer or as adigital
decoder for 44.1 and 48kHz
sampling rates.
It's ' Seven'
designation is in honour of that
classic Saul B Marantz Model 7
valve pre- amplifier, this superbly
built and finished player comes with
a metal clad remote handset,
positively bristling with choices.
Replay modes may be selected
from internal CD, and three more
digital inputs — two coax (phono)
and Toslink optical. Transport
digital outputs include Toslink, and
two phono coax. For external signals
of higher-bit resolution, arear panel
switch allows for a choice between
20- and 16- bit processing in the
DSP. All the usual facilities may be
controlled remotely eg, the disc
drawer, direct track selection,
programming, A- B phrase and
ordinary repeat modes, time and
display options, ' display off' and
random play. Two more buttons
allow for selection of the noise
shaping option for the digital audio
processing, and also separately, three
classes of digital filter, including a
recreation of the ' 7220. Audio
output is both single- ended and
XLR balanced, the mains input by
detachable IEC connector. All signal
connections are heavy duty gold
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plated. The unit is finished to the
very highest Marantz standard, the
precision all-alloy case anodised in
traditional champagne gold.

TECHNOLOGY
This player would hardly have been
possible without the evolution of the
latest digital signal processors; the
Motorola 56000 series being
sufficiently small to pack two of
them into the lower of the main
printed circuit boards. This is the
processing powerhouse of the player,
which can operate at 20- bit
resolution if required. It computes
the three alternative filter algorithms
held in EPROM, optionally with and
without noise shaping when
rounding-down to the 16-bit input
word length for driving those classic
digital-to-analogue converters.
Ishiwata's
HDAM ( High
Definition Audio Module) amplifier
units are employed throughout, here
a much-enhanced version of a unit
amplifying concept first seen eight
years ago. Then, dissatisfied with
chip op- amps at anything like
reasonable pricing, Ken developed a
discrete unit of substantially higher
performance. It uses differential
FET inputs and now may also be
augmented by a linear FET power
buffer at the output. The modern
version, copper shell encapsulated,
employs afour-layer substrate using
audio selected, surface mount
components. Some the CD- 7
HDAM units are two channel. A
total of 14 HDAM stages are used.
There is true differential drive to
the balanced outputs, with a
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separately-routed differential signal
path to the single- ended output
connection. Both may be used
together if required.
While a number of audiophile
players have opted for DC coupling
(generally with DC servo control)
the CD- 7 is capacitor coupled, in
contrast, for example, to its
yesteryear heavyweight the CD80.
Ken comments that several CDs
contain uncorrected DC offsets in
the encoding and that these have
upset some of the more sensitive DC
input power amplifiers on the
Japanese market. Selected back-toback ` Silmic' capacitors are
employed here for output coupling.
A special in-house sled has been
constructed for the CDM12.3
transport, with diamond milled
stainless slide-bars for ahigh quality,
silent drawer action. The player itself
is heavy, all copper plated diecast,
with heavy cast and extruded panels
reinforcing this substantial assembly.
There is evidence of close
attention to detail throughout, from
multiple fixings to prevent spurious
board resonances, to screened
components, audio-grade selected
components and vibration isolating
feet. Special low- noise Shottky
diodes are used in the power supply
which also employs a classic highpower discrete regulator design
rather than a raft of inexpensive,
local chip regulators. A powerful
shielded transformer of toroidal
design supplies power.
The Philips multi-bit DACs are
run at their maximum performance
level in the equivalent of low-level
'Class A', the DSP code eliminating
the MSB ' crossover' distortion.
Analogue output filtering is of the
more gentle, Bessel type for this
fourth- order,
re sampled
digital
playback and its small
response and group
delay ' error' are pre compensated in the
DSP.

DIGITAL FILTER
OPTIONS
Regardless of the three
digital
filter
codes
selected, with or without
the optional noise shaping,
the output level remains
constant and the frequency
response is maintained within
0.5dB at 20kHz. On the CD- 7,
Filter 1is dubbed ` LMF' ( ' Linear
Music
Filter'),
based
on
psychoacoustic research into the
accuity of the ear concerning fast
transients. For example, localisation
data indicates that we are sensitive to
differences down to 10its despite an
inherent bandwidth of up to 20kHz.
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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If 101.ts is translated into frequency,
it corresponds to 100kHz, indicating
that two-channel stereo data needs
to have abetter time resolution than
the nominal audio bandwidth
indicates.
Filter 3 is a ' linear phase' filter of
the FIR type recreates the
performance of the classic Philips
SAA7220. It gives aconstant phase
with frequency, also constant
group delay.
A ' short' filter ( the CD- 7's
Filter 2) puts nearly 100% of
energy into the central impulse,
though with shallow filtering
action.
This
allows
breakthrough of out- of-band
signals.
The
frequency
response is also well down at
the edge of the desired
frequency range eg, 2.5dB.
Comparing the impulse responses
on alogarithmic basis shows that the
short filter has arapid ' rise time' of
1501.ts and a ' signal-to-noise ratio'
for the response of 100dB. By
comparison, the traditional ' long'
filter has an equivalent signal-tonoise of just 50dB and more than
double the rise time. A new objective
would constitute a fast response
coupled with satisfactory filter
action.
With Filter 1, the LMF, the
impulse is asymmetric to match the
ear's response, showing afair attack
with aless critical, slower decay.
Benefits include a near-flat
passband; the small
resulting ripple in
group delay is precompensated in
the DSP.
In essence this
designer with
this model has
given us access
to
his
own
thoughts on digital
filter design and
noise shaping, aspects
taken for granted and a
field where usually decisions are
made for us and set in stone by the
chip makers.

SOUND QUALITY
While the sound report majors
on the following settings,
'normal power up Filter I
(LMF) noise shaping and
display off', some time was
allocated to the other options.
First impressions were very
promising,
the
CD- 7
performance lifting well beyond my
last Marantz CD encounter, the
CD17 KI Signature. The new model
had the makings of an audiophile
performance, one which began to
justify the effort put into its
conception as well as the not
26
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inconsiderable price.
Without anticipation of the
possible implications of the filter
design on specific aspects of the
sound
quality,
this
player
immediately sounded engaging, well
above the normal standard for
upbeat, natural tempi and lively,
musically involving dynamics.
If you like, this CD player had the
best hallmarks of a classic preBitstream Marantz sound —
punchy, rhythmic and involving.
Yet, almost magically, those
downside
aspects
of
the
implementations of that era have
been eliminated. Historically, with
that lively, award winning character
came some edge and brittleness in
the upper mid, a touch of zingy
lispiness on vocals, with a soupçon
of treble grain, not to forget some
shortfall in low-level detail, the latter
sometimes accompanied by ahint of
grainy distortion.
Such negative aspects are
banished in the CD-7 and yet that
punchy sound comes from the same
classic multi- bit DAC as before.
Now we have natural, unclouded
low-level detail, adelicately resolved,
finely textured sound picture.
There's no hint at all of jitter or
related treble distortion, and no
sibilance related distortion.
As this player warmed up and
bedded in, it became clear that it
was of reference quality in its own
right, indeed setting new
standards in distinct areas of
performance.
Through the broad
midrange it was simply
state of the art for
natural
tonality,
encompassing
say
100Hz to 10kHz.
Compared with tape

and vinyl sources, individual singers
sounded more like themselves than
any CD player heard to date. Joni
Mitchell was more convincingly Joni,
likewise Rikki Lee. It's a rather
surprising effect, showing perhaps
for the first time that digital filter
software can mildly colour midrange
sounds,
rather
as
differing
loudspeaker cone technologies can
affect sound quality. This Marantz
player also captured more essence,
more character in other midrange
sounds, on percussion instruments
and, not least, on acoustic guitar.
We know that Filter 3invokes the
historical ' 7220' characteristic yet
when it was switched in Iwas still
surprised
at
the
immediate
recognition of aPhilips-Marantz CD
sound of a decade or more ago. It
was always true that the final sound
resulted from athen inextricable link
between filter and DAC and here
was the proof.
In this renewed combination, the
sound was not as convincing as with
LMF Filter 1, showing some loss of
detail, less focused transients, mild
mid and upper mid ' coloration' and
with a grainier, more sibilant and
'brighter' treble. Nevertheless the
characteristic strong pace, precise
timing and good rhythm remained.
Indeed, it is one of the best
implementations of that classic
'sound'.
Filter 2, the intermediate setting,
is included for interest and showed
very clear transient definition yet
somehow lacked ` structure'. It was
not as ' complete' sounding as 1or 2,
and is perhaps included to illustrate
the idea of in one sense at least of
combining the best of F2 and F3
into F1, the LMF.
The noise shaper was also tried, (a
standard feature of Bitstream
implementations), this described by
Marantz as aform of digital negative
feedback intended to improve the
low-level linearity. Regardless of the
filter settings, and there were subtle
variations between them, the noise
shaper was generally felt to impair
sound quality in contradiction of
industry claims. The noise
shaper
signal
was
spectrally weighted to
higher frequencies,
and in this test does
result in a 'smoother'
sound,
suggesting
lower
distortion,
especially at higher
frequencies, and with the
liter 3 setting, but there was an
attendant loss in transient focus and
in rhythm. The sound was
perceptibly ' purer' if you like, less
digital, but the sound had less
absolute clarity and impact, as if all
the 'gaps between' had been filled in.
MIE 1999
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Returning to the main message,
the single- ended and balanced
outputs were compared and both
considered of almost equivalent
quality despite subtle differences.
Even used with the Krell power
amp, even handed for both modes,
the balanced connection gave
marginally heavier bass, a sweeter
more laid back effect, with truly mild
losses in dynamics and rhythm.
The CD-7's sound stage was not
quite as wide or as deep as for
example the CDSII or KPS25, but it
set avery high standard nonetheless.
Focus was particularly good, images
were coherent, and in the depth
plane, perspectives were both natural
and well layered.
Its transparency approached the
highest standard and in the treble
the CD- 7 matched the best for
subtlety and resolution.
It's also very good in the bass,
tuneful and articulate, with a well
timed punch, but it was quite a
match the neutral depth or weight of
the Krell, nor the crisp, dynamic
presentation of the Naim.
On matters of rhythm and
dynamics, it was something of a
champion for its class. Sprinting
beyond the Krell, it targets itself
somewhere between the old and new
Naim CDS models, the latter
already a reference level in today's
market, despite a more measured
delivery than the Mk 1.
Taking everything into account,
the sound quality proved to be so
remarkably well balanced on so
many points that the CD- 7
comfortably joins that elite band of
reference designs with, on my usual
subjective scaling, a top-of-the-line
listening test score of 50 points.

CONCLUSIONS
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What an extraordinary player! By
high-end standards, and selling for a
comparatively modest price, the CD7 has achieved front line audiophile
quality using classic DACs dating
back over adecade! Fine sound can
be got from both balanced and SE
outputs and the build quality was
near flawless. While the lab results
make fascinating reading for the
technically minded, in the main their
importance is to underpin the
finding of a powerful, dynamic
sound of great subtlety in the treble,
state-of-the-art mid neutrality, very
fine stereo and excellent listener
involvement.
Its designer deserves all due credit
for his vision, battling against all
odds - logistical, philosophical and
economic - to create something
really different. The CD-7 deserves
to become a legend and represents
something of an audiophile bargain;
it is warmly recommended.
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The following table shows the generally good
linearity at low levels, for all three filter options
FI - 0.6dB
F2 - 0.3dB
F3
3.0dB [
typical for the DAC]
For -100dB recorded level with dither
F1
F2
F3

normal
+3dB
+2.8dB
+5dB

with noise shaping
<0.5dB
<0.5dB
<0.5dB

Test results

fun with this

Mararitz CD- 7

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB) 0
0
0.01
Stereo separation ( dB)139
131
128
Channel phase
difference (
degrees) 0
0
Distortion (
dB):
THD at OdB
-93.2
92
THD at -10dB
82.5*
THD at -70dB
-45 ,
intermod 19/20kHz, OdB
intermod 19/20kHz. -10dB
-96.3'
Frequency response
Left ( dB)
0
0 -0.415
Right (dB)
0
0 -0.401
Signal-to-noise (
dB)
20Hz-20kHz. unwtd
119
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
112
De-emphasis
lkliz
5kHz
16kHz
Error in dB)
Output level OdB
2.15V(+0.63dB)
Output impedance
250 ohms
Spuriae to 100kHz ( dB)
<108
Track access (
to track 991
1.6 secs
Error at -90dB L/R
-0.95/-0.75
Typical price (
Inc VAT)
£3500
• with FI fitter: r2', 85.3dB
' with '
F3 filter; -38, -68.2 and -10aldB
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orne brands disappear, and you
couldn't give a toss. But
others? They leave agap in the
market and a hole in your soul... if
you were one of their devotees. I
adored Nakamichi with a passion.
And not just because the company
turned a piece of junk ( the lowly
audio cassette) into a tolerable
format: Nakamichi's real claim to
historical importance is that it
proved, emphatically, that Japanese
companies bigger than Stax or
Koetsu could make true high- end
gear. But then (apart from its in-car
range) Nak vanished from our
shores, denying us awhole school of
components: great sounding, great
looking and prestigious, while

However much
more refined
it is than a
20-year-old
600-series
pre-amp or
a580-series
tape deck,
the AV- 10 is
unmistakably
Nakamichi

One ofJapan's most famous brands
is now back on the UK hi-fl scene.
Here's the Nakamichi AV- 10 receiver
by KEN KESSLER
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bursting with the latest convenience
notions and strictly Japanese virtues,
like cases with 90° corners.
Now they're back, filling the
chasm between the major Japanese
brands and American/European
high-end products. But this is Nak
for the millennium — and that
means home theatre, which is an
arena dominated by a couple of
brands with products so thoroughly
competent, so perfectly priced and so
highly regarded by both retailers and
the press that Nakamichi has to bring
something very special to the table.
The
company's philosophy
permeates the AV- 10, and not just
because of the comfortingly familiar
styling. All-black, with asubtle font
to identify the functions, the
Nakamichi's front panel is clean
despite containing 31 teensy pressbuttons and rotaries. Its redilluminated display panel is visible
from across aroom, and ahalf-dozen
buttons are accompanied by their
own tell-tale LEDs.
This is, after all, an A/V receiver,
so it's not just pre- amp and

surround-sound duties which need
addressing. The AV- 10 contains an
AM/FM RDS tuner section which
worked as intuitively and quickly as a
car radio, and even here in East Kent
(better known as Broadcast Hell) it
worked beautifully.
Blissfully, all of the functions are
accessible via a large remote control
with learning capability. I've yet to
find a remote which doesn't have a
fatal flaw, but the one supplied with
the AV- 10 is at least truly
straightforward, simple to use and
comprehensive. If you do need to use
the front panel controls, they are
grouped into sections for primary
sources, radio functions, surround
functions and basic tone setting. The
large rotary volume control is
motorised, most operations are
revealed by messages in the display,
tone control is defeatable, there's a
proper headphone socket — this is
pretty much the classic AN receiver
of the late-20th-century.
Around the back, it's the usual
comprehensive array of sockets, the
AV- 10 accepting seven line level
sources plus tape and four inputs
each for S-video and composite, and
sufficient video outputs to allow Svideo tape dubbing to two decks.
Also fitted are four digital inputs —
two coax, two optical — and the preamp outputs for 5.1 surround setups. Here's where Nakamichi tips its
hat to audiophiles and to discrete,
full-frequency surround sound: the
five power amplifier sections for left,
centre, right, left rear and right rear
are 100W each — none of this half-
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power nonsense for the rear
channels.
As such, the AV- 10 deals with
Dolby Digital and DTS straight out
of the box, although laserdisc users
with AC-3 titles will have to ` special
order' the DE- 1 RF demodulator.
That aside, the AV- 10 is equipped
for everything you can throw at it, its
D/A section quantising up to 24-bit,
and handling 32, 44.1 and 48kHz
sampling rates. Iwould assume that
an AV- 10 of the future, should
things come to pass as hoped, would
add 96kHz. Also provided, as if to
pander to boy-racers who think that
ambient sound effects have some
merit, are ' natural' and ' hall'
settings. At least they resisted adding
`cathedral', ' jazz club', ` loo',
'abattoir' and 'brothel'...
Bless ' em. One or two gimmicks
aside, Nakamichi made sound
quality a priority. The AV- 10's
power amplifiers feature the
company's
Harmonic
Time
Alignment technology, said to
`maintain the correct timing
relationship between the signal and
its distortion components'. If the
benefits are as claimed ( gains in
transparency and non- fatiguing
performance), then HTA 'works' —
as there's no way to A/B it, I'm loath
to give it all the credit for the AV10's sweet sound. Yet, who knows?
Whatever the precise cause of the
AV- 10's greatness, there's no doubt
that the company didn't scrimp on
the power supply. The AV- 10
measures 430x140x370mm (whd),
yet it weighs a chunky 16kg. And a
large part of that is pure power
supply — including one for the
front and rear channels and one
for the centre, Nakamichi
believing that cinematic playback
places the greatest demands on
the centre channel. But good old
stereo hasn't been neglected:
although rated at 5x100W, the
AV- 10 is said to deliver
120W/ch when only the front
left and right channels are
driven. Also in the interest of
stereo playback, there's a
second set of speaker
terminals for either driving
the mains in bi-wired mode,
or for running the sound to
asecond room.
Other niceties include no less
an 30 AM/FM presets, full remote
111.1111"to
liperation with other Nakamichi
products, adjustable sub- woofer
output, awonderfully silent fan at
the rear to keep things cool. This
unit has neglected but one area.
As you'd expect, it comes with a
comprehensive menu for fine-tuning,
coupled to a tone generator which
allows you to sit in the hot seat with
your remote, while setting up every
HI.FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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key parameter, for example, speaker
size. Alas, the only readout is that on the
front
panel's
display: there's
no on- screen
menu.
A colleague
of mine who
specialises in
custom
A/
installations toi
me, years ago, that
his customers wouldn't
even contemplate adevice
which didn't provide onscreen information. Nakamichi,
on the other hand, argues that, for
£999, you're getting better sound
quality and, hey, how often do you
dabble with the settings?
Like, uh, every time Iwatch a
The AV- 10's
movie? Anyway, the lack of onpowr
screen data will either deter you or
amplifiers
not, much in the same way that
feature the
you'd either buy or not buy aspeaker
company's
if it was only available in walnut.
Ha-monic Tinge
Iinserted the AV- 10 into my main
Aig,nment
AV system, which consists of three
technology,
Apogee LCRs across the front and
two Apogee Ribbon Monitors at the
szid to
',maintain the
back. (They differ from the LCRs in
correct timing
having one woofer less; otherwise,
relnionship
their characteristics seem identical.)
between the
Sources included a roof- mounted
sipial and its
five-element FM aerial, the Pioneer
distortion
DV-414 (Region 1) DVD player and
cemponents'
Theta's DATA III laser-disc/CD
transport. Set-up was abreeze, and I
was making music and copping
visuals in exactly 12 minutes.
The rewards were immediate.
Given that Iexpected the AV- 10 to
be thrashed by the Lexicon DC- 1
surround pre-amp/Acurus/Marantz
set-up Iuse daily, Iwas pleasantly
surprised to find the AV- 10 bruised
SliPP)ER
rather than massacred, merely
Nakamichi
bettered
rather than totally
Corporation,
annihilated by a system seven times
Unit 3,
Barrait Way,
its price. Even with speaker busters
Tudor Road,
like Godzilla, the AV- 10 managed to
Harrow, Middic
rise to the occasion, its bass rich,
HA3 5QS.
deep and dry enough to convey the
Tel 0181-863
mass of a giant, mutant lizard. And
9117
yet it had no trouble ensuring that
dialogue was not swamped by the
effects trying to distract the viewer
from the script. Which, ironically,
doesn't enhance that particular film
because it's so dire. (You think it's
an accident that lame films like
Godzilla get made? The sound
effects on modern flicks are so
overwhelming that, consciously or
subconsciously, many people just
give up on trying to hear what
the actors are saying. Hence,
film-makers can produce
unintelligible
swill
like
Trainspotting without being
found out: the terminally hip
just wouldn't dare admit to

their ignorance, or lack of taste.)
With all- music program ( DVD or
CD), the AV- 10 showed its true
colours. However much you have
avoided buying an all- in- one AV
package
for
fear
of
sonic
compromises (especially when you
have the luxury of asecond room so
your audio-only pleasures can remain
untainted by Hollywood), things
have moved on from the days when
cynical manufacturers could get away
with bang, baroom and no harp. Like
certain other champions of top-flight
A/V sound without high-end prices
— I'm thinking especially of Denon
here — Nakamichi has shown that
you can cram a surfeit of features
into a single box and still make
sounds worth hearing.
Voices, both singing and speaking,
are rich, natural and detailed. The
soundstage, even with only two
speakers, is impressively large and
enveloping. No treble nasties, no
noticeable grain — the AV- 10 could
easily be mistaken for a wellrespected
British
integrated
amplifier. To which has been added
all that's needed to create ahome
theatre 'entertainment centre'.
Admittedly, it has some frightening
competition from Yamaha, Sony and
especially Denon. None — including
the AV- 10 — are perfect. Each has an
omission or two; in the AV- 10's case
it's no on-screen menus. But all have
unique traits, maybe even something
as trivial as styling, which will help
you choose one over the other; as I
said in the intro, the company has to
bring something special to the table.
That something special is a name,
coupled to alegend, which, for many,
will be enough to inspire purchase.
And Ihave to say that, if my wife
were ever to put her foot down and
force me to condense the AN system
in the family room, I'd be positively
proud to replace four boxes with one
AV- 10.
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n an increasingly competitive
market, surprisingly capable
quality speakers have become
available in the lower price ranges
— for example, under £ 600 apair.
Moreover, many of these skilfullycrafted products out- perform
models that were current just afew
years ago at twice the price.
Yet no matter how clever, every
speaker design has to encompass
certain balances and compromises,
some of which may not obvious
during early listening but may come
to light in the longer term. In
aspiring to adeeper level of quality
— a higher resolution, a more
consonant listening experience,
perhaps — adesign might also lead
incidentally to lessened listening
fatigue.
It's also possible to spend more
on less: to pay £ 1000 plus for
compact (around 30 litres volume)
or even miniature speakers ( say
about 9 litres). Add to this the cost
of a good quality support stand
(£250—£450) and discover in this
range that a level of design
experience and craftsmanship may
give results which reach into
audiophile territory, that is,
comparable in significant respects
with designs costing £ 5000 or more
apair.
Indeed, in terms of stereo image
quality and transient vividness,
such smaller speakers may even

outperform some of the full-priced,
full-sized examples.
The presence of afinite limit to
bass power is not an issue, nor is
the bounded low-frequency reach
of the smaller models, which
might suggest that for higher level,
full- range performances smaller
room sizes were appropriate. For
if the most taxing programme is
used with discretion, then the
better of the smaller, yet highquality speakers can often perform
at wholly satisfying levels in larger
spaces. It's all a matter of
common-sense and proportion.
For this month we've managed
to assemble a group of three
designs from some of Europe's
best craftsman speaker producers:
Harbeth, Sonus Faber and
Spendor. Harbeth's and Spendor's
long association with BBC
broadcast monitors is well known,
while Italy's Sonus Faber designs
need little introduction, such are
the musical merits of these
creations.
All three are stand- mount
designs, clad in real veneer (solid
walnut side panels in the case of
the Sonus Fabers), bass reflex
loaded and equipped for biwiring. They are all two-way
models, using a bass/mid driver
and a tweeter, and have a similar
87-88dB/watt sensitivity, 4-8 ohm
impedance and power handling.

SUPPLIER
Hcrbeth Audio
Ltd,
Urlit 1,
Bridge Road,
Haywards
Heath,
West Sussex
RH16 1UA
Tel: 01444
44.9955
Solus Faber
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE
Te8:: 0181-971
3909
Spendor Audio
Systems,
Station Road
Industrial Estate,
Hai/sham,
East Sussex,
BN27 2ER.
Ter: 01323
843474

Three high- quality stand- mount speakers,
all with apedigree: the Harbeth Compact 7SE,
Sonus Faber Signum and Spendor SP3I1P
by MARTIN COLLOMS

Harbeth's HLCompact 7 SE is the
largest of the group, with a
220mm bass driver; Spendor's
SP3/1P comes with 165mm main
unit. The Italian Sonus Faber
Signum is the baby of the trio,
with a 145mm frame size bass
driver. Prices start at £825 for the
Spendor, rising to £ 1249 and
£1299 for the Signum and
Harbeth respectively.

HARBETH HL COMPACT 7SE
Although described as a ' compact',
by today's standards this is
nonetheless a pretty big design,
especially when placed on suitable
stands. The original design dates
back over a decade, and was
defined as a more compact version
of Harbeth's then-equivalent of the
Spendor BC1 and SP1.
The needs of the special Harbeth
8in bass/mid driver are served by an
enclosure sized, balanced and
tuned to allow the maximum
performance from this unit.
Harbeth has taken its cue from the
BBC tradition for a true natural
balanced, low- coloration speaker;
and painstaking effort has been
taken to match or indeed exceed
those customary standards.
The ' 7 SE is intended for free
space use, positioned for minimal
boundary- coupled coloration and
with the tweeter set at near earlevel. It is finished in acrisp-edged,
delightful light cherry, matt
laquered and yet fully transparent
to the natural grain.
It also has a unique grille design
whose properties are integral to the
recipe. As with the little Spendor,
this grille should be left in place. A
revised front panel is seen in the
latest ' SE version which includes a
small ducted port for bass reflex
loading ( this was previously a
simple rectangular aperture).
Amplifier connection may be
single or bi-wire; sensitivity is
average and load impedance a
nominal 8 ohms. A 48Hz to 201cHz
±3dB axial frequency response is
claimed.

TECHNOLOGY
Proudly explaining the relevant
patent, Harbeth's designer/principal
Alan Shaw describes a specific
quality of protected molecular
bonding whereby the full benefit of
reduced density and greatly
increased stiffness may be achieved
when
employing
a
glass
microsphere fill in a mouldable
polymer.
This development led to the
exclusive Harbeth cone used in the
current HL7 series, aimed to
improve on coloration, response
extension and clarity over the
3(1
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previous Bextrene, polypropylene,
TPX and related evolutions. In the
HL Compact 7 SE, the cone is
formed as a near-exponential flare,
terminated by a nitrile rubber
surround, the whole built on a
custom, reinforced injectionmoulded chassis.
The driver is a full-size 220mm
unit, bass reflex loaded in the 48
litre volume by ashort ducted port
50mm in diameter by 55mm long
port located just below the bass mid
driver.
High frequencies are covered by
a version of the 25mm SEAS
magnesium- alloy dome tweeter,
ferrofluid cooled and using a
visually transparent phase corrector
under the protective mesh grille.
Both drivers are magnetically
shielded and perfectly flush
mounted in the veneered front.
This design incorporates Harbeth's
`edgeless' grille design, a vestigial
strip section of fabric- covered
welded metal, which locates in a
groove. No additional reflective
obstructive effects occur.
Built as shell, the thin- wall
construction enclosure is visco elastically damped to BBC
standards using composite counterlayers. Front and back panels are
firmly screwed into place. This type
of build is useful in controlling
cabinet resonances, since beneficial
energy damping occurs at the
boundaries between the shell and
the removable panels.
Tightly specified, the low- loss
crossover is built using high quality
components including stable
selected film capacitors and ferrite
core inductors.
One can expect consistency, as
well as along service life, from such
aclosely toleranced speaker.

SOUND QUALITY

speaker sound, and no excuse need
be made for its bandwidth or sense
of natural scale except for very deep
bass. Some might find it alittle dull
but this isn't true, any more than
saying that a Quad Electrostatic is
dull.
So classy was the midrange that
the enthusiast might well add afine
sub-woofer — though he or she will
have to spend just as much again as
for the Harbeth stereo pair if justice
is to be done.
The bass did lack some punch
and attack (perhaps afeature of the
highly damped, low coloration thinwall cabinet), but nevertheless it
was sufficiently weighty; and
moreover it was both agile and
tuneful. The information content in
the bass was realised together with
asumptuous almost creamy texture
to the lower midrange. Cellos and
double-basses are given a powerful
presence.
That midrange seems to go on
for ever, never breaking into
hardness or nasality, gliding into
the treble range, which of itself was
also very good, only marred by a
tinge of breathy ` zzz' at the edge of
audibility.
With an almost crystalline clarity
delivered over the broad midrange,
except for a hint of well controlled
enclosure ' panel' sound in the
lower range, where some modest
loss of clarity occurs, this speaker
had substantially good focus
complemented
by
a high
transparency, sufficient to produce
substantial, audiophile grade image
depth in the stereo soundstage.
Coupled with the high resolution
this
made
classical
music
recordings especially satisfying.
It isn't a true rocker, but this
Harbeth's evident truthfulness to
the music content allows the
speaker to kick along well, showing
clean, informative bass lines,
excellent mid percussion, and a
delicately resolved, unexaggerated
high range. Vocal leads were
characteristically articulate: the
words as well as the tunes conveyed
with equal weight. Midrange
dynamics were very good, and
taken overall it had satisfying
timing and involvement. Natural,
acoustically- recorded jazz was
particularly impressive.
Best results were obtained with
the enclosure Blu-Tacked to a
substantial stand ( in this case a
Slate Audio) operating in free
space, 1.3m from the speaker wall.

It's quite a few years since I
reviewed a Harbeth. Claims here
are of reduced midrange coloration,
dynamics and clarity; and Iwas
keen to hear how the patented cone
technology would deliver in the real
world.
Iwas not disappointed — indeed,
Iwas truly impressed! Quite simply,
the midrange was excellent: clear,
dynamic and very low in coloration.
Combine this with a neutral, selfeffacing bass, a skilfully blended
natural BBC- style treble, plus a
reference-class tonal balance, and
you have aspeaker which positively
breathes natural musical sounds.
Ifound the Compact 7 SE very
easy on the ears, highly believable
CONCLUSION
and capable of a real insight into
While the physical presentation
the subtleties and fine detail present
may look dated and the HL7's
on high resolution recordings.
relative bulk gives a speaker which
By today's standards this is abig
will dominate the room it is to be
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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used in, it warrants astrong looking
stand and should be allowed pride
of place; the owner is then unlikely
to regret investing in something
holding to traditional values and
where quality has not gone out of
date.
Both bass and treble ranges are
pretty fine; moreover they are
seamlessly blended with the mid.
And as for the midrange, there's
lots of it and it is outstandingly
good.
Beautifully
balanced,
articulate,
well
resolved,
transparent, with very natural
vocals, the HL7 is easy to
recommend for all purposes (apart
from aconstant diet of loud, heavy
metal!).

SONUS FABER SIGNUM
£1200 may seem alot of money for
a speaker system in the miniature
class — just 8 litres of acoustically
driven volume — but you only
have to unpack a pair from
their soft fabric transit
sleeves to appreciate their
weight and quality.
These are beautifully
made speakers with
superb solid hardwood
enclosures
and
a
flawless finish. And
there's something else:
a sense of style, an
appealing balance of
shape and colour which
set them apart from the
norm.
Nominally a successor to the
popular and well established
Minima Amator, the Signum
represents a heroic effort to distil
much of the qualities expressed in
Sonus Faber's larger audiophile
speakers into an elegant, very
compact and much less costly
package.
Such is the quality of this
speaker's appearance that it's worth
fitting the matching Sonus Faber
stand (£450) whose solid walnut
flanks match those of the speaker.
Called ' Ironwood' this stand is also
adjustable for height, allowing fine
tuning of the speaker balance
according to room acoustics and
seating. When used with the
matching stands, the two may be
bolted together for asafer assembly.
The speaker benefits from some
augmentation from a nearby back
wall, 0.6m approx.
Intended for smaller rooms, the
aim is to provide the basis for a
smaller-scale audio system, yet still
with a valid claim to audiophile
standards. Amplifier connection
may be single- or bi-wire and the
system has a claimed 87dB/watt
sensitivity, but a low 4 ohm
nominal
impedance.
Power
32

handling is up to 150W while the
response is given as 40Hz to 20kHz
without tolerance limits.

degree of toe-in also helped bring
the mildly bright treble into better
balance with the mid.
This done, the Signum delivered
TECHNOLOGY
an impressively powerful, dynamic
Custom-built for SF by Vifa, the
and open soundstage, way out of
bass/mid unit uses a cone made
proportion to the diminutive size of
from a special weave of glass fibre,
the object creating it.
reinforced and damped by selected
The upper- mid was a little
resins. The 145mm frame is an
forward of the main image plane,
alloy diecasting where the centre
giving brass — trumpet, sax —
pole has been left open, terminated
extra presence and attack. This was
by a concave ` phase' plug. This
no barrier to image depth, and
`woven' diaphragm bass driver is
convincingly transparent, deep
complemented by a 20mm soft
sound stages were possible.
dome tweeter, also Danish built.
In the upper reaches this
This design has a complex
loudspeaker positively sparkled:
crossover, using a synthesis of first
almost to the point where at lower
order, but a number of matching
levels the mid and treble were the
and compensation components are
most obviously present, most highly
required to achieve that aim. Top
resolved areas of the spectrum.
quality
parts
are
used,
When wound up a little, the
polypropylene film capacitors and
sheer quality of the bass became
high power ` dumb-bell' dust iron
apparent. Devoid of boxy, woody
core inductors, the whole encased
colorations, the bass was quick,
in a damping resin to minimise
positive, dynamic and tuneful: most
sympathetic vibration.
impressive for the size and
The 8 litre enclosure is critically
decidedly satisfyingly musical for all
aligned
for
minimal
bass
that.
overshoot, tuned to 42Hz by a
In the broadest sense, the midsmall ducted port with a flared
range was clear, clean and
exit, 33 mm diameter by 165
articulate, lacking paper cone and
mm long, on the rear.
plastic related coloration, yet with
The enclosure is exquisitely
some emphasis or forwardness in
built, and sounds it! The solid,
the upper mid. Transients were fast
laminated walnut sections that
and crisp, with negligible post edge
ringing.
have been used for the shell are
both thick and good-looking. The
Driven hard with complex, taxing
major side-wall panels have thick
programme, the Signum rewarded
lead plates bonded on viscoelastic
with a highly focused, remarkably
inter- layers, all securely screwed
resolved musical picture.
and clamped down.
Box coloration was held to virtual
Internal wiring is hard-soldered
inaudibility, a tribute to the
with external connection by a complex enclosure construction; in
handsome array of bi-wire binding
fact this speaker's sense of clean
posts in two platings, gold and
'present' clarity was in the
legendary BBC LS3/5A class. Like
rhodium. Acoustic foam lines the
interior of this intentionally
the ' 3/5A, there was a trace of
irregular internal volume.
excess level right in the upper mid
The grille is only decorative,
band, by no means damaging, but
intended for casual use and when
responsible on occasion for a trace
removed, the speaker still looks
of hardness on trumpet, clarinet
and alto sax. A matching amplifier
fine, purposeful even. The low
with a pure upper mid-range is an
diffraction contouring of the
enclosure fully plays its part when
asset here.
the grille is detached.
Such was this speaker's ability to
deliver involving rhythm and
dynamics with an upbeat, cheerful
SOUND QUALITY
pace that economising on stands
Compared with its larger brother,
would be pointless; and optimum
the latest Amator, the Signum
results were clearly gained from
sounds a little lighter-pitched and
has still more air in the upper
using Sonus Faber's own Ironwood
stand. Anything less would not do
treble.
justice to this highly capable
In free space the balance verges
speaker.
on the ' light', partially addressed by
While its tonal balance was not
driving it harder, while the correct
quite in the reference class its
solution lay in careful placement in
the room, nearer to awall than for
obvious commitment to the musical
the larger Sonus Faber designs. I message, sense of performance and
pace certainly were.
experimented in the 0.5 to 0.8m
range, le, the distance from the
front of the speaker to the wall
CONCLUSION
That unique level of Sonus Faber
immediately behind it. A stronger
JUNE ME
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build quality, directed
as always towards
musical commitment
in
the
sound
produced,
is
unmistakable. This
may be a small
loudspeaker, but it
has a powerful
dynamic engine
producing
exceptional
transparency and
depth for its size.
Stereo
image
focus is superb,
delivered with a
wide deep sound
stage.
Highly resolved, and with good
rhythm and timing, another SF
hallmark, there is nonetheless ahint
of mid forwardness in the design
which can be tamed by good setup. It's first-rate looks and allround attainment seem to combine
art and science, and easily win it a
recommendation.

SPENDOR SP3/1P
With the awkwardly named
SP3/1P, Spendor has at last entered
the most popular area of the
current speaker market: the usefully
efficient, bass reflex tuned compact
two-way, typically founded on a6in
bass/mid driver. Two decades ago
the most popular bass driver size
was an 8-inch, resulting in
quite big enclosures by
today's standards.
Celestion could be
said to have begun
the
transition
with their low
efficiency but
wide
band
compact,
the
SL6.
Advances
in
power handling
have allowed the
smaller designs to
provide
remarkable
performance for their size, to
the point where 8 inch based
speakers are ararity.
In its monitor range, the SP2
series was Spendor's long running
8in stalwart, now in SP2/3
incarnation and still recommended.
The SP2/2 also remains a longstanding review reference. The
SP2/3 is priced at just under £ 1200
per pair depending on finish, which
gives a clear break to the much
smaller SP3/1P at £825, in walnut,
black ash, or light cherry, and £ 10
for the rosewood finish.
This Spendor is attractively
finished on all surfaces, and the
review pair was in a top quality
cherry. The speaker may be biNM NEWS aRECORD REVIEW
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HARBETH HL COMPACT 7SE

wired via gold-plated binding posts,
strapped by links for single wiring.
Designed for an accurate tonal
balance this speaker is best used on
strong non-resonant stands around
45cm high, placed in free space.
From the specification, amplifier
matching looks fine and likewise
speaker cable shouldn't prove too
much of aproblem. In this design,
the grilles are acoustically designed
to match the speaker, and may be
left in place.
A 60Hz to 20kHz +/- 2dB
response is claimed, with an
88dB/watt sensitivity and 8 ohm
impedance.

TECHNOLOGY
In addition to licensed production
of the late LS3/5A, Spendor
has been building miniature
loudspeakers for over 20
years, beginning with the
sealed box SAl. This
used a6inch driver and
evolved over the years
into the polypropyleneconed precursor of the
SP3/1P. In moving to a
larger vented ( bass
reflex) design for this
review version, Spendor's
designer Derek Hughes has
achieved a near textbook 3dB
gain in sensitivity for acomparable
bass bandwidth.
The veneered thin- wall MDF
enclosure is panel-damped by heavy
bitumen pads. Bass tuning of its
16.5 litres enclosure is via a 50mm
diameter
by
120mm
long,
generously-sized duct, located on
the rear and including a noise
reducing exit flare. Below this are a
set of four binding posts to facilitate
bi-wiring. These are heavy duty
gold-plated terminals for spades or
bare wires and (if the user removes
all the added inserts) 4mm plugs as
well.
The 12mm thick grille has heavy
felt strips inside the upper
frequency profile to counter

LAB REPORT
With 87dBIW
sensitivity, the
Compact 7
provided close
toleranced axial
response, to
monitoring
accuracy
standards,
+I-1.5dB, 60Hz to
22kHz. Bass was
quite well extended,
-6dB 46Hz,
helping to match
room boundary at
low frequencies. On
axis there was a
hint of the `BBC'
dip; this amild
shelf centred on
3kHz which can
improve
perspective.
With apower
handling of up to
150W (peak
programme) the
speaker could deliver
useful maximum
sound levels of
I03.5dBA in a
typical listening
room. The
impedance
characteristic fell
below the 8ohm
nominal standard,
to aminimum of
4.7 ohms at 350Hz
— this is a6ohm
speaker. Reflex
tuning was indicated
at 40Hz; the high
skew crossover
responses defined a
changeover at
4kHz.
Pair matching
was very good at
+I-0.2dB, 100Hz
to 15kHz,
excepting 0.9dB
error around 2kHz.
The grille left
primary response
unaffected save
about 1.5dB of
attenuation in the
last treble octave,
accounted for in the
voicing: leave the
grill on!
Below-axis the
response dipped at
crossover but for all
sensible vertical
angles and lateral
responses, 30°, 45°,
the Harbeth
showed fine results

Fig la. Harbeth HL7: axial frequency
response, Im (dashed line, necofield
correction); see text
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Fig lb. Harbeth HL7: response family at 2m,
axial (solid trace), off-axis 30° lateral
(dashed), 45° lateral (long dash)

Fig lc. Harbeth HL7: room-averaged
response (RAR)and (lower trace) impedance
versus frequency, 2ohmsldiv

Fig Id. Harbeth HL7: MLSSA waterfall of
energy, showing spectral decay

for the off-axis
family.
Assessed by room
averaging, the fullbodied balance was
confirmed by a
strong uniform,
output, 50Hz to
2kHz. The sound
`power' stepped
down afew dB at
this point showing
Test results

that presence dip
again, before
continuing very
smoothly into the
high treble.
The overall
decay response was
most impressive,
indicating very low
midband coloration
and clean, focused
transients.

Harbeth HL Compact 7 SE

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
520x273x300
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
20-150W
Recommended placement
on 400mm stands, free space
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2m)
55Hz-23kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
46Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
42Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
87dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
103.5dBA
impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4.7 ohms/6 ohms/average
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £1299
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SONUS FABER SIGNUM
LAB REPORT
An above average
88dBIW sensitivity
is compromised by
poor amplifier
loading, making
this a5ohm
speaker with a3
ohm minimum,
below the IEC limit
for a '4ohm rated'
design.
The axial
response was quite
closely toleranced to
+I-2dB limits,
60Hz to 18kHz,
though the upper
mid showed an
isolated 3dB
'bump' at »Hz.
Nor was the treble
particularly
smooth. The
crossover point was
closely defined at a
low 2.3kHz,
showing fine
integration. Port
tuning was 42Hz.
Ifyour amp is
powerful enough,
the speaker can
deliver impressivefor-the-size
104dBA in-room.
Off-axis frequency
response, the noted
1
kHz prominence
remained typical
while the variation
with axis and angle
was generally small.
Pair matching
proved to be
exceptionally good
+I-0.2dB
throughout, and
these were adealer's
demo pair! As
expected the grille
proved to be purely
decorative: if left in
place, mauled the
output, trebling the
deviations in the
upper HF.
Assessing the
spatially averaged
room response the
speaker was set
slightly bright in the
treble while that
1
kHz bump
remained. This
explained why low
frequency
reinforcement from
the back wall
helped the balance.

Fig 2a. Sonus Faber Signum: axial frequency
response, lm (dashed line, nearfield
correction); see text
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Fig 2b. Soma Faber Signum: response family
at 2m, axial (solid trace), off-axis 30° lateral
(dashed), 45° lateral (long dash)

-32.0

Fig 2c. Sonus Faber Signum: room-averaged

response

(
RAR)and (
lower trace) impedance

versus frequency, 2 ohmsldiv

Fig 2d. Sonus Faber Signum: MLSSA
waterfall of energy, showing spectral

decay

(see text)
were well tuned and
extended to afine
42Hz in-room.
Laudably rapid
decay rates were
evident in the ETC
responses. Looking
deeper into the time
domain with
10dBldivision
Test results

resolution there was
some lower level
clutter but there
was no specific
feature associated
with that ¡ kHz
prominence which
is simply a
moderate response
'bump'.
Sonus Faber Signum

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
320x205x300
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
20-150W
Recommended placement
on Sonus Faber stands, 0.7m from wall
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2m)
60Hz-18kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
47Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
42Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
88dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
104dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3 ohms/5 ohms/poorer than average
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £1200

keyword here. All was held in
proportion: all kinds of music and
recording characteristics presented
without fear or favour.
Past speakers from Spendor have
enjoyed an excellent midrange.
Here the mid was a tad less open
and articulate than in, for example,
the bigger ` SP2' series. There was a
hint of polypropylene ' cone' effect,
present as a mild ' colour' coupled
with a similarly small reduction in
dynamic contrast. Yet by normal
speaker standards this was still a
notably good midrange.
The bass was substantial,
powerful, quite fast and strong on
tune playing and rhythm; achange
of course for a small Spendor. A
good foundation was achieved
which gave the design a fullblooded, large-scale quality.
Instruments and voices were
rendered life-size.
Spendor are past masters of the
crossover network, and the
SOUND QUALITY
transition to the very fine treble
We've come to rely on very well
range
was
accomplished
balanced speakers from Spendor, a seamlessly. The treble was clearly
company whose BBC- trained
very smooth and highly resolved,
but there was no false brightness.
inheritance has remained largely
intact over the years. By 'balance' I Transient edges such as finger
mean tonal accuracy, implying an
sounds on acoustic guitar strings
were perfectly rendered, and vocal
ability to operate at modest,
natural sound levels and still
sibilants were almost perfect.
Subtle percussion, brush on drum
provide a believable, life- like
skin were uncannily accurate
character across bass, mid and
treble ranges. Surprisingly few
compared with the average result
in this sector. This speaker also
speakers on the market can do this.
In addition to a self-evident
took power very well, proved easy
potential to monitor programme
to drive: even from a 20 watt
quality and balance, there is a triode SE amplifier, for example.
certain consistency to such asound
Stereo images were well focused,
which can make long-term
with above average stage width and
good image depth. Not quite of
listening notably fatigue-free.
Such a speaker may at first
audiophile transparency, image
perspectives nevertheless, were
hearing appear unexciting because
it's devoid of any exaggeration or
natural and evenly layered.
Mild colorations of a 'woody' or
emphasis sometimes used to try to
'plummy' nature were also audible
mask or overcome an innate
in the low mid-range. On occasion
shortcoming. What you get from
this little speaker is an honest
this ' thickened' the texture and
portrayal of the programme, even if reduced transient speed and also
transparency, but it didn't upset
minor defects in speaker sound
the bass or the overall feeling of
quality are presented without
high confidence which
attempted correction.
developed from its
Balance
is
the
accomplished,
generally
natural
tonality and solid
presentation.

reflections, and it's certainly one of
the better grille designs around.
Carefully flush-mounted into the
enclosure, the Spendor-made,
170mm bass/mid driver has an
injection moulded reinforced
polymer chassis of open design,
fitted with a black filled copolymer, vacuum- formed cone,
with a critical contour and
termination. This unit partners the
established and long admired Scan
20mm soft-dome tweeter crossing
over at around 3.5kHz.
The essentially third- order
acoustic crossover uses high quality
components including polymer film
capacitors; and a precision auto
transformer is fitted to match the
excess treble sensitivity to the bass.
Inside, the walls are lined with top
grade
absorptive
acoustic
polyurethane foam. Like the
Harbeth, the system is magnetically
shielded.

CONCLUSION
This very presentable
compact
speaker
performed well in
both listening and
lab tests. It is of
sufficient accuracy
for monitoring duty
while the unusually
natural tonal balance
coupled with a surprisingly

The low frequencies
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punchy, articulate and powerful
bass meant that all type of
programme was handled
well. It was easy on
the ears and easy
to drive with
above average
sensitivity into
the
bargain.
Some moderate
lower
mid
coloration did not
detract significantly
from the overall
result.
Built and finished
to a high standard it
represents
particularly
good
value for those who
value real quality and
natural tonal balance not often
found in small speakers.
On grounds of quality and value
this new attractive Spendor comes
strongly recommended.

GROUP CONCLUSION
Each model tested here has
particular strengths. For example,
there's the magnificently neutral
mid range of the Harbeth, the
transparent,
focused
and
dynamically involving performance
of the Sonus Faber, and the allround yet less emphatic
accomplishment of the
Spendor, which unusually
offers
almost
BBC
standards of tonal balance
accuracy
and
has
surprisingly punchy bass.
Sounding almost like a
full- range,
larger
loudspeaker, the Spendor
is easy to get on with.
The treble is pure and
well integrated, while
the mid band is almost
reference
quality.
Some lower register
boxiness softens the
bass impact somewhat,
but the result is
nonetheless
most
sophisticated and eventempered.
Harbeth's
proprietary 8- inch
driver is atour de force
encompassing classic
BBC virtues with a
level of clarity and
intrinsic dynamic
resolution which is
very rarely heard in
such
a naturally
balanced
combination. While
bass
wasn't
outstanding, it did
more
than
well
enough in this area
NW NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SPENDOR SP3/1P
LAB REPORT

Sensitiviry at
87.5dBlwatt is
high for asmall
speaker of this
bandwidth,
reinforced by
uncompromised
loading of areal 8
ohms. This is an
easy drive for valve
amplifiers. Peak

Fig 3a. Spendor SP3I1P: axial frequency
response, Im (dashed line, neinfield
correction); see text

power handling up
to 100W means
quite loud 103dBA

^

maximum in-mom.

not to get in the way
of the overall result. Like
the Spendor's, the mid
treble balance is of top grade
monitor accuracy, and only a hint
of `wispiness' in the highest reaches
of the treble prevents it from
reaching the highest class in this
area too.
By comparison, the Sonus Faber
sounds turbo-charged: faster, a bit
rougher and not quite so subtly and
accurately balanced, but also
contriving to deliver deeper, more
transparent and focused soundstages, more punchy rhythmic bass,
better dynamics and ahigh level of
listener involvement. Lighter
in balance, it benefits from
some wall reinforcement
which also helps to tame
some mild mid aggression.
You can depend on the
Spendor, be charmed and
delighted by the Harbeth
and be both excited and
involved by the Signum. All
have
fine
sound
quality; all three are
•
really good speakers.
The final choice has to
be
up
to
you.
However if the system
budget matters, on
value grounds the
Spendor SP3/1P takes
pride of place. Its
easy-to-drive nature
will also make the
most of your choice
of amplifier, even a
valve design.
For
a
fuller
account, see the
individual reviews,
but an test each of
these speakers did an
impressive
job
musically. If you find
one
particular
package
suitably
sympathetic, then go
for it, since all can be
recommended with
confidence.

Bass roll-off
(-6dB) at 40Hz
under mom
conditions allowed
good extension to
bottom E of the
bass guitar, and at

Fig 3b. Spendor SP3IIP: response family at
2m, axial (solid trace), off-axis 30° lateral
(dashed), 45° lateral (long dash)

auseful power.
Amplifiers down to
15W/ch are
satisfactory for
smaller moms.
Onaxis, the
SP3I1P (grille in
place), gave afine,
monitor qualiry
+1-1. 5dB response,
80Hz to 15kHz,

Fig 3c. Spendor SP311P: roomaveraged
response (
FAR) and (
lower trace) impedance
venus frequency, 2ohmsldiv

and even outside
this range. Pair
matching was
good, but not to the
0.5dB claim: bass
driven were 1
dB
apart. The grille
reduced reflections
without attenuating
high treble.
Without it a 1.5dB
prominence
develops, 7kHz w

Fig 3d. Spendor SP3I I MLSSA waterfall
of energy, showing spectral decay
Port output

roll-off at higher

comes in cleanly at

frequencies. Most of
the impedance trace

12kHz, in an

45Hz resonance

otherwise even

with negligible

was off-scale on the

treble. Looking

higher pipe modes

dual presentation

critically, it is

and low distortion.

graph.

slightly dull overall,
perhaps by 0.6dB

As the in-mom

Spendor

spatial averages

continues to set

on average, well

show, this speaker

high standards for

within tolerance

performed well,

transient accuracy

even for monitor

+I-3dB, 42Hz to

and clean definition

12kHz, with gentle

in the time domain.

designs.
Offaxis, the
mieltreble range
was seen to be well
blended around the
4.5kHz crossover
point and only well
below axis did it
significantly
change. This was
considered afine set
of traces. (NB, the
offaxis set shown
are for the grille
detached.)

Test results

Spendor SL3.1/P

Dimensions (hwd, mm)
400x220x280
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
15-100W
Recommended placement
on 400-450mm stands, free space
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2m)
65Hz-19kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6d8) at 1m
50Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
42Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
87.5c18/W
Approximate Maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
103d8A
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6.2 ohms/8 ohms/easy
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair ¡ me VAT)
E???
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first came across Primare about
three years ago at the fag end of a
factory tour of Xena Audio AB,
located near leafy Växjö in southern
central Sweden, where Copland
products were being assembled —
Xena Audio is the manufacturer for
the Copenhagen-based electronics
company. And at the time of the
visit, Primare had just been acquired
by Xena's Lars Pedersen.
Since its start-up in the 1980s,
Primare had attracted some rave
press notices, notably for its 301 and
302, from which the A30.1 and
D30.2 were developed. With
hindsight, the early products seem
over-specified: their complexity made
them costly to build, which is not a
good starting-point when looking for
large sales volumes. Sales had slowed
to atrickle, and all that existed at the
time of the takeover were afew racks
of products, some half-finished, and
the original designer, Bent Nielson,
who joined the Xena Audio team and
who remains the principal designer

Maturing over the years, the Primare
electronics range is now reaching reference
standards: here are the A30.1 amplifier and
D30.2 CD player
by ALVIN GOLD

to this day.
During my visit to Xena, there was
talk of a new simplified and more
readily- producible range to sell at
nearer-to-mainstream prices. It was
not until 1997 that Primare surfaced
again, but when it did so it was with
the promised simplified generic
design, named the Twenty series,
which has since expanded to include
an integrated amp, aCD player and
a tuner. There are also Primare
speakers, not sold in the UK at
present. The more highly- specified
Thirty series, introduced in 1998, so
far numbers just the two products
reviewed here at present, the A30.1
amplifier and D30:2 CD player (each
£1499). They are natural partners —
they even cost the same. A matching
tuner is imminent, and there are
ambitious plans to expand the range
with an AV pre-amp/processor,
matching two and three channel
power amps, and aDVD player, not
forgetting acomplete new range to
be known as the Ten series.
In both the literal and the
metaphorical senses, these are
heavyweight products. At 10kg, the
CD player weighs more than many
powerful amplifiers, and the
amplifier itself weighs half as much
again, thanks to heavy- gauge
casework, and well-endowed power
supplies. The amplifier, for example,
is home to two 300VA toroids,
designed and built by Microtraf, also
part of the Xena group. An
important feature of both products is
that they feature balanced operation
as an alternative to the standard
unbalanced mode. The A30.1 is a
fully-balanced amplifier via two of its
inputs and through to the output,
and this reduces common- mode
AINE 1999
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AMPLIFIERS/CD PLAYERS
noise when used with a balanced
source, of which the D30.2 CD
player is an example. Build quality
and packaging in both cases are quite
exceptional. Each unit has astandoff
between the main chassis and the
front panel — which is internally
shielded and which contains the front
panel display circuit boards,
effectively isolating these from the
audio circuitry.
A few words in praise for the
aesthetics of this combination. Finish
is first-rate. Both products look like a
million dollars; the amp especially is
an absolute gem. Although heavy,
and despite alarge footprint, neither
component looks as bulky as you
might expect. An optical illusion? If
so, an effective one.
Inside the amplifier, input
conditions are defined by Burr
Brown OPA26034 op amps with an
FET input, with an unspecified but
high claimed input impedance, said
to make the host system relatively
immune to frequency- response
aberrations caused by high output
impedance source components or
long, high-capacitance cables. The
volume control stage uses a multiturn stepped attenuator based on an
impulse generator with
ldB
resolution over arange of 80dB, and
channel balance is claimed accurate
to 0.1dB at all levels. Channel
balance is adjustable from the remote
control (see later). The output stage
uses two pairs of Toshiba bi-polars
on each channel delivering aclaimed
100W/ch into 8ohms, and 180 watts
into 4 ohms, with short term power
yields of ± 40 amps. All components
are SMD (surface mount), partly to
minimise the signal path length;
construction is symmetrical dual
mono.
The D30.2 CD player is equally
sophisticated. The player employs a
Philips CDM12.4 mechanism with
Philips digital servo ICs, but the
parameters on which the circuit
operate have been customised, with
reduced radial, focus and sledge
servo bandwidths. Drive motor
currents are limited by these
restrictions, and also by series
resistors. The reward for all this is
that the player can cope well with
discs, clean or marked: noise from
the mechanism is very low because
the servo system is effectively in a
condition similar to standby mode
when there are no disc faults.
The problem this causes is that the
player is inherently more sensitive to
mechanical shock, but this is
addressed with silicone decoupling of
the mechanism, a new magnetic
clamp to stabilise the disc which in
turn reduces vibration, and by the
solid design of the case and isolation
feet. The electrical design, again all
Me NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SMD, is balanced, with two selected
close-tolerance Burr Brown 1702 20bit converters per channel, with an 8times oversampling digital filter, an
MPC SM5842. Jitter reducing
measures include timing and
'reconditioning' ( whatever that
means) the signal entering the D/A
converter using afully screened clock
placed as close to the converters as
possible. Two transformers and eight
regulated power supplies feed the
various circuit elements, and again
the transformers have been designed
and built in-house.
Both units are remote controllable,
using an unexcitingly adequate
handset which will also control the
key functions of an FM tuner. It i.
usual with hi-fi for price and exterior
complexit
to
be
inversely
proportional, and the Primare pair
are no exceptions. Both units have
mains on/off switches concealed on
the bases accessible by sliding the
hands under the left hand side of the
fascia Making them both accessible
and hidden is designed to encourage
the user to leave the units in standby
rather than completely cold when not
in use.
Front panel controls include
volume, source selection, tape
monitor and an absolute phase
switch on the amplifier; the CD
player has standard play, pause and
skip controls and a switch,
inappropriately labelled dim, which
turns the display on and off. The
remote control adds alternative
display modes — elapsed track
timings and the track number are

In both literal
and
metaphorical
se nses, these
are heavyweight
products.
10kg, the CO
player WE ighs
mare tian
many powerful
anplifiers aid
the amplifier
itself weighs
half as much
again, thar ks
to heavy gauge
casewcrk

shown by default — cueing, which is
unavailable from the front panel,
repeat, including phrase repeat and
memory programming.
Although simple enough when
simply listed as above, the way in
which some of the features have been
implemented deserves comment. CD
player socketry consists of balanced
(XLR) and unbalanced outputs for
the main analogue outputs, and for
digital signals there is a single
electrical S/PDIF socket. The
amplifier has two sets of balanced
line inputs, four unbalanced line
inputs, and a single set of brass
speaker terminals. Those with both
components will naturally link them
in balanced mode, which will leave
four available unbalanced inputs, but
anyone who uses the Primare
amplifier and athird party Cl) player
may find the number of available
inputs àtad limiting.

SOUND QUALITY
OK, so how does it sound? The
products were available for a
considerable period ( Ican't count
when it goes beyond a month —
something to do with the number of
fingers at my disposal) and this
coincided with the sojourn of some
of fine CD players, including a
Copland CDA-288, amplifiers
ranging from the Arcam Alpha 9 up
to and including an obscenely
expensive Pass Labs pre/power which
we will be reviewing some time soon,
and such speakers as the JM Labs
Electra 915 and Eggleston Works
Rosa loudspeakers, £ 85k's worth of
37
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Turntables at Covent Garden
18 Monmouth Street • COVENT GARDEN • London WC2H 9HB. Tel: 0171 497 1346 • Fax: 0171 497 9205

WILSON BENESCH CIRCLE £795 (Excluding arm)
Ithink Ihave just spotted one of next years
award winners. Ken Kessler

LINN SONDEK LP 12 WITH VALNALLA POWER SUPPLY
£1200 (Excluding arm). Has provided excellent test results
for rumble, wow and torque. Martin Colloms

ROKSAN RADIUS 3
£470 (Excluding arm and power supply)

ROKSAN XERXES 10
£1295 (Excluding arm and power supply)
Icannot recommend it too highly. Alvin Gold

MICHELL GYRO £960 (Excluding arm)
One of the biggest bargains in HiFi. Ken Kessler

MICHELL ORBE£1995 (Excluding arm)
A turntable to be proud of. Highly
recommended. P.J. Comeau

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR VAST CHOICE
BRANCHES ALSO AT:
45 High Street, HOUNDSLOW, Middlesex TW3 1RH. Tel: 0181 569 5802 Fax: 0181 569 6353
173 Station Road, EDGWARE, Middlesex HA8 7JX. Tel: 0181 952 5535 Fax: 0181 951 5864
126 High Street, BECKENHAM, Kent BR3 1ED Tel: 0181 663 3777 Fax 0181 663 3555
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AMPLIFIERS/CD PLAYERS
high-end speakerdom. The CD and
amplifier were connected with
Nordost Quattro Fil which is as
good a cable as Ihave used, but
which at £ 1250 costs almost as
much as either Primare component
on its own. You could probably
justify a less expensive choice if
you're feeling particularly strapped
for cash this week. Both Primare
products benefit from the usual
running-in and warming-up, but the
amplifier in particular can sound off
song if it is not kept under power in
standby mode, and even then
improves significantly after being
turned up after an hour or so, until it
reaches thermal equilibrium. On past
form, the FET input stage is the
likely culprit here.
One of the first points that fell out
of early listening was that the
amplifier does more than enough to
justify its billing as atruly powerful
amplifier.
It seems all but
unstoppable, and until Ichickened
out Iwas able to run it at earsplitting levels driving the Eggleston
Works loudspeakers, which can
sustain much bigger amplifiers than
this. It goes noticeably louder into
such loudspeakers than some
similarly rated amplifiers Ihave
crossed paths with recently, though
there have been one or two, mostly
from Germany, that are significantly
more powerful.
Powerful as it is, at times the
Primare sounded almost English in
its restraint and good manners.
There was no unwanted drama
about the sound, and it completely
lacked the failings of other big
amplifiers, in particular the loss of
subtlety and lack of even-handedness
at more mundane volume levels that
often seems to go hand in hand with
big watts. In short, the Primare is
powerful but no head-banger; it is
far too sophisticated for that. It may
be a hackneyed old cliché, but the
one about a mailed fist in avelvet
glove fits this amplifier rather well.
The Primare A30.1 has awarmth
and grace, an organic, almost valvelike quality that makes it enjoyable
and easy on the ear. In common with
certain valve amplifiers, it can
(problematically) tend to make
inadequate material sound better
than it deserves. But unlike those, it
never descends to the level of
sounding wanton, or of overromanticising — and there are some
expensive
and
well- regarded
amplifiers around which can be
described in just such terms.
For all its grace and easy-on-theear qualities, there is no lack of true
grit here, and the A30.1 can also
sound bold, vivid, finely detailed and
impressively dynamic. The D30.2
CD player is arguably less
Me NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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creating astrong sense of presence
and depth in front of and behind
the plane of the speakers.
It may be asmall point given the
tiny amount of material encoded
using the system, but the one
notable omission from this player is
HDCD compatibility. In the past
this is not a feature I have
particularly missed, but a recent
encoded disc from Linn Records,
Claire Martin's Take My Heart (
try
the Nick Drake song Riverman' for
an exercise in sustained hairraising) has made me think twice
about the potential of HDCD and
provided the one occasion during
the test when my allegiance shifted
from the Primare to the HDCDequipped Copland CSA288.

CONCLUSION
individualistic than the amplifier,
which really does stand out in a
crowd, but it is no less talented and
certainly no less desirable.
One intriguing feature that it
shares with the amplifier is at least
an occasional hint of restraint, but
it's the kind of restraint that merely
serves, to underline the internal
musical tensions, and given half a
chance by the performers and
engineers responsible, this player
makes exciting listening. There were
occasions, for example at moments
during the Budapest Festival
Orchestra/Iván Fischer Bartók
Concerto for Orchestra [
Philips], when
the musical tension was almost
palpable, in both cases because the
CD player was capable of keeping
low-level sounds in focus while
reproducing much bigger foreground
events.
At the same time, this player
covers all the normal bases. There is
little of the graininess that afflicts
many designs, and the balance
between resolving ability and
smoothness is about as well-judged
as compact disc gets, at least at these
price levels. Imagery is also anotable
strength, not because it positions
images laterally between the speakers
any better than most others, but
because it was unusually capable of

Jitter reducing
measures
irci ude
timing and
'reconditioning'
(whatever that
means) the
signa 1entering
the D/A
corverter
usulg afully
screened
cleck placed
a; close to
the converters
as possible

SUPPLIER
t9,
Ceram Park
Hc4ings,
Tackwith,
Votes
VG.26 7QF
Te. 01423
3'50.54

There is no secret behind the reasons
for the turnaround at Primare, much
of which has taken place over the last
12 months, a period that has
coincided with an apparent upturn in
the fortunes of the Scandinavian
amplifier industry in general, at least
judged from here in the UK.
Copland, Thule, Densen and now
Primare have been making a mark
with some beautifully packaged and
generously- specified designs that
make some of the output of the UK
based industry look, and sometimes
sound, frankly shoddy and down at
heel. Worrying it is.
Ipen this final paragraph after the
products have been returned to their
cardboard sarcophagi, and returned
to meet their HFNIRR photographer, and already they are
missed. In some ways it is difficult to
pin down what made them special,
as there is adistinct lack of obvious
standout virtues — apart, that is,
from the totality of the musical
experience they were routinely able
to deliver.
It would be invidious to pick out
one product for special praise,
because in most respects they are
unusually well-matched, but there is
no doubt that the amplifier in
particular is an outstandingly strong
performer in afield not exactly overpopulated with credible stars.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
PRIMARE A30.1 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Power output: 100W/ch, 8ohms; 180W/ch, 4ohms
Line input impedance: 28 ohms unbalanced? 56 ohms balanced
Weight: 15 5kg
Dimensions (
whd, mm) 430 x 100 x375
PRIMARE D30.2 CD PLAYER
Outputs: balanced XLR; unbalanced ( phono), digital
coaxial ( phono)
Weight: 10kg
Dimensions (
whd, mm): 430 x100 x385
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K, so I lied: here's yet
another review of aMusical
Fidelity product.
We
simply hadn't reckoned on the
speed at which Antony Michaelson
turns dreams into reality, but it's
with more delight than distress that
I report on the most hotlyanticipated (by me, that is) British
power amplifier since the reissued
Quad II. Yes, dear readers, the NuVista 300, betrothed at conception
to the Nu-Vista pre-amplifier, has
arrived. This review was prearranged as a sequel to the NuVista [Aug '98]. Ijust didn't expect
it before next September.
Of the 497 delighted Nu-Vista
owners ( apparently three of them
think I'm full of crap), asubstantial
number beseeched MF to release
an ideal mate for it. So Antony got
to thinkin', and it didn't take him
that long to conceive of a hybrid
using nuvistors to drive atransistor
output stage.
The nuvistor element
is (literally

Despite some
grumbles
on the ' Net,
the general
consensus is
that nuvistors
lave apretty
long working
life, so it's not
unreasonable
to expect a
NuVista 300
to have
potential
!longevity
of 20-30 years
with two
sets —
original and
replacement
— of nuvistors

and figuratively) only a small part
of the package. But what will be
familiar to Nu-Vista owners is the
back-up drill: Musical Fidelity
bought up as many mint nuvistors
as it could find and allocated them
in such a way that every Nu-Vista
300, like every Nu-Vista pre-amp,
has a set of replacements earmarked for it. Despite some
grumbles on the 'Net, the general
consensus is that nuvistors have a
pretty long working life, so it's not
unreasonable to expect a Nu-Vista
300 to have a life of 20-30 years
with two sets — original and
replacement — of nuvistors.
Although a two-box design, the
'300 is not a pair of monoblocks,
but a dual-mono power amplifier
with separate outboard power
supply. The two units are housed in
the lozenge- shaped aluminium
extrusions with the same styling
and proportions as the X-RAY, the
X-Al and numerous other X-Series
items which don't fit into cylinders.
The difference, though, is the size.
Without some small object to show
the scale, you'd be forgiven for
thinking that these enjoy the same
dimensions as the X-RAY, et al.
Uh, not quite. Each section
measures 330x700x490mm
(whd) including feet and
terminals. A total weight
figure hasn't been
supplied, but the
heat-sinks alone
tip the scales
at 15kg, so
I'm guessing
that the two
weigh in at
50kg; suffice
to say, they'll

flex your muscles. ' Including feet
and terminals' is no mere conceit
here, because the speaker terminals
(two sets, for bi-wiring) are truly
something special: custom-made
and massive, gold-over-solid brass,
and with plenty to grip for extra
tightening. The feet are massive,
too, gold-plated discs that look like
pre- 1900 pocket watches. All of the
fittings are pretty substantial, not
surprising when you consider that
the two primary feeds from the
power supply to the power amp are
made via genuinely professional,
multi-way connectors, while athird
DIN-like connector deals with the
control signal.
The aluminium- billet front
panels look identical until you get
up
close,
as
both
feature
symmetrical
arrays
of five
countersunk apertures containing
LEDs to indicate power-on status
and, from switch on, the sequence
of switch- on- to- operate event
monitoring. On the power amplifier
fascia, the five lamps include
separate left-and-right stand-by and
protection plus ' operate', while the
corresponding lights on the power
supply read left- and- right ` PSU'
and ' Control', the four lamps
running through a sequence until
all is settled. The middle aperture
on the power supply is the poweron press button.
Four nuvistors inhabit the ' 300,
two per channel driving what was
described precisely as ` ultra-lownoise, super-matched pairs of bipolars, not FETsr. These are good
for 300W/ch into 8 ohms, 600 into
4 ohms or 1000W into 2 ohms.
Inside the power supply are three
transformers, one for each power

With the cleverly- marketed
Nu- Vista 300, a massive two- box

eratc

hybrid power amp, Musical Fidelity

looks set to cash in on the success of
the 'limited edition' Nu- Vista pre
by KEN KESSLER

teO-g
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amplifier and one for the control
circuits.
While 300W/channel amplifiers
are expected to meet all and any
challenges with aplomb, the NuVista
300 both hides
and
emphasises its power rating.
F'r'instanceyou never get the
feeling that the amp could easily
take out your speakers and scare
the cat into a permanent raised-fur
situation; at the same time, you
never hear a trace of clipping, a
shred of strain. For some time now
(precisely, since he founded Kelly
Transducers), Antony has been
beating everyone over
the head with his
unshakeable belief
that even sensitive
speakers still need
bucket- loads
of
power for realistic
dynamics:
for
example, a middlesensitivity speaker of
89dB/1W needs 200W
minimum. So, perversely,
I didn't find it even
remotely unusual to try the
'300 with small speakers of
above-average sensitivity.
Which is good news for
those who own hungry
speakers. Think of the ' 300 as
you would any American highend monster, and rest assured
that one thing you won't have to
assess in aretailer's showroom is its
output capability. You might be
tempted to, given that the ' 300 is a
brute, that it lacks finesse: but quite
clearly, the Nu-Vista 300 handles
fine detail and — especially — lowlevel information with the grace of a
single-ended triode. But unlike an
SET, it demonstrates dynamic
swings which no 300B- based
amplifier could ever exhibit with
anything less sensitive than some
absurd horn of the 100dB-plus
variety.
Again, this gracefulness is to be
expected, as Antony is about as unrocking an individual as you'd ever
meet; his forte is clarinet and his
predilections are almost entirely
classical. The trick was marrying
the sort of subtlety that earmarked
an entire generation of low-power
classics ( the Quad II, the better
Leaks, the Radford MA15 and one
or two wee Rogers) with the
seemingly incompatible need for
bags of power.
But the Nu-Vista 300 works so
well precisely because Antony
wouldn't sign it off until this
balancing act was achieved. And, in
my experience, the only amplifiers
which do it with the same ease and
consistency cost over £ 30,000-plus
and are made in the USA. Veering
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ON THE NEVER-NEVER
TO ENSURE that NJ- Vista pre- amplifier owners
get first reivsal on Nu'-Vis'a 300s with matching
serial nuraLers, accommodating whatever
percentage of the 500 decide to opt for the
matching amplifier, Nu-Vista 300s will be
numbered in two series. The matching numbers
will obviously be between 001 and 500,
corresponding to the eustomer's pre-amp.
Independent purchases for non- Nu-Vista pre amp owner, (or Nu- Vista pre amp owners who
choose to buy two Nu-Vista 300s) will start with
501. Naturally, this will cause confusion for
future historians, but it makes sense. If,
for example, the owner of NuVista pre-amp No 338
decides not to buy aNu Vista 300, then there will
never be aNu-Vista 300
with the serial number
of 338. Conversely,
yNu- Vista 300

with anumber higher than 500 was definitely
not purchased by an original Nu-Vista owner for
number- matching purposes. Got that?
Furthermore, given that aNu-Vista only cost
£1200 while aNu- Vista 300 sells for £3300,
Musical Fidelity came up with aiwo-part scheme
to assist Nu-Vista owners ( UK- only, that is) who
desperately wanted the matching ' 300 but were I
abit short of cash. The first is interest- free credit
(subject to status): £ 1320 deposit and 20
monthly payments of £99, or exactly £3300. The
other is apart- exchange scheme on X-A200s, XA50s or X-AS100s purchased within the last
year; again, this offer is strictly UK-only. If proof
of purchase and the amplifier are returned to
Musical Fidelity, the company will send a ' partexchange authority letter' to your retailer for the
full value of the amplifier. Note: only one
amplifier part- exchanged per customer, so too
bad if you're bi-amping, and orders must be
placed before 31 July.

Inside the '30b power
amplifier itself (above;
and (inset) two of its
four nuvistors. Power
supplies are honed
in aseparate
matching unit
(right)

from the massive to the intimate,
from the recent Hendrix- at- the Fillmore release ( containing what
was left off the original Band Of
Gypsies album) to some acoustic
Rory Block, from dusty mono doowop to pristine Doris Day transfers,
from
DCC's
sublime
live
Sinatra/MartintDavis Jr to Castle's
Status Quo reissues, the NaVista
300 treated everything the way an
ideal employee approaches a job:
professionally, slightly matter-offact, absolutely unruffled, never

Muscat Fidelity,
I5-1.7 Olympic
TradF.ng Estate,
Fultcrn Road,
Wembley,
Midak.ex
H219.OFF.
Tel 0181-900
2866

putting a foot wrong. If this were
the 1920s and the ' 300 came to
life, it would be Jeeves.
Amusingly, it can also be as
brash and coarse and raw as the
music demanded, coping with
the textures and sheer weight of
Lenny Kravitz's last album and
two channels' worth of Godzilla
on DVD as easily as it dealt with
soft vocals. Best of all, it created
a palpable, dimensionally correct
3D stage with the prowess of an
American amplifier — something
which most British amplifier
manufacturers of a certain breed
refuse to address. But the single
overriding characteristic, the one
undeniable strength which the ' 300
possesses which could grace it with
future classic status is its sheer
slam. When so required, the ' 300
delivers the kind of mass and
transient speed ( from the deepest
bass up to the crispest treble) which
separates the high-end from midfi.
And if there's anything at all worth
criticising, Isuppose you could say
that it's abit cool in the midband.
That's it.
With the deepest respect for
Chord, whose biggest amps Ihave
yet to try in my system, Istate
without qualms that the Nu-Vista
300 is the only UK- made, solidstate amplifier Ican name which
bears comparison with the best on
the planet: yup, the big Yankee rigs.
Until this moment, the British have
— valves aside — pretty much
restricted themselves to weenie,
humble, doff- your- cap, sorryabout-that-Guy, obsequious mid fi
amplifiers. At last, here's a British
amplifier which you can liken to
Aston-Martin, not Austin Mini.
What a shame that there'll only
ever be 500 of them.
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An affordable,
gutsy amp from
Denmark, Densen's
Beat B100 has
now been completely
reworked and is
claimed to sound
better than ever
by DAVID BERRIMAN

M

The case
y first acquaintance with
the Beat 100 was when I is neatly
borrowed
one
for
machined
demonstrations at last year's HiFi
in the right
Show and was suitably impressed
places. For
by what I heard. Densen's UK
instance,
representative Russell Kauffman
the one-piece
told me that the Beat 100 had been
L-shaped top
substantially revised since Ken
fits like a
Kessler reviewed the original model
precision
[July ' 95], so perhaps it was time
drawer, sliding
for another listen.
off over the
Meanwhile [ in July ' 96], I long controls
reviewed the Densen DMIO 75W
when the
per channel integrated amplifier.
discrete
That sleek black beast turned in a fastening
highly rhythmic and musically
screws are
accomplished performance. The
removed
Beat B100, rated at 60W per
channel, follows the same design
criteria — both visually and
philosophically. Slimmer than its

bigger brother and still sporting
those large Densen ' trade- mark'
gold-plated knobs, this amplifier is
the model of modest Danish
minimalism — any colour so long
as it's black- anodised extruded
aluminium.
The case is neatly machined in
the right places. For instance, the
one-piece L-shaped top fits like a
precision drawer, sliding off over
the long controls when its discrete
fastening screws are removed.
Inside is as minimalist as the
outside, with almost everything
mounted on the single high-quality
printed circuit board. Nearly all the
components are tiny surface mount
devices (SMD). Indeed, this is one
major change since Ken's review:
the whole printed circuit board was
re- designed for greatly increased
use of surface mount parts,
'stuffed' into the board by a new
robot pick- and- place machine.
Apparently, the new board layout
shortened the signal path by some
50%, removed countless wire-tocomponent welded joints,
and
improved
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sound quality into the bargain.
There's not much mounted offboard, which is the way it should
be: even the smoothing capacitors
are board- mounted. These total
some 39,000µF, along with their
metal- film bypass capacitors
(another upgrade from before).
The large 320VA toroidal mains
transformer and power output
transistors are mounted on the
base. The complementary bipolar
output transistors are clamped
firmly under a stout aluminium
metal bar to another bar, fixed
firmly to the 4mm-thick chassis
base. Like the top, this is heavy
gauge black anodised aluminium
and thus an ideal heatsink.
The Alps volume control and
input selector switch are both
board- mounted and remotely
operated — the volume via a long
metal shaft and the selector by
means of a sliding metallic ribbon
— from the front-panel knobs.
To the far right of the board, a
connector leads nowhere. This is
for plugging in Densen's optional
phono board, which converts Input
1 into an RIAA-equalised movingmagnet input. As supplied, Input 1
was
a straightforward
line
sensitivity
input.
Densen
recommend using one of the other
line inputs for the main line source
because Line 1has a longer signal
path. There are five gold-plated
inputs in total plus one for tape. At
the rear are an earthing tag ( for
record decks) five pairs of line
input sockets plus a pair for tape
in, another for tape out and
another pre out, presumably for
using the Densen Beat B 100 in a
bi-amped system. Two pairs of
gold-plated loudspeaker outputs
are provided for bi-wiring. The
amplifier even comes with a threeyear parts and labour warranty

MISR'S PHILOSOPHY
So what is the Densen philosophy?
Essentially, Densen's approach is
aimed at reproducing the rhythm
and timing of the music. The ` air
guitar' design aim ( which is
directed towards making the
listener want to play ' air-guitar')
may sound rather corny and as a
concept not always relevant —
certainly not to classical music. I
have yet to play ' air guitar' to Bach,
Brahms or Prokofiev. Still, it paints
the right kind of mental picture.
With Densen's philosophy, the
focus is on the music rather than
typically hi-fi aims such as
transparency, stereo image and bass
definition.
Thomas Stilleson, company boss,
believes firmly that negative
feedback is a bad thing for music
MIR NEWS
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reproduction because it is always
delayed and therefore too late to
make an accurate correction.
Consequently, he says, all Densen
amplifier designs have zero negative
feedback.
I'm sorry to be apedant, but by
this Iam certain he means certainly
no overall negative feedback, as
there must exist, somewhere within
the amp, localised feedback within
individual transistors — certainly at
the output tWhich in effect is apair
of emitter followers and therefore
by definition is anegative feedback
circuit, albeit a very immediateacting one). However, he is
adamant that feedback is not
applied separately around circuits
in the normal way, as in his view
this blurs detail and the amplifier's
ability to play ' tunes'.
All manner of other things are
said to be crucial, from the nonmagnetic casework to the tightness
of the screws which hold it together
(they are tightened in production to
apredetermined torque). Whatever
design ideas come up must result in
musical improvement, or they are
rejected: that is the essence of the
Densen philosophy. In the final
analysis, of course, none of this
matters to the listener — either it
sounds good or it doesn't.

THE DENSEN SOUND
So what is the ` Densen sound', and
how did the Beat B 100 perform
with music? The answers are one
and the same. The Beat B 1
ao was
auditioned for so long, with such a
variety of different music and
auxiliary equipment, that there was
plenty of time to assimilate the
many sides of its personality.
Regardless of the perfection, or
near- perfection
claimed
by
manufacturers, there's always a
personality, though in the Densen's

To the far right
of the board, a
connector
leads nowhere.
This is for
plugging in
Densen's
optionEl phcno
board, which
converts
Input 1 into
an RIMequalised
movingmagnet input

case it is a very self-effacing one.
The Densen B 100 is essentially
highly listenable. In tonal balance,
one could describe it as 'laid back'.
However, this is purely relative. It
is laid back by comparison with
more up- front and ' in-your-face'
designs, but music does not have to
be thus to be tuneful and
enjoyable. Indeed, the Densen
seems us have the ideal blend
between
even
balance
and
rhythmic analysis. Bass has real
weight and substance, yet also
follows the beat and rhythm — fast
when it's needed and slow when it
isn't. The Beat 100 is not one of
those amplifiers which sounds as
though it's. permanently on
amphetamines — always urgent
and fast — but when speed is
required, it delivers in abundance.
Treble is clean and well-defined
and while this is no valve amp, it
cannot in any way be described as
harsh, fierce or clinical. On first
turn-on there is a trace of grain —
a little of that ' transistor sound'.
However, that eases as it warms
up, as it becomes ever more fluid:
and it rust gets better and better as
time passes. If it's turned on in the
morning, by the end of the working
day it's sounding sweet and lush.
But the Densen is certainly not
dull, revealing much subtle inner
detail. Densen recommends it's left
on permanently and while I'm
nervous about such things, due to
the potential fire hazard of anything
left on permanently, this may be
the right approach for sonic
satisfaction. The company says it
has tested amplifiers to destruction
by deliberately abusing them while
over-riding the ouput protection;
though the amps have become
charred and molten blobs inside, no
flames have emerged to create a
hazard. So they are probably as safe
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DIGITAL
£4,995.00
No.39
integrated cd processor
£3,995.00
No.37
cd transport
£3,995.00
No.360
digital processor
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £ 6,495.00
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No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
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No.380
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DENSEN BEAT B100

as anything else you might care to
leave powered up all the time.
The bass is so good it just goes
on entertaining - solid, weighty,
firm and following every note and

LAB REPORT

at low-frequencies,

Due to Densen 's

plus phase shift).
Isuspect the

pulse. ' Beat' is a perfectly apt

zero-global
feedback design,

appellation. If you like the fluidity
and musicality of good valve amps

the output
impedance was

but are put off by the soft and
slow bass which they can
sometimes produce, then chances
are

non-feedback
valve amps. The
Densen measured

you'll

love

the

Densen.

There's no way it blows your
socks off, like a blockbuster super
amp with bass as tight as God
knows what and the clarity and

Up at 60W

output impedance
(not dependent on

(7'HD 0.1%)
distortion was

hardly low,

phase-shifted

though it was not
so high as on some

feedback to control
the loudspeaker at
LF) may help it

mainly second
and third, with

dynamics of every reviewer's tired
cliché. So, the B 100 may not
wring out the last ounce ( sorry,

of 29.6 for an 8
ohm load). This is

gramme) of clarity and stereo
image, or be quite as sweet as a

abit higher than
atypical speaker

good valve amp can be. Perhaps

cable, but not a
lot (a0.2 ohm

musicianship wins one over as
time passes. After a while, you're
hooked.
The nice thing is, it doesn't
really matter what type of music is
played, the result is much the

power increases.

Densen 'skind of

0.27 ohms from
20Hz to 20kHz
(a damping factor

it's not the sort of product which
necessarily impresses on first
hearing, but its ability to
communicate all those little
nuances
and
subtleties
in

distortion rises
gradually as

cable would
reduce damping
factor to <20 and
that's not
including the
woofer inductor's
DC resistance!).
However, the
Densen 's

same. It could be anything, from

impedance at LF
is unlike that of

Hendrix's electrifying guitar work
on 'All Along the Watchtower', the

most NFB
amplifiers, which

reckless rhythm of Khachturian's
Gayaneh-Leghinka, Armenian

use two resistors

achieve such good
rhythmic
behaviour. At low
levels (it is
claimed the amp
is biased well into
AB and runs in
class A at low
powers) distortion
is low. At one

higher orders
decreasing with
frequency [Fig.
2]. Densen claims
0.01% THD at
full power, so this
did not meet the

Fig. IDensen Beat B 100: spectrogram for
1kHz tone at 0.1W. Output comprises mainly
second harmonic with some third, totalling
0.02% (- 74dB)

spec. The 8ohm
power output did
slightly exceed the
specification, just
prior to clip, while

watt there's
0.01% of second
harmonic, while

into 4ohms the
maximum nearly
doubled to 120

at 0.IW the

watts per channel,

appearance of
some third
harmonic only
(there are no
measurable ear-

which shows
there's plenty of
current on tap
from the power
supply. ¡MD

unfriendly higher
orders) increases

follows asimilar
trend (see table).

the THD
marginally to

Crosstalk was
not particularly

0.02 percent [Fig

low, measuring
just -51dB at
1kHz, reducing to

Fig. 2 Densen Beat B-100: spectrogram for
¡kHz tone at 60W. Distortion has increased
to 0.1% and though third is slightly higher
than second, the other harmonics decrease with
increase in frequency (usually agood thug)

and acapacitor in

IL These figures
indicate very

Philharmonic/Loris Tjeknavorian

the global

careful circuit

-32dB at 20kHz

[ASD SD DCA], the lyrical and
romantic
interplay
between

feedback loop to

design and good

set AC gain,
minimise the DC

linearity, bearing
in mind that

and increasing
marginally to 53dB at 20Hz

Fig. 3 Densen Beat B- I00: nght on lef

offset and define

overall feedback is

[Fig. 3J. This is

crosstalk at IWI8 ohms. Read off the dB scale

movement ( on another ASV disc
[CD DCA 787] with Emma

the LF roll off
(and thus have a

not used to
linearise the

not very
impressive and

high figures

Johnson, the RPO and Sir Charles

higher impedance

circuit. From one
watt upwards,

clarinet and Orchestra in Finzi's
Clarinet
Concerto's
third

Groves), or the frenetic flow of
fingers on strings (you can really
hear and almost feel the sheer
physical contact, but not in an
over-exaggerated way) in Albeniz's
Asturias played by Sharon Isbin
[Virgin Classics VC7911282]. The
result was a smile on my face and
that is the bottom line - for me at
any rate.

CONCLUSION
Looking back over the enjoyable
time spent listening to this amplifier
(or should I say through it) it's
difficult to be wholly detached.
There are amplifiers ( mostly more
expensive) which will better the
Beat B 100 in certain specific areas.
But as a total all-round package,
and particularly in the musicmaking department, this is a hard
act to follow.
For £600 it must rate as one of
those beautifully built and finesounding bargains which simply
shouldn't be passed over.
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Test results
Rated power
Measured
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Densen Beat B 100
8 ohms

60W: 17.8dBW

4 ohms

'120W; 20.8dBW

power ( dBW)
20Hz
8 ohms lch§
8 ohms both ch§
4ohrns lch§
-

IkHz 20kHz
17.9
7.9
17.9
7.9
20.8

Output impedance (ohms) 0.27

0.27

0.27

may have some
effect on stereo
imagery and
transparency.
Densen claim
bandwidth
extending to
200kHz, and
minimal phase
shift. At 20Hz

Harmonic distortion, 8 ohms (dB/%)
Rated power -54/0.2 -60/0.1 At OdBW ( 1W)
-74/0.02 -81/0.01 At 10dBW ( 0 1W) -80/0.01 -74/0.02 -

output was only

Channel separation ( dB) -53 -51

down at 20kHz,

-32

Intermodulation distortion, 19/20kHz (dB/%)
A: 0.5W RMS/8 ohms -68/0.042
At half rated power/8 ohms
55/0.17
Signal-to-noise (
full gain)rel OdBW
20Hz-20kHz (dB)
69
Excluding hum ( dB)
112
Channel balance, lkHz (dB)

re) full level
87
130

0.45

Input sensitivity

50mV IHF, OdBW
390mV, programme clip
Frequency response (dB) -0.19
- - 1.59
Dimensions ( whd)
440x64x310mm
Weight
12kg
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£600
• where °
dew= 2.83V, le, 1W/8 ohms
§for 0.13% distortion, 8 ohms; 0.15%, 4 ohms

(rd. to 'speaking' channel). Not particularly

0.19dB down, but
was nearly 1.6dLI
with 34° of phase
shift [Fig. 4].
Double checking
this beyond
20kHz revealed a
-3dB point of
33kHz nothing like
200kHz. Now,

Fig. 4Densen Beat B-100 frequency response
and phase. At 20kHz, output is 0.19dB less
than at IHz and the -3dB point is 33kHz
(spec 200kHz)

may contribute to

of results for an

the listenability of
the amplifier) this
-3dB _figure

unusual and
fine-sounding
amplifier.

contradicts
Densen 'sclaims
and may well be
of interest to those

while Ipersonally

who want to take
advantage of up

couldn't care less

and coming

(other than point

digital signal

out that the

sources. Overall,

gradual roll-off

though, agood set

SUPPLIER
Densen Audio
Technologies,
Randersvej 28,
6700 Esbjerg,
Denmark.
Tel: 01582
561227 (UK)
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enthusiasts
Aimed at the keen audiophile, a new British- made
high- end turntable arrives on the scene: the Avid Acutus

by

C

onrad Mas, the man behind
the Avid turntable, did much
of the development work more
than adecade ago, and even brought
a prototype unit to a London hi-fi
show. The turntable had a strong
metal subchassis, from the underside
of which grew aclosely-spaced forest
of metal pins about an inch long,
making the turntable look thrusting
and purposeful. The pins were not
there as macho decoration, however:
their purpose was to dissipate
unwanted vibration energy in the
platter/stylus/arm loop. This scheme
was the subject of a patent
application. For various reasons, the
project was shelved, but now Conrad
is back, enthusiasm undimmed.
So although the Acutus turntable
(£3995 without arm) is the first Avid
product to appear, it's undeniably
been developed over a long period,
and includes many features claimed
to be unique. Pitched as a nocompromise design, it is massively
constructed yet has a compact
'footprint' occupying less space than
many heavyweight decks. It is atrue
suspended-subchassis design. The
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undergrowth of pins has gone,
though — apparently, once asystem
was actually playing in aroom they
had a fatal tendency to respond to
acoustic input from the speakers.
The foundation for this design is
the massive, cast aluminium main
chassis, 17mm thick ( 21mm in
places). This carries the three
suspension towers, mounted directly
above three large, adjustable feet. A
rather elegant centre lobe at the
front carries a small bubble level, a
nice touch. What looks like the
fourth foot, at the rear left, is not in
fact attached to the main chassis
(except by a restraining rubber
band) but carries the physicallyseparate motor housing.
Each suspension tower contains a
coil spring in tension, and from these
springs is hung the subchassis —
another aluminium casting, of
complex shape, designed with
selected areas of high rigidity and
extremely strong. It has to be, to
support the 10kg platter. This is
carried on a massive inverted main
bearing, which has a16mm diameter
hardened stainless steel spindle with
a tungsten-carbide tip running on a
sapphire thrust plate. The bearing
housing alone weights 800g. The
suspension provides free movement
in the vertical direction but
horizontal movement is inhibited or
damped. Each ` corner' of the
subchassis is restrained by the

Each
suspension
tower contains
acoil spring in
tension, and
from these
springs is
hung the
subchassis
— another
aluminium
casting, of
complex
shape,
designed
with selected
areas of high
rigidity and
extremely
strong. It has
to be, to
support the
10kg platter

Left: the Avid
Acutus power supply

outward pull of a special rubber
band, hooked over two fixed points
so as to form a triangle. This
eliminates any twisting movement
from the subchassis, and indeed,
when the platter is disturbed it
moves gracefully up and down with
absolutely no wobbles or any
perceptible lateral motion at all. This
makes the turntable very nice to
operate.
Avid states that all suspension
points have the same frequency
independent of load, to prevent
erratic subchassis movement; and
certainly, the Actus is unlikely to be
disconcerted by the heaviest of arms.
Despite its weight and apparent
complexity, the turntable is fairly
easy to assemble and set up. Once
freed from its rubber bands (bond?)
the subchassis can be lifted clear,
complete with platter if desired, and
placed on a table or bench for arm
and cartridge set-up.
Avid's fixed platter mat is of a
special composition material to
match the characteristic of vinyl, and
a massive record clamp secures the
record firmly against its surface. The
platter has a raised metal centre,
about 18mm radius, which lifts the
disc centre lrnm or so. Clamping is
a two- stage process. The clamp is
screwed on to the spindle by turning
the upper knob: this brings a flatfaced centre boss, again about
18mm radius, down firmly on to the
disc label. Then you screw down an
outer ring, which brings a clamping
rim into contact with the disc label
at aradius of about 40mm. This rim
has to be screwed down hard while
steadying the platter, so that the
label area is dished downwards and
the playing area forced against the
platter surface.
Some earlier turntables which
used this dishing principle pressed
the disc down on to a rather small
washer around the spindle, with the
result that the record could crack
around the centre hole. By having a
fairly large contact area at the centre
and ensuring that this is gripped
between platter and boss before the
bending (dishing) force is applied,
Avid avoids this problem. The clamp
is effective but it does have to be
screwed down hard, and the twostage
process
is
an
extra
complication to the process of
putting the record on.
Having adopted a heavy platter,
Avid believes that avery high-torque
motor is essential to maintain
control over the platter. The
synchronous motor used here is
hand- built into a very chunky
housing, and is fed by a purposedesigned quartz- synthesiser AC
power supply, which has a splitphase output with the two phases
JUNE UM
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This deck also largely
overturned my last
lingering
prejudice
against heavyweight
record
decks:
the
bottom end displayed a
via around-section belt rather than a clarity and quickness
that Ihadn't expected:
flat one, which means that the drive
aspects which were
is undisturbed by even quite large
refreshingly combined
vertical
movements
of
the
with an apparently
suspension.
well- extended
bass
frequency response.
SOUND QUALITY
After some more
Avid supplied the review sample
comparative listening,
with SME V arm and avan den Hul
and turning to the
The Frog cartridge. Ialso tried other
Vim of the Avid
Reson cartridge, Ifelt more attuned
moving-coils, but for comparative
Acutus subchasso,
to the Avid's qualities. On an
listening against another turntable,
with planer removed
audiophile jazz example, Dave
also with SME V, Iinstalled two
Brubeck's Time Out [
the Classic
Reson cartridge bodies, installing the
Records re-press of Columbia CS
same Reson Reca stylus assembly in
8912], the Avid demonstrated a
each in turn. As the stylus was an
string bass sound that was firm and
extremely tight fit in the bodies, this
springy, and conveyed the subtleties
was a nerve-wracking business, but
of Paul Desmond's alto sax tone
did give a fair comparison —
well, giving it body and attack, but
although in normal use of course,
without losing that wispy quality —
the deck could well be matched with
where too often it just sounds
far more exotic cartridges than this.
undernourished.
System components used at
On a fairly natural recording of
various times included a Musical
chamber music, Schubert's ' Death
Fidelity A1000 integrated amplifier
and The Maiden' Quartet, recorded
and the Tron pre-/power ( review
by the Gabrieli Quartet in 1971 [ CfP
coming soon!), mainly with Avant
Garde Uno and Rogers Studio 7 171], the Avid sound was positively
dramatic, immediately loud and
loudspeakers.
Initial listening with The Frog
impressive, and it seemed to reveal
and open up the acoustic space
revealed what Iwould describe as
around the instruments, at some
the
Avid's
main
strengths:
SUPPLIER
points giving that feeling of a
impressive dynamics and very good
Avid,
detail retreival, all founded on a particular instrument etched in
26 Canterbury
space: a truly rock-solid image. Yet
strong sense of stability — the only
Road,
with this particular example, Iwas
word Ican use to sum up what must
Flick, Beds
be a combination of excellent speed
left with a nagging feeling that
MP45 1TZ
despite all its obvious merits, I Ter: 01525
stability with alow noise floor. (The
717 487
absolute speed was correct as far as I would be happier with a (relatively)
could tell by using an SME strobe
disc and the usual visual 50Hz
reference kindly provided
by South Eastern
Electricity.)

tuned to the individual motor,
reducing noise and vibration to
negligible levels. The power supply
provides switching for 33.3 and
45rpm. Drive is to a smaller radius
formed below the main platter rim,
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very slightly subdued
performance, one that
didn't perhaps sound so
emphatically dynamic,
but where the music
was allowed to flow in
an effortlessly involving
manner.
Ithink it might be
fair to say that the Avid
was conceived mainly
for those who want to
rock out, rather than
for those whose idea of
heaven is an evening
with the Marschallin
and Der Rosenkavalier.

CONCLUSION
When Conrad first showed me the
turntable, Iwound the clamp down
far too gently. In fact, after Conrad
had screwed it down, Ifound that
considerable effort was needed to
release it. There's no doubt that this
clamp works, but Ihave to say that
even after acclimatisation Istill
found it annoying to use. It will also
mark the labels of discs, if not nearly
so badly as some other clamps do.
Thanks
to
its
well- made
suspension and massive build, the
Avid has the ability to inspire
confidence that everything is
working properly, rather than ( as
some mrntables seem to) sending
you into nervous fits of tweaking.
This confidence extends to the
sound quality, with a presentation
that proves once again that the
subchassis principle really works. I
can't say that the Avid actually
dethrones the established references
in its price class, but it might rattle
them abit.
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Although the four speakers tested here
are all floorstanders, they turned out to have
little else in common. And the listening
results were full of surprises
by ALVIN GOLD

CO
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our speakers this month, and
they're all floor- standing
columns, though there is
plenty
of variety
in
their
configuration and presentation, and
some variation also in size, with the
little Arcaydis being only a fraction
size of the JM Labs, which you
wouldn't want to bump into on a
dark night. They also cover awide
price range, from £ 600 for the
Arcaydis to almost exactly three
times as much for the JM Labs,
with Snell and Jamo taking up the
middle
ground.
The
four
loudspeakers also appear to be very
different in their design goals in
ways that will become obvious as
the test progresses.
A word or three about how the
speakers were assessed. The
listening room measures about 11 x
4m on average and is fairly well
furnished, je, the acoustic is not
excessively lively. A range of
equipment was used to drive the
speakers, including aPass Labs pre/power amplifier, but most of the
listening took place using aPrimare
A30.1 integrated amp, a 100
watt/channel high current design
with good low impedance drive
capabilities, and a very suitable
choice for any of the more
expensive models, though it would
be overkill for the Arcaydis, which
although only moderately sensitive,
derives little benefit from the subtle
benefits that the Primare brings to
the party. The Primare is tested this
month with the matching D30.2
compact disc player, which was the

11$
principal source. The test period
coincided with another project
which involved a number of DVD
players, from which a Pioneer DV717 was borrowed to play some
Chesky and other 24/96 recordings.
Other equipment used included an
Arcam Alpha 10 amplifier. All
speakers were thoroughly run in
before beginning the test proper.

SNELL E.5 TOWER
First the Snell, a meticulously
designed and crafted design, and in
many ways an accomplished one.
We reviewed the K.5 (which is a
bookshelf design) not long ago, and
found it musically well-balanced.
The E.5 is a much larger speaker
based on the same ideas and some
of the same hardware, but the end
musical result is a surprisingly
different proposition.
The E.5 Tower is superbly made.
The MDF enclosure is heavy and
well braced, and the standard
knuckle test confirms its very well
controlled resonant behaviour. The
structure is narrow, and fitted with
a multi- layer internally damped
baffle which is smoothly rounded to
aid cabinet edge diffraction effects
17C expanded on this in `Sidelines,
February].
The
main
drive
complement consists of two 165mm
polymer cone drivers with inverted
dust caps, and a 25mm black
anodised aluminium dome tweeter.
The system is port loaded, with a
fairly small diameter unflared port
fitted to the baffle, just below the
bass drivers. A second similar
JUNE 199.
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tweeter is fitted to the rear panel.
One unusual feature of note is
that the terminal block on the back
panel is a diecast aluminium
component with integral heat sink
cooling fins to keep the crossover at
a reasonably steady temperature,
which helps mitigate one cause of
level dependency. The terminal
posts are biwire and linked with
shorting pins, and also included as
part of the terminal block are three
switches. One turns the rear pacing
tweeter on and off, while a second
can be used to attenuate treble
level. The third is a boundary
operation switch, so that when the
speaker is used near a wall the
crossover will yield an appropriate
lower midband response.
One magazine review describes
the E.5 as ' European-sounding'. It
isn't. This is a quintessentially USflavoured big speaker sound, one
with a rolling, prominent bass, an
almost tangibly raunchy quality that
often simply sounds heavy-handed,
and this is with the speaker used
well away from room boundaries,
which gives the best results
irrespective of the setting of the
boundary switch. Elsewhere the K.5
Tower is extremely well behaved.
The midband and treble are subtle,
emphatic and crisply defined
without sounding sharp or bright.
On the whole it makes little
difference how the rear panel
switches are set, though Ipreferred
the treble level set high and the rear
tweeter switched on, which gave
marginally better off- axis results.
The bass is pitch-accurate, but slow
and lacking in subtlety, making all
deep bass sounds, irrespective of
their origin, sound rather as if they
come from an electric bass. It is not
that there's a shortage of bass
output, but it lacks texture,
lightness and expression: the bass
always there, looming over the
music whether required or not, and
always it seems at broadly the same
kind of level — rather like listening
through an amplifier with the bass
tone control turned well up. All this
is in stark contrast to the much
smaller K.5 whose necessarily
leaner bass was much more agile
and in character.

1M LAB ELECTRA 915
French company JMLab is the
house loudspeaker brand of the
company — Focal-JMLab — that is
associated with Focal drive units,
which are used exclusively in
JMLab loudspeakers. The Electra
range consists of six loudspeakers,
three stereo pairs and three
dedicated home cinema speakers
which can be freely mixed and
matched to produce a number of
NHS NEWS & RECORD REIM
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Arcaydis AK3
Jamo 7.7
JMLab Electra
915
Snell E.5 Tower

SUPPLIERS
f.VI Lab
Sound Image
UK Limited,
52 Milton Road,
London,
SW14 89R
Tel: 0181-255
6868
Snell
See Hear Ltd,
Unit One,
Briar Close,
Wye,
Ashford,
Kent,
TN25 5HB
Tel: 01233
R13111

AV systems. The Electra range itself
is second from top in the extensive
JMLab
hierarchy
after
the
celebrated Utopia range, and it
benefits from Utopia technology
which has been allowed to trickle
down, including the inverted tioxid
dome tweeter and the so-called W
material used in the cone drivers,
both of which were originally
developed for the £35,000 Grande
Utopia.
The JMLab Electra 915 is a
costly and complex loudspeaker,
which has been built like a brick
outhouse, with abasic box structure
to which thick full side cheeks are
added to add mass and reduce
parasitic resonances. The latter are
available in natural, red or black
cherry, while the main carcass is
satin-lacquered in black.
The heart of the system is the trio
of units at the top of the baffle,
which consists of two 130mm cones
flanking a central tweeter. The
inverted dome tweeter has a
powerful ( 2 Tesla) rare earth
magnet/pole piece assembly. The
dome is made from titanium, and
has avapour deposited surface layer
of titanium dioxide; a small phase
plug is suspended above the centre
of the dome, also providing some
finger protection. The W cone
material, used in the cone drivers, is
a sandwich construction which
consists of a foam layer inside two
thin layers of fibreglass which
provide the classic sandwich benefit
of stiffness and mutual damping: in
this case, it is claimed, with very
low weight. The three units are
time- aligned in the forward
listening axis, which involves fitting
the upper unit to a baffle
projection, which pulls it forward of
the baffle plane and tilts it a few
degrees down. Bass is generated by
what the makers describes as an
integrated subwoofer, though there
is no compelling reason for using
this description. It consists of a
21cm bass reflex loaded driver
equipped for high power operation.
It is not uncommon to find that
French loudspeakers don't always
perform particularly well in the UK
market, but of late JMLab is
turning out to be an exception, in
part, perhaps, because they don't
sound as explicitly forward in
balance as some. There is a
suggestion of the mid-forwardness
associated with other French
speaker marques, but certainly not
enough to be a problem, and
equally no more so than is the case
with the Snell E.5 Tower, to give
one example from this group.
As the Electra 915 costs roughly
twice as much as the next most
costly loudspeaker, the Snell E.5

Tower,
expectations
were
understandably high. They were
not to be disappointed. This is an
awesomely musical loudspeaker,
one that has been in day-to-day use
(alternating with one other at a
much higher price) for general
reviewing duties: testing amplifiers,
CD players and indeed other
loudspeakers. In common with the
other loudspeakers in this group, it
was thoroughly run in to help lose a
trace of glare, and it turned out to
be rather amplifier-fussy, possibly
because, despite a fairly high
sensitivity and although the
nominal
impedance
is
an
unproblematic 8 ohms, the
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minimum impedance according to
the maker is just a shade over 3
ohms.
Given the right conditions, this is
athoroughly excellent loudspeaker.
One of the test pieces was the finale
of Mahler 6 [ CBSO/Rattle on
EMI], chosen because it has a
density and complexity that places
severe demands on any system. It
helped illustrate potent differences
between the four speakers, and was
nowhere as effective as it was with
the JMLab which, uniquely, was
able to scale the heights of this
massive movement while possessing
the delicacy and precision to deal
with the quietest moments without
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sounding overblown. With other
recordings the Electra 915 proved
to be adept with solo female voice
and guitar, which it reproduced
with avery natural but constrained
resonance. The balance of this
speaker is certainly mid forward,
which has the effect of making it
sound fairly analytical, but with the
right kind of system backing — and
the Primare combination was very
nearly ideal in this respect — the
JMLab stays firmly on the musical
side of the fence.

JAMO STUDIO 7.7
This one is a real eye- turner. A
startling-looking speaker, the 7.7 is
part of the Jamo 7 series originally
introduced around five years ago,
and that has recently been
revamped with a substantial
internal redesign, which retaining
the aesthetic attributes that made
them stand out in the first place.
The most unusual feature is the
curved side panels, which many will
see as a considerable improvement
on normal flat sided boxes. But as
well as helping improve its looks,
the curvature is also an effective
anti- resonance measure: it also
stiffens the side panels, though the
box sounded a little more hollow
when rapped than had been
expected. The top panel is finished
with ablack laminate, apparently in
recognition that many like to turn
their speakers into flower-pot stands
(but no water please!), and there's
an integral base plinth with spacers
to separate it from the main
speaker. The plinth has been
included to allow the sound to exit
from the 200mm bass driver that is
fixed inside the base of the speaker,
facing downwards. Sound output
from this driver, which Jamo
describes
as
a subwoofer,
propagates omnidirectionally with
reinforcement from the adjacent
ground plane. There is some benefit
to be derived from using the
speakers well away from walls,
perhaps because there is also alarge
area port on the back panel.
The first crossover is set to
150Hz, with higher frequencies
handled by the three front- facing
units that are fitted behind the top
section of the split baffle, in which a
central mesh- covered metal dome
tweeter operating above 2.5kHz is
flanked by two 130mm drivers with
glass fibre cones, a material chosen
(according to Jamo) because it is
lighter, and offers better internal
damping than polypropylene.
On test, the Jamo is bright,
detailed, sharp and dynamic, and
the low frequency region sounds
lean and dry, with adistinct lack of
real low frequency output, though

If the Jamo
sounds over
the top, the
Arcadis is its
complete
antithesis.
Warm, smooth
and relaxed
almost to a
fault, this
comparatively
compact
speaker was
capable of
showing the
much larger
and heavier
Jamo athing
or two, with a
much fuller
bass an
warmer
tonality, and
clear bass and
cello lines
where the
Jamo made
them sound
dry and
desiccated

this could be described as the lesser
of two evils and is certainly better
than an excess of uncontrolled bass.
There were also clear coloration
artefacts on test, audible, for
example, as a nasality and
woodenness with clarinet, and a
raw, edgy quality with full
orchestra. Cymbals sounded clangy,
and much the same applied with
piano, thanks to a strong upper
midband emphasis.
This was not merely a matter of
being tonally inaccurate, and the
Studio 7.7 arguably is probably no
less accurate tonally than the JM
Lab model ( to give an example
from this group), with which it
shares a similarly forward upper
midband quality, though the Jamo's
prominent treble is unique in this
group. The problem here was
different: the speaker was subtly
and not too subtly mangling the
information it reproduced, and the
musical effect was edgy and
frazzled. It was noticed that the
Jamo sounded distinctly metallic
and edgy when auditioning
substantially away from the normal
listening plane; and from prior
experience of other speakers with
this quality, it is quite likely this was
a primary reason for what was
heard. James Taylor's laid-back
vocals in ' Line ' em up' from his
Hourglass album were given an
unaccustomed steely edge, which
would come as a bit of a shock to
his fans.
The Jamo, then, reproduces more
information than many, but it is
slightly but significantly garbled in
the telling, which makes it a good
deal less effective than it should be
as a communicator of recorded
music.

ARCAYDIS AK3

SUPPLIERS
Arcaydis
Unit 4,
19 Lisle Avenue,
Kidderminster,
Worcestershire,
DY11 7DF
Tel: 01562
865788
amo UK Ltd,
jamo House,
5Faraday Close,
Drayton Fields,
Daventry,
Northants,
NNI 15RD
Tel: 01327
301300

The Arcaydis came out of the blue
— well, it came out a blue van
which had been sent from the
HFNIRR editorial office. Iknew
nothing about the brand at the
time, but now Iam in aposition to
tell you, well, the bleeding obvious,
which is that Arcaydis is one of
Britain's legion of small specialist
speaker manufacturers, producing a
small range of speakers for sale
through specialist dealers. The most
surprising AK3 statistic is that it
costs only £ 599 apair, which seems
modest enough for a limited
distribution floor-standing speaker
with a real wood finish. There is
also the question of spelling.
Perhaps it's not my place to tell a
manufacturer they got the spelling
of their own name wrong [
and what
about the Beauhorn Obligato amp? —
Mus Ed], but check out this quote
from their promotional literature:
JUNE 1.99.
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'this most desirable speaker brings
depth of bass and airyness of treble
that has to be heard to be believed'.
My Little Oxford threw afit at this.
The AK3's design is comparatively straightforward. As the
maker's literature puts it: although
a floorstander, it still boasts
relatively compact dimensions
giving ' depth of sound without an
overpowering presence in the
room'. The speaker is an inverted
two-way, featuring a 160mm Morel
bass unit and a 25mm Audax soft
fabric dome tweeter which are set
into a simple rectangular enclosure
made in-house from 18mm MDF
stock. The crossover includes
impedance correction components
intended to make it easy to drive.
The enclosure feels rather hollow,
which suggests that it is not
extensively braced or otherwise
strengthened.
Finish is in a choice of sapele,
cherry or rosewood real wood
veneers, each with alternative
stains. The test pair was dressed in
the first of these, which looks very
like mahogany. Aesthetically the
AK3 is simply another rectangular
box, unrelieved except by a threequarters- length plain cloth over
frame baffle cover which also
conceals the front mounted reflex
port. This is worth doing as the port
is massive, its flared mouth taking
up significantly more baffle real
estate then the tweeter; but as usual
there is some benefit to the sound if
the cover is removed. The standard
of finish is adequate at the price,
but in no way matches the other
three for professionalism or
attention to detail. The base is
fitted with threaded inserts to
accept the carpet piercing spikes
which are supplied in the
packaging, and biwire terminals
near the base on the back, which
are fitted with the usual removable
shorting links.
If the Jamo sounds over the top,
the Arcaydis is its complete
antithesis. Warm, smooth and
relaxed almost to a fault, this
comparatively compact speaker was
capable of showing the much larger
and heavier Jamo a thing or two,
with amuch fuller bass and warmer
tonality, and offering clear bass and
cello lines where the Jamo made
them sound dry and desiccated.
Generally this is a rather laid-back
but well-behaved speaker, whose
bass output is prodigious for the
size; and although it is a little
underdamped, it stops short of
sounding boomy.
The AK3 produced open, clear
textures that remained open and
clear even when the music became
complex and stressed. An injection
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of adrenaline might have helped
here, but it all comes together
more convincingly at closer
listening ranges — say around
two metres — where the
bigger speakers need a
another half- metre or so to
sound properly integrated.
Depth imagery was almost
palpable. This Arcaydis AK3
is particularly adept at picking
out the cues that suggest
ambience and atmosphere,
and reproducing them in an
articulate way so that the
information that makes it to
the listener tells a coherent
story. Even so, with this
speaker everything seems to
happen behind a couple of
layers
of
gauze.
Music
reproduction is very fine in
many ways, but falls short of the
ideal of grabbing the listener by
the jugular.

GROUP CONCLUSION
This test does not set out to be a
comparative test, but simply a
convenient receptacle for reviews
of four speakers which are not
strictly comparable. They're all
priced quite differently, and one
senses that their respective
designers had rather different
ideas of what kind of audience
their speakers were to be aimed at.
The Jamo, for example, is ahardhitting speaker, perhaps intended
(at a probably ill-educated guess)
for house or techno, while the
Arcaydis designer may have had
medium- level listening to Classic
FM-style music in mind; though
whether either speaker actually hits
the spot is a different matter. It is
hard not to make at least informal
groupwise comparisons though,
especially in cases like this where
the best overall performance was set
by the two outside models — the
cheapest and the dearest.
So the JMLab has it; and at onethird the price the Arcaydis comes
second. Although the Arcaydis
sounds rather ' dirtier' than the
JMLab, and lacks the superb
resolving power, dynamic range and
sheer subtlety that is the French
speakers' hallmark, the two are very
alike in their ability to paint a
coherent musical picture that is
essentially seamless from the lowest

frequencies through to the highest,
regardless of the simplicity or
complexity of the music. It is this
lack of artifice and transparency
that can mate them both so
musically compelling with the right
programme material, where the
other two, the jamo and (to alesser
extent)
the
Snell,
become
progressively less acceptable as the
musical challenges mount. In many
ways the Snell is a better
loudspeaker than the Arcaydis, but
its lamentably slow and stodgy bass
is enough to relegate it to third
place, ahead of the Jamo.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Arcaydis AK3
Jamo 7.7
JM Lab Electra 915
Snell E.5 tower

Sensitivity

Power
handling

Impedance

Dimensions
(hwd)

Typical retail
price inc VAT

89.5
90
90.5
90

100W
200W
175W
250W

8 ohms
4 ohms
8 ohms
4 ohms

790 x200 x252mm
836 x223 x385mm
1050x 265 x350mm
1080 x220 x290mm

£599
£1000
£1795
£1187
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pen the box, examine the
product: you have to agree,
the Graham 2.0 de luxe is an
item over which exceptional care has
been taken. Not that the packaging
is wildly extravagant. Rather, it's the
elegant logic of the whole design, the
way each part of the arm is lovingly
wrapped, the combination of superb
finish and build quality.
Sound
quality
is
equally
impressive: sharply focused and
transparent, with solid bass and
smooth, extended treble. Tonal
balance is essentially neutral, albeit
on the cool/lean side because of its
high resolution. There's no false
warmth or added richness.
Musical presentation is articulate,
razor sharp, with a pleasantly fluid
open treble. With a good cartridge,
the sound is superbly stable and
combines pin- sharp detail with a
relaxed quality that you seem only to
get with LP.
With such an amalgam of virtues,
the Graham 2.0 de luxe quickly
gains your admiration, not to say
respect. It's different; truthful yet
seductive, it wins you over.
Of course, not everyone likes
damped unipivots. But what marks
this one out is the care that has so
obviously gone into every aspect of
design. Not only sonic performance
and choice of materials, but the
practical business of installation —
nothing has been left to chance.
Indeed, it was the tools and
templates supplied to help correctly
install the arm that impressed me

The 2.0's
stylus cueing
device actually
raises and
lowers the arm
without
sideways
movement,
which means
you can
precisely place
the stylus
above a
specific point,
knowing that
the tip will
decend in a
straight line.
Marvellous!

Bob Graham's beautifully-made
tonearms are designed for the

most. Accurate adjustment is
perhaps
95%
of an
arm's
performance. Mess up here, and
sound quality plummets. Yet
alignment can be a hit and miss
affair, often reliant upon the vagaries
of crude cardboard templates.
Whereas with many conventional
arms it can be very difficult to be
entirely sure the stylus tip is in
precisely the right spot, the cartridge
body absolutely square in the
headshell, Graham's patented
system takes the guesswork out of
installation. Alignment is accurate
and simple.
Moreover, risk to the delicate
stylus tip is minimised, thanks to a
template that fits over the cartidge
headshell. So you don't have to place
your sensitive stylus in a hole in a
card protractor and pray for steady
hands. Ilike that.
Getting the arm correctly
positioned for optimum geometry is
equally impressive; a nylon cap fits
over the turntable's centre spindle
and locates in ahole in the headshell
— simple, elegant, and safe. My
review sample was supplied with an
SMEcompatible base, which made
installation extremely simple. There
is also aspecial Linn version that is
lighter in weight, plus a Graham
base offering maximum rigidity — all
at no extra cost.
Critical arm adjustments are
repeatable as well as precise. For
example, vertical tracking angle
(VTA) is altered by a thumb-wheel
capable of ultra-fine increments. A
separate calibrated scale tells you
arm height in absolute terms, while
thumb-wheel markings make it easy
to go back to your original starting
point to facilitate comparisons. With

care, you can change VTA as the
record plays. The one adjustment
that isn't precisely calibrated is stylus
pressure: you need external scales for
this.
The tools and templates are only
supplied with the 2.0 de- luxe; the
cheaper 2.0 Basic comes minus these
items, with an aluminum arm wand
and brass outrigger weights replacing
the ceramic arm wand and heavier
tungsten outriggers. The cost saving
is considerable: £ 1695 for the Basic
as opposed to £2650 for the de-luxe
version — albeit with some loss in
sonic performance.
At an extra cost of £ 106, there's
an azimuth alignment box that
allows you to precisely set the
outrigger weights using phase
cancellation to determine the true
vertical alignment of the sylus. Of
course, you can do this by eye, but
the Graham method actually finds
the true central alignment point.
The Graham 2.0 makes use of
fluid damping to control torsional
movement. Silicone damping fluid
can be messy, and some damped
arms need regular maintainence. But
if you must have silicone damping,
this is the way to do it. The 2.0's
dashpot is unusually large, making it
straightforward to clean, and easy to
fill. You can remove the uni pivot
completely if required, simplifying
the cleaning process. Top marks!
The unipivot housing is made of
tungsten, and matched with a
Swiss-made tungsten carbide
bearing. Because the
bearing
contact
point
is

analogue perfectionist. Here's the
luxurious Graham 2.0
by JAMES M HUGHES

Golden
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TONEARMS
surrounded by silicone, it has
virtually zero chatter. Friction is
inherently low, yet the bearing itself
needs no alignment or adjustment to
work.
Fluid damping makes the arm
more stable, but it also influences
cartridge performance and therefore
affects sound quality. Thus the
quantity of fluid used is fairly
critical. The 2.0's unipivot is plain
at the tip, but fitted with a small
paddle higher up. This allows awide
choice of damping degrees. Fill the
bearing just a few millimetres, and
damping is fairly light. Raise the
quantity of fluid so it contacts the
paddle, and damping increases
considerably.
Which sounds best is down to
personal taste and the cartridge
used. When Ifirst installed the
arm, Iactually tried it
without damping,
and it seemed
fine.
But
later,
added alittle
damping fluid

and the sound improved
noticeably in terms of focus and
solidity. I heard a distinct
increase in firmness and
control. So fluid damping is a
must with the 2.0, even if only a
tiny amount.
The 2.0's stylus cueing device
actually raises and lowers the arm
without sideways movement, which
means you can precisely place the
stylus above a specific point,
knowing that the tip will decend in a
straight line. Marvellous! It's
surprising how few arms do this.
(Many,
influenced
by
bias
compensation, move to the right.)
The use of plug-in arm wands
allows easy cartridge swapping, and
placing the break-point close to the
fulcrum
minimises
loss
of
mechanical integrity. Another nice
touch: the underside of the headshell
has a small round polymer insert
that gently grips the underside of the
cartridge so that it doesn't turn
inadvertently
when
you're
tightening- up the fixing bolts.
Replacement ceramic arm wands
cost acool £650 each, by the way.
My review sample was supplied
with an IC-2 output box: a flexible
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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cable, approximately 30cm long, that
plugs into the base and terminates in
two phono sockets, so you can use
the cable of your choice to connect it
to the pre-amp. Graham offers two
alternatives, one using copper cable
and the other using silver — the
latter supplied with the 2.0 de-luxe.
There's also the option of a onepiece cable (in copper or silver) with
either RCA phono or XLR
termination. The silver version (IC30) costs £ 520, but you claw back
£80 by not having the IC-2 output
box. Teflon is used for insulation
throughout.

Potential purchasers of the Model
2.0 are bound to wonder about the
so-called Basic version. Is the deluxe arm really worth the extra? To
gauge the difference, Iindividually
compared the two arm wands and
both sets of outrigger weights,
though using the silver ( de- luxe)
cable box.
That the more rigid ceramic arm
wand changed the sound was hardly
surprisingly. But that heavier
outrigger weights should do likewise
seemed harder to grasp. Primarily,
these weights balance the arm
laterally, but they also increase the
load on the unipivot and thus lower
bearing- chatter. Since they are
positioned at the fulcrum, the
heavier tungsten version adds
minimal extra mass.
To my surprise the tungsten
outrigger weights seemed to produce
amore sigificant improvement than
changing the arm tube. One of the

*I'm told there's to
be aspecial wrsion
of the Temper
Supreme acwally
welded into a
ceramic arm i.scind
for maximum
rigidity! Dubbed
The Nightingale, it
promises to be my
interesting but
doubtless extremely
expensive

SUPPLIE
Audio Reference,
Unit 8 & 9,
Enterprise Part
Slyfield Induserial
Estate,
Guildford,
Surrey
GUI 1RB.
Tel: 01483
575344

most IhntLealy!e_ attributes al the deluxe Graham 2.0 is its outstanding
solidity and focus. If, however, you
replace the tungsten outrigger
weights with the brass ones, the
music loses some of its detail and
focus. The Treble sounds more
diffused, the bass is softer, while
soundstagirtg grows a touch hazy.
It's still agood sound, but not quite
so special.
The ceramic arm wand likewise
produced increased detail and
sharpness. Compared to the
aluminum wand it sounded tighter,
more firmly focused. But Irather
liked the extra sweetness of the
aluminum tube — especially using
the fabulous Transfiguration
Temper Supreme*. It wasn't quite
as focused, but the presentation was
slightly more relaxed. But other less
exotic pickups benefit from the
increased sharpness and clarity of
the ceramic wand.
Playing the first movement of
'Iberia' from Daniel Barenboim's
DG recording of Debussy's Images
with Transfiguration's cheaper Spirit
cartridge, the individual tambourine
strokes were better separated and
more pin- point precise with the
ceramic arm wand. Brass detail was
more precisely focused, yet set
further back in a spacious ambience.
Wonderful!
If the ideal pickup arm is one that
effectively ' disappears', leaving little
or no sonic trace, the Graham 2.0
de-luxe must be dangerously close to
perfection. But the impression is one
of effortless ease and fantastic
precision, giving a mastertape-like
quality to the music.
Whilst Ican't help thinking there
may be users who will want their
dealer to install the arm, and will
naturally resent having to pay extra
for installation tools and templates
they'll never use, that is perhaps the
only blot on an otherwise flawless
landscape.
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MNIS OVATION
"For me, this is truly the ultimate desert island loudspeaker... "
Jack English, Stereophile, volume 19 no. 5.
"Iam comfortable in saying that, to this point,
these are the best speakers Ihave ever heard. Ilove them... "
Johnathan Scull, Stereophile, volume 21 no. 4.
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Already
bored with
the ' Net?
Not
contentious
enough?
Try the
debate' site
and its
defender of
regional
coding...

*ICK is right of
course, but look out
for a revamped ' Web
of Inmgric'
Ed.

n!,

1111e

twas, Ibelieve, Robert Harley,
late of Stereophile and Fi, who
pointed out that joining Internet
news groups, bulletin boards, chat
groups, etc is fine, but ' why write
for free?'. Still, it is on occasion
irresistible: Ifind it invigorating to
dip into Sound Practices' Joenet,
most vehement of the single-ended
triode support groups, for the odd
fracas.
No longer anovelty, the Internet
is so much a part of so many
millions' day-to-day computer
activity that most magazines no
longer feel the need to publish
columns of the ` Interesting Sites To
Visit' variety*. The majority of
veteran users know how to use
search engines to their best
effect, so hand-holding isn't
necessary even after as little as
amonth's on-line status. Sure,
Mojo keeps its readers informed
of worthy new music sites,
Empire doers the same for filmrelated sites, and I've seen
continuing
publicity
in
motoring magazines for sites
with automotive content. But
despite the wealth of data
available just by clicking the
mouse, I've found myself using Will
the Internet less and less for
diversion, logging on mainly for
fact-finding missions, cg, checking
out the amazing All-Music Guide's
data when compiling the ' Reissues'
page. And now, after weaning
myself off the World Wide Web,
I'm being drawn back in because of
something close to my, and Ihope
your, heart.
Rock researcher Tony Rees
recently alerted me to asite which
could play arole in doing away with
one of the most insidious, evil, anticonsumer-welfare creations since the
birth of the ludicrous CD jewel box:
regional coding. The site is
reachable at www.dvd-debate.com,
and it's both a tonic and a source
of bile-production second to none
if you agree with me that regional
coding must be abandoned. Hell,
it's such a blissfully instantaneous
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the same mall and found it for
$19.99. The lowest prices I've seen
for any DVD in the UK is £ 14.99,
which is $24 at an exchange rate of
£1=1.60. Most Region 2discs seem
to sell at £ 15.99, with some costing
a shade more; Isaw, for example,
Lock, Stock & Two Smoking Barrels
selling for apremium £ 17.99.
Comparing titles which are
available in both regions, most
Region 1 discs can be had for as
little as $ 19, which is £ 11.87.
Averaging the range of titles I've
seen here and in the USA, the
difference appears to be closer to
£3. Again, not a fortune, but it
means that the Americans get six
discs to our five. But, as we all
know, the British pay more for
everything, so why should we be
surprised that DVDs cost more here
than they do Stateside? No, the
reasons for hating regional coding
have less to do with cost than
anything else.
Henry deals with the argument
about availability of discs — Region
l's 4100 titles versus Region 2's 450
titles — by saying that ' the format
has yet to establish itself to
anywhere near the degree it has
done in America. This is a matter
of time, Iassure you'. Wrong again,
pal. Region 1passed the 4000plus mark in two years; we hit
the 400 mark after one year.
Does he believe for amoment
that we'll have 4000 titles in
March, 2000? What Isuspect
is that we will forever trail
Region 1 by 10-1 or even
20-1, just as we did with laserdiscs. My favourite defence of
his is the one which argues that
even though censorship here
has butchered a number of
films, this didn't lead to a
market for American VHS
it make your blood boil? The DVD debate webstte
videotapes. Like, uh, d-o-h.
The reason why US videotapes
never achieved significant sales in
Panasonic, for example, accepts it
via the S-video input, as does the
the UK has everything to do with
the scarcity of affordable dualsub-£ 300 Sony in our bedroom.)
standard (PAL and NTSC) VCRs
Among Henry's arguments was,
preposterously, that price isn't a until very late in the day, by which
time DVD had appeared.
valid issue when the difference
It goes on and on. But the point
between US ( Region 1) and UK
(Region 2) DVDs may be as little
of this column isn't to roast Toby
as £ 1. As one who despises pennyHenry (who certainly deserves it for
pinchers, Icouldn't agree more; a defending the indefensible). Rather,
pound is not enough to make me
it's to point out that there is,
travel to a supermarket 10 miles
in the form of www.dvd-debate.com,
away just because Iwould save 100
an opportunity for all of us to vent
pennies on my shopping. But even
our anti-regional coding spleen.
with price he was off base, because
In the long run, it may not make
adifference, and Istill believe that
the £ 1difference is afantasy if you
accept that Americans have no
we will only get rid of regional
coding if we all totally boycott
concept whatsoever of paying retail
Region 2 players and discs. But it
prices [' Headroom', passim]. He
sure is fun attacking those who
quotes, for example, the US copy
would defend it. Even for free.
of LA Confidential as selling for
$24.99; Iwalked into two shops in
Ken Kessler
wind-up that I'm surprised it
doesn't have a portrait of our dear
Barry Fox as its logo.
Within seconds of connecting, I
found myself seduced by a debate
in which someone actually defended
regional coding. The thread was —
deliciously — called, ' Stop Calling
Region 2 Shite', by Toby Henry.
With a title like that, I couldn't
resist firing off a response, its
premise as asinine, aggravating,
contrary and deliberately provocative as, say, 'Why We Should
Humour Saddam' or 'Fox Hunting:
It's Good For The Foxes'.
Wading through pro-regional
coding arguments, it is clear that
the supporters fail, for example, to
recognise that the very reasons why
laser- disc was a flop in Europe
pertain almost precisely to DVD:
number of titles, price, local
censors' butchery, ad nauseum. The
only difference between the two is
that using PAL-vs-NTSC as an
excuse for pandering to the USA
while ripping off everyone else has
been replaced by regional coding;
PAL-vs-NTSC per se is no longer
an issue because most new
television sets cope with the latter.
(Our
sub-£ 600,
two-year- old
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Kimber
pinned down

Kimber Kable, founded 1979, introduced a new
concept with its twisted 4PR: 20 years later HFNIRR
caught up with founder Ray Kimber in person

by ANDREW HARRISON

S

ays Ray Kimber: ' We often get
asked about length of speaker
cables, and some will call us
up and they will say, " what length
speaker cables are optimal?" We've
actually done considerable research
about that, and we have discovered
two things to be true. The first thing,
is that if the cable is in fact long
enough tó reach between the
amplifier and speakers, it works alot
better than if it's too short to reach.
And the other thing we discovered is
that if it's quite a bit longer than
that, it's very beneficial to us.'
The dry humour of Ray Kimber,
along with his recourse to explicable
science, makes arefreshing change in
a field taken all- too seriously.., or
not seriously enough. In the world of
hi-fi, nothing divides opinions more
than the subject of cables. Hard-line
objectivists may tell you it's only a
bit of wire; that only Ohm's Law, the
simple relationship between voltage,
current and resistance, can be called
upon. At the other extreme there are
those who quantum physics, or
resort to magical pseudoscience, to
promote their product.
Italked to Ray at the HiFi Show
'98, on the eve of his Select Series
launch. Jet-lagged after arriving from
the United States, he spoke
thoughtfully in his slow and
considered drawl.
Kimber
Kables
became
'Incorporated' in February 1979,
and is now celebrating its 20th
anniversary. I asked Ray
about the start-up.
'With any business you
first have the idea, and
about a year of doing it
casually for achance, and
then,
when
you
incorporate that means
you formalise the business
56

Ray Kttuber and
(below, and on the
following pages) the
Kimber Select range

entity and you go forth from then.
And so we were essentially founded
in 1979. It makes us one of the
oldest in the specialty wire business.'
In that time the company has
grown, notably in real estate. ' We
have been so busy we added last year
considerable amount to the plant
size. We are now just a small area
short of being the same size as an
American football field. So we're
quite a large operation at this point
— 30-plus persons, nearly 20 phone
lines, three fax machines — you
know, the normal gauges of how
large you get.
'We do virtually all of the
manufacturing at our facility,
which makes us very unusual.
And we also, Idare say, have
more of aresearch lab than
the rest of the specialty
wire manufacturers put
together. We have an
investment
of
approximately half a
million dollars US, just in
research equipment. And in

current equipment, not a collection
of outdated equipment.'
Leaving me intrigued about this
test gear, Ray listed some pieces,
which included a gain phase
impedance system from Hewlett
Packard for material testing of
dielectrics; Rohde & Schwarz
UPD05 from Germany; Audio
Precision system 2; MLSSA; LMS,
and ` quite a range of oscilloscopes,
both analogue and the latest digital
versions. There are some things we
still prefer ' scope-wise to look at with
analogue rather than digital.
`We also have an isolation
chamber that is a room within a
room; the centre room is isolated
with vibration damping materials.'
This room, it transpired is not
isolated anechoically, like a speaker
test room ' because anechoic also
means that there's no noise inside.
This has perforated metal walls, and
so there are four layers of metal walls
to the outside and gives us achance
to have an environment that's
completely controlled, double doors,
so that certainly there is no acoustic
information that gets in, and then we
can put foam wedges in it, to make it
less echoey — but anechoic it's not.
But it gives us avery good area that
if we are doing very sophisticated
noise testing or so on, we reduce any
outside radiation coming in.
'Since
we
are
connecting
amplifiers to speakers amongst other
things, we do in fact test the results
of loudspeakers to see what happens
when the cables are changed — and
electronics — and so it gives us a
better look at the industry, because if
you're going to build a cable you
need to be able to understand how
the amplifier and speaker work. In
fact, the amplifier to speaker link is
the most complex in the system. You
1UNE 11
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have signals going essentially both
directions because, of course, you
have the back EMF from the
loudspeakers, and then the output of
the amplifier would also be the input
to the negative feedback loop — and
the current limiting circuits, along
with, of course, the output of the
output stage.'
Measurement of the electrical
characteristics of any cable is often
limited
to
DC
resistance,
capacitance and inductance. I
wondered if Ray thought these
figures can in any way predict the
performance of a cable. ' Yes, you
could predict if it was going to be
poor. It's not possible to predict if it
would be good.
A srientific approach: Kimher Kabk says it has invested $500,000 in lab test equipment
`You could have some expectation
about it but that would be as far as it
The dry
two meg and some of the cables
they're
only
really
usablegoes because a cable essentially has
humour of Fay
three and four meg. You have to
inductance in series, resistance in
interchangeable over avery narrow
have that wide band, in order to
series, and capacitance in parallel;
range of application, and so we had a Kimber, elong
with his
have good imaging and good
situation where — with the Select
and theoretically at least, you would
cables — we wanted to get the
recourse b
transient control.'
want resistance as low as possible,
parallel capacitance as low as
explicable
Interesting point, leading me to
you would want capacitance in
science,
sound out more of Ray's thoughts on
parallel as low as possible and then
possible, so we worked on the
dielectrics and the spacing and all of
makes a
bandwidth in cables. Many people, it
you would also want induction quite
refreshing
seems,
are
now
advocating
the normal expected things, and it
low, in fact, maybe as low as
got down so low. And then things
change ir a
bandwidth limitation beyond the
possible, because you'd want the
field taker
nominal audio spectrum with boxes,
cable to essentially disappear.
that we changed didn't seem to push
it any lower, we'd got down
all-too
capacitors and inductors which often
'All three of those parameters can
essentially to astatic charge: there'll
seriously-. etcurtail high-frequencies...
be measured at very low or zero
not seriously
'Well, you could say all right, we
current levels but, of course, a be people who'll say "well yes, that's
speaker cable doesn't operate at zero
a capacitor". Well, abattery is the
enough
really only have these possibilities, if
current, it operates at significant
same as acapacitor too, but it is not
you are using just pure electronics:
power levels. Then you have a quite. So rather than improve the
induction in series, induction in
number of other phenomena because
dielectric we degraded the dielectric
parallel, resistance in series,
— we made it lossy — and so we
resistance in parallel, capacitance in
when you are drawing a significant
amount of current, you also generate
have two forms of insulation, we
series, capacitance in parallel. Let's
significant magnetic fields. Then you
have Teflons that are applied in a
take the naturally- occurring ones
have achance to have the magnetic
very specific matter, and then interfirst.
braided with those, we have ayarn
fields interact with each other and
'You have resistance in series —
cause distortions. And heaven forbid
that dissipates the static charge faster
would there be a good reason to
they should move.' " Move", I than it can charge.'
reduce the resistance in series? Yes,
thought, "who's going to be re-laying
Like acotton yarn, Ithought?
of course, because for damping
their cable while listening to music?"
'No, it's asynthetic. But it is quite
factor alone, you need to have very
But Ray was naturally referring to
conductive to static charge and
low impedance.
vibrational small-scale movement.
dissipates it so quickly that it can
'Would you like to increase the
'If the conductors in relationship
never charge, and as it turns out, the
resistance in series? No, Ithink not,
to themselves should move then, of
amount of energy.that is being
because of damping factor. If you
course, you have aphysically moving
dissipated tends to be much less of
increased it just abit, you certainly
current-carrying conductor moving
an issue than letting it charge,
wouldn't have very much loss in the
within amagnetic field, and you will
because then there is no way for it to
cable: when considering this, the
have significant side effects. Also, if
discharge — and it floats as abias, if
resistance of the cable adds to the
you have a cable and you lay
you will.
speaker impedance before you work
something ferrous next to it (and you
'So because the cable doesn't store
the formula. But if you're figuring
are generating magnetic fields) you'll
energy in the classic sense,
damping factor, the cable resistance
shunt part of the information away.
the transient material is
it adds to the output impedance of
So we do testing certainly, you
very, very fast; and
the amplifier and so it makes ahuge
know, the LCR and then we also
because we have reduced
difference. So the answer would be
have tests that we have developed at
parallel capacitance and the
"no", you don't want to increase the
power — both with passive loads and
static parallel down lower
resistance.
with true loudspeaker loads, so that
than any cable has ever been
'Would you wish to increase the
we can isolate that. We ran into an
before, it doesn't stay charged,
parallel capacitance? No, it
interesting phenomenon doing a and so the settling time of the
comes right off the dynamic
Select cable.
cable is very, very fast. The
range. It absorbs energy as
'You would be familiar with a bandwith of the all the Select
the voltage is increasing and
battery and capacitor; at first blush it
cables exceeds two megacycles
leaks it back out when the
would appear that they would be
[2MHz] — interconnects, speaker
voltage is decreasing and so
quite similar, they absorb energy and
cables, line- level, balanced —
it
decreases
transient
then release it. But in practicality
essentially flat from zero to beyond
material, it softens.'
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
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And contributes to phase shifts?
`If it was just pure capacitance,
not much, but by having induction
in series with it as a combination,
yes, of course. Induction in series
coupled with capacitance is also
what allows the cable to " ring", so
that if you hit it with the step
response, you then have aresonance.
And so you certainly wouldn't want
to add any more series induction
because as the induction goes up, it
rolls the high frequency off ( along
Fig I. In digital, says Kimber the squarewave shape is unimportant: the crucial
with parallel capacitance, Imight
aspect is the distance between :switch-on and switch-off points [see page 601
add). So you really don't want to do
that because you will destroy
imaging.
'I have a question. What's the
highest frequency you could hear?'
Aware that this could open canfulls of worms, Iconsidered the
textbook answer, then conceded to
Ray that Icouldn't consciously hear
20kHz. But Imight conceivably be
aware if it was lacking...
'Ah yes, and here's why. If Iwere
to stand back to the location of that
bush, say five metres away, and hold
acheap radio, and the environment
was quiet and Iplayed it at low
levels, and you closed your eyes and
over the space of one full minute, I
moved it one metre straight towards
you; so from a distance of five
Fig 2. Kimber states that you don't actually hear short-term peak clipping
metres, Imoved it to four and Idid
(losing the signal' above top upper line in this example). What you do hear is
it very slowly: would you suppose
the result of the current-limiting circuit cycling [see page 591
you could detect any change at all?
another microsecond, and another,
No.
'Well, what if Iwere to move it to
and
another,
that's
four
the side; you could track it in your
microseconds, that's 250,000 cycles
mind? Yes. And so the thing is that
per second.'
'Which leads me to another thing.
for anything except gross signal
differences, the ear does not respond
I've always been somewhat bemused
by those amplifier manufacturers
to it with aamplitude differences, it's
arrival- time differences, and it
who state that they have a certain
rise-time and slew-rate, and say: "we
wouldn't take very long to do the
math, to say "well, all right, ears are
have a rise time of 10 volts per
that far apart, we'll move it that far
microsecond" — but there's a
'I've always
possibility of a total of a 50V swing
away", sound travels at 1000 feet per
been somewhat
on the amplifier; which 10 volts are
second roughly, so that means we're
bemused by
having arrival times differences in
they talking about? The first 10
those amplifier
volts? The second? The final? And
microseconds and of course the
manufacturers
then slew-rate: the same thing. Do
higher the frequency, the more you
who state that
can spatially locate them. And so
you want to have 10 volts per
they have a
microsecond slew-rate? And so if I'm
you need to have that high frequency
certain rise going to look at an amplifier
response in order to get the imaging,
time and slewspecification, I'm going to want to
because even though you may have
rate, and say:
see it goes from zero and Iwant to
an instrument — and the nominal
"we lave a rise
see afigure of 95% of the output of
cycles per second is 300, 400, 500,
time of 10 volts
the amplifier: if they can tell me,
1000 — there are portions of that
okay, we do zero to 45 volts over
per
waveform that if you look at just the
microsecond"
four microseconds, that's much
attack, it corresponds to a grossly
— but there's
more interesting to me than just an
higher frequency, much higher,
a possibility of
because as you stand that waveform
unknown slice from somewhere.'
atotal of a 50V
Kimber interconnects generally
up, as the rise-time increases, you
swing on the
eschew the conventional use of an
need to have
a bandwidth
amphfier;
outer shield. Ray explained some of
throughout
the
system
to
which 10 volts
the Kimber thinking on this cable
accommodate that, because if you
are they talking
construction: ' if you can make the
say, "We have arise time from here
about? The
cable conductive along its length and
to here of one microsecond" — well,
that means you have abandwith of a not act like an antenna [through a first 10 volts?
The second?
proprietary twisted geometry], then
quarter of amillion cycles, because if
The Simi?'
you have one microsecond up, and
it won't pick up outside noise

interference and guess what? It
won't transmit any other signal away
from itself either. So, we have run
unshielded cables hundreds of feet
with no noise pickup.'
Expanding on this geometry, Ray
explains: ` It's a three-wire braid,
which means that it neither spirals
nor lays flat. In other words, if you
pull any of the three, the other two
fall apart — they don't spiral.'
Like a signal, a return and an
earth drain?
'You could configure it anumber
of ways. Typically, we do two of
them connected to ground on both
ends so that the ground is held more
solid, and then one for signal.'
To illustrate, Ray tells a story:
'Andrew Marshall of Audio Ideas (a
Canadian publication) also produces
CDs. He was quite taken with the
sound of the Kimber KCAG
interconnect and he wanted us to
build him a pair of shielded
microphone cables, and I said
"Andrew, er, I don't think you
should do that, shield them that is.
We can do it but let me send them
up to you just like interconnects —
use them as microphone cables." He
was very sceptical, and some weeks
later called me and told me that
although the sound was quite
glorious, that there was in fact a
noise problem in that they were
getting what they thought was a
static snapping sound in the inputs
when they're using the KCAGs, but
that it was audible only at extremely
low levels like between the silent
parts of the music actually ( they
were recording apipe organ), and so
they finally decided that since the
sound quality was dramatically
different and better, that they'd just
keep it and tolerate the noise. When
they used a normal microphone
cable, the little ticking sound,
snapping
sound,
completely
disappeared, but it sounded terrible.
'He called me back some time
later and said that they had
discovered the source of the " static
discharge". On the back wall of The
Sanctuary hangs a clock and it
makes a little ticking sound every
second. The noise floor of the
KCAG was so much lower than
standard cable, that the microphones
could pick up the acoustic. What
they initially interpreted as static
discharge or some electrical problem
with the cables was in fact the
mechanical ticking of the clock.
They took the clock away and cured
the problem completely. So the
cables are very, very quiet.'
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RF PICK-UP EXPLORED
Ray posed arhetorical question: ` 12F
pick up on speakers, or any cables —
do you suppose if you were to take a
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

very powerful amplifier and take one
of its output terminals and connect it
to arod pounded in the ground and
take the other terminal and connect
it to alength of wire strung in atree
and hook it up to a CD player and
push play, could you pick it up on a
radio receiver? No, no carrier
frequency. Could you take a very
small amplifier and hook it up direct
to a tape head and run tape past it
and record on to the tape?'
Once again, no, Iagreed: no bias
current...
...carrier, well a carrier frequency
again. Well actually, it does work
kind of, on to the tape but not very
well — it's very inefficient. So what
you need is a 'carrier' and 'carrier' is
the correct word here; you need a
high frequency, er, wagon to carry
lower frequency stuff where it
ordinarily won't go. So if you are
picking up RF on the cables and you
bring
them
back
into
the
amplification, you then carry lowfrequency audio to within the
amplification circuits, to places that
it was not intended to go.
`In other words, if you bombard or
insert or inject high- frequency
[signal] into an amplifier, you then
have the signal going where it
shouldn't go, because it now has a
carrier and so that's the other reason
that we really don't want to bring RF
back into audio electronics, it's
because it carries the audio
everywhere. Are you familiar with
the thing called TIM, Transient
Intermodulation distortion? Here's
where that comes from. It's directly
connected to negative feedback
loops.
`So you have a situation here
where a negative feedback loop
merely recirculates part of the signal
and if there's adifference it nulls it
out. It's mostly useful to correct
harmonic distortion, at high
frequencies.
'Amplifiers can be made quite
nicely to have low harmonic
distortion at low frequencies and as
the frequency increases, so does the
percent of harmonic distortion. So
wouldn't you know it — this little
guy [the feedback loop] has a highpass filter connected to it so he
doesn't work at low frequencies
where he's not needed and what
happens is that if you bombard the
output with RF, it holds this guy
open and he will then pass low
frequencies also, and so rather than
having transient intermodulation,
you simply have intermodulation
distortion.
'And everybody only wants to look
at transfer function, in other words,
if you put signal in [the input] here,
what do you get out here and I'm
saying, " well that's very simplistic
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'So if you want
because what you have, is you have
avery simple
the input to the negative feedback
loop here; you also have the input to
experiment you
can take, well
the current limiting, protection
circuitry, which is linked to the
name your
inexpensive
output. So you have asignal in this
receivers, and
direction. If you pick up RF at this
then it doesn't
point,
you
will
cause
really matter
intermodulation distortion. If you
pick up RF [at the amp output], and
what other
cable lit
insert it [at its input], guess what? It
doesn't matter
looks like amplifier oscillation at the
about transfer
protection circuitry and it current
function at that
limits too soon, and too often.
point) because
'I've a question: you've heard an
amplifier clipping?'
the main
Hmm, Iagreed. ' Was that Hm
source of the
improvement is
Hm or Uh Oh?' Ray really needed to
going to come
nail this one down. ' Definitely, yes'
in not dragging
was my now-lucid answer.
RF back into
'No, it's impossible.'
the output,
Ray had been leading me merrily
which causes
into atheory trap.
these other
'Here's why'. he told me,
problems'
sketching out a random music
waveform [Fig 2], with apeak that
just passed through a hypothetical
amplitude limit. So you have this
signal and there's the limit of the
amplifier, and so that part's gone
and I'm telling you you can't hear
that — and there's two good reasons
why.
'The first reason is that if you were
to mathematically integrate as a
lump sum all of the power you
clipped off, you don't have enough
wattage to move any tweeter known
to man.
'The other reason is that the timebase is way too short. You're afew
microseconds from there to there,
it's there and gone, you can't hear it.
Ifollowed the Kimber logic, but I
asked, what do you hear when you
plug your guitar into afuzz box and
it's clipping the tops off the guitar's
waveforms?
`Ah, well clipping — we're talking
about two different things. If you
should move this line down far
enough that the amount of time
taken corresponds to an audible
frequency, say a few milliseconds,
then you can in fact hear that. Or if
you move it down far enough that
the total envelopes of power that
you're taking off are enough to be
heard then you certainly can hear.
But peak clipping — you can't hear
that, because the amount of
power in the peak is way too
small, and because the timebase is too small.
'But what does happen is
this: what is the frequency
from there to there? DC, "
right? So you're putting out
DC, you have change in time
and no change in amplitude so
its zero frequency, it's DC. And
there is one thing that the amplifier'
gags on, and the speaker really

doesn't like either, and that's DC.
`So, what happens is that the
second it detects any DC up here,
then this circuit goes into currentlimiting, and it essentially reduces
the output.'
Practically, even in such a short
time span?
'Oh, it detects it, yes. And at that
point as soon as it gets just aslight
bit into it, it doesn't know how much
longer it's going to take, and so it
attacks and current-limits, and then
it restores and says " all right are you
still being bad?"; and when you turn
the gain control up, and you start
hearing the first bits of audible
distortion, you're not really hearing
the peaks themselves taken off,
you're hearing the current-limiting
circuit cycling. So, if you have RF
riding on top of this, you can see
that it will clip too soon and too
often. In other words, this circuit will
be much more active.
`So if you have a typical system,
let's say it costs £800 — CD player,
little amplifier, a pair of speakers,
and you do nothing more than just
put the cheapest Kimber cable on
that system, it will play with much
less audible distortion and it will play
louder without distortion, because
we're removing the source that's
causing the negative feedback loop
to literally generate intermodulation
distortion, and we're removing the
false triggering. Then the other
benefits, of having virtually no
induction in series, means that the
sound is going to be cleaner; we have
good conductivity and we have good
high frequency response so suddenly
you'll have imaging.
'In fact, when we demonstrate the
cables to adealer we will choose the
least expensive rack system they have
on the floor.'
Like The Hi -Fi Show ' 97, I
remembered, when Russ Andrews
demonstrated a boogie box, using
one of the Kimber PowerKords.
`So if you want a very simple
experiment you can take, well name
your inexpensive receivers, and then
it doesn't really matter what other
cable ( it doesn't matter about
transfer function at that point),
because the main source of the
improvement is going to come in not
dragging RF back into the output,
which causes these other problems.'
The Select Series cables still
needed some explanation
'We have three models in the
Select: KS1010 is an all-copper
construction; KS1020 uses
part- silver strands and partcopper strands; and KS1030 uses
all-silver strands. It steps up quite
nicely in sonic capabilities.'
The wooden thing? Decoration?
'Yes it's just for the looks. It gives
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us a place so that they stay as a
matched pair, and we can put the
part number on them, and serial
number on them, and the logo on
them. And then in the " balanced",
we don't have alow-range cable; we
just have medium and high, ' 1120
and ' 1130.
Hmm, ' Silver' Ithought, here's a
can worth opening. It's benefit is its
reduced resistance, Ispeculated...
'...except' conceded Ray, ' that it's
more conductive by such a small
percent that it really isn't afactor.'
So what are the advantages?
'Are you familiar with a candy
cane, like a candy that hangs on a
Christmas tree? If you snap one you
discover that the inside is somewhat
porous and then you have areas of
higher density towards the outside
and then the outside is a little bit
roughed up. But if you have astick
of wax, then the density from the
core to the surface is quite the same
and it's more malleable and if you
bend it afew times, you don't work
harden
it,
and
if,
during
manufacture, you were to have little
styrations or little rough spots on it,
you could easily enough reheat it
partially and smooth them out.
So copper is the candy cane and
silver is the wax candle?
'Yes, it's not aperfect analogy, but
the difference is in the metals
themselves, allowing you to do
things during manufacture that you
could never do with the other one.
And if you exploit them nicely,
which we do, then you've got
something going.

DIGITAL
'On the digital cables we have just
one single-ended and one balanced
because there's no such thing as
almost-good-enough timing, so once
we got the errors down as low as
possible, then we stopped and we
were able to make them each
inexpensively enough.
'Everyone goes for very good clean
[waveform] geometry. That's not
necessary; it's nice, but it's not
necessary because the DAC only
looks at this centre slice right
through the middle, it doesn't matter
what this [top peak] looks like.
'There's only one thing that makes
any difference whatsoever and that is
the distance from [leading to trailing
waveform edges at ' switch-on' point]
and what happens if we look at abig
representation of it, is that it turns
on here and it turns off there. In
other words if you have abaseline
here, it will turn on at a higher
voltage than it turns off. So for
instance, if you have a TTL
[Transistor-Transistor Logic], and I
don't
remember
the
exact
specifications, it turns on at
60

something like 3volts, and off at like
2.5 or something. Imean, it has
to be that way because the
other way round would get you
into way too much trouble and
so the only good thing is here.
And so you really have just
simply the amount of time
that it's either on or off,
and, if you do nothing more
than make the distance ' on'
longer than the distance ` off,
one side or the other or both, it
has to be shorter because you can't
stretch time or compress it.
'We started out by making this
latest generation of cables looking at
sensational waveform geometry —
and we're pretty good at that, we can
do that; sounded okay and that was
it. So then we went back and we
said, all right, what are we
transmitting
here,
are
we
transmitting square waves?
`No, we're transmitting timing,
and that's it, so the timing has to be
up, so we went back and said, " all
right, we need to ensure that avery
short section is the same as avery
long section and if there is anything
that we're doing that makes this long
section 100% accurate and this one
90% accurate, then we need to fix
that."
'And so what we did is we
completely eliminated any interest in
the waveform here [ top of
squarewave
shape]
and
the
waveform
here [ bottom
of
waveform] and we started looking
only at error rates, and what we
discovered is, that it doesn't make
any difference what it looks like [at
wave crests and troughs], all we're
looking at is the timing', and then
Ray demonstrated in asketch [Fig 1]
that if the timing is right between
several half-cycle square waves, the
final cycle must be also correct to fit
within a defined duty-cycle period.
'And that's it!' was his finale,
showing that the Kimber philosophy
holds this belief in leading and

'Error
detection and
correction...
Erm, firs is
semantics on a
level wi -.11 Bill
Clinton,
beca use they
will say "yes,
we have error
detection and
correction"
and it's true,
you can in fact
detect most
of the errors,
or you can
detect things
that you
believe to be
errors, so
there is some
detecting
going ore

Part of the Kimber
plant, where the

proprietary,braiding
process is carried out

trailing edge accuracy dear, over and
above waveform accuracy.
`If you change [ one duty cycle
period], it doesn't just get one
direction, it affects both
directions. So, if you have
now a situation where
you have fast rise- time
followed by slow slewrate, guess what? You
stretch that one, if you
stretch this one, you're going
to shorten this one.'
Because it's working within a
certain clock frequency, Iagreed...
'Exactly. Also — error detection
and correction... Erm, this is
semantics on a level with Bill
Clinton, because they will say "yes,
we have error detection and
correction" and it's true, you can in
fact detect most of the errors, or you
can detect things that you believe to
be errors, so there is some detecting
going on.
'Does it detect only errors?
Hopefully. Does it detect all of the
errors? Hopefully. Then it does do a
correction, it never just sits there and
thinks to itself, " hmmm, that wasn't
too bad", it always does something.
'Does it always fix the problem?
No. And it can't because if you have
a situation — because the time's
marching forward — and if you
apply the correction, then to what?
And also you can slug it because the
errors will be continuous, so the
problem has to be pretty gross before
it detects it, so you need to fix things
so it doesn't happen to begin with.
'We discovered acouple of things.
You have a transport, you have a
DAC. It only looks at the centre part
of the signal. Worse than that,
typically DACs are too sensitive to
amplitude and the transports are too
hot for output.
`So on the Select cables there is a
slight pad, there's attenuation so that
we bring the actual voltage level
down just a bit, so that we're not
pushing this, and if the waveform is
clean on the bottom and it's only
looking at the differential, in other
words, the triggering [at the leading
edge turn-on point], then it doesn't
matter; we can actually bring this
down quite a bit. And it has no
ground loop whatsoever.'
No ground loop? The cable?
'The electrical cables, don't have
any resistance, they're open between
input and output. Readers who're
good engineers can assume how
we're doing that! Now comes the
good part: say we are the output of
the transport, who want to see a
75ohm load. So, guess what — ours
will do that. They say, well it's not
possible with an RCA connector;
well that depends on how you want
to look at 75 ohms. It's 75 ohms.
JUNE 1999
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INTERVIEW
DOPPLER DECODING: DIAURAL'S DRIVER INTEGRATION'
FOR the past two years, Ray Kimber has been
working on oproject which looks to be a
major breakthrough for hi-fi. DiAural is anew
venture set up by Roy in partnership with
Bruce Bastian, founder of the WordPerfect
software corporation. DiAurcd offers aprocess
or circuit which in principle can be applied to
most multi-way loudspeaker designs, and
overcomes aproblem which is common to all
of them: it is the invention of Eric Alexander,
and is the subject of anumber of patent
I
applications. Here's aparaphrase of Ray's
explanation.
All music recordings include different
frequencies, recorded at the same time by the
same microphone diaphragm Imagine a
situation where alow frequency tone from a
pipe organ is being recorded at the same time
as ahigh frequency, from ,say aflute. The
microphone diaphragm responds to the high
frequency tone, but it is already moving at
relatively low speed in response to alow
frequency input. The high frequency tone is
modulated by the lower one; as far as the high frequency tone is concerned the effect is just as
if you were shaking the microphone while
recording.
In practice, where many different
frequencies are involved, any tone is
modulated to some extent by any other tone
which is lower in frequency. The whole signal
is ' Doppler encoded' in acomplex way. ( Ray
adds that the Doppler encoding occurs not only
with amicrophone, hut with ail mixed signais;
in other words, the DiAural process is valid
with multi-track recordings, including those that
use synthesized signals.)
So what happens on replay? The Doppler
encoding does not matter if we are replaying
the signal with asingle, full ronge drive unit. In
this cose, the drive unit diaphragm mirrors the
We're really not passing RF, what
we're really passing is just on and
off, and this amplifier wants to be
loaded so that ifs critically-damped,
as it were, so that it won't ring.'
But it's passing onloff at RF
frequencies?
'Rates, yes. And then you don't
want to pick up any noise along its
length: then what you really want on
the input to the DAC is zero ohms
in; you want low impedance feeding
this, and so we have a cable that
comes pretty darn close.'
Of course, Ray wouldn't have
started spelling out his idea of digital
transmission line nirvana, unless he
had some way of realising the theory.
Iasked him, what he would call his
ideal digital cable?
`KS:2020, and that's the single
ended, and KS2120 is the balanced
version. And so we are in fact using
electronics within the cable to deliver
that phenomena. We do want to
lower the signal ever so slightly, just
a few dB; we do want to have an
exact 75 ohm load, so we can do
that; we don't want this to pick up
any noise whatsoever, so we can do
that; and we want to feed a low
impedance out the back and we can
do that; and we want to maintain the
timing; and we don't necessarily care
HUI NEWS & RECOR1 REVIEW
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behaviour of the microphone diaphragm and
decodes the intermodulation correctly: the high
frequency tone of ( say) the flute is emanating
from adiaphragm which is simultaneously
moving in sympathy with the low frequency of
(say) the pipe organ note.
But most hi-fi loudspeaker systems are multi drive-unit, multi way systems, in which the
incoming music signal is split into two or more
frequency bands by the crossover. High
frequencies go to one drive unit, low
frequencies to another. Returning to the
flute/pipe organ example, in amufti-way
speaker system the flute tone is reptoduced by
adiaphragm that is not simultaneously being
displaced by alaw frequency tone: and sa, this
time, there is no complementary decoding to
cancel the Doppler encoding whick occurred at
the microphone Instead, the final output signal
is marred by unwanted modulation products,
which are likely to reduce or mask the low level
detail and spatial information present in the
signal Typicdly, says Ray Kimber, multi-way
systems can anly convey the ambience of the
recording venue when nothing much else is
happening; when the music gets loud and
complex, the ambience clues disappear.
Ray believes that this is why the hi-fi industry
likes to use demonstration discs of simple
recordings ( such as vocal plus acoustic guitar)
where most of the energy is in the middle
register. A system that sounds good on this
kind al material can collapse when faced with
afull orchestra. The Doppler
encoding/decoding proposition could explain
why so many audiophiles still prefer singledriver horn speaker systems, and why acheap
range' driver, in asimple in-car system for
example, can sometimes sound more realistic,
exciting or involving, than an expensive hi fi
system (or an expensive car system).

what the waveform looks like on the
top or the bottom, the only thing
we're looking at is error rate.
'So, Ipropose this: that the only
way to make aperfect digital cable is
to make it impossible to use at either
analogue or video levels — because
you can't do it, you'ie talking about
completely different things.
'You're talking about data versus
analogue signal, and so in order to
make the electronics work you really
need acable that is designed for the
lowest possible error rate, because if
you have acable that rings, but the
distance between switch- on and
switch- off is maintained ( that is
really what you're looking at).
Because it doesn't see any of this
[crests and peaks]. Unless, of course,
it would ring down low enough to
give you afalse signal.'
Digital connections on
most
domestic
hi-fi
equipment
are
made
through RCA phono or
BNC connectors. Iasked
which Ray thought was
preferable, and moreover, if
he
could
explain
the
geometry of the 2020 cable.
`RCAs are OK. BNCs,
theoretically,
are
better.
Equipment manufacturers use

DiAural's solution is described as away of
integrating the drive units, which precludes the
need for typical crossover circuitry. Ray Kimber
explains this by an analogy with optical filters.
If you pass white light through asimple red
filter, red light appears at the other side, while
the rest of the spectrum is apparently absorbed.
However, if you use adichroic filter, the red
light will pass through as before, but the rest of
the light spectrum will be reflected from the
back of the filter.
In aconventional hi-fi speaker crossover, the
filtering is absorptive, like the simple red-light
filter. The treble section stops low frequencies
going to the tweeter, and so on.
DiAural's solution is analogous to the
dichroic filter. Instead of using filters which
keep one part of the audio spectrum while
throwing away the rest, the DiAural system, it
is daimed, allows the different parts of the
spectrum to complement each other correctly.
The result, according to Ray Kimber, is a
way,of making multi-way speakers sound
realistic, and they will even cost less to build.
DiAural plans to licence the circuit as widely as
possible. The licence fee demanded will be
modest, representing aproportion of what the
manufacturer saves in hard cost through using
the simpler DiAural network. Already, it is said,
discussions have reached the non-disclosure
stage with more than 100 manufacturers. The
idea is simple and could easily be copied, but
the intellectual property rights are well
protected: and this is where Bruce Bastion's
expertise comes in!
It looks as if DiAural could have asignificant
impact on the fortunes of the hi-fi industry.
Kimber, despite being acable manufacturer, is
not usually one to exaggerate; but he says he
believes it could dramatically revive the whole
business of two-channel audio systems.

to make a
perfect digital
cable is to
make it
imposslle to
use at either
analogie ot
video levels —
beclise you
can't de it,
you're talking
abourt
completely
diffmerrt
things'

both and so we use both.'
Feeling that the issue of the
2020's geometry issue was being
glossed over, Iasked if it was some
kind of co-axial arrangement? The
normally expansive Mr Kimber
answered monosyllabically in the
negative. A pair of wires, Ipried?
'No, three' came the enigmatic
reply, 'but none of the three are used
the same way.'
But sensing that, regarding his
'statement' digital cables something
still needed spelling out, Ray left us
with aparting shot.
'Here's asmall test for one or two
readers out there, because it doesn't
make any difference how the cables
work. But here are all the clues:
'We have proper 75 ohm
impedance in and out so that it
matches.
'We have no DC R through the
length of the cable through either
the hot or the ground.'
'We're
using
three
conductors down
the
centre.... and that should
give some readers all the
information they need to
at least theoretically
know how we do it. And
for everyone else, just sit
back and enjoy the music.' It
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Careless

great deal of information
about the behaviour of audio
signals in cables is mutually
at odds and — to varying degrees —
riddled with careless or dubious
explanations. Or is simply incorrect
— whether through sloppy thinking
and writing, or negative agendas. To
help readers of the forthcoming cable
test series, this concise background
summary has been prepared, covering
(this month) aspects of speaker cable
behaviour for which the audio
community has objective, measured
or otherwise, definite evidence.
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VaL17, Nov '95.
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'Modelling Cable,
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1. Generally higher performance
speaker cables can or will upset the
HF stability of ill-designed amplifiers.
Such amplifiers will likely then suffer
'radio frequency (RF) self-oscillation'.
This may or may not be destructive
to the amplifier or speakers. Some
makers forbid cables other than the
ones they specify to be fitted. This is
up to them, but it is fair to point out
that in most cases, such stricture is
symptomatic
of
output
stage
incapacity. Even models from massmarket makers occasionally slip into
production without real world stability
checks. Since 1992, the Duncan de
facto world test standard for audio
power amplifiers — available to
makers — has included acheck as to
whether an amplifier can drive a
particular length of Kimber 8TC.
Absence of ` RF self oscillation' is
evaluated with particular loads.
Any resulting RF content will be
undefined and will in any event alter
sonics in unpredictable ways. Even if
the amplifier does not burn out,
protect itself or give other signs of
grief, it is possible for listeners who've
never had an oscilloscope check their
amp's outputs in situ (
to see if selfoscillation is occurring), to have been
listening to — and through — the
resulting RF (and any intermodulation
distortion and modulation noise it
causes, and adds) for any number of
years in blissful ignorance. Moral:
After fitting anew cable, always check
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outputs with 'scope'. This is aservice
that cable suppliers should provide. In
the event of oscillation, one solution
is to install a decent inductor that
replaces and upgrades the one the amp
maker may have left out, eg, Pure
Henry2 — see The Accessories Club.
2. A cable's ` DC' (true ohmic) and
other side effects ('AC') resistance
causes frequency response (
je tonal)
aberrations, unless speaker impedance
has a uniform and purely resistive
value. Having denied that cables have
any audible effects for twenty years,
some HLOs now claim that they alone
have discovered this effect, and
moreover that it is the sole cause of
cable `sonics', is, cables are just 'exotic'
replacements for tone controls. Yet if
this were the case, all cables would
'sound the same' (except for tiny level
changes and related ' equal loudnesstype' tonal changes), when connected
to those speakers that happen to appear
resistive, eg, by KEF et al, that are fitted
with conjugate impedance matching
networks, or drivers that are driven in
their dominantly resistive ` mid'-range.
It is also the case that to the extent that
acable does act as afixed tone control,
it is actually avery good one — highly
minimal, and one that introduces no
noise by itself; and no harmonic
distortion; needs no power supply; does
another, more vital job at the same
time; and likely costs far less than any
comparably sonically-pure active EQ
circuit.
3a. First, all cables act (ultimately) as
low-pass filters. In other words, there
is aroll-off at high frequencies. When
measured with steady-state test signals,
with ordinary set-ups, the effect is
quite small, rarely greater than - IdB
at 20kHz. If this was all that speaker
cables ' did differently', their sonic
differences would be limited to high
treble. Yet again, this has no link with
what is heard or experienced. Else a
simple and subtle 'dab of HF EQ' —
two added components — would be
able to 'correct' the effect of any given
cable!
3b. Second, aco-quality or 'symptom'
of the low-passness' of cables is phase
shift (that's negative or 'heading
south'). Ideally, if L and C
are ' pure', the phase
change will affect all
frequencies in away
that is wholly benign
to music, je, the
rate
of
phase
change is linear
against a linear
measure
of
frequency.
4. All cables alter
transient signals in
quite complex ways,
and to amore musicdamaging extent than
steady-state
signals.

Hint: Most music is mainly transients.
5. Most speaker cables are susceptible
to RF and EMI, to varying degrees.
Exceptions are cables that are 'Selfshielding'(!). These include plaited
geometry (
eg Kimber), very close
spaced (
eg Goertz), the original
`Hyperlitz' (particular Audioquest), as
well as (to a lesser extent) coaxial
cables 3.jenving's recently released
Supra Shield version of Supra Ply is
possibly the first close-spaced speaker
cable that is also overall independently
shielded. Some makers of non-selfshielded cables have added boxes
containing RF filter components.
These parts need to be of very high
quality. If used in the wrong sort of
area (whether urban, suburban or even
rural), almost anything can happen.
In this way, acable that is good with
music signals, but weak at RF
rejection, can sound bad, by
`poisoning' the amplifier with RF;
while acable that is less good at audio
can sound better. For a user with
identical equipment, living in aless
polluted environment, such achoice
would seem incomprehensible.
6. Most practical speaker cables will
resonate at some particular (high)
frequencies. Such RF resonances can
cause 'wave pile up' (like abad SWR
at RF), hence unexpectedly high
voltages 4.In this way, otherwise small
RF signals at particular frequencies
(which may be present, if not strong,
in the locality of some unlucky
listener) may ' tip the scales', je
breakthrough into the threshold of
audible effect.
7a. All cables store energy. This may
be attributed only in part to the basic,
readily measurable qualities of L (series
inductance) and C (shunt capacitance).
The fact that more complex effects
involve signal energy storage (with a
staged release after the input stimulus)
and even afrequency 'shift' or 'slurring',
was first mentioned as atheoretical case
in these pages in Malcolm Hawksfortl's
landmark series 3.The measurements
that proved this indeed happens with
real cables was first demonstrated by
the author, more recently6.
7b. A ' symptom' or ' coeffect' of the energy
storage
in
speaker
cables, is that cables
contribute
a
commensurate
amount of excess
phase shift, and that
this can be measured
in steady state tests
(although the transient
phase shift might well
be far higher). This has
been measured, possibly for
the first time with speaker
cables, in the forthcoming
tests. [to be continued]
Ben Duncan
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How a small, studio- orientated
speaker company has grown to win
world acclaim in both pro
and domestic audio
by KEN KESSLER

I

tdidn't bode well. A mental
block prevents me from recalling
at precisely which mid- 1980s hifi show Ifirst encountered ATC,
but the lesson stuck: these prosector guys march to the beat of a
different drummer. Their approach
was confrontational at the outset, as
if the hi-fi press — no, make that
the entire audiophile community
deserved to be drawn, quartered
and forced to listen to low -fi,
though not in that order.
What inspired the venomous
onslaught was ATC spending a
decade in the more logical, ordered,
fashion- free zone called the
`professional sector', which remains
to this day one of the hottest, most
fecund breeding grounds for antiaudiophiles. The lines were drawn,
and ATC adopted an us-vs- them
policy. This is afamily publication;
the
dialogue
will
not
be
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reproduced. Suffice to say, the
debate was heated, faces turned
red, fists were balled, Ashley James
— then handling press liaison —
turned near- apoplectic, for Iwas
the anti-Gilbert. Ileft the room in a
hurry.
It turned out that, in the mid1970s, ATC had exhibited at a
couple of the legendary hi-fi shows
held at the Cunard, but little came
of it. What this reveals, though, is
that from the beginning, the studiooriented Acoustic Transducer
Company had its sights set on
domestic audio. Slightly more than
a decade would pass from its
inception in 1974 before the
company attacked the home audio
market with any vigour, or any
concessions — if only aesthetic —
to domestic needs. The above
mid- 1980s appearance was its
first proper assault. ATC
intended to show the hi-fi
community that engineering
was more valid than bullshit,
that ' golden eared' types
impressed them not one bit,
and that they had more
respect for studio denizens
than for amateurs.
Which is unsurprising.
Billy Woodman, the founder,

ATC's factory today
(on page 67 you can
see what it looked
like when the
company moved in).
Below left: ATC's
S50 monitor speaker

designer and mainstay of the
company, started out not in
electronics but in pure engineering.
It's telling that, to this day, his rural
Australian roots are still evident in
a major non- audio pastime: he
restores vintage tractors. But it was
another passion, one for music,
which facilitated a leap from
engineering to audio, when Billy
chose to write his final year thesis
on loudspeaker design. This better
addressed his musical desires, for
Billy is apassionate jazz fan and an
accomplished pianist, the latter skill
resulting in part in his permanent
emigration. Events conspired to
lead Billy to the UK in 1970, with
the possibility of financing his
return trip by playing piano on
board ship.
Although Billy had planned on
staying in Great Britain for only six
months, he landed a job at
Goodmans. It must be remembered
that, 30 years ago, the UK speaker
industry nurtured wave after wave
of enthusiastic designers; it was,
after all, a time when the BBC
employed engineers and not just
slimy bean- counter, post- yuppie
types who happen to have friends in
the Labour Party. While at
Goodmans, Billy had acrash course
in commercial reality, all the while
working on projects which would
help to shape ATC. These included
working on the development of the
earliest soft-dome tweeters, starting
with a lin doped fabric diaphragm.
It was training which would serve
him well, as would working on
Goodmans' public address systems.
Because such drive units must be
reliable, robust and efficient, they
provided Billy with hands-on
experience of what was needed to
deal with matters of primary
concern to the professional audio
consumer, if not necessarily the
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less- stressed
domestic
hi-fi
equivalent.
Billy stayed with Goodmans for
four years, and it's the parting
which reminds hi-fi historians of
similar events which led to the
births of new brands. Just as
Raymond Cooke had outgrown
Wharfedale, and afew dozen of the
industry's legends left AR in the
USA, Billy parted from Goodmans
when it was acquired by Thorn.
While legal concerns prevent me
from using phrases like ' kiss of
death', Billy felt that the new
owners would place commerce
above invention. And, as is the
wont of men in their twenties, Billy
had been harbouring thoughts of
independence, including the notion
of creating his own line of speakers.
And so ATC was formed in
1974, Billy starting with highpower drivers which were lineal
descendants of the 12in and 15in
drive
units
he
created
at
Goodmans. But the speaker which
would become ATC's signature
drive unit, along the way creating a
distinct identity for the brand, was
the 3in dome midrange driver he'd
first imagined at Goodmans. Billy
maintained then, and still does, that
it was the ideal method of handling
the primary segment of the audible
frequency domain — the entire
midband, or 300Hz to 3kHz.
Again,
because
Billy's
background was pro rather than
domestic, this driver had to address
the primary concerns of high
power-handling capability, very low
distortion and the ability to deliver
high sound pressure levels without
compression or clipping. As anyone
who's ever examined aclassic ATC
driver knows, the company favours
massive magnets, and the 3in
midrange dome was one of the first
to exploit this in aunit other than a
massive woofer.
By 1978, the company was
producing its first speaker systems,
progressing from making drive units
on their own. The bass-reflex S50
and the infinite baffle S85
established the naming tradition of
the model number representing the
internal volume of the speaker, in
this case 50 and 85 litres
respectively.
Their
massive
enclosures were 730x396x425mm
and 860x461x476mm (hwd), with
a driver complement of a lin soft
dome tweeter, a3in soft dome mid
and a 9in woofer — with a pair of
the latter in the S85.
Another key to the ATC, studioderived philosophy was the
crossover arrangement, the S50 and
S85 allowing for true active triamping. Through a rotary switch,
the user could access either the
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ATC'S AWARDS
1990
1991
1993
1994
1995
1995
1996
1997
1997
1997

SCM100A, CESA Award ( Critics Choice)
SCM100A, Stereo SoLnd ( Components of the year)
SCM10, Stereo Sound ( Awards in three categories)
SCM300A, Entech Award ( Beat Studio Monitors)
SCM50A, Gramophone Audio Classic
SCM20T, Stereo Sound
SCA2, Gramophone Audio Classic
SCM20T. Hi Fi News & Record Review
SCM100A, Entech Award ( Engineering Excellence)
SCM100SL, Stereo Sound

internal passive crossuver or use an
external electronic crossover; the
woofer was specified for maximum
input of 300W, same again for the
midrange, while the tweeter could
cope with 150W. And yet the
sensitivity was listed as ' 10W for
96dB' for the S50 and ' 8W for
96dB' for the S85, attesting to vast
dynamic capability. Both speakers
were made of thick ply with
extensive
cross- bracing
and
damping to reduce internal
resonances, with irregular, sloped
shapes to reduce the likelihood of
standing waves being generated
inside the enclosures.
By 1985, ATC had established
itself in a big way in the pro
sector, the growth forcing a
move to the company's
current
premises
in
Gloucestershire.
BBC,
Abbey Road Studios, Pink
Floyd, Nimbus, Peter
Gabriel, DIM Studios,
Sony Music, Sydney Opera
House, Covent Garden
Royat
Opera
House,
Paramount, Warner Bros
— these are but a few of
the clients ATC has
attracted over the years, but

Current ATC drive
units, using SLA1.11
technology. These are
6.5in and I5in units
(not to scale here!)

ATC's SCM0.III5
subwoofer

one in particular inspired one of
those watershed moments which
forever alter acompany's destiny.
In 1985, Danish Radio needed a
rugged, robust and transportable
active speaker system. Tim Isaac
had already developed for ATC an
electronic crossover system, which
ATC used in both its own speakers
and as part of a range supplied as
OEM kits. When the Danish Radio
order appeared, Tim matched the
three-way crossover to a three-way
amplifier, fitted it internally and
produced what would evolve into
one of ATC's biggest hits, the
SCM50A. This in turn would
establish ATC as one of very few
companies able to produce an
active system which lived up to the
concept's promise.
It's worth stressing again that
ATC was not part of the thencurrent British audio mainstream,
and certainly not apart of the ' Flat
Earth
Society',
a
loose
confederation of ' approved' British
makes which held the press to
ransom. Hence, it would be
misguided to taint the company
with any association whatsoever to
the half-hearted and, in retrospect,
disastrous trend towards active
systems posited by others.
While the theory was the same —
'you simply can't get better than
having an amplifier dedicated to the
speaker it is driving' — the practice
differed, and it turned out that few
of the active systems made by the
Flat Earthers were anywhere near
as competent as their providers
wished. Indeed, the movement ran
out of steam so quickly that most
audiophiles have forgotten it
completely. But ATC's own unique
disciplines created a distinct breed
of active speaker. And it's here that
a completely different obstacle
presented itself to ATC.
Because of the failure of the
audio community to produce even •
half- decent
active
systems,
convincing many of us that either
most speaker companies can't make
amps or that most amplifier
companies can't make speakers, hifi buyers reverted to and remain
committed to passive
speakers. It was, and still
is the preferred method
for most users; indeed,
it's half the fun of putting
together a system a
component at a time.
Whether or not the
rejection of active systems
was psychological or
political, it kept passive
systems alive. And this,
amusingly, worked as
much for ATC as against
it, however unfairly ATC
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the
CAD-805C, the latest version of this breathtaking
50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the KR Enterprises
300B XLS. MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO
EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £ 1895 plus,
with the CAD 572 SE monoblocks, which provide
an impressive 20W, as do the highly acclaimed 300B
LX-20 designs, the integrated 300SEI and the 300SE
monoblocks.

TDS

EARMAX

TRUE DIMENSIONAL SOUND
•
RECREATES 3-DIMENSIONALITY
NOW AVAILABLE:
Limited Edition
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Balanced Unit, and
Triple Units for
6-Channel Mode.
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TURNTABLES
SOTA & RECORD CLEANERS
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LIQUID CABLES

805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor

The Audiophile Club

PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772
e-mail: saleseaudiophileclub.co.uk
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SPEAKERS: A SINGLE-ENDED
INSPIRATION FROM CARY
including adesign for the Cary 5W 2A3
monoblock: will match amps of 2to 20W.
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1974 ATC (
Acoustic Transducer Co) Formed to
manufacturer custom drive units for the professional
sound industry. First product: PA75-314 ( 12in)
Public Address Drive Unit
1976 First production of the SM75-1 50 Soft Dome
Midrange, the key component in all ATC 3-way
systems. First production of the SB75-234 and PA75234 range of 9in drive units

Early days for ATC, at an audio exhibition in the 1970s: seen here below agiant version of the
original 12in unit are (le to right), Brian Gillecc, Hans Feeytag and Billy Woodman

era but eminently suited for
whatever multi-channel may bring.
At the domestic end, for situations
where space is an issue, the A7, A7
Tower, SCM 10 and SCM 20 and
their variants all fall under the
heading of ' compact', the A7 in
particular is a personal fave. ATC
traditionalists can stil invest in the
SCM 50 through SCM 300, all of
which offer further proof that whim
does not dictate at ATC;
each has enjoyed a life
integrated amplifier.
span far longer than is the
ATC's
progression
from
norm in audio.
overpowering studio monitors,
ATC's
electronics
absolutely too large and over-thedivision has grown, too,
top for domestic use, to speakers
encompassing products
which could rival the best of the
with dual (pro/domestic)
British mini- monitors, was slow,
identities, these including
deliberate
and
painstaking.
the SIA 2-150 stereo
Whatever vast reserves of patience
integrated amplifier, the
are part of Billy's character, he was
SPA
2-150
power
able to follow an arrow- straight
amplifier and the SCA 2 prepath through the various detours
amplifier. Better still for futurists
made by the high- end audio
are the company's first home
community, pandering to none of
theatre-related offerings, including
the various causes espoused by
the SCM0.1/15 and 0.1/12
individual gurus.
active subwoofers, not
In a sense, then, the current
forgetting the recentlyATC line-up could be regarded as
launched MCU6 multieither timeless or unbelievably
traditional. It's as if Billy made a channel controller.
Shortly,
as
you'll
conscious decision to ignore trends.
already know from this
So it is with no small sense of irony
month's
competition
that ATC has entered the multipage, we will be seeing
channel arena with an advantage
the company's 25th
over all of the other makes forced to
Anniversary surprise, the
convert from two-channel to 5.1.
radical SCM70 — which
The secret weapon is ATC's direct
should lead us to further
involvement with leading players in
re-assessment of ATC's maverick
the industry, including Sony Music
role. ' Radical' is the term most
Studios in New York City, which
often applied to this hush-hush
uses ATC loudspeakers for the sixproject, although, like you, Ihave
channel DVD monitoring system,
yet to see it. But if I've learned
TODD- AO in California, and
one thing about Billy Woodman
others at the cutting edge.
in the 15 years I've known him,
Evolution,
therefore,
has
it's this: he never exaggerates.
equipped ATC with acurrent range
not so different: from the classic
Sort of like his speakers,
as it were.
models of the pre-surround sound

was tarred with the same brush.
Because of resistance to active
systems in some quarters, ATC
released its major models in both
passive and active versions,
eventually creating smaller, more
domestically suitable passive
models such as the SCM10 and
SCM20, and eventually produced
its own range of stand-alone
electronics,
including
preamplifiers, power amplifiers and
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1977 First production of the PA100-375 15in public
address bass drive unit
1978 First complete loudspeaker systems introduced,
the S50 and S85
1981 ATC, Acoustic Transducer Co, acquired by
Loudspeaker Technology Ltd
1983 First large studio system installed in DJM
Studios, London; this was the predecessor of the
SCM300A studio monitor.
Three-way EC23 Stereo Electronic Crossover with
phase correction introduced
1985 Moved factory to Stroud in Gloucestershire,
where ATC is still based today

1986 SCM50 and SCM100 passive loudspeaker
systems launched
1987 Triamplifier with phase correction
incorporated into three-way monitor designs, which
led to active versions SCM50A and SCM100A
1990 SCM20 compact two-way monitor aimed at
the domestic audiophile market introduced at CES
1992 SCM10 mini two-way monitor for home hi Fi
1994 SCM2OT tower version of SCM20
1996 SCA2 Preamplifier and SPA- 150 Power
Amplifier, ATC's first audiophile electronic products;
SCM2OSL 'Super 'linear' magnet version
incorporating non-conduction sleeves on both pole
and front plate of magnet adjacent to coil to
reduce eddy currents and thus giving reduced
distortion. Now applied to all SCM models
1997 A7 and A7T 2-way loudspeakers for
consumer hi Fi market
1998 SCM2OSL-TA Active Tower version
ATC% A7
of the SCM20; SCM0.1/15 High Power
speaker (above)
Active Sub'Woofer; SCM0.1/12 High
and (left)
Power Adtive Sub-Woofer; MCU6
SCM20 active
Multi-Channel Monitoring
stand mount
model
Controller for 5.1 Systems;
SIA2-150 Integrated Stereo
Amplifier.
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Diminishing returns? Sure, they exist - but not at

Pinewood's two-channel Grand-SLAMM or MAXXbased system also forms the audio core of our

Pinewood Music.
A KRELL KPS-255c driving apair of KRELL FPB650Mc mono amplifiers powering apair of WILSON X-1 Grand-SLAMM Series II or MAXX loudspeakers might be expensive, but it can never be
associated with ' diminishing returns' - unless
proper attention has not been paid to cabling, setup and mains supply.
Like a Formula 1 car, this is by nature highlystrung and sensitive stuff: you don't just plug in
and go. It has taken Brian Rivas alot of time, alot
of money and - at times - a lot of heartache to

devastating home cinema installation. In terms of
sheer performance, this is one of the very finest in
the country. That overworked word 'awesome' is
not inappropriate here.
For full details of this system, or advice on your
own home theatre plans, please telephone Brian
Rivas. And if you are serious about cinema in your
home, but won't allow your two-channel music to
be compromised, why not arrange ademonstration at Pinewood Music? You surely won't
regret it.

acquire and then fine-tune asystem as exotic as
this. Regrets? He's had afew - but not with this

If you're poring over abewildering array of projectors, but want something compact that performs

system.

like achamp, then you must introduce your eyes to
our VIDIKRON HELIOS. A sub-£ 10,000 DLP
device, this Pininfarina beauty beats any CRT

This installation produces apure, beautiful and, as
it should, sometimes frightening performance. To
get the best out of an investment of this stature
needs the experience of someone who has been
there, done it and then lived with it. As far as the
Grand-SLAMMs are concerned, Pinewood is the
only dealer that has. Worth remembering,
perhaps...
After all, the Grand-SLAMM remains the finest
loudspeaker for real-world applications, with the
marvellous MAXX a close second. For surreal
world applications, think WAMM Generation VII.
And the answer is ` No, we don't.' Sorry, can't do
everything - but we come pretty damn close.

we've seen up to £20,000. So simple to set up and
use. And maintenance? A lamp change every
6,000 hours. That's alot of movies.
Of course, the heart of any cinema system is the
surround sound director, and the world leader is
the extraordinary KRELL AUDIO + VIDEO STANDARD. This does everything you can think of, and
then some. It's the work of Dan D'Agostino, himself an avid movie enthusiast who settles only for
the very best.
Diminishing returns? That's the talk of those who
are prepared to put up with second best...

PINEWOOD MUSIC IS AN EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
KRELL • WILSON AUDIO • SONUS FABER • SILTECH • TRANSPARENT
iA%/eMettei tiebilt

tpiefitte

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

sidelines

13ynantic
confusions,
'promotional
!itype, and
pre-ágital
chopped
waveforms

A

reader's letter about dynamic
range in the March issue
reminded me that there's still
a great deal of misunderstanding
around. In particular, people are
inclined not to distinguish the
dynamic range of program material
from the dynamic capacity of the
devices through which signals pass.
Certainly no such distinction was
made in this case, where it was
supposed that a Mahler symphony
which had been recorded using a20bit system ( 120dB capacity) must
have suffered a shortfall in its
dynamics of 24dB on subsequent
transfer into 16-bit CD format,
because the latter's capacity is only
.96dB.
Now such a sacrifice would only
have been necessary if the music's
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own dynamic range had exceeded
96dB, and this is an extremely
unlikely prospect, as such afigure is
adequate for the most massive
acoustical concert-hall music, where
the highest peak I've ever seen cited
at a viable listening location is
118dB, with realistic maxima rarely
exceeding 110dB. Note that these
are 'ceiling' figures, not the dynamic
range, for which one must subtract
about 30dB to allow for the sonic
floor below which neither music nor

dying reverberation will be audible
against the residual background
noise. This gives a range between
upper and lower limits of less than
90dB in the most extreme case.
Confusions easily arise concerning
that empty region beneath the music,
it being commonly assumed that
dynamic range is simply synonymous
with peak level. Yet this could only
apply if musical sounds remained
audible right down to the threshold
of hearing at around OdB, which
isn't possible in any practical
environment. To be perceptible in
real life, pppp episodes must hover
at 30dB or more even in a hushed
concert hall, and typically 40dB in
the home. But Imustn't waste space
here regurgitating earlier writings, so
anyone wishing to fill in the
background on this might usefully
dig out the ' Sidelines' pieces of
March/Sept/Nov 1996 and April
1997.
Returning to that 120dB window
afforded by a20-bit recording, this
certainly allows welcome room for
manoeuvre during editing, but its
use at that stage no more implies
that the music itself has adynamic
range of 120dB than photocopying
amodest fragment of typescript onto
an A3 sheet would mean that it
really needed anything larger than
A4. It's simply a matter of
convenience during processing, with
the 210 x 297mm of A4 paper and
the 96dB of a 16-bit recording both
being perfectly adequate for eventual
same-size copies of the original.
It follows that for music of less
wide-ranging dynamics there will be
plenty of unused space, and if the
highest peaks are brought within a
decibel or two of the clipping point,
the lowest dynamic regions of most
music will be left in suspense long
before reaching the bottom of CD's
silent 'black hole'. In fact only arare
handful of recordings of works with
massive dynamic contrasts offer
anything that could be thought of as
meaningful at the system's lower
limits. And even then one would
have to crank the volume well up to
hear it. In my experience, if there's
any problem with handling the full
dynamic range of large-scale works,
it concerns not CD's capacity, but
the
uncomfortable
effect
of
attempting to reproduce the loudest
passages at concert-hall levels in a
small domestic acoustic.
Yet commentators will keep
emphasising
the
supposed
advantages of 20-bit or 24-bit
recording in terms of its dynamic
potential (and frequency range), as
if we were all suffering some terrible
deprivation. For mastering purposes,
120dB is clearly useful, while one
could imagine scientific applications

for the 144dB window of a 24-bit
system; but in the realm of home
music reproduction Iremain happy
with 96dB and a 20kHz upper
frequency limit.
This is not to say that higher
sampling rates and afew more bits
wouldn't be advantageous in other
respects, particularly in providing
room
for
a well- thought-out
surround-sound facility. Also, I
wouldn't be so cocksure as to assert
that there could be no gains in terms
of tone- quality or spatiality via a
more linear transfer-characteristic.
Compact discs do after all suffer
from increasing distortion as the
signal amplitude falls, typically rising
from about 1% at -70dB to 10% at
-90dB. It could be that the feeling
of unease concerning CD sound
reported by a persistent minority
arises as much from this as from the
revelation of miking and/or balance
deficiencies which tend to be masked
on LPs. So despite my scepticism
concerning the professional hype
surrounding widened dynamics and
responses up to 100kHz, it may
happen that when the Super Audio
CD eventually sees the light of day
(or DVD manages to incorporate its
key proposals), and if developments
such as direct-stream-digital live up
to their promise, we may yet be
offered areal audible improvement.
We must wait and see. But in the
meantime, for my money and ears
the 16-bit CD is the best widely
available music source ever devised.
And that includes the venerable
analog LP, notwithstanding abelief
in some quarters that digital audio
is fatally flawed by its requirement
for continuous chopping of the
music's waveforms at a supersonic
frequency. This objection reminds
me that in the late 1940s, when tape
recording was being pioneered to
provide the master medium which
subsequently underpinned the whole
LP enterprise, serious misgivings
were expressed about the AC biasing
of tape because it involved just such
awave-chopping process.
If one examines the biasing
technique, there's no escaping the
fact that while it distances audio
waveforms from regions of nonlinearity, it so disposes them in
relation to the bias that during
magnetisation their shapes are
plotted as the smoothed average of
asuccession of HF spikes, not as a
truly analog continuum. Thus apart
from a few direct-cut discs, the
sounds which digit-haters cherish
were all processed in a manner
which should at least give pause for
thought. They might even generate
afashion for spotting 'bias grain', or
revive enthusiasm for acoustic 78s.
John Crabbe
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xtreme pressure of work,
rather too much foreign business
travel for comfort and asudden family
bereavement unfortunately combined
to keep me too far from afunctional
keyboard to produce last month's
column. In my BBC days a
transmitter failure was rather quaintly
supposed to be logged by the
announcer and continuity suite as a
'Sender Break'; I'll try and avoid any
such breaks from henceforth.
In passing, what happy memories
that word ' sender' brings back! The
spotlessly clean transmitter hall at
Daventry; the pre-war ' Sender 9',
whose tuned-circuit elements for the
different HF bands were wheeled in
and out of circuit on narrow-gauge
railway tracks; the ferocious white
heat inside the enormous BY1144
triodes in the final amplifier gages of
the 250kW transmitters; and the
sinister-looking four-wire feeders
leading out to the weirdly beautiful
catenaries of the arrays. I'm sure
modern transmitters (sorry, senders)
are more efficient and much cheaper
to run, but they are soulless things
compared with the beauteous beasts
of the old days.
Getting back to radio reception
rather than sending, several people
have sent e-mails in recent weeks
asking questions to which the answers
might be of general interest. So

oto many

contacts, jackftelds....
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without wishing to turn the column
into Aunt Agatha's Problem Page,
here are my responses to the sort of
questions which exercise readers:
'I read your article in March
HFNIRR with interest. It brings to
mind questions which have been
nagging at me for some time, and I
wonder if either you have the answers
or can point me in the right direction.
Firstly, of the various FM analogue
radio stations, how much compression
is applied to each one? Secondly,
what type of source equipment do the
various broadcasters use as this would
(or should) have adirect bearing on
the quality of transmission?'
All broadcasters use a degree of
compression, simply because the
dynamic range of programme material
is considerably wider than the
dynamic range which the broadcasting
system as a whole — including
listeners' receivers — can handle.
Equally, some form of peak limiting
is in place to prevent the sender being
overdriven, which in an FM system
would cause interference to adjacent
channels and in an AM transmitter
could cause actual damage. But the
amount of compression and method
of application varies enormously.
As far as equipment is concerned,
there is an enormous variety of items
in everyday studio use but the quality
of the transmission probably depends
more on the quality of the
broadcaster's technical staff than
anything else. One point worth
making, however, is that the length
and complexity of the ' programme
chain' between the studio microphone
and the transmitter modulator, with
heaven only knows how many
potentiometers, relays, switches,
contacts, jackfields, A-to-D converters,
miles of wire and microwave links is
such as to make audiophile assertions
about the type and quality of the
cable between the tuner's output and
the preamplifier's input seem rather
ill-founded.

PATHS OF RECEPTION
'There seem to be three possible
reception path for service at my
location — FM, Astra, or DAB.
Currently Iam using FM, received
via a Yamaha T2 tuner from
Westwood relay (which is rebroadcast
from Wenvoe). A Ron Smith multielement array is in use and I am
convinced that Iget as good as the
system is capable of from this lowpower relay transmitter. There seem
therefore to be two possible upgrade
paths; to buy aDAB tuner (Iam in
the primary service area of Mendip)
or to take the signal off the Astra
DBS satellite. Clearly the latter would
be less costly, although I do not
currently have asatellite dish installed.
Compromises are clearly involved in

DAB since there is data compression
used as part of the system
specification. The Astra satellite is
apparently fed without Optimod, but
there maybe other path and
bandwidth restrictions of which Iam
unaware. How do Imake areasoned
analysis of the choice before me?'
A reasoned analysis begins with the
question of why an upgrade is
considered necessary in the first place.
If it ain't broke, why fix it? Since the
questioner doesn't say why he feels
the need to upgrade, it's difficult to
evaluate whether either DAB or Astra
might produce improvements. As far
as the existing installation is
concerned, the tuner will probably be
perfectly happy provided the antenna
is aimed directly at the transmitter
and is producing somewhere around
55-60dBIN at the antenna input. The
only problems which might arise
would be front-end overload caused
by strong local out-of-band stations.
Ihaven't measured the performance
of any Ron Smith antennas but they
certainly don't conform to generally
accepted tenets of Yagi antenna
design, and their claimed gain and
front-to-back ratios cannot possibly
be true in practice. As discussed
before in this column, the gain of a
Yagi antenna is afunction of its boom
length; exotic reflector and director
element arrangements will not and
cannot have any effect on forward
gain. My guess — and it should be
stressed that it is only aguess, since
atest range would be needed to prove
the point — is that the Smith
arrangement is likely to produce a
very ` notchy' E-plane pattern, with
the first sidelobes in particular being
poorly suppressed in relation to the
main forward lobe. Amongst other
things this will give the antenna an
unnecessarily high noise temperature,
which for terrestrial reception of
frequencies in the region of 100MHz
could arguably be a drawback in
certain circumstances. It is also very
important to have a ' clean' E-plane
pattern to minimise multipath
distortion. The advantages of DAB
include improved spectrum efficiency
and also the abolition of certain forms
of distortion which chiefly afflict the
mobile listener. I'm yet to hear a
DAB receiver which is in any
meaningful sense 'better' than awelloptimised
VHF-FM
receiver,
compared under controlled unsighted
conditions, with high-grade and
transparent equipment elsewhere in
the replay chain. Adopting Astra as
the source would certainly give access
to many more stations than a Band
II receiver, but in my own experience
— others may have different opinions
— the quality of the resulting audio
can be anything from adequate to
appalling.
John Nelson
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ew composers in recent times have
succeeded so triumphantly in igniting
the enthusiasm and imagination of
audiences both at home and around the
globe as Ayrshire-born James MacMillan.
This month sees aCD release for his
enormously ambitious Triduum, which
comprises three substantial works relating
to the events and liturgies of the Easter
Story: The World's Ransoming for cor
anglais and orchestra focuses on Maundy
Thursday; the Cello Concerto on Good
Friday; and the Symphony 'Vigil' on the
Easter Vigil. It's aconcept that had been
preoccupying the composer for a
considerable period of time.
`I'd already written anumber of
separate pieces inspired by the Passiontide
— Seven Last Words from the Cross and
Visitatio Sepulchri, for instance — but I'd
also long desired to compose aseries of
interconnected pieces around the same
theme, each scored for large-scale forces.
As chance would have it, the London
Symphony Orchestra ended up
commissioning three works from me over
aperiod of two years.
`Firstly, they wanted aconcertante piece
for their cor anglais principal, Christine
Pendrill. Then, when Imet Rosrropovich

James MacMillan

THE YARDBIRDS
For Your Lore
Having ARave Up

The Glasgow composer talks about his
Triduum, and a place for the symphony ioday
Interview by Andrew Achenbach
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at the Washington American première of
my percussion concerto, Veni, Veni,
Emmanuel, he not only asked me to write
aconcerto for him but apurely orchestral
piece as well.
'I wanted to convey some aspect of
travelling with an idea from the three very
different perspectives associated with each
of the days in question. I've also always
been interested in the plainsongs
associated with these liturgies and there's
no doubt that plainsong does embed itself
in the music some way or another.'
Would it be far-fetched, Iwonder, to
ascribe MacMillan's mastery of the long,
singing line (one of his strongest
characteristics) to the influence of
plainsong?
'Well, I've always been impressed by
music that spins endlessly, whether it be
Gregorian Chant, Palestrina or even the
melodic craft of Wagner. Although Iuse
real plainsongs, I'm always reconstituting
them in one way or another, allowing the
originals to reinvent themselves in
different ways.'
The overriding impression left by the
Symphony 'Vigil' in particular is one of
immense conflict — brutality and serenity
colliding head-on, so to speak.
'This has always been aconcern of
mine. I've been very interested in pitting
HIM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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music of violently different characters —
the more extreme the better — against
each other within the same sound-space
and allowing them to interact in away
that causes the possibilities to be explored
over along period. With apiece like this,
the time-span feels more huge than
anything Ihave previously attempted, even
though my opera, fetes de Castro, has two
acts, both about an hour long and each
longer than the three movements of the
symphony.'
Perhaps, Iventure, that's because there
isn't that dramatic ` crutch' on which to
lean — and anyway, there must after ail
be areason why MacMillan specifically
calls the piece a ' Symphony'.
`Yes, I'm sure there's something in what
you say there. Icertainly don't view the
symphony as adead form. Isee
symphonic principles as totally valid,
though those principles have been
reinvented or re-contextualised for every
succeeding generation. Actually, Idon't
really think of the symphony as aform at
all, more an ideal — and suddenly you
find yourself running into controversia:
territory, laden as it is with such historical
significance.'
How, then, would he define that ideal?
'On apurely practical level, it's got
something to do with scope, the fact that I
73
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Music Interview
feel quite comfortable with large-scale
utterance; ever since The Confession of
Isobel Gcnvdie, the through-composed
nature of my music seems to be
edging wider and wider, needing a
bigger canvas.
'The symphonies of the European
tradition from Beethoven onwards
take ideas of acomparatively limited
range of extremes but still allow them
to engage and ferment together —
that whole process fascinates me.
'Much as Ilike the monodimensional, static and tranceinducing mode of expression of the
minimalists, it's not me, it's not
really my character. It's odd: people
tend to bracket me with Part and
Tavener. Ilove their music, but it's
iconic, transcendental, whereas Ihave
aconcern for the complexity,
narrative and violence in music that
they consciously eschew.
'When Italk about spirituality in
music, it's inextricably linked with
the human experience, the here and
now. Spirituality is not some
aesthetic vacuum that has nothing to
do with our lives, it has everything to
do with our carnality, our
corporeality, whether it be in the
realm of contemporary matters such
as politics, say, or just simple feelings
of love and hate, joy and despair.
A place for the symphony today
'So many of the comments I've had
from within the composing
community and like-minded
commentators are preoccupied with
the question of how one could even
contemplate writing asymphony
nowadays. Isuppose I'm fortunate in
being immune to the impact of
modern fashion: the composers from
the past who impress me have always
stood outside those concerns about
what was fashionable.
'Bruckner, 'for example, was quite
content with his — how shall Iput
it? — provincial ideal of the world,
and yet within that vacuum there was
this huge rumpus of creativity going
on in his mind. Moving to our own
time, one thinks of Messiaen,
someone who to be honest couldn't
really care about the modern world
but who nonetheless drew the
admiration, affection and concern of
the younger generation of
composers.'
go how much does that courage of
conviction stem from astrong
religious faith that MacMillan shares
with both those legendary figures?
'Now that you mention it, they
were both devout Catholics like me;
but Iactually chose those two
examples by accident. Ido worry
about the way that predominant
philosophies in the arts, media and
politics gain adherence. Once that
herd instinct kicks in, it becomes a
question of conformity; the great
radical ideas of our time become
institutionalised.'
So does he enjoy being seen as
someone who, how shall Isay, 'bucks
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the trend'?
'I'd like to think Idid that without
thinking about it, if you see what I
mean; Iguess I'm just temperamentally ill-at-ease with voguish trends.'
Ally MacMillan's refreshing nonconformity and integrity to a
relentless urge to communicate, rare
amongst contemporary figures, and
it's small wonder that his music
should have struck such achord with
the musical public at large.
...and small-scale pieces
'If the ideas are burning, if they're
really there by necessity, then the
task for acomposer is to find the
most fluent way of getting them over.
For me, at this moment, that entails
using these large-scale forms. You
know, I'm even beginning to worry a
little that Iseem unable to write
short pieces any more.
'At one time, Idid value my ability
to compose miniatures, things like
the suite ... as others see us... or the
violin-and-piano After the Tryst. I
recently sat down to write aCello
Sonata in three brief movements for
Raphael Wallfisch who performs the
Cello Concerto on the [BIS] CD.
After acouple of pages, though, I
realized that the ideas simply needed
amuch bigger canvas.'
MacMillan's recent works have
revealed an increasingly fertile and
assured orchestral resource, an
infectious, virtuosic love of what the
modern symphony orchestra can do.
'Yes, Ido adore the sound of the
orchestra; you can never exhaust its
expressive potential. I've even begun
to contemplate adding elements of
electronic music. Iremember being
particularly excited by an orchestral
piece called Gong by the Danish
composer, Poul Ruders.'
Indeed, in the denser pages of
MacMillan's symphony it's not hard
to detect something of the same
viscerally elemental, ritualistic
qualities that permeate the musical
landscapes of both Ruders and
Birtwisde.
'Yes, there are similarities in the
language. There's afurther ritualistic
factor in that the symphony employs
abrass quintet which plays off-stage
in the second movement and then
enters the auditorium for the last
movement, each player taking up a
different place in the hall.'
Isomewhat tentatively broach the
topic of how much Scottish-ness
MacMillan thinks there is in his
music. limm, that's atricky one.
Before Ianswer, let me turn things
round and ask whether you can hear
anything?'
Well, I've often been struck by the
lyrical, ' keening' quality of
MacMillan's very individual writing
for strings.
'That's interesting. Idid make a
study of Scottish music and even
played in afolk band for awhile.
You're probably right in that there
are aspects of Scottish traditional

music which continue to fascinate
me: that lamenting quality you notice
in my music may stem in part from
the influence of Scottish balladry as
well as the ancient yet very exoticsounding liturgical tradition of Gallic
Sang-singing you can still hear in the
Western Isles.
'I could also mention certain
intervallic archetypes in Celtic music
— rising minor thirds and diving
sixths — and the ornamentation
associated with pibroch bagpipe and
traditional fiddle music. All these
factors are present in my musical
personality, but they've long since
gone under the skin, so to speak;
they're much more second-nature to
me now than they used to be.
'At the same time, one can make
too much of this: there's something
disconcertingly parochial and selflimiting about it. It's atopic that
never arises in all those other parts
of the globe where my music has
been performed, only here at home,
and especially in England. That's
probably something to do with the
whole business of Scottish
devolution and many English
journalists' misleading perception of
it. Remember, too, that, right from
day one, Ihad access to akind of
expression that has its roots in
countries other than Scotland, in
other words the Eurocentric
tradition.'
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Recent developments
Finally, would it be fair to say that
MacMillan's recent music (and the
Triduum in particular) has shown
signs of veering away from the more
obviously liturgical or polemic
leanings in favour of amore abstract,
'purer' mode of expression?
'Again, I'm intrigued to hear you
say that. Let me put it this way.
Nothing has changed in the sense
that nearly everything Iwrite comes
from an extra-musical starting-point;
but, yes, Iam increasingly concerned
with making the connection between
the musical and pre-musical much
more intuitive, indivisible even.
'There's avery important analogy
to be made here with the process of
transubstantiation in the Sacrament
of the Eucharist. For me, there is
something absolutely sacramental
about the nature of music: it
transforms itself as it transforms us.
'The Russian composer Sofia
Gubaidulina, whose music Ilove very
much, wrote afantastic article in a
recent edition of the music journal
Tempo entitled "The Eucharist in my
fantasy", in which she explores this
whole area, the sacramental power of
music and the power of the divine.
It's aperspective which is being
increasingly probed by philosophers,
psychologists and theologians. The
more people outside the
musicological world explore this area,
the better: it's all part of the process
of wider accessibility to this strange
thing we call music.'
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favourite Italian company - afull-scale floor-standing GUARNERI that we've
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THE LONG AWAITED CASANOVA

HAS ARRIVED. BASED ON THE CINEMA
REFERENCE PROCESSOR ' CASABLANCA'
WHAT MORE CAN WE SAY.
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EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
WAS
NOW
Audiolab 80011C Pre Amp ex/dem
£579.90 £400.00
Aucholab 81XXXJ Pre Amp ex/dem
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Aucholati 8000CD CD Player ex/dem
£999.90 £699.00
Adcom (" 1E1'555 PD1Amp ex/dem
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RAW P4 Cherry Speakers + Plinth ex/dem
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B&W I'S Rosenut Speaker + Plinth exidem
£949.95 ..4656.00
Castle Howard Spraker Wahogany ex/dem
£ 1199.90 £950.00
Castle Avon Speakers Mahogany ex/dcm
£729.90 .1585.00
Krell IKAV500/4 4 Channel Amp ex/dem
£4555.00 £3644.00
Tag Mc Laren PA20k Pm Amp ex/dem
£ 1499.95
PO.A.
Tag Mc Laren CIXI2OR Transport ex/dcm
£ 1499.95
PO .A
Tag Mc Laren DACE) D to A ex/dem.
£ 1249.95
PO .A
Audicilah. 8(XXKI.PN Transpon s/h
£ 1399.95 £700.00
Audgile 80(X)DAX I.) to A s/h
£999.95 £60000
Audiolab 8000Q Pre Amp s/h
£ 1249.95 £70000
Accuphast DP7011 ( I.) Player s/h
.16399. 1X1
£ 1995 ( se
Accupha_se DP90/91 Transport & D to A
1,24,41410 1g) £
1500 ! Hi
Classe DR4L Pre Amp s/h
£ 1697.00 £700 00
Duntech Marquis Speakers s/h
£3998.00 £ 1500 00
Exposure 17 & 18 Pre Power s/h
£ 1698.00
1804110
Krell KPS20i CD Player
£990(1.00 £6995 00
Muse 18 Sub Woofor s/h
1.41XX14X) .£ 1500 00
Mark Levinson MI.12 + New PSU s/h .
£600.(Ki
Quad 606 Amp s/n
£583.00 £ 350.00
Solen ( Ensemble) Tiger Intg Amp + Phono s/h
£ 1835.00
4,400.00
Wadia A CD Player s/h
£3790.00
£ 1800.00
Sonus Faber Concerto
£599.00 £380.00

* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR 'BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION
ROOMS INCLUD NG 2 ' CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
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ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER, 5'11NUS FABER, SOUND STYLE, SUMIKO, TARGET,
TAG McLAREN, THETA, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VIDIKRON, WILSON
Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798 101 St A_'oans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Stejor New opening hours
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Music News

ANAXOS SESSION REPORT
by Andrew Achenbach

F

omied in 1995 whilst three of its
members were studying at New
York's Juilliard School, the
London-based chamber ensemble
Mobius comprise seven gifted young
artists from five different countries,
all of them prize-winning soloists in
their own right. Perhaps the bestknown member of the group is
Northern Sinfonia principal
clarinettist Robert Plane (winner of
the 1992 Royal Overseas League
Music Competition, whose
outstanding Naxos version of the
Finzi Clarinet Concerto was, at the
time of writing, still riding high in
the classical charts four months after
its November )998 release). As it
turned out, Robert's services were
not required for Mobius's
forthcoming collection of four Bax
chamber works on Naxos (alabel
which, as the Finzi CD amply
testifies, has recently begun ta score
some spectacular triumphs in the
realm of British music) nor the first
day of the sessions for which Ihad
been invited to attend.
The producer was Andrew Walton,
husband of violinist Lorraine
McAslan and himself an exECO
member; and as. the Harp Quintet is
both enthusiastically and diligently
committed to tape, his intensely
constructive dialogue with the group
reveals aperceptive grasp of and
great concern for the formal and
harmonic lucidity of BaX'S singlemovement construction. As for the
actual interpretation, Ithought it had
matured excitingly since Ihad heard
Mobius play the piece at aPurcell
Room concert only acouple of
months before: an impression already
gleaned from alive performance the
previous evening at the Royal
Academy of Music (where Bax had
been astudent and which kindly
provides Mobius with the necessary
rehearsal facilities). The Quintet had
been the final item in an all-Bax
concert replicated on the CD
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comprising the Elegiac Trio, FantasySonata for viola and harp and Sonata
for flute and harp (which Bait
subsequently reworked into aSeptet).
On the night, the contribution of
harpist Alison Nicholls in particular,
so heavily involved in all four works,
represented something of atour de
force, but speaking with her the next
day, it was achallenge in termos of
technique and sheer stamina in which
she positively seemed to revel.
'Both sonatas were conceived for
the great Russian harpist Maria
Korchinska, and the writing is very
physical, flamboyant and technically
very demanding. The watercolour
world of the trio is different again,
very atmospheric and bardic in a
typically Celtic kind of way. I
wouldn't say the mood is heartrendingly mournful, it's more subtle
than that: nostalgic, wistful, if you
like.'
Take after take, Mobius respond
with unstinting sensitivity and
application, and Ifancy the composer
himself would have been thvilled with
the youthful ardour they bring to his
music. Over lunch, cellist Martin
Storey enquires whether Bax wrote a
Piano Trio or Piano Quartet he
might be able to schedule for a
future Belgian tour. Ican answer yes
on both counts — and extremely
good they are tool
'Before Icame to this country,'
confesses French violinist Philippe
Honoré, ` Ididn't know of BOX at all.
Imust say Ilike this music very
much: it has avery Gallic refinement
and sensibility, don't you think?'
Philippe and Japanese-born Kanako
Ito enjoy sharing the group's violin
duties.
'I think it's very healthy to have
that kind of flexibility. When we first
performed the Weber Clarinet
Quintet live, Iplayed second violin,
Kanako first.. On the commercial
recording, it's the other way round.'
Sri Lankan-born violist Ashan

Pillai (like Philippe, an ECO
stalwart) has some pertinent
observations on the very individual
character of Bar's demanding writing
for his instrument.
'All that double-stopped writing in
the Quintet especially suggests an
orchestral imagination at work. And
then there's those florid, cadenza-like
passages in the Elegiac Trio: they're
extremely tricky — almost virtuoso
standard, really.' A little later on, as
twilight falls and the latter piece is
painstakingly set down, adistant
siren brings proceedings to a
temporary halt. ` Help,' quips Ashan,
`it's the intonation police!'.
Flautist Loma McGhee had
arrived mid-afternoon clutching `new'
parts for the Sonata given to her by
Bax authority, Graham Parlett. 'After
last night's concert, he and Lewis
Foreman informed us we'd been
using acorrupt, pirated edition.'
Are there many differences, I
enquire with some trepidation?
limm, all I'll say is that it's a
good job we can stretch to athird
day if required!'
The generous acoustic of St Silas
The Martyr in Kentish Town may
not be the easiest to tame, but
listening in the control room, one
could hardly fail to be struck by the
luminous quality of engineer Andrew
Lang's beautifully focused yet richly
atmospheric sound-picture (technical
boffins may be interested to know
that four channels of sound were
being recorded, with aview to
exploiting the audio potential of the
new DVD format). Mobius's firstever CD, on EMI ' Début', is
reviewed in this issue; the Bax
anthology is scheduled for alatesummer release.

'One could
hardly fail
to be struck
by the
luminous
quality of
engineer
Andrew
Lang's
beautifully
focused yet
richly
atmospheric
sound picture'

MUZSIKÁS

THE BARTOK ALBUM

_r

mraisill

His new Rykodisc release
111Th MAIM
[
HNCD 1439, 62m 43s)
'>."
sets out to illustrate the
relationship between Bartók's music
and the folk music of Hungary. It
contains phonograph recordings of
folk songs now in the Ethnographic
Museum of Hungary, excerpts From
Bartók's Duos For two violins,
played by Alexander Balanascu
(classically trained) and Mihály
Sipos of the group Muzsikás, songs
performed in authentic style by Márta Sebestyén and
concerted pieces based upon the melodies collected by
Bartók. He and Kodaly pioneered the science of folk music
studies, and Bartók travelled as far as Turkish and North
African, Romanian and Slovakian territories recording in
the field from 1906-16. Whilst we know he absorbed
and transformed what he heard, rarely do we hear the
raw material or how a present-day band of enthusiasts
might regenerate it. The CD, recorded in Budapest and
London, is supported with an excellent booklet containing
historic photographs, texts and translations.
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Classical Reviews

Record
of the Month

TAKEMITSU:
Day Signal J Quotation of Dream
J How Slow the Wind J
Archipelago S. J Dream/Window J
Night Signal
Peter Crossley, Peter Serkin
(pnos)/London Sinfonietta/Knussen
DG 453 495-2

(71m 04s)

Most of Partita Iis in asimilar
league but Fiorentino falls short in a
couple of movements. The Courante
again finds him inflexible; and the
first Menuet is not suitably pointed.
His tempi for these movements,
though, were reminiscent of Lipatti's.
But re-acquaintance, after many
years, with this time-honoured
recording was far from agreeable.
Lipatti's technical finish is as of
hallowed memory but the lack of
harmonic tension in his playing is
now obtrusive. He was superficial.
Fiorentino is never that, whatever his
faults.
Wen Anthoni
A- B:1-3
BELLINI:
ICapuleti e IMontecchi
Kasarova/Mei/Vargas/Chiummo/
Alberghineavarian Rad Ch/Munich
Radio Orch/Abbado
BMG Classics 09026 68899 2
(3CDs, 170m 37s)

Bellini's sixth opera is more than the
languid revisiting of the Romeo and
is framed by complementary short ( by no means negligible — indeed, haunting)
Juliet story one might expect: as
commissioned antiphonal fanfares for brass groups, although as 4nussen implies in his
much attention is paid to the conflict
note, first impressions gained from through listening nigh: suggest all the pieces
between the Capulet and Montague
(1985-93) were cut too similarly from the same gentry hedonistic roll'.
families and the wider Guelph/
Ghibelline dispute that underlies it.
In fact all the pieces are for different
percussion; the 1985 Dr.am/Witubw
Thus in addition to arich vein of
sizes of ensemble, the 1991 Quotation
has asmall ensemble at front of
extended melody in amorous or
of Dream, for two widely spaced
stage, and two harps, guitar and
elegiac mode, Bellini deploys plenty
pianos and orchestra, making agood
celesta which represent a ' passageway'
of musical drama in representing the
starting point — not least because it
between the two aspects of the piece,
fault-lines of Veronese society.
quotes from La Mer (
but deploying
itself descriptive of the Kyoto ` Moss
This facet of the score is clear
Debussy's material very differently
Temple' g,ardens.
from Roberto Abbado's
from Berio, in the Sinfonia). As
English critics are, by and large,
interpretation, in which the Munich
Knussen reminds us, the Japanese
half-hearted about the scope of this
Radio forces make an impressive
garden sometimes utilizes the
composer's works, but Oliver
show. Soprano Eva Mei (Giulietta)
surrounding landscape for its overall
Knussen is awonderful advocate,
sounds fuller of voice than on a
aesthetic, and here La Mer is the
both in word and as aconductor:
number of previous releases,
peripheral element. Characteristically,
scrupulous in this collection, where
sketching Bellini's cantilena with
the music 'drifts into being'. In
his colleague Trygpi Tryggvason has
aplomb. As adramatic singer she is
Archipelago S., Takemitsu's last piece
secured ideal sound from two venues,
outclassed by Vesselina Kasarova
for the London Sinfonietta and no
seamlessly matching Abbey Road to
(Romeo), acharismatic mezzo with a
less fastidiously crafted, two mixed
Watford. Very soon, the listener
powerful emotional charge to her
groups, abrass quintet and apair of
grasps how very individual is each of
tone though aworrying tendency to
clarinets are deployed on stage and in
these works (though they share a
lurch from register to register rather
the hall — the composer had been
profoundly mature inner logic and
than present aunified timbre. In the
seduced by the acoustic at Snape
progressive order), and &ally one
tenor role of Tebaldo, Mexican
Makings. With its gently buffeted
appreciates the appropriateness of
Ramon Vargas delivers convincing
melodic fragment (like akite lodged
bringing one in and out of
style and keen declamation — as vital
in atree), How Slow the Wind (1991)
Takemitsu's world by means of the
aconstituent of good Bellini singing
uses the small ' classical' orchestra,
brass pieces.
as impeccable legato. Umberto
plus harp, piano/celesta and
Christopher Breunig
A.:1 • 0
Chiummo (Capellio) is dogged but
untidy.
Two valuable bonuses bring
increased interest to the set. Romeo's
and flexible rhythm would have been
JS BACH:
entrance scene (` Se Romeo t'uccise
preferable — and idiomatic to boot.
Partitas 1 & 4 J Solo Violin
un figlio') is presented in two
The keyboard idiom is, of course,
Sonata 1 ( trans. Fiorentino)
versions, the second with
Fiorentino's forte; and it is polished to
Sergio Fiorentino (
pno)
ornamentation (whose precise
afine shine in Partita 4. What may be
Appian APR 5558
(
75m 37s)
provenance is not given) by Rossini,
startling is that Fiorentino fixes the
and the entire final scene of the
Allemande (
rather than the Sarabande)
'It sounds like Cesar Franck', said
libretto is included as set by Nicola
as the emotional centre of gravity. A
Schnabel of Busoni's transcription of
Vaccai in his Giulietta eRomeo of
slowish dance is made slower and the
the Chaconne. Fiorentino could not
1825. Following the example of
gravity he conjures is highly personal,
be similarly accused. His transcription
Malibran, Vaccai's text was regularly
the hands nicely balanced, the line
of the G-minor Sonata is most
substituted for Bellini's from 1832
appropriately embellished during
intelligible, yet he is not always its
Sergio Fiorentino,
onwards, though listening to it it's
repeats. No double-dotting in (1), but
best advocate. He tries to transfer to
who died last
difficult to understand why anyone
that is asmall price to pay for an
the piano some of the stresses and
would prefer his talent to Bellini's
otherwise cultured sensibility towards August: APR will
accentuation inherent in the original.
genius.
Bach. The recording is also at its best be issuing more
Consequently, the pianism in (ii) and
of his recordings
George Hall
A:1-2 0
here.
(iv) is too insistent. A varied touch

This programme, one of the first in DG's 20/21' serie; devoted to cœtenuorary music,
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BRAHMS:
Symphonies 1 & 3
LSO/Abendroth/VPO/Krauss
Blddulph WHL 052
(74m 43s) mono rec.1928/30
Symphonies 2 & 4
NYSO/Damrosch/LSO/Abendroth
Biddulph WHL 053
(79m 10s) mono rec.1928/27

Happily, we
can all count
up to eight:
both Biddulph
liners print the
following track
sequence:
10, 11, 3, 4,
10, 11, 3, 4!

Ithink one might query the true
value of these old recordings. With
their subfusc and boomy sound they
are, with one exception, pretty well at
the limit of what is listenable. Walter
Damrosch was akey figure in
American musical history, and for all
Iknow influential upon the young
Leonard Bernstein (who was not a
very persuasive Brahmsian, however).
His Second is not unenjoyable, but
do we come away from it in any way
wiser of the music?
According to the booklets, we are

Double Vision

review

BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies 3 & 4
Tonhalle Orchestra/Zinman
Arte Nova Classics 74321 59214 2
(75m 27s)
My first query was just how Zinman
was able to perform the Eroica
symphony in just over 45 minutes
with all repeats — aseemingly
unheard of feat — and similarly
realise the Bflat in 30m dead!
Leaving aside Beethoven's dubious
metronome, and reading both sets of
notes, by Martina Hochreiter and
Jonathan del Mar (whose new Unext
Performing Edition is used), Ithen
sought fresh levels of emotional
enlightenment when listening to my
favourite composer's music with
something of an open mind. My
tattered pocket scores only
complicated matters, and the
arguments for authenticity over what
Beethoven really intended and wanted
are fiercely debatable.
In essence, there is ametronomic
80

to believe that Hermann Abendroth's
interpretations would have been
`recognised' and probably enjoyed by
the composer, since he inherited
Brahms disciple Fritz Steinbach's
Cologne post in 1914. (The Nazis
kicked him out, but Furtwängler got
him an appointment at Leipzig,
where he remained until the East
German government rewarded him
with astate funeral in 1956.) But
such grim-faced accounts of 1and 4,
with their crude and violent wrenches
of tempi, are surely not authentic at
all — rather, he's acul-de-sac figure,
albeit with amarginal new following
today. What is surprising, though, is
to hear the London Symphony
Orchestra giving him playing of such
fanatical intensity.
The one performance which Ican
identify as worth having is Clemens
Krauss's Third; this is from the same
period yet the sound (HMV) is
incomparably better, and the style

precision in these readings that Ifind
off-putting, despite marvellous
execution from all concerned. The
opening movement of the Third is a
case in point,where Zinman is
admirable between bars 330-380; yet
either he or the recording, which
favours upper strings, gives apennyplain account of the rest, despite the
sudden interjections of sforzandi
horns. The sombre, soul-searching
Funeral March created my first real
doubts with the virtual inaudibility of
the gracenote as early as bar 2, yet it
surfaces elsewhere, eg, in the allimportant recapitulation heralding the
start of the stormy middle section.
Turns added to wind phrases and
changes to the timpani part are no
doubt of interest to the connoisseur,
but hardly enhanced my pleasure.
The final two movements go at an
enormous pace; both are miraculous
in terms of clarity, ensemble and
attention to dynamics, but left me
cold. The textural ` improvements',
right or wrong, take some getting
used to; and at (iv)60 when firstviolins are altered into asolo by the
leader Ithought we had gone back to
Haydn's Farewell Symphony! And
where is that wonderful glow of
French horns during the final
restatement of the main theme in the
tonic?
The marking at the start of
Symphony 4 is Adagio, yet here it
sounds like abrisk Andante until I
quickly realised that the Allegro vivace
that followed was very fast, indeed.
The pointedness is clear-cut with the
precision of adiamond, but that
indefinable something, so evident
from Hermann Scherchen's long
unavailable Westminster recording
with the RPO, is missing. The Zurich
players are too light-footed: lyrical,
but lacking the rich passions of
Beethoven's violent contradictions. I
cannot take the rewrites in (ii) with its

direct, modern and instantly
recognisable as that of the Vienna
Philharmonic.
Christopher Breunig

H:H I:

decorations at every other moment.
At one point the clarinettist has a
scale passage to afifth above, in place
of single notes. The excitement of (iii)
and (iv) are retained, but where is
Beethoven's marvellous bassline?
Perhaps old-fashioned, Ifind my
love of these symphonies rekindled
with Furtwiingler, Toscanini,
Knappertsbusch, Erich Kleiber,
Tennstedt, Sawallisch and Cluytens.
Great interpretation as opposed to reevaluation is the true course to the
listener's heart.
Bill Newman
B—C:1—? A
This series is marketed as the first
modern-instrument cycle to use the
new Birenreiter scores edited by
Jonathan del Mar (although the first
coupling, 5and 6, reviewed by NA in
Jan ' 98, made little mention of the
fact). Del Mar's plea in the current
booklet would, however, be better
suited as apreface to asales
brochure; we know from his earlier
essay for the Gardiner/Archiv set
something of the scale of his work,
yet of symphonies 3and 4just two
piffling timpani corrections are listed
here.
Nos.1 and 2were released in April;
the Ninth and a5CD box will appear
this month; the cycle has been
produced by the Decca team of Chris
Haze11 and Simon Eadon. It is
already touted elsewhere as best
'budget buy', which Iquestion. My
general impression — perhaps
superficial — has been that Zinman
constantly seeks to `do something'
with the music, accentuating this or
that, but courts slighting the works.
Most controversial are the added
decorations and their inconsistencies:
how unforgivable to allow the oboe to
decorate his very first statement in
the Eroica funeral march, for example
[bar 11], yet those adopted by the
clarinet towards the end of 4(ii),
JUNE 1119
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The Hollywood Songbook
Matthias Goeme (bar)/Eric Schneider
(pno)
Decca 460 582.2

(
70m 09s)

No glitz or glamour in these views of
Hollywood. Like ahost of other
European artists, Hanns Eisler found
himself in 1942 in Los Angeles,
where his collaborator the politically
like-minded Bertolt Brecht had
preceded him. As they and countless
other sophisticates sought work in the
film industry, it became clear what
chasms lay between their intellectual
worlds and the values of mass
entertainment Hollywood was
primarily seeking to purvey. Those
that could adjust fitted in (` Bach
writes concertos for the strumpet', as
the text of one of Brecht/Eisler's Five
Elegies wryly puts it). Eventually, of
course, and despite the protests of
numerous major artists worldwide,

81-88 [6m 17s], are very acceptable.
Since the trio is to appear twice in
4(iii) why not introduce
ornamentation then? (Actually, two
trills marked in Eulenberg at 154,
162 are only audible second time
round.) In 3(iv) Zinrnan replaces full
strings with aquartet in the repeated
sections 59-75 (not so in Gardiner's
account): wouldn't it have been less
startling to have done this only once,
cg, just in the repeats?
Essentially, Ifeel, the Tonhalle
Orchestra lacks the real foundation to
bring off all of Zinman's plentiful
ideas — but how he drives them. The
development section of 3(i) has
tremendous tension, and from 13m
08s to the end of (i) this is an
outstanding realisation of the music.
In 3(iii) there's an unexpected but
effective 136 bar extra repeat before
the coda, not observed by Gardiner
in his altogether more muted, slower
account. The Tonhalle horns never
quite match their splendid bravura at
the start of the trio [2m 24s].
For those wedded to Kempe or
Furtwângler, say, the rising figures in
the bass-part at the start of 3(ii) will
register as much too lightweight; but
the use of what sound like period
timpani (adry skeletal rattle in both
symphonies) and marked forte accents
certainly make for ahighly individual
conception of the funeral march. BN
is right when he suggests textures
more suggestive of Haydn — even
more than Harnoncourt, Zinman
brings aperiod feel to these readings.
How lovely, incidentally, to hear the
violins' trill in 3(i) at 407 [ 10m 14s]
begin on the upper note. But what a
shame his first/seconds are not
divided!
Zinrnan's Fourth isn't one I'd
develop affection for (too little
mystery or feminism), but the Eroica
really is stimulating.
Christopher Breunig
A:1(•)-2
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'Eisler
remained
heir to the
great
German
Lieder
tradition,
echoes of
and
references
to which
abound in
these subtle,
often
masterly
settings'

Eisler was thrown out of the US at
the time of the McCarthy witch-hunt.
He never heard these songs
performed.
Notwithstanding their place and
time ( 1942-3) of composition, many
of them reflect, with amixture of
tender nostalgia and bitterness, on
the Germany Eisler and Brecht had
left behind — not only in their texts,
but musically too. Others set verses
by Goethe, Hölderlin and Milerike.
Though he had removed himself from
the Schoenberg orbit in the late
1920s in order to write music for the
masses, Eisler remained heir to the
great German Lieder tradition, echoes
of and references to which abound in
these subtle, often masterly settings.
Beyond even the intrinsic value of the
music — which is considerable —
one important aspect of this release is
that it helps to rescue Eisler from the
image we have of him as an agitprop
artist. Instead, here is acomposer of
depth, imagination and vast poetic
range.
He finds worthy interpreters in
baritone Matthias Goerne, whose
sheer vocal quality and immaculate
line place him at the head of today's
Lieder singers, and pianist Eric
Schneider, who plays with afull
consciousness of each song's meaning
and an outstanding range of colour.
Once more we are in the debt of
Decca's Michael Haas for bringing
such marvellous music back into the
light of day.
George Hall

A•:1 • 0

GRAINGER:
Works for Pianos
Penelope Thwaites, Wayne Marshall,
John Lavender, Rhondda Gillespie,
Antony Gray (pnos)
Chandos CHAN 9702

(
68m 55s)

With an edition, as here, devoted to
recording virtually every fragment the
composer wrote, in whatever
instrumental version, you keep
expecting to come upon the dross:
the duff, the unthought-through, the
untouched by inspiration, the wisely
consigned to the bottom drawer. But
there's amazingly little of it. You'd

think Vol.10, largely devoted to
arrangements of orchestral pieces for
pianos six-hands and over, could only
be listened to from asense of duty.
Instead, once it stopped, I
immediately put it on again. It brings
back happy memories of last
September's Grainger extravaganza at
the Blackheath PianoWorks festival,
where adifferent line-up of pianists
(including Leslie Howard, Seta
Tanyel, MarcAndré Hamelin,
Stephen Coombs and Artur Pizarro)
dished up several of these same
pieces to enormous audience
enthusiasm.
Few composers have bothered with
multi-piano ensembles as a
compositional medium: but Grainger
favoured 'massed pianos' as ameans
to create amellow sound and to
clarify polyphony, rather than to beef
up percussive effect and thicken
texture. The results strengthen his
claims to be considered one of the
century's most original keyboard
composers in terms of sonority and
tone-sensitivity. The examples here,
each involving between three and five
pianists (and Random Round brings in
asixth, in the shape of Grainger
scholar Barry Peter Ou1d) make for a
splendid listening experience.
Though they're mostly
arrangements of pieces better known
in other guises, The '
Widow's Party'
March — awonderfully invigorating
addition to the line of Grainger's
marches, even if it does take in some
washing from the better-known
Gumsuckers' March — only survives in
this form. The same is true for the
evocative Zanzibar Boat Song for six
hands at one piano (agreat pity its
percussion original is lost). It's
arguable, too, that English Dance, one
of Grainger's most complex orchestral
pieces, is better grasped in six-hand,
two-piano form. And the multi-piano
versions of The Warriors, Jutish Medley
and Green Bushes are, at the very
least, viable alternatives to their
orchestral dress.
Penelope Thwaites and John
Lavender are Graingerians of long
standing, and are ably assisted by
their colleagues. The performances,
therefore, are all one could wish, and
the recording up to Chandos's usual
high standards. Rather than regarding
it as acuriosity, this volume of the
Grainger edition could well be an
appetiser for the rest, bringing
together so many sterling works in a
medium of which he was amaster.
Calum MacDonald
A:1 0
HANDEL:
La Lucrezia J Armida abbandonata
_I Agrippina condotta a morire
Véronique Gens ( sop)/Les Basses
Réunies
Virgin Classics 545 283 2

(
52m 36s)

A quarter-century ago, when it was
still quite ararity, Janet Baker
recorded anotable Lucrezia for
Philips with Leppard and the ECO:
81

HAYDN:
Piano Sonatas 24 ( H26), 30 ( H32),
32 ( H361,33 ( H37), 44 ( H49)
Leif Ove Andsnes ( pno)

EMI CDC 556 7562

(
58m 24s)

EMI don't say so, but their
numbering follows the order favoured
by Georg Feder in 1974. He,
believing that only 47 works can be
fully authenticated, has cast doubts
on 15 in Chrism Landon's Wiener
Urtext edition of the mid- 1960s and
five in Hoboken's catalogue.
The sonatas here are prime
examples of the genre that Paul
Badura-Skoda described as offering a
'wealth of musical invention and
diversity of forms'. Instead, read
quirkiness and eccentricity. They
seem to appeal to Andsnes's
imagination. Arguably, amodem
piano — even this Biisendorfer tuned
and regulated to close tolerances —
may not be the ideal instrument to
highlight these qualities, but Andsnes
doesn't misuse its resources. His
touch is precise, his pedalling
fastidious. There is never ahangover
to the sound. For instance, much of
the writing in 33(i) is treble-oriented.
The contrasts tend to focus on

modem voice-production, modem
instruments and plenty of them — a
fine example of what Isuppose we
could now call the Big Band
approach to Handel. These days we
make do with four strings, a
harpsichord and theorbo, all
scrupulously authentic, and the result
is an entirely different experience: no
less passionate but far more intimate,
and almost infinitely nuanced and
flexible in the way the vocal line
becomes an index of every swiftly
changing shade of feeling. It's not
precisely progress — Baker's biggerscale, more statuesque approach is
still avalid and magnificent reading.
The point is that Handel, like Bach,
survives everything we can throw at
him in terms of performance
traditions new and old. The music
transcends all.
That said, this is amarvellously
accomplished disc: Véronique Gens is
asupple and charismatic voice,
82

changes in sonority rather than
themes, and Andsnes, who obeys the
marking Allegro con brio, differentiates
shrill chatter from deep tones without
smearing the texture. His technique is
unimpeachable, so is his sense of
phraseology.
Andsnes animates, broadens,
retards and accents according to the
logic of the music as he feels it. He
tip-toes through the Minuet al
Rovescio of 24 (the same one from
Symphony 47 composed about 17
years earlier, but now transposed a
tone higher) almost flicking the notes
off the keyboard. More emphasis in
the trio — but was the omission of
repeats in both halves intentional? —
suggests that Andsnes is recalling the
wind timbres of the original. He takes
an expansive view of C-sharp-major
tonality in the equivalent section of
32 while the opposing sombre edge of
its C-sharp-minor Menuet is further
heightened by playing inflected more
forlornly the second time round.
Oddly, Andsnes's response to (i) isn't
as cutting; disjointedness is
underplayed.
But he returns to form in 44. This
is aremarkable work, one of peculiar
modulations and impetuous
progressions; and anticipating
romanticism in aslow movt
incorporating an ardent middle
section beginning in B-flat-minor.
Brendel [Philips] is sharply intelligent
in his interpretation of the piece but
Andsnes hardly misses atrick. He
simply presents it differently.
This recording, done in Oslo,
places the instrument extreme right.
The other sonatas, set down at Abbey
Road, offer awider, more central
image but also, Isuggest, reversed
channels. Sniffs and note-shifts
suggest close rniking but the sound
itself is most credible.
Na/en Anthoni

This CD
has the
upper
register of
the piano
in the right
channel for
the four
London
recordings,
but in the
left for the
Oslo
production

A-8:1 C

beautifully accompanied and
recorded. While Lucrezia and Armida
abbandonata are tolerably familiar
items these days, Agrippina condotta
morire — by far the most extended of
these cantatas, with no fewer than ten
movements — is virtually unknown,
and quite adiscovery. Dating
probably from 1707, the same year as
Armida abbandonara, it's the
monologue of the Empress Agrippina,
the mother of Nero, who was soon to
be the eponymous heroine of
Handel's brilliant semi-comic opera.
While that was to have an implausible
and unhistorical happy ending, the
cantata is truer to reality in that she
was, indeed, put to death by her son
— but strangled (after an
unsuccessful attempt to drown her in
an arranged shipwreck), not ' led to
execution' as here. No matter: it's a
wonderful stream of invective, and of
first-rate invention too.
Ca/urn MacDonald
A:1 0

'These days
we make
do with
four strings,
a harpsichord and
theorbo, all
scrupulously
authentic,
and the
result is an
entirely
different
experience:
no less
passionate
but far
more
intimate'

HOLZBAUER:
Keyboard Quintet 1 in G '3
Keyboard Quintet 2 in B-flat
Sinfonia in G J Divertimento in D
Camerata KOIn
CPO 999 580-2

(
56m Ois)

Holzbauer ( 1711-83) was one of the
leading composers of the Mannheim
School, along with Johann Stamitz,
FX Richter and Anton Filtz.
Although they are famed as agroup
for their orchestral music, all
contributed generously to the
chamber repertoire. Holzbauer alone
composed some 50 such works (in
addition to his 17 operas, 22 masses
and oratorios, 11 concerti and 112
symphonies!) of which this disc gives
agood representative selection: two
quintets for keyboard, flute and
strings, aDivertimento for flute, violin,
double-bass and guitar and atrio
Sinfonia for two violins and bass.
Camerata Köln uses aselection of
attractively resonant instruments,
including aleather-toned fortepiano
in the quintets and aharpsichord in
the Sinfonia, played by Sabine Bauer.
Flautist Karl Kaiser is heard in three
of the works, while strings feature in
all four, having the Sinfonia to
themselves apart from the continuo
harpsichord. Something of asurprise
is the baroque guitar in the bass line
of the Divertimento, joining astringed
bass. The composer specified merely
'basso' but aguitar is by no means
out of place. The opening Andante
has afetching swagger, and there is
infectious jollity in the Sinfonia. Both
works date probably from before
1753, the year Holzbauer joined the
Mannheim court.
Rather later are the quintets. They
resemble JC Bach's ' singing allegro'
style but are typical of courtly
Mannheim domestic music. Like the
earlier works they are alertly and
stylishly played and the recording
pleasantly captures their intimate
nature.
Robert Dearling
A:1 0
KOZELUH:
Concerto in B- flat for piano, fourhands/FRÓFILICH: Concerto in D for
piano, four- hands
Kôlner Klavier-Duo/K6Iner Radio Orch/
Merz
Koch 36504-2

(
53m)

Of Leopold Kozeluh's concerto the
booklet note writer Veronika
Zimmermann says it would be
inappropriate to call it profound: ' it is
apretty piece of music for easy
listening — playful and joyful', to
which Iwould add that it is probably
great fun to play and delightful to
watch as the performers lead and
yield to one-another. The best part
for me is the delicate Adagio, an
affecting duet accompanied with
extreme subtlety by strings. Iwould
put that way above 'pretty'. Both
outer movts are robust and tuneful,
with less virtuosity for its own sake
JUNE MI
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than one might expect. ' Playful and
joyful', yes. Incidentally, the Cologne
orchestra prefers oboe to the flute
alternative, amatter of remark rather
than of consequence.
Franz Joseph Friihlich ( 1780-1862)
is better known as an educationist
and theorist than composer — in as
much as he is known at all. We are
told that Czerny and Beethoven
played this D-major Concerto in
1812; considering the advanced state
of the latter's deafness by then one
may wonder at the result. Iwonder at
the date, too, for the work seems to
stem from rather later. Its bold
timpani-led march which generates
much of the energy of (i) is adaring
stroke (or several), and some of the
writing fits better with what Iwould
expect from the 1830s.
A delightful pair of concertos,
delightfully performed by two artists
clearly in total sympathy with the

KOZELUH:
Symphonies: P3 in D J P4 in F D
PS in G- minor
LMP/Banert
Chandos CHAN 9703

(
56m 59s)

In the mid- 1970s music-lovers were
divided into two groups: pro- and
anti-authenticity. Perhaps they still
are. Christopher Hogwood was the
catalyst. His recordings of Mozart's
symphonies taught us what late- 18thcentury orchestral music would have
sounded like then, and so different
was it from the traditions we admired
that opinions became sharply
opposed. Some conductors produced
outstandingly stylish results from
traditional orchestras; such were
Mogens Woldike and Antonio de
Almeida, both now sadly departed.
But the sounds Hogwood, Pinnock
and others drew from their period
instruments was refreshingly,
disturbingly, new to us.
Although the two sides have now
moved closer together, the old guard
learning more from the new than vice
versa, there is still abig difference.
Christopher Hogwood broadcast
Leopold Kozeluh's G-minor
Symphony some years ago, his
Academy of Ancient Music giving a
raw-edged, vital and searing
WI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Mark
Minkowski:
brilliant playing
from Les
Musiciens du
Louvre

LULLY:
Acis et Galatée
Gens/Delunsch/Simon/Masset/
Fouchécourt/Félix/Crook/Meunier/
del Pozo/Naouri/Ch des Musiciens du
Louvre/Les Musiciens du Louvre/
Minkowski
Archly 453 497.2

music and anxious to convey its best
qualities to us. The orchestra, too,
plays well, and the recording places
the piano in excellent perspective
relative to it.
A:1 0
Robert Dearling

performance on their authentic
instruments. Bamert's reading, on
modern instruments, is quite different
in sound but Icarmot say it is any
the less vivid or valid. A once proauthenticity man, Iam now
ambivalent about it because Bamen's
version is so extraordinarily fine. He,
like Woldike and Almeida many years
ago (notice the deliberate omission of
Beecham), has snafied the scores and
knows not only what is implicit in
them but also how to convey it to his
superb modern players.
These three symphonies, published
by Boyer in Paris as Op 22 in 1787,
are listed in Postolka's catalogue of
1964, hence the ` P' numbers. Their
composition coincides with Haydn's
'Paris' Symphonies and their
publication came ayear before
Mozart's last three. Kozeluh's
reputation need fear nothing from
these comparisons. This is first-rate
music of boundless energy and
imagination in outer movts and
delightfully melodic ideas in the slow
ones. Isubmit that few listeners
sympathetic to the period would find
Kozeluh's music less than absorbing
and completely fulfilling.
The LMP is in top form as usual
in this Chandos series. Their intensity
is breathtaking in the forte tremolos,
their attack powerful and precise, and
the passion they bring to the G-minor
work truly reflects, with its
recollections of Haydn and Gluck, the
dramatic late flowering of the Sturm
und Drang movement; and the use of
There's
B-flat alto horn intensifies the effect.
now a 72m
Bamert, though in quite adifferent
way, has triumphantly acquired the
sampler
mantle of stylish authenticity once
from this
worn by Woldike and Almeida.
Chandos'
Recorded closely but with good
'Contemperspective in aresonant hall, the
poraries of
sound is impressively realistic and
Mozart'
completely appropriate to Bamert's
series:
convincing style of interpretation.
CON 0011
Robert Dearling
A':1*

(
2CDs, 106m 36s)

Acis et Galatée dates from 1686, and
was completed and performed shortly
before the accident that within afew
months brought about Lully's death.
This pastorale-héroique is an
impressive piece, with some
marvellous music, especially in the
depiction of Polyphemus; but there is
perhaps alack of the melodic
memorability and originality of phrase
characteristic of Lully's fmest works.
The large cast mingles mortals and
gods; the tragic outcome (as in
Handel's treatment, Acis is slain by
his favoured rival Polyphemus) is
modified here by Neptune's turning
Acis into ariver. There are many
lively short dances and interludes,
none more exciting that the entry of
the one-eyed giant. The cast is
idiomatic and Marc Minkowski
conjures some brilliant playing from
the orchestra. Ifound him less
sympathetic in accompanying the
singers, who at times would have
been happier with more measured
tempos and gentler phrasing. Howard
Crook as Apollo and in two other
small roles struck me as the pick of
the cast, though Laurent Naouri as
Polyphemus runs him close.
Véronique Gens, amemorable
Fiordiligi in the new René Jacobs
Cosi [
reviewed last month - see also
Handel], sounds less assured as
Galatea, and only devotees of JeanPaul Fouchécoun are likely to be
happy with his idiosyncratic delivery.
Nevertheless this is avery welcome
issue, clearly, almost clinically
recorded, and with the expected topquality documentation and texts in
the leaflet.
Peter Branscombe
A:1 - 2 0
LUTOSLAWSKI:
Concerto for Orchestra J 3 Poems
by Henri Michaux J Mi- Parti
Overture for strings
Camerata Silesia/Polish Nat RSO/Wit
Naxos 8.553779

(
70m 52s)

The strongest feature of this latest
volume in Naxos's budget-price
Lutoslawski series is agood account
of the seldom-recorded Trois poèmes
de Henri Michaux, one of his most
radical and least-compromising scores
of the 1960s, following his
breakthrough to the idea of ' limited
aleatoricism' in jeux Vénériens.
Technically demanding in its stark yet
exuberant invention and violent
contrasts, it also retains great interest
as Lutoslawski's only significant
choral work. The Camerata Silesia
choir copes well with its virtuosic
range of sung and spoken textures,
most dramatically in the dense,
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'Certainly
he takes no
prisoners:
his soundworld is
full of hard
edges and
spiky
dissonances,
at times
seeming
almost
brutal in its
gestures'

E

MACMILLAN:
The World's Ransoming J Cello
Concerto
Christine Pendrill (cor ang)/Raphael
Wallfisch (14c)/BBC Scottish SO/Vânsidi

MacMillan's

BIS CD-989

O

E

84

(
61m 05s)

James MacMillan's powerful
imagination and highly original
compositional voice are revealed to
considerable effect on this disc. His
vision revels in the gothic and
macabre, but also present in these
works is aprofoundly lyrical,
meditative quality that recalls both
the spiritual anchoring of
MacMillan's Catholic faith and the
landscapes of his native Scotland.
Since his rise to prominence with The
Confession of Isobel Gowdie (1990) his
musical style has consistently gained
in assurance, embracing awider
range than his initial identification
with the so-called 'New Complexity'
would suggest. Certainly he takes no
prisoners: his sound-world is full of
hard edges and spiky dissonances, at
times seeming almost brutal in its
gestures whilst retaining an essential
structural control that advances the
musical argument and puts these
aspects firmly into context. But here,
especially in The World's Ransoming,
the ear is consistently met by
orchestration that is striking in its
delicacy and subtlety, with much
effective use of quiet percussion and
half-lit string textures.
The two works on this disc (both
first recordings) are part of atriptych
entitled Triduum. In this project,
MacMillan contemplates the preResurrection events of Easter. The
Good Friday-inspired Cello Concerto
(1996) contains afurther reflection
on the massacre of 16 young children
and their teacher at Dtmblane, which
took place in the midst of the work's
composition. Undeniably intense, and
alternating between ritualistic
evocation — the depiction of nails
being driven into human flesh in (ii)
at 8m 30s, entitled ' The Reproaches'
— and passionate emotional

outpouring, this work ranges in mood
from the ascetic to the exuberant
(vaudeville stylings that recall the
torture scenes from the opera Inés de
Castro in (i)). Raphael Wallfisch is a
fine, idiomatic soloist.
The World's Ransoming (1996)
(Maundy Thursday) is aconcertante
work for cor anglais and orchestra,
and as such provides amemorable
showcase for the dedicatee Christine
Pendrill. Often isolated high above
the orchestral texture, the bleak,
improvisatory solo line is impelled by
arestless sense of momentum, at
times descending into chaotic
abstraction whilst obsessively
developing the motifs stated at the
outset. Bell-like sounds dominate, but
at the end it is the ominous
drumbeat on aplywood cube that
serves as adistillation of the work's
drama; this sonority is to return at
the end of (iii) in the Cello Concerto,
described by Ronald Weitzman in his
excellent notes as `pounding away at
those terrible nails of iron'.
The imagery of the Cross is the
source here of music that disturbs,
provokes and fascinates in equal
measure; accorded commendable
performances and aclear recording,
its integrity and sense of purpose
make it impossible to ignore.
MacMillan's language may be thorny,
but his message is both direct and
universal.
John Kersey

A:1 ( 1 0

MACMILLAN:
Symphony ' Vigil'
Fine Arts Brass Ens/BBC Scottish SO/
Vanská
BIS CD-990

(48m I8s)

When Isuggested some while ago
that BIS should record Vânsid with
his BBC Scottish Orchestra I
wouldn't have anticipated something
as elaborate as MacMillan's Easter
triptych Triduum — an LSO
commission. (Though not
interdependent, the three works are
nevertheless interrelated.) Reportedly,

the conductor sent tapes of the
performances given at Glasgow's City
Hall in November 1997 to Robert
von Bahr, who decided upon two
separate discs as the appropriate
format, adding ` atmosphere'
consistent with house style to BBC
producer Peter Lord's material. In
three movements night', ' Tuba
insonet salutaris' and 'Water'), Vigil
is areflection upon the soul's journey
from darkness — dominating (i), the
scoring of which includes
thundersheet, wooden cube, piano
and distant brass quintet — into
light. In the `scherzo' (the notes
suggest 'berserk animation within the
ceremonial') the brass players are
relocated around the auditorium;
again the scoring is complex: hands
slapped across double-bass strings;
tubular bells and percussion; alone
celesta, symbol of sanctification,
interrupted by 'wild blasts'. In (iii),
the scoring has antique cymbals, a
resonant pipe struck with metal,
divided violins (wholly absent from
the first two movts). Here, Ronald
Weitzman writes `All pipes have
burst, water gushes forth everyhere,
not to be stemmed by any human
hand'. And so on... The Sorcerer's
Apprentice?
Perhaps if MacMillan had written
his own notes they might have been
more objective, less inflammatory.
For, although there are some
attractive ideas and even stretches of
rhythmically engaging music, on the
whole this proves adisappointing
work, most of all in its 26 1
/m long
2
finale.
Ifeel rather as Brian Sewell must
at aTurner Prize Exhibition (Ionly
wish Iwrote as well); one has heard
all these gestures before, the music of
aggression, rasping interruptions, long
silences, straining upper string
registers. But composers like Karl
Amadeus Hartmann or Britten
(notably in the Church Parables) were
so much more economic — more
colour, more force, less time. Ieven
committed the sin of switching on
the compact disc player timer, 51
/m
2
before the end of the finale (like
those who surreptitiously turn back a
cuff to glimpse their watches at
concerts). One can hardly blame a
composer if his most serious
intentions may be turned to bathos
by mental associations: just as a
friend of mine cannot help but smile
at one of Mahler's most fateful
mottos in the `Resurrection', so here
the recurring brass motif in (ii)
simply reminds me of the late
Eamonn Andrews and the signature
tune of 'This is yuur
MacMillan's Vigil is perhaps
Belshazzar's Feast without ascript:
music in need of words to disguise
the familiarity of its constructional
materials, or move us when all we
have seems so... vacant. Maybe it just
needed the cold brilliance of aSimon
Rattle.
Christopher Breunig
AIM ION
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bizarre central setting, ' Repos dans le
malheur'.
Less valuable, though welcome, is
the early Overture for strings, an
effective-enough piece of subBartókian neoclassicism and not, I
think, currently available elsewhere.
Its amiable rhythms would benefit
from more spring, though; and sturdy
and dependable though Antoni Wit's
Felix Mendelssohn
reading of the Concerto for Orchestra
is, there are many more virtuosic
accounts of this popular orchestral
showpiece, and in superior sound.
One is Yan Pascal Tortelier's with the
'Goethe, to
BBC Philharmonic [Chandos],
likewise coupled with Mi-Parti:
whom the
another display piece that really needs
Prague
alittle more sonic bloom, though Wit
transcription
builds up its tensions well. If you
was
want these two works Tortelier is a
dedicated,
better bet; for the Concerto alone, the
likened
Chicago SO/Barenboim on Erato (cw
Hummel
Lutoslawski's Third Symphony)
at the
would be my choice. But this is still a
decent buy in terms of repertoire, as
keyboard to
well as its low price.
Napoleon
Calum MacDonald
A- B:1-2 A
conquering
MENDELSSOHN:
String Quartets in E- flat, Op.12
in a J Op.13 J in E- flat, Op. posth
Eroica Quartet
Harmonia Mundi HMu 907245

(78m 04s)

Let's get the chronology problem over
first. Mendelssohn's String Quartet
No.1 in E-flat was written in 1829,
No.2 in A-minor two years earlier (!)
and the E-flat op. posth in 1823.
This is the order in which they are
presented: 1829, 1827 and 1823. At
least this puts afine performance of a
fugue last on the disc to reinforce
one's favourable impression of the
whole programme. The Eroica
Quartet, founded in 1993, is
committed to 'rediscovering the vivid
performance style of the Romantic
era'. (` Style' singular?)
Ican't honestly say that the
performance style here is any more
vivid than that of other top quartets,
but it is certainly true that this
group's first recording shows promise
for its future at the top. It cannot be
easy to achieve impeccable unity in
matters such as the grading of
crescendi and rubati, and the balance
in terms of chording is excellent.
Furthermore, Peter Hanson, first
violin, uses apart once owned by
Ferdinand David, leader of the
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra: it
bears his bowings and fingerings.
These may or may not reflect the
composer's wishes but are
emphatically ' of the period', and,
together with the use of 18th-century
instruments (still in general use in
Mendelssohn's day), must contribute
to the authenticity of the
performances. There is agreat deal of
passion in the playing, not through
the use of heavy vibrato but in the
intensity of attack and nuance.
This warm recording is well suited
to both music and the style of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the world'

playing, and one looks forward to a
follow-up disc, perhaps just as
generously filled. Incidentally, Ihad
not realised before that the slow
introductions of Opp.12 and 13 offer
two ways of hearing virtually the
same material.
Robert Dearling
A':1 111
MOZART:
Symphonies 38 ' Prague' and 41
'Jupiter' arr. Hummel
Robert Hill (f-pno)/Ens L'Ottocento
MD & C605 0858-2

(
61m 18s)

Some 30 years after his short
pupilage with Mozart from the age of
eight, Hummel arranged six Mozart
symphonies for fortepiano, flute,
violin and cello. At the time he was
music director at the court of
Weimar, and such arrangements
would be performed at private
households by members of the court
orchestra. (Later still, Hummel wrote
abiographical sketch of his former
master.) Goethe, to whom the Prague
transcription was dedicated, likened
Hummel at the keyboard to
Napoleon conquering the world.
To judge from these transcriptions
he must have had stamina, but I
don't think we learn much else
besides. Even so, Iwas curious to

Gian Carl

CHANDOS

MENOTTI

THE

CONSUL

Sesse Bullcxk
Spoleto Festival Orchestra
Richard Hicko>

MENOTTI:
The Consul
Susan Bullock/Louis Otey/Jacalyn
Kreitzer/Victoria Livengood/John Horton
Murray et al/Spoleto Festival Orch/
Hickox
Chandos CHAN 9706

(
2CDs, 132m)

This tautly conceived theatrical
masterpiece has always been a
personal favourite. Ihave cherished
memories of Amy Shuard, and later
Sally Burgess (Sadler's Wells and
Coliseum theatres respectively), and a
South African production directed by
Eric Chisholm (Rudolf Steiner Hall).
There was an excellent pioneer
recording with Patricia Neway, Marie
Powers and Cornet MacNeil
[Brunswick, mid- 1950s] but that was
slightly abridged — this first complete
recording, live from the composer's
Spoleto Festival, is absolutely
sensational in its impact.
Susan Bullock's portrayal of Magda

hear this CD. The string instruments
are from the 18th-century, the eightkey flute and fortepiano are modern
copies after Grense and Walter, and
these are well recorded. The playing
is highly expert, repeats are observed
and the minuet of 41 taken at afast
tempo, consistent with modern
practice — Hill does, however, allow
himself some rubato in the trio. If the
principal (keyboard) part does not
always register perfectly, that I
suspect is due to the limitations
inherent in the instrument; the
players even surmount the challenges
of sustaining the Jupiter final without
making one feel short-changed.
It would be delightful to hear these
rescorings live, their novelty on
record might, Ifear, quickly pall.
Christopher Breunig
A:1 0
MOZART:
Clarinet Quintet J ' Kegelstatt' Trio
J Allegro assai in B-flat for clarinet
and strings, K516c
John Denman (c1t)/Paula Fan Denman
(pno)/Flesch String Quartet
Carlton Classics 30366 01192

(
66m 10s)

Neat and generous programme
planning gives us not just the famous
quintet and trio that feature the
clarinet, but also the Allegro assai

Sorel is quite stunning. 'To this we've
come', her big central aria [ CD2,
track 4], has full-throated anguish
and control of line that even places
Eileen Farrell and Inge Borkh [EMI]
in the shade. The other principals are
also first-class in realizing their roles
in the scenes at the Sorels' small,
shabby apartment [CD1 tracks 1-5;
CD2 12-14]; and Irelished the
heated and satirical exchanges in the
coldly lit room of the Consulate's
Office, where the Secretary [Victoria
Livengood] pretending to be busy
clacking away on her typewriter, also
has to cope with the problem of the
Magician [John Horton Murray]
playing pranks with personal
belongings, and mesmerizing all
present to dance with their partners.
The only thing missing is the visual
reality — is there avideo in
preparation? — but the starkness and
electricity of this production are felt
from first bar to last, even if (for me)
the constant ringing of the telephone
in the final part suggested aparallel
with Berg's Lulu!
Menotti, in answering his critics
stating that opera was now perceived
as old-fashioned and unwieldy (I
believe he was also accused of aping
Puccini), answered that it was ' the
last citadel of artistic freedom for the
writer who wishes to see his works
performed as he has created them'.
The Consul is atestament to his art.
Now we require new versions of The
Medium, The Telephone, The Saint in
Bleelter Street and Maria Golovin.
Bill Newman
A•:1 • 0
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K516c. This is an interesting fragment
from the end of Mozart's life,
probably once afull movement, here
in an impressive completion by Robert
Levin. The playing in all three works
is sound if rather undifferentiated,
lacking in those touches of imaginative
insight that distinguish an outstanding
performance. It is partly amatter of
dynamics, partly of pulse and
phrasing. The Larghetto of the quintet
is taken far too slowly; elsewhere a
little less speed would have
encouraged greater expressivity —
there is an uncomfortable tug between
ponderousness and perkiness. The
rather close recording tends to
highlight the shortcomings, and does
nothing to reduce the traffic noise
from outside St Silas the Martyr,
Kentish Town. There are anumber of
versions of these works that are likely
to give more sustained delight (the
quintet fragment is included in the
Philips Mozart Edition in afine
completion by Erik Smith). The notes
are pretentious, too, not least in
making up aGerman word when an
English one would have done
perfectly well.
Peter Branscombe

'As with
everything
he penned,
Poulenc's
technique
proves
immaculate,
and
incidental
felicities
abound'

year) the Polish mezzo Ursula ICryger
acquits herself well. These songs,
almost homages to Chopin, are more
in the nature of arrangements of folk
material than free composition, but as
with everything he penned, Poulenc's
technique proves immaculate, and
incidental felicities abound.
Throughout the set Pascal Rogé's
playing is finely judged in
accompaniments that are exquisitely
written and superbly effective. The
recorded sound is intimate and clear.
This sizeable exploration of one of
the century's outstanding composers
of song can be unreservedly
recommended.
George Hall

A•:1• 0

RIES:
Symphonies 5 in d _I3 in Eflat
Zurich CO/Griffiths
CPO 999 547 2

(
54m 020

Ferdinand Ries ( 1784-1838 — the
booklet confuses his dates with those
of his father) wrote eight symphonies

B-C:2 D

POULENC:
Melodies
François Le Roux (bar)/Gilles
Cachemaille (bar)/Ursula Kryger (mezsop)/Pascal Rogé (pno)
Decca 460 326-2

(
2CDs, 139m 45s)

This collection covers along period
of song writing, from the Cocardes of
1919 (in their version for piano solo
rather than the original ensemble) to
Une chanson de porcelaine of 1958.
Selecting regularly from afavoured
group of poets — surrealists and
proto-surrealists such as Eluard and
Desnos, Max Jacob, Cocteau and
Apollinaire — Poulenc created an
oeuvre of remarkable consistency yet
surprising inner range. His music's
regular air of inconsequence hides
(though never quite obscures) the
deepest feelings while maintaining a
poignant sense of vision. In their
understatement and delicacy of
utterance, works such as the
Caligrammes and Tel jour telle nuit are
wonderful examples of music that
says agreat deal in afew notes.
The oblique manner of these
miniature epics of the heart conveys
inescapable yet lightly worn passion.
Many of Poulenc's songs were
written for himself and Pierre Bernac
to perform, and here two latter-day
Francophone baritones have been
chosen to record them. Both are
marvellous, Le Roux's even and
appealingly textured tone contrasting
with the Swiss-French Gille
Cachemaille's more measured and
mellifluous instrument. As
interpreters they are beyond reproach.
In the rare set of Eight Polish Songs,
composed in 1934 for Maria
Modrakowska (with whom Poulenc
had toured North Africa the previous
86

REGER:
Variations & Fugue on a Theme of
Johann Sebastian Bach, Op.81 _I5
Humoresques, Op.20 .1 Variations
& Fugue on a Theme of Georg
Philipp Telemann, Op.134
MarcAndré Hamelin (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66996

(
73m 51s)

So far Hamelin has not, as far as I'm
aware, issued aBach disc, yet just on
the strength of his playing of the
theme of Reger's Op.81 (from
Cantata 128) he clearly has it in him
to be agreat Bach player. But for the
moment we'll have to be content with
him being apeerless interpreter of
Alkan, Grainger, Medtner, Scriabin,
Roslavets — and now Reger. Poor us.
Beautifully balanced, the
programme places Reger's two largest
piano works either side of the little
early set of Humoresques —
delightfully deft pieces: (i) is a
Hungarian dance very much àla

between 1809 and 1835, an
unfortunate period for aspiring
symphonists because of the
overwhelming figure of acertain
Bonn-born gentleman.
Ries's No.5 in Dminor of 1813
scowls at us through the dark shadow
of Beethoven's own Fifth, then keeps
dropping into the major as an
apology for being so curt. Despite his
frequent glances towards the master
of masters, there is no denying that
Ries could write well for the
orchestra, and his ideas are attractive
and often powerful. He strives for
immediate appeal and, ironically, if
he doesn't always achieve it, its lack
makes for more rewarding repeated
listening. Perhaps the most attractive
music initially is the scherzo, which is
the one Isuspect will hold less
interest subsequently.
Symphony No.3 of 1815 (the two
works were published in reverse
order, hence the queer numbering)
introduces amore personal style. It is
gentler, while losing nothing of the

Brahms, (iv) agiddy waltz. Reger's
sense of humour, though he hasn't
much reputation for it, was
something that never deserted him,
and it's still active in amuch more
sophisticated way in the late and
highly virtuosic Telemann Variations,
from the version of the theme, which
manages to be plump and dapper at
the same time, through the variations'
kaleidoscope of good-natured
prestidigitation, to the flamboyant
fugue that crowns the whole. The
piece requires wit and stamina as well
as utterly secure technique of the
highest order, and Hamelin has its
measure in areading that puts me in
mind of Jorge Bolet's 1981 version
for Decca.
But it's the Bich Variations that's
the biggest triumph here. Just listen
to the easy, almost casual
accumulation of power through the
first two variations, and the sudden
climax and opening out of an entirely
different, mystical vista at the start of
Varn.3. This is playing such as you
seldom hear. Hamelin is superbly
controlled, and very much alive to the
way Reger's ripe harmonic
intelligence can fuse with Bach's
material to produce, at certain points,
something utterly at odds with
Bachian serenity and the balanced
formality of the variationstructure.
The sudden clouds of Busonian
chiaroscuro at the close of Vam.5 are
acase in point. The majestic fugue —
twice the length of that in the
Telemann set — is shaped as if in a
single huge breath, and altogether
Hamelin's sense of the cathedral-like
architecture of the piece is most
impressive. First-rate Hyperion
recording; boring superlatives, as
usual, for this least boring of
contemporary keyboard giants.
Calum MacDonald
A:1*
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HOUSE & COURT MUSIC

Aima.

Vienna Radio
Symphony Orchestra
conducted by
HK Gruber

SCHWERTSIK :
Wiener Chronik 1848 - Book 1 1
Draculas Haus- und Hofmusik Op.18
Symphony in MOB Stil Op.21
Vienna RSO/Gruber
Largo 5137 dist. Complete Record Co
(56m 40s)
Kurt Schwertsik, who scandalized
Darmstadt by daring to return to
tonality under Stocldiausen's nose,
has always been the most subtly,
smilingly subversive of the so-called
'Third Viennese School'. Fans of HK
Gruber's postPierrot p̀an-demonium',
Frankenstein!!, will be delighted to
find that work's principal motif comes
straight out of his friend and mentor's
'Transylvanian Symphony' on this
disc. Deeply, provincially Austrian yet
an enthusiastic inhaler of West Coast
counter-culture, Schwertsik has
always been impossible to categorize.
His music slips so easily into the ear
you can't believe it has any
significance: there's nothing at first
hearing to take exception to, except
its innocent melodiousness and
refusal to entertain the concept of
'originality'. The danger is you don't
give it asecond hearing: and it's on
the second that you start realizing

there's more in it than you thought.
At the twentieth, you're still
discovering more.
Wiener Chronik, asuite from a 1976
ballet about Johann Strauss Iand II
called Walzertraume that provoked
heckling and catcalls from its
premiere modern dance audience in
Cologne, because it didn't contain
anything shocking, is acase in point.
At first it sounds like any talented
journeyman's Strauss pastiche, even
though there isn't any waltz. There is,
however, amad csardas, apolka that
Stravinsky clearly forgot to stick into
Pulcinella and an Epilogue where
Hollywood seems to meet Prokofiev's
Romeo and Juliet. There's nothing else
to say, except that said epilogue and
the nocturnal coda of the mazurka
movt are just stunningly beautiful
music. But every time you listen you
hear more beauty — and more
harmonic shifts, tiny games with
rhythm, little darkenings of colour
that simultaneously celebrate and
critique the Tales from the Vienna
Woods style as akind of joyous
heedlessness on the brink of an abyss.
This is something far subtler than
Gruber's comic-strip Grand Guignol.
This is astiletto snuggled in velvet, so
sharp you never noticed the incision.
The four pellucid little stringorchestra movements of Dracula 's
House & Court Musk, the
aforementioned 'Transylvanian
Symphony', are abit like aRossini
string sonata: hardly to be dignified
with the title of 'symphony', despite
the mock minuet and Schattenhaft-ish
slow movt. But then no ` symphonise
has been less concerned with the
dignity and nobility of the genre, as
the two here eloquently illustrate. (On
the other hand, if some company
would have the wit to put out atwodisc set of the five quasi-independent
works which make up Schwertsik's

huge ' meta-symphony' Irdische Kange,
we'd find that its scope and
seriousness mean much to him.) In
fact, as we learn from the interview
with HK Gruber that forms the most
informative section of the liner notes,
Schwertsik wrote the string piece as
pure music and only thought up title
and movement-titles later. Not that
Dracula is entirely irrelevant (think
George Hamilton IV in Love at First
Bite).
Gruber also explains the origins of
the Symphony in MOB-style (cf
Gruber's own MOB-stücke on EMI)
as atribute to The Beatles and
George Martin, and the film of Yellow
Submarine. You listen to (i), and at
first you don't get it. What have these
jazz-band tuttis and trombone
glissandi, these floaty, minty
harmonies and little flurrying riffs to
do with the Mersey Beat? (Gruber
says the music has ' aBritish accent',
but Ithink most Britons would
imagine it learned its English in
America.) Then with (ii) the penny
drops, as you suddenly realize you're
hearing an incredibly delicate, multilayered, texturally and harmonically
enriched fantasia on ' Strawberry
Fields for Ever'. Yet though Sergeant
Pepper songs lurk well in the
background and interstices of all five
movts (you hear more of them each
time you listen), there's almost no
direct quotation or arrangement: just
expanding ideas and musical vistas,
light, lyrical, witty. Not far beneath
the surface, tragic too: the news that
Schwertsik reads in his finale, broken
off in something like anger, is aclear
reminder that this ' symphony' belongs
to the Vietnam War era, when so
many lucky people made the grade.
First-rate recording, performances of
complete understanding; hard to take
the disc out of the player, once it's in.
Datum MacDonald

'House & Court
Music' begins
like a family
occasion and
turns into a
magical
mystery tour (it
says on the
liner). First a
birthday party
for the elder
Johann
Strauss... next
a serenade
ostensibly
addressed to
Count Dracula
and his
Transylvanian
Court... and
last but not
least, there's
the fantasy of
inviting George
Martin and the
Beatles to an
interplanetary
reunion.
Schwertsik's
symphony
continues the
missions of
the Yellow
Submarine on
a different
plane
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drive and brilliance of its
predecessor. There are intriguing
moments of introspection, enchanting
tunes, unexpected hard-driven
crescendi and an altogether more
advanced approach. Yet, conversely,
there are ideas which might have
sprung from astudy of late Haydn.
This says volumes about both
composers. In short, each symphony
demands extensive study, not an
onerous task considering Ries's lively
writing.
Howard Griffiths has done well to
unearth these gems. He directs with
asure hand and his orchestra (of
which he has been director since late1996) responds splendidly. Might we
expect more Ries from them? The
recording is natural and pleasant. It
was made in Zurich's Radio Studio
No.!, avenue giving agood
combination of space and precise
definition.
Robert Dearling
HI41 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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ROSSINI -RESPIGHI :
La Boutique fantasque/RESPIGHI:
Brazilian Impressions
Montreal SO/Duton
Decca 455 983-2

(
63m 47s)

A lively performance of La Boutique
fantasque, beautifully played and
sensitively phrased, with just the right
amount of swagger in the more
rumbustious moments. Dutoit plays
the score complete, and relishes its
absurd blend of dreamy romance and
racy high-jinks. The recording
(judged from arecordable CD rather
than the finished pressing) is typical
Montreal/Decca: spacious and toppy,
with the orchestra nicely set back in a
reverberant acoustic; nonetheless,
detail tells quite effectively, and
clarity is excellent.
Decca's distant Montreal balance is
not perhaps to everyone's taste, but it
really suits the Brazillian Impressions
which sound very atmospheric — the

langorous Notre Tropicale opening is
spellbinding, recalling the shimmering
world of Debussy's Images. Writing in
these pages, the late Burnett James
once castigated Toscanini for 'wasting
his time' on Respighi, and as a
serious young man Iemphatically
agreed. But as the years pass, one
typically grows sillier and more
indulgent, hence Inow rather love
these gorgeous colourful picturepostcard scores. Respighi may not
have been aprofound composer, but
his ear for orchestral detail was
masterly, and his music (
even at its
most gaudy and vulgar) always
entertains and pleases. Dutoit's
shaping of the Brazilian Impressions is
subtle and highly evocative,
culminating in acrisply-phrased
account of the rhythmic finale. In his
hands it sounds like great music.
Well, almost. And what could be
better than that?
James M Hughes

•
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Sc hwertsik:

Kurt Schwertsfic

element of lightness. If you liked the
Kirov Macracker, be warned: this is
another, completely different side to
Gergiev's conducting. Every sonority,
tempo and dynamic change is
underscored, the sense of symphonic
structure lost. Too much, far, far too
soon. Ifelt that had Ibeen present at
the Festspielhaus, Iwould simply
have wanted it all to come to an
end... Still, ' Bravo' cries avoice
choked with ecstacy, barely before the
last chord dies away, and the
tumultuous applause reportedly led to
astanding ovation. For the playing,
yes. But interpretation?
What apity (to change the subject)
that Markevitch's LSO Fifth is still
broken across two discs in Philips's
8CD set [456 187-2].

nasal« Classic 91.111 (67m I2s)
Pleasure at the availability on CD of
another Rossini work is diminished by
aless than satisfying performance.
`The marriage of Thetis and Peleus',
astaged cantata, was written for a
Naples court wedding in April 1816,
and this live recording from the
Wildbad Festival in Germany in 1996
is evidently the work's first revival.
The score is adelight, inviting the
well-informed listener to touch the
cap in recognition of all Rossini's selfborrowings. The two tenors in the
cast, Juan José Lopera and Donald
George, sing their often difficult
music pretty well; alas, the women
are often asource of embarrassment:
the sopranos Tatjana Korovina and
Magdalena Schafer have problems
with both pitch and line, though
Sonia Malta's mezzo launches the
finale with some spirit and style (I
don't know what has happened to the
basso buffo role amusingly spoken of
by the composer at the time of the
first perforrnnce). The orchestra
sounds under-rehearsed; the chorus
does quite well.
Ishould like to hear Marc Andreae
conduct in more favourable
circumstances: in the closing balletsuite from asimilar occasional piece
(Gallenberg's original for Le nozze
being lost) he generates some
excitement. There is afour-language
libretto (with occasionally hilarious
English); the recording is awkwardly
balanced, and the audience's overgenerous applause is crudely cut off.
For the Rossini specialist only.
Peter Branscombe

8-C:3 0

STENHAMMAR:
Symphony 2 J Serenade Reverenza J Two Songs, Op.4 J
Excelsior!
Anne Sobe von Otter (mez-sop)/Royal
Stockholm PO/Jarvt
Virgin Classics VC 545 244 2

Gergiev:
a live
Tchaikovslcy
Fifth with the

ler
Sib

Vienna
Philharmonic
Orchestra

'Paavo kirvi
and his
impressively
alert band
audibly
relish the
taxing
virtuosity
and many
moments
of inspired
originality in
the concert
overture,
Excelsior!'

instrument leanness — and Jiirvi's
eagle-eyed, commendably inquiring
direction brings with it plenty to
ponder; but ultimately, it's areading
to admire rather than to take to one's
heart like those of Jiirvi père [
BIS or
DG] and (especially) Stig
Westerberg's wonderful 1978 Caprice
recording with this same group.
Sensibly, the young Estonian allows
himself somewhat greater expressive
leeway in the whimsical ' Reverenza'
movement which the composer
subsequently discarded from the
revision of his enchanting Serenade.
Moreover, Járvi and his impressively
alert band audibly relish the taxing
virtuosity and many moments of
inspired originality in the 1896
concert overture, Excelsior! (
dedicated
to the Berlin Philharmonic, who
premiered it in Copenhagen that
same year under Arthur Nikisch).
Not surprisingly, Anne Sofie von
Otter's is asublime, commanding
presence in the contrasted Op.4
diptych, and Mike Hatch's truthful,
airy sound complements what is a
generous and never-less-thanstimulating anthology.
Andrew Achenbach
A:1 0
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Symphony 5
VPO/Gergiev

(75m 56s)

A challenging, intelligent reading of
Stenhammar's Second Symphony
from Paavo Járvi, full of newlyscrubbed detail but offering afar
more consciously restrained view than
any recorded rival to date. So, for all
the crisp spring of (iii), the music
doesn't really smile as it can, while
the slow movement's thoughtful tread
generally eschews beguiling glow in
favour of arelentless, almost
Brucknerian, concentration. Even
more refreshing is the bracing
modernity Jiirvi locates in the firstmovt development, with its clashing
brass harmonies, and bold fugal
finale: asparky conception of daring
extremes but never less than
fascinating. The Stockholm orchestra
respond with unfailing application —
their strings possess an almost period88

Valery

Philips 462 905-2

'Review
RECOMMENDATION
Neeme
2CD Stenhammar
set with the
Gothenburg SO,
coupling the two
symphonies and
Excelsior! is on
DG 445 857-2

(
46m 19s) rec. live

Not much for your money, you might
think (not counting decibels), but at
least we get in the booklet a
reasonably long, candid interview
with Gergiev talking about working
with the Vienna Philharmonic and his
relationship to the symphony (albeit
in confusing font-styles reversed onto
black paper — another of Philips's
typographical nightmares). And this
would appear to be from asingle live
performance, recorded by Austrian
Radio at a 1998 Salzburg Festival
concert. There are plenty of rostrum
thumps, and Gergiev's audible cues
where he whistles air across his teeth.
Right from the beginning he just lets
it all `hang out', and much as Ihad
hoped to like this CD, Ididn't —
except briefly in (iii), where with the
semiquaver writing there was an

Christopher Breunig

A:2(?) 0

VANHAL:
Symphonies - dl J A4 CI gl 0 F3
Heidelberg PO/Kalb
Koch 36715-2

(
67m 13s)

Johann Vanhal was one of the finest
of the symphonic contemporaries of
Haydn, and it is encouraging that he
is receiving increasing prominence in
the CD listings. The two minor-keyed
works here (dIand g1, the
numbering following Paul Bryan's
catalogue) date from about 1769 and
continue the passionate Sturm und
Drang style typified by Haydn's
Symphonies 26 and 39, and Mozart's
25. Vanhal's g1indeed suggests that
he was familiar with Haydn's 39, and
with the concertante elements in 31.
Surprisingly, g1is becoming almost
popular! This is by my reckoning its
sixth recording, which puts it ahead
of some of Haydn's and even some of
Mozart's. Thomas Kalb has his B-flat
horns correctly pitched in alto. The
D-minor work is given in its
authentic alternative version with
four, rather than three movts, and
like g1, four horns. The two works in
major keys from the mid- 1770s are
less forthright and more ' domestic' in
tone, though nonetheless enjoyable. I
believe F3 here receives its first
recording.
Using modem instruments (with a
harpsichord continuo not strictly
necessary but welcome for the period
ambience it lends to the orchestra),
Kalb gives solidly reliable rather than
relevatory performances. His
orchestra supplies plenty of drama
where needed, though it yields to the
London Mozart Players' Chandos
series in precision and, perhaps less
appositely, to Concerto Köln with
their period instruments in the minorkeyed works. Slightly irritating is
ICalb's habit of ' shaping' ends of
movts, his rhythmic waywardness in
minuets and trios, and the occasional
shortened grace-note; but this is a
decently recorded and useful
collection for those interested in
exploring the `paraclassicar (
ie,
'alongside Haydn/Mozart') repertoire.
Robert Dearling
JUNE 1999
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ROSSINI:
Le none di Teti e di Peleo
Korovina/Scháfer/Matta/Lopera/George/
Czech Chamber Ch/Virtuosi di Praga/
Andreae

Classical Reviews
WALTON:
Viola Concertol/BRUCH: Double
Concerto J Romance for Viola and
Orchestra _IKol nidrei
Yuri Bashmet (vIa)/Victor Tretiakov
(vIn)/LSO/Iânri/lPrevin
RCA 09026 63292 2

(
63m 58s)

The tempo in Walton (i) is not quite
Andante commodo as specified. The
composer (as his EMI recording with
Primrose indicates), expected it to
begin more purposefully than it does
here. Yet it is difficult not to
succumb to Bashmet's way, his
filigree line slinking through the
opening texture, his phrasing amodel
of excellence. Looked at objectively, a
dream-world isn't far away, so much
so that when the marking at 2m 48s
is sognando (
dreamily), the difference
is not explicit. Still, it is best to
ignore any questions. It all hangs
together so well, not least because
Previn's conducting is on an equally
enhanced level. Reach con spirito at
3m 35s, and Bashmet shows that he
can also move with an effortless
aplomb that keeps the part aloft. Just
what is needed in (ii) as well.
Primrose is still the exemplar here
(no one has obeyed Vivo con moho
preciso with such alacrity as he) but
Bashmet holds his own. The
precision of the orchestra is, however,
partially masked by the recording. A
wide stage, set back, is pleasing, but
the sound lacks range and inner
transparency, tuttis are either coarse
or blanketed. A shame, because this
is an exceptional performance,
Bashmet and Previn offering a
genuinely recreative response to the
music.
The acoustic is better ventilated for
the rest of the programme. And Járvi,
now at the helm, is asympathetic
collaborator, more relaxed than
sometimes of yore. Yet his grip is as
firm as ever and the LSO plays very
well for him too. Bashmet remains
genuinely recreative, avoiding all
monotony by defining his
interpretations through asuperlative

'It is difficult
not to
succumb to
Bashmet's
way, his
filigree line
slinking
through the
opening
texture, his
phrasing a
model of
excellence'

control over tone and rhythm,
keeping the pulse going while
articulating the music with the
shrewdest rubati. It isn't his fault that
Kol nidrei sounds finer on the cello;
and though Tretiakov is also an
excellent musician, it isn't his fault
that the Double Concerto is more
convincing in its original form for
clarinet and viola. The strictures
about technical quality are dampening
but RCA must at least be
commended for not encoding the disc
at the sort of ridiculously high levels
commonly encountered.
Nalen Anthoni

B- C: 1 *- 1

released

WEBER:
Clarinet Quintet/DEBUSSY: Sonata
for flute, viola and harp/MOZART:
Flute Quartet in C, K285b/RAVEL:
Introduction & Allegro
Mob/us

Bruch's two-

EMI CDZ 573 162 2

Chandos has

(73m 03s)

piano concerto,

A most enjoyable show-case for the
individual and collective talents of
Sisters/ASM/
this youthful outfit, whose impeccable
Marriner technical and stylistic address
genuinely impress from first measure
CHAN 9711
to last.
With his bright, singing tone and
rock-solid technique, clarinettist
Robert Plane creates aformidable
impression in the Weber Quintet: his
is playing of great wit, virtuosity and
imaginative flair (try the slow
movement, truly a 'Fantasia') and he
is backed to the hilt by his string
partners: delightful clarinet/cello
interplay, for instance, in the trio. At
4m 18s in the swaggering finale, I
love the burst of excitement which
RECOMMENDATION accompanies the clarinet's first
A period-instrument tantalizing glimpse of those
version of Weber's
breathtaking roulades to come in the
Clarinet Quintet,
coda; 30 seconds on, and we are
by Charles Neidich momentarily plunged into the Wolf's
and L'Archibudelli Glen, aspine-tingling episode acutely
is on Sony
well-gauged here. All in all, an
`Vivarte', coupled
account to savour.
with works
Exceptionally in this listener's
by Hummel and
experience, the Mozart doesn't
Reicha
outstay its welcome, for this is indeed
aperformance of uncommon
grace, charm and
intelligence. Playing of
exquisite ardour and caprice
ensures that Ravel's
gorgeous masterpiece also
springs effortlessly to life, its
inner workings and varying
moods both precisely and
perceptively quarried. Just
occasionally, in the Debussy
Ifound myself craving
fractionally more of an
assertive presence from the
harp; otherwise, these gifted
artists do well to probe so
deeply into this elusive,
oblique music.
Excellent productionvalues throughout. A most
appealing low-priced
collection.
with The Peklnel

'Review

Andrew Achenbach
A:1(*)
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GERMAN OPERETTA
OVERTURES
HUMPERIDINCK: Hansel and GreteV
NEUBERGER: Der Opernball/
MARSCHgER: Hans Railing/
REZNICEK Donna Diana/LORTZING:
Zar und EimermanINEOLAI: The
Merry Wives of Windsor/SUPPÉ:
Poet and ;Peasant/STRAUSS: Die
Fledermaws/WEBER: Euryanthe
ABM/Martinet
Philips 456 576-2

(
67m 15s)

Sir Neville Marriner has areal talent
for this sort of music, and his
performances are beautifully polished
and precise, affectionate and
sensitively shaped. :n part, this new
disc reminded me of Willi
Boskovsky's old 1968 Decca LP
Overtures of Old Vienna, including as
it does the overtures to Meny Wives
of Windsor, Die Fledermaus, Opernball,
and the racy Donna Diana. Marriner
also includes Poet and Peasant (nice
solo cello, uncredited alas),
Marschner's rarity, Zar and
Zimmerman, plus two more overtures
which hardly qualify a>. ` operetta'
[this is addressed in the typography
of the title: operetta]. The playing of
the Academy is stylish and alert, yet
relaxed and good-natured. You'll hear
performances with more fizz and
sparkle from others — Boskovsky, for
example — but few that are as genial
or warmly-phrased. Philips's
recording ( Henry Wood Hall) sounds
smooth and naturally balanced, with
good separation and detail in aclear
but not too dry acoustic.
James M Hughes

A:1 ()

LAPAENTI
Music by Bertali, Legrenzi,
Monteverdi, Piccin ni, Purcell &
Vivaldi
Anne Sofie von Otter (rnez-sop)/FranzJosef Selig (bass)/Jakob Lindberg
(theorbo)/Musica Antique Keiln/Goebel
Archly 457 617-2

(
59m 41s)

Nothing Anne Sofie von Otter
undertakes lacks intense commitment.
So it is w:th this comparatively short
programme of eight Lamenti from the
baroque period: two each by
Monteverdi and Purcell, one by each
of the other four composers
represented. Just o=asionally in
Otter's performance of Bertali's
extensive and fascinating ' Queen of
England's Lament' r;absurdly, King
Charles I's queen is not identified) I
89
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Classical Reviews
Famous Russian Conductors
on Melodiya
THE STAR ITEM in this group review
of BMG/Melodiya transfers, ' Famous
Russian Conductors', is the devastating
1973 Kyrill Kondrashin/Moscow
Philharmonic recording of Scriobin's
Universe. The latter (at 40m) was
originally intended as merely the first
part of the Prefatory Act which was
going to introduce the great Russian's
magnum opus, Mysterium. Alexander
Nemtin, who somehow recreated this
astonishing score from sketches he
discovered amongst Scriabin's papers,
has also put together the third part of
the introductory sequence,
Transfiguration, which was premiered
as recently as 1996 by Vladimir
Ashkenazy in Berlin. If you can
imagine the most superheated pages
of The Poem of Ecstasy and

Prometheus further intensified by a
chromatically inflected musical
language which stands at the very
brink of atonality, you should have
some idea of what to expect. The
orgiastic power of this music is such
as to make the likes of Tristan seem
like amild fling by comparison.
Deliriously over the top, but some of
the most devastating pages of
hothouse Romanticism you will ever
encounter. No less electrifying in its
way is the legendary 1963 coupled
performance from Yakov Flier (also
Moscow PO/Kondrashin) of the
Khachaturiann Piano Concerto. Not
one of the greatest pieces of its type
ever written, but played like this you'd
be forgiven for thinking it was. All in
all, an absolute scorcher [
74321
59477-2, 74m 33s]. B:1
The principal interest of the disc
featuring long-time Bolshoi conductor
Alexander Melik-Pashayev lies with
the extreme rarity of the items by
Alexander Spendiarov - the 'father of

Armenian musk' - ard Khachaturian.
Spendiarov's two gaudily colourful
Yerevan Eludes, sounding for all the
world like evacuees from Gayeneh,
and the March from his 1933 opera
Almost, are hardly amongst the most
subtle of pieces to emerge from Soviet
Russia, although otypically Armenian
predilection for the harmonic minor
and trumpet- saturated orchestral
perorations possess acertain kitsch
splendour Khachaturian's Ode of Joy,
one of the earliest products of the
post- Stalinist political thaw ( 1956),
lasts jest 12m but requires aseparate
violin ensemble, ten harps (!), mezzosoprano and mixed choir in addition
to agargantuan symphony orchestra.
A bit like Rimsky meets Gorecki in
ostinato mode, it's certainly no
masterpiece, al'hough the hysterical
Resurrection Symphony- in-overdrive
ending deserves ' collector's item'
status. In such outrageous musical
company, anooly interpreted if not
always tid:ly executed 1956 Bolshoi
Theatre Orchesea recording of
Tchailcovsky's Pathétique Symphony
(mono) seems like abit of an also -ran
[74321 59478-2, 74m 05s]
B-C: 1 -2 E
Arguably, Gidon Kremer's finest
playing years were before he came
over to the West: his stunning solo
recital on Melodiya, for example,
which includes obreathtaking account
of Ernst's Last Rose of Summer
Variations (
superior even to the fine
DG remake), is one of the all-time
great violin recordings. He is on
similar form for an absorbing
programme featuring unashamedly
'modern' performances of works by
Vivaldi, Cherubini and Bach with the
Leningrad Philharmonic under Mariss
Jansons, recorded in 1975/81. The
Bach/Kremer items are especially
valuabe for induding the BWV1045
Violin Concerto fragment and
Respighi's rarely-encountered
orchesval -ranscription of the E-minor
Violin Sonata, ii addition to the
popular E- major Concerto. If the
Vivaldi Concerto RV544 for violin and
cello (Georgi Kneller /Anatoli Nikitin)
and two orchestral transcriptions of
Cherubini cor anglais sonatas (with
Valery Sobolev) appear ashade
earthbound in comparison, Jansons
proves unfailingly sensitive in
repertoire with which he is not
normally associated. [
74321 59476-2,
63m 45s] B: 1 / 2 El
Julian Haylock

'If you
can
imagine
the most
superheated
pages of
The Poem
of Ecstasy
and
Prometheus
further
intensified
by a
chromatically
inflected
musical
language
which
stands at
the very
brink of
atonality,
you
should
have
some idea
of what
to expect'

felt we were close to the boundary
between tragedy and comedy, but in
all other respects this is afinely
sustained series of elegiac pieces of
nicely contrasted style and intensity.
The instrumentalists are close enough
for us to feel areal rasp from the
strings; balance is excellent; and
Otter's enunciation (apart from what
sounds like ` Cestate' rather than
`Cessate' in the Vivaldi) has an
impressive bite, as well as awide
range of shadings of mood. A touch
less vibrato in the earlier works would
have been stylistically more fitting —
but then, that would not have been
Otter. She is well supported in the
Bertali by Franz-Josef Selig's
sensitive, sonorous bass. An
impressive and very enjoyable disc.
Peter Branscombe

MIKHAIL PLETN EV
Hommage àRachmaninov - works
by Beethoven, Chopin, Mendelssohn
& Rachmaninov
Mikhail Pletnev (pno)
DG 459 634-2

WNW LON

(74m 35s)

This recital was recorded on
Rachmaninov's own recently
reconditioned New York Steinway,
delivered in 1933 to the Villa Senar,
his Swiss home only completed that
year. Had it been finished earlier, the
Corelli Variations, the main work in
Pletnev's programme devoted to
pieces either by Rachmaninov or in
his concert repertoire, might have
been composed there, rather than at
the family's Clairefontaine holiday
villa.
The leopard may not change his
spots — the playing here has already
been found mannered and chilly
[Radio 3: CD Review] — yet I
guarantee that if played side by side
with Pletnev's Liszt collection,
reviewed in HFIV/RR April, most
listeners would swear the pianist on
this CD was not the same, or at least
that this '
hommage' was ' live', which
is not the case. There's an altogether
different sense of engagement and
compulsion evident (
cg, Chopin's
Grande Polonaise Op.22), and no
collector of scarcely- credible
fingerwork should miss it. The
Mendelssohn Rondo capriccioso and
G-minor Presto agitato
may momentarily
raise questions of
style, but what
accomplishment!
Beethoven's Les
Adieux sonata, too,
can rarely have
sounded so sheerly
beautiful (thanks to
both pianist and
engineer); it put me
in mind of Rubinstein's surprisingly
successful 1963 RCA version. Four of
the Rachmaninov Étudestableaux
complete adisc which ought to
prompt many to think again about
Pletnev's artistry.
Christopher Breunig
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Jazz Reviews
CHARLES EARLAND
SLAMMIN' AND JAMMIN'
Savant SCTI 2008

(
59m 34s)

A busty chicoletta sports boxing
gloves on the cover (astriking
cartoon by Celia Calle); inside,
Charles Earland plays organ grooves
in the classic style. Guitarist Melvin
Sparks supplies cute blues licks and
drummer Bernard Purdie soulful
beats. There's atribute to the late
great Bill Doggett — ' Honky Tonk'
— and abrimming version of Brass
Construction's disco opus 'Let The
Music Play'. They finish with
Grover Washington Junior's `Mr
Magic'. Van Gelder produces;
Hammond-fans have an organism.
Ain't this boogie amess! A:1
LISLE ATKINSON
BASS CONTRA CASS
Storyville STCD 8270

Above: , eff
(64m 40s)

(
ID

Recorded in 1978, Atkinson — who
has played bass for everyone from
Nina Simone to Kenny Burrell —
brings in another bassist, Paul West,
so that he can impress us with his
bowed solos (he started on violin
aged 4, only turning to bass at the
ripe age of 12). Sparky bop, with
the specially airy lilt that comes from
aleader who can swing on strings.
Pianist Ray Wyands delivers some of
his thought-provoking solos. Two
previously unissued takes fill out the
timing of astriking mainstream
album. A:1

TWO LABELS ASSOCIATED
with Cadence magazine continue to
record some of the best players in
jazz. Norwegian altoist Frode
Gjerstad has proved himself in
international company (Johnny
Dyani, John Stevens, Kent Carter,
William Parker), now he presents
his seven-piece Circulasione
Orchestra from Norway. Drummers
Endre Landnes and Paal NilssenLove set up tough cross-rhythms
for bassists John Lilja and Oyvind
Storesund, resulting in astartlingly
original ensemble groove. Guitarist
Oyvind Torvund plays pipping, postAcid, morsecode phrases quite
unlike any previous guitarism, while
the leader's emotive sax tangles with
Didrik Ingvaldsen's hot trumpet. A
triumphant blast from the northern
outpost station: Borealis [
Cadence
CJR 1091, 62m 49s]. A:le 0
The key to the success of
Gjerstad's second release, lkosa
Mura [
CJR 1089, 64m 50s], is the
brilliance of Pheeroan akLaff: if you
adopt Cecil Taylor's style of jazz —
musical cells expanding through
stop-start rhythms — you need a
drummer of this stature. Bobby
Bradford's lyrical, swinging trumpet
(surely that's ' Summertime' peaking
through ' Ike Kulaba'?) and Borah
Bergman's glittering, decisive piano
HI-F1 NEWS .4 RECORD REVIEW
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Schlanger's
artwork From
William Parker's
Lifting The
Sanctions

'Gjerstad
puts one
of Camilla
Sor-vik's
Cobrainspired
crayons on
his cover,
its pale
sketchiness
belying the
heavy
sounds
within'

MARK LOCKHEART
THROUGH ROSE-COLOURED
GLASSES
Subtone Records ST801

(
58m 14s)

Saxophonist Mark Lockheart made
his name with Loose Tubes. Here
he leads an eleven-piece through his
own charts. His composing suffers
from the same ` light' inflection that
vitiates Django Bates. Lockheart's
fine musicians (who include Henry
Lowther on trumpet, Roland
Sutherland on flute and Martin
France on drums) seem to be acting
out someone's concept of jazzers —
or funky brothers, or sardonic
Italian brass-banders — rather than
being themselves. This self-

make this a
modernist corker.
The four musicians
revel in their
advanced
understanding of
harmony. As usual,
Gjerstad puts one of
Camilla Sorvik's
Cobra-inspired
crayons on his
cover, its pale
sketchiness belying
the heavy sounds within. A:1
It has been 17 years since
Kalaparush Maurice McIntyre last
recorded, but the AACM-veteran
has been busking on the NYC
subway, and his tenor is in great
shape: with Michael Logan on bass
and akLaff on drums, you're
heading for aclassic, though the
purist recording quality is alittle
grey: Dream Of — [
CIMP # 174,
65m I7s]. Renaming ` Giant Steps'
'John's Tune' is abit of aliberty,
but McIntyre's interpretation is so
personal and unstandard, you
forgive him. A-11:1
Percussionist Kahil El'Zabar's
Ethnic Heritage Ensemble is usually
fun, never more so than on Papa's
Bounce [
CIMP # 167, 70m 38s] with
witty, vocalised contributions from
ex-Defunkt trombonist Joseph Bowie

consciousness becomes particularly
irksome during cringeworthy stabs at
swing and funk. Lockheart's evasion
of the actualities of sound — his
clinging to the charted shallows —
will please some, but then so does
James Last. Coy. A:2 0
HOUSTON PERSON
MY ROMANCE
Remote HCD 7033

(
55m 40s)

Few surprises on this Texas
tenorist's easy-going album of
ballads, except how great this
bluesy, swinging stuff can be when
played with gruff sincerity. Kenny
Washington (drums), Ray
Drummond (bass) and Richard
Wyands (piano) supply impeccable
support. Another exemplary Van
Gelder recording, everything
completed in aday ( 1June 1998, if
you must know). When the
tradition's sounding this solid, why
progress? Lovely. A:1 ()
MATS GUSTAFSSON
1M PROPOSITIONS
Phono Suecia PSCD 99

(
71m 41s)

Gustafsson is aname much touted
in circles that deem themselves
avant. This album of solo
saxophone has all the trimmings:
enhanced CD-ROM of music and
visuals, 80-page hardbound book
with critical hosannas and colour art
prints. Gustafsson delivers the usual
improv extremities: tongue-slaps,

and altoist Ernest Dawkins. Seldom
have hand-slapped drums sounded
so immediate, intelligent and
infectious. A:1
Three lesser discs to finish with.
Veteran SunRa altoist Marshall
Allen plays with multi-reedist Mark
Whitecage on Mark-n-Marshall:
Monday [
CIMP # 171, 69m].
Another Ra acolyte, Luqman Ali, is
on drums, and Dominic Duval plays
bass: rattling, busy, free swing
marked by Allen's characteristic
climaxes, though maybe too close to
amere jam to work as an album.
A:1
David White's Quintet has had a
shake up since Object Relations in
1996. There's less poise without
bassist Calvin Hill and less sparkle
without trumpeter Valery
Ponomarev. However, tenor player
Tim Armacost is still playing
thoughtfully: Double Double [CIMP
#168, 69m 04s]. A:2
Knockabout bop from the Charlie
Hohlhase Quintet on Dancing On
My Bedpost [
CIMP # 172, 69m 33s]:
the enthusiastic twin-reed line-up
recalls Toronto's legendary Shuffle
Demons. The rendition of Elmo
Hope's tricky ' One Second, Please'
is excellent: always good to hear a
band that plays together regularly
tackle achallenging tune. A:1
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FOUNDED IN THE early 1970s, the
NYC- based Muse label became a
citadel for the defence of mainstream
jazz, recording excellent musicians
playing straightahead acoustic sets
replete with standards. While hardly a
policy to set the pulse racing, the
results are never less than swinging,
and frequently inspired. For reissue,
BMG's 'Camden Deluxe' subsidiary
has opted for 2CD selections from
each artist's work. Choices are
informed, with emphasis on the
stronger material: classic albums are
usually included in their entirety. A
booklet note from Derek Gorman
explains which albums supplied which
tracks.
Hardened collectors will regret the
lack of either contemporary
sleevenotes ( informative and combative
àla Blue Note) or recording details
(engineer, producer, studio). Without
attention to particulars, jazz can
degenerate into chic muzak. On the
other hand, it's been the music's
historical mission to turn the
requirements of hotel lobby, restaiirant
and shop to artistic ends: anyone
impressed by an alto lick from Eddie
'Cleanhead' Vinson or aHammond
squeal from Shirley Scot can always
investigate these wonderful players. As
introductory tasters, the series [
all
2CD and prefixed 74321] has value.
Muse had agreat line in Hammond
organists. Groove Holmes's Plenty
Plenty Blues [
74321 610732, 2CDs,
125m 53s a] is just that, while Jack
McDuff and Shirley Scott share the
equally well- named Groovin'
[610922, 148m 18s]: drummers
Grady Tate and Mickey Roker keep
everything awe- inspiringly in-thepocket.
Two pianists share Masterclass
[610832, 145m 51s]. It includes two
of Muse's best releases: Hank Jones's
Bop Redux (
1977) and his Groovin'
High (
1978). The first has George
Duvivier on bass, the second has
brother Thad on cornet and Charles
Rouse on tenor — Hank couldn't go
wrong! CD2 has slighter work from a
bored- sounding Red Garland.
Cedar Walton's Firm Roots
[610742, 142m 39s] includes most of
Break Through!, a 1972 recording
whose title and artistic ambition recall
Blue Note (and was originally cocredited to tenorist Hank Mobley), and
As Long As There's Music, alovely,
carefully-arranged album from 1990
with Terence Blanchard on trumpet
and Billy Higgins on drums.
Kenny Barron contributes funky ' 70s
electric piano and timeless cocktail
noodling to Sunset [
610892, 128m
14s], while Mulgrew Miller shows bop
piano survived into the mid- 1980s
with Milestones [
610772, 130m 15s].
Trumpeters are represented by four
releases. Red Rodney's Bluebird
[610812, 142m 42s] has the
somewhat thin sound of those
attempting authentic bebop decades

squeaks, shouting while playing,
circular breathing. His technique has

after the magic, manic moment of its
inception. Donald Byrd's Attitude
[610852, 143m 59s] was an
unconvincing late- 1980s return to jazz
after over adecade of dodgy funk.
Woody Shaw blows as beautifully as
ever on Solid [
610792, 134m 57s]:
this includes the classic Moontrane
from 1974 in its entirety ( plus two
alternate takes), and the gorgeous
'Stormy Weather' from Imagination
featuring wild gutbucket 'bone From
Steve Turre.
Chicago avantist Lester Bowie seems
alittle out of place in this company;
his Mirage [
610902, 118m 19s]
includes the brassy, gimmicky Hello
Dolly (
1974), atasty duet album with
drummer Charles 'Bo Bo' Show called
Bugle Boy Bop (
1982) and Rope-ADope, an excellent free-jazz album
from 1975 with Don Moye on drums
and Malachi Favors on bass. The
latter is split up, its tracks appearing
at the end of each disc, as if Camden
feared its freedoms might alienate
mainstream ears.
Guitarists Kenny Burrell, Larry
Coryell and Pat Martino contribute At
The Village Vanguard [
610842, 129m
51s], Confirmation [
610872, 143m
14s] and Impressions [
610802, 121m
57s] respectively. Sensitive balladry
requires astrong dose of the blues,
which explains why Burrell's set is
deeply relaxing, while the bossas of
Coryell and Martino are wincingly
bland. On 'Pent Up House' Burrell's
drummer, Sherman Ferguson, delivers
alustrous solo during which he
appears to dialogue with himself.
And lastly, the saxophonists: a
poised and blue Sonny Stitt on
Constellation [
610912, 141m 46s] is
accompanied by such luminaries as
Barry Harris ( piano) and Sam Jones
(bass); Stitt also shares arelease with
the groovy, fluid altoist Lou Donaldson
on Keepers Of The Flame [
610762,
153m 30s1. Eddie 'Cleanhead Vinson'
treads his unique path between bebop
altoist and blue entertainer on
Cleanhead Blues [
610782, 139m
59s]. Clifford Jordan plays powerful
tenor on Highest Mountain, araucous
live set plus calmer studio work
[610752, 126m 51s]. Excellent
Pres/Bird-influenced solos from Bud
Shank, Al Cohn, Zoot Simms and Phil
Woods on The Summit [
610822,
132m 46s1 and exciting post-Trane
tenor from Jimmy Heath over lush
afro -bop on Changes [
610862, 133m
50s]. Finally, an unexpected gem from
baritonist Pepper Adams, The Master
[610882, 110m 44s]: his fluid,
romantic, burring sax is framed in
beautifully limpid arrangements.
Recording quality was always
excellent chez Muse, and the
musicianship likewise: A:ls all round!
Though aficionados will continue to
rake the vinyl bins for the originals,
it's encouraging to know Camden
Deluxe are exposing this fine
catalogue to new ears.

been hailed as formidable, probably
because he is monomaniacally
obsessed with attack and puff,
avoiding anything vulnerable or
expressive. However, vulnerability is
a portal of the soul, and without
soul, all saxophonism is pointless.
Beneath the existential grunts and
pretentious art silence, ' Stones and
Black Water' is harmonically so
banal it hurts. So why the hype?
The freedoms Gustafsson employs
were pioneered by musicians steeped
in jazz, reaching out from crowdpleasing to political and cosmic
statements. Gustafsson, on the other
hand, was born in 1964. The
important improvisors of his
generation are currently wrestling
with rock thrash and DJ beats,
attempting to create something free
and fluid from socially-charged
musical materials. Here, there's no
real challenge, and so no
achievement. Niche- marketing
results in a simulacrum of Free, as
derivative and domesticated as
Karin Almlüf sbeige abstractions.

A:2 .1
'WILLIAM PARKER

WILLIAM PARKER
LIFTING THE SANCTIONS
No More No.6

(71m 44s)

The stalwart of NYC Real Jazz
releases a solo bass album. ' Emory'
— bassist Jimmy Garrison's littleknown middle name — is a 24m
tour-de-force: scrubbing, rhythmicallycharged bowing recalls the gargling
free-jazz sax of Pharoah Sanders and
Evan Parker. William Parker ( no
relation) hears in complex
overlayered metres, so everything's
blindingly busy without giving
squares anything to tap to. On ' As
A Flower', violently bowed strings
leave notes hanging in the air,
superseding the arco/pizzicato
distinction. This is music as the
result of a physical clash with the
instrument, closer to drums and
dance than the singing sublimity of
classical technique. As with late
Coltrane, this music requires
attention: casual listeners will find it
ugly. The committed, on the other
hand, will find rainbows of
orchestral colour inside Parker's
notes. A:1
JUNE 1599
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Reissue roundup
NEVER UNDERESTIMATE
the Duke: enjoyable set of 25 tunes
selected and notated by Stan Britt
(ten by Duke's band, the rest are
covers by contemporaries Bert
Ambrose, Charlie Barnet and Don
Redmen) on The Genius Of Duke
Ellington: Jump For Joy [
Magnum
CECD 008, 79m 15s]. H:1 •
Dizzy Gillespie's Night And Day
[CECD 009, 53m 29s] omits session
dates and personnel for its brace of
big-band tracks from 1947 and
1948. Sound is rough. John Brown's
alto, Cecil Payne's baritone and
Dizzy's trumpet cut through the
buzz with hot solos, even when
battling with Johnny Richards'
Hollywoodesque string
arrangements. H:1 •
As composer and leader, bassist
Charles Mingus achieved arare
combination of muscle and magic.
It's good to hear his tough-yettender masterpieces — aglow with
nouveaux harmonies, yet always
digging the blues — played in front
of aclub audience: At The Bohemia
[Original jazz Classics OJC20045, 64m 35s]. Recorded on 23
December 1955, there are bonus
alternates of `Jump Monk' and 'All
The Things You C#', though they
sound sprawling next to the tighter
versions Mingus chose for release.
Mal Waldron was the perfect pianist
for Mingus's interactive intent, and
there's agreat duet between Mingus
and guesting drummer Max Roach.
A:1*
By the mid- 1950s, Miles Davis
was signalling he'd had enough of
the tight-lipped, McCarthy-era pose
of Cool with album titles that
dropped their final `g': Walkin'
[OJC20-213, 37m 46s] is notable for
the funky piano of Horace Silver.
Solos by Miles (trumpet),

JJ Johnson (trombone) and Lucky
Thompson (tenor) are unhurried
and unheated, with that Milesian
limpidness some find classic but
these ears find bland. A:1 R
Bags Groove [
OJC20-245, 45m
59s] is notable for adding the
subversion of Thelonious Monk to
the vibes of Milt Jackson, a
subversiveness Miles found so
inimical he was said to have
punched the pianist in the mouth.
Though surely apocryphal — the
bearlike Monk would have flattened
tiny Miles in amoment — that
hasn't stopped generations of jazz
fans imagining which side they'd
have taken in the ruckus (I'm with
Monk, and not just because he's
bigger). Saxophonist Sonny Rollins
contributes tunes destined to
become standards: 'Airegin', ` Oleo'
and ` Doxy'. A:1 II
Monk's own Misterioso [
OJC20206, 64m 04s] was recorded live at
the Five Spot in 1958. Johnny
Griffin loops lovely lines of
extempore tenor over Monk's
trenchant, treacherous, teaching
rhythms; abonus ' Evidence'
becomes ashowcase for drummer
Roy Haynes's control of timbre, his
drums an entire orchestra.
A:1* 111
Altoist Omette Coleman's 1958
debut Something Else!!! [
OJC20-163,
42m 42s] lacks the melancholic poise
of his subsequent Atlantics; theme
statements haven't yet shaken off
bebop business, and he's still using a
pianist (Walter Norris). However,
his alto already has its wayward
manner of pacing. Anyone interested
in how he got to harmolodics needs
to hear this. A:1 111
Eric Dolphy sounds as if his
devastating virtuosity found bop a
restriction on At The Five Spot Vold

BAILEY/THOMAS/NOBLE
AND

A NIGHT AT RONNIE SCOTTS
VOLUMES FIVE/SIX

Rectangle REC-S LP

Ronnie Scott's Jazz House NARD 003

(
43m 59s)

Another striking cover, courtesy
France's hippest all-vinyl label: a
black-and-white snapshot shows a
sushi-chef at work. Keyboardist Pat
Thomas and drummer-turnedturntablist Steve Noble roll and slice
equally chic found-sound bric-àbrac. Guitarist Derek Bailey is so
nimble and stylistically untramelled,
he could probably improvise to a
cement-mixer and make it sound
brilliant. When left to their own
devices, Thomas and Noble are
aggressively non-linear, crunchy and
obstreporous, finally conquering by
sheer antagonism to The Known.
Head-whirring as hot sakè.
A:1
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[OJC20-133, 47m 32s]. Sound is
unbalanced: Dolphy's alto too loud
— Donald Duck discovers Charlie
Parker — the band too subdued.
Pianist Mal Waldron finally weaves
some harmonies to answer Dolphy's
lyrical excess, and trumpeter Booker
Little plays manfully. This is less
masterful than touchy, suggestive
tinder — extraordinarily tense.
A:1 II
Finally, two ' chamber jazz'
reissues: George Russell's The Jazz
Workshop [
Koch KOCCD 7850,
55m 59s] from 1956 features Art
Farmer on trumpet. Though
Russell's arrangements are stilted —
Bach pastiche, subRa exotics,
orchestral naiveties — Bill Evans
contributes thoughtful and fleet
piano to ' Round Johnny Rondo'.
A:1 •
Vibist Gary Burton fuses jazz and
Country & Western on 1969's
Country Roads & Other Places
[KOCCD 7854, 34m 25s] with Steve
Swallow (
bass), Jerry Hahn (guitar)
and the ever-magnificent Roy
Haynes (drums). Downbeat-scribe
Harvey Pekar will be chagrined to
see his rave review reprinted, as the
music — unalleviated by the gloss
ECM later conferred on Burton —
is in truth annoyingly trite. With Bill
Frisell and Eugene Chadbourne, the
rock revolution came up with much
hardier C&W/jazz hybrids. A:2 •

(2CDs, 115m 51s)
The Ballad Album (
Vol.5) has
caressing saxophone from Ronnie
Scott, John Dankworth and Chico
Freeman, as well as contributions
from Sarah Vaughan and Elaine
Delmar, who also reappear on the
The Vocal Album (
Vol.6). Here,
Sarah Jane Morris proves she's also
adept at the dragging-tempo, wouldbe-sophisto warbling that so often
interrupts the main gig at Ronnies.
Carol Grimes, Tam White and Ruth
Brown wake things up, pushing aside
the chintz to strut some R&B.
Dodgy, but somehow authentic in its
dodginess. ` Extra value double pack'
it says on the wrapper. A:1-2 <>

Miles Davis: Walkin' is reissued
on the Original Jazz Classics label
95
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Rock/pop Reviews
THE ALBION BAND
BEFORE US STANDS YESTERDAY
HTD HTDCD90

Album
in Focus

(
56m 36s)

Following Happy Accident, here's a
second studio album from this
venerable British folk band's current
line-up. And it finally twigged as to
why the Ashley Hutchings-led
institution's recent work is so
palatable to non- Swampy-types:
guitar and vocals are handled by Ken
Nicol, once of the excruciatingly
under-appreciated Nicol & Marsh
and an artist who bravely covered an
Eagles tune 20 years ago, while the
original was still warm. Its title is the
main clue to a package containing
little which would antagonise hardcore chewy-crunchies; this is so
'rural England' that it seems in
places like aWest End version of
Last Of The Summer Wine. And yet it
recognises modern trends in
primarily acoustic music, be it the
unplugged movement or Brits
working with the sons of Uncle
Tupelo. Nice stuff indeed.

1.

Ken Kessler

A:1

,••••••

BLUR
13
FOOD/EMI 4991 292

(
66m 49s. ,

The total approval for 13 by the press is possibly down to the fact that it includes something
to please everybody. A bit of gospel? Well, you've all heard 'Tender' and liked it, even
though it fell down the charts one week after Damon and his massed choir performed it on
Top Of The Pops. Lovely, soft pop? Certainly 'CoFee & TV' fills the bill — Graham Coxon take
abow. A touch of avant-garde maybe? Well, 'Trailerpark' with its ' Ilost my girl to the
Rolling Stones' chorus should take care of that requirement. And so it goes, with chunks of
thrash, guitar strums and memories of 'Justine' — all human life is there. You can only listen
and admire. Yet the thought still occurs that, way back in the annals of time, when Brit- pop
was making its first post- natal squawk, Blur wrote more songs that you could actually kiss
and hug. More melodic panaceas that made you feel good Somehow here, amid all the
obvious creativity, it appears there's more concern about sound than song. Hence aminor
downgrade in the ratings department.
Fred Dellar

A: 1 — 2 4>

Remember when Blur was slugging it out with Oasis? 13, along with Oasis's last release,
confirms that it wasn't aBattle of the Giants but merely aBattle of the Gnats. However much
Albarn was fuelled by parting with his lover, however much the groups too- short hiatus from
the limelight might have been the basis for amajor work, 13 sounds like aconfused and
desperate cry for credibility, with adetour into the incoherence of post- Nirvana grunge. So
forget any earlier hype likening Blur to the polished Mk IBritpoppers of 35 years ago; this
doesn't follow the direct and noble line from Roy Davies, Lanen Marriott or Townshend.
Somewhere along the way, Blur was seduced by pretence.
Ken Kessler3
B:2 So. Four stars in Q, whose Tom Doyle calls it 'adense, fascinating, idiosyncratic and
accomplished art rock album'. Only three and ahalf stars, though, in NME, and an even
lower 6/10 in The Maker. The Daily Mail's long-time Blur Ian Adrian Thrills awards apiffling
two stars and finds himself admitting that it's 'alass-than-great record from agreat band'.
For Mojo's Pat Gilbert, however, it is ' Possibly the sound o; music in the 21st-century', while
The Times feels that Blur have pulled off 'The Beatles trick of capturing both the popular vote
and the creative high ground'. The Independent sees it as 'their most inventive and
courageous album to date' and even the News Of The World hails it as 'Blur's most
experimental and adventurous work to date'. It's interesting to note how much of the critical
acclaim hails the experimental innovations of the album rather than abunch of great songs. I
know which I'd sooner listen to. Finally, then, The Guardian reckoned 13 proves that Blur are
'more inventive, artistic and daring' than Oasis. Falk aboui damning with faint praise, eh?
Johnny Black
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The Albion Band: from rural England
(not West Bromwich)
THE BEVIS FROND
VAVONA BURR
Woronzow Records W0031

(77m 59s)

For those who don't know, The
Bevis Frond is actually a splendid
Londoner, name of Nick Saloman,
who in terms of psychedelic guitar
pyrotechnics may well be the nearest
thing to a 1990's equivalent of
Hendrix. Compared to Saloman,
Lenny Kravitz is but ablatantly
commercial Jimi-come-lately and it
won't take many listens to this
album, recorded in Saloman's spare
bedroom, before long-time Hendrix
devotees are drooling. And like
Hendrix, Saloman's weak-point is his
voice, a thin, reedy instrument that
strains and struggles to hit the notes,
and textures he obviously hears in
his head. The strong points, though,
banish all reservations, because as
well as being a superb
instrumentalist Saloman is a deft
composer whose songs have been
covered by such as Teenage
Fanclub, Juliana Hatfield, Velo
Deluxe and Barbara Manning, to
name just a few. Hendrix may be
the touchstone, but Saloman draws
from awide palate of nuggetsy
psychedelic influences, including
97

The Byrds and Country Joe & The
Fish, transforming his sound into in
arichly-textured acid-drenched
sonic whirlpool.
Johnny Black
A:1 0
AYNSLEY LISTER
AYNSLEY LISTER
Rut RUF1031

(
53m 33s)

Third album from the British
answer to all those precocious
American pre-teens who play blues
guitar like Freddy King. Lister is
still amere 20, but on this release
he sounds like a50-year-old from
Chicago, circa 1955. Storming
electric blues, owing not alittle to
Stevie Ray, it's amix of originals
and afew covers which reveal the
conflict between Aynsley's
youthfulness and his unearthly
maturity. The sound is lean yet
powerful, and you could tell most
listeners that they were hearing
some veteran from the Austin bar
scene. This kid is scorching, so
don't let ageism steer you away.
After all, Robert Johnson died when
he was only 27.
Ken Kessler
A: 1-2 C

Soundtracks
CONCURRENT WITH the lead-in to Oscar
time, the quantity of soundtracks - new and
reissued - has increased mightily. The big
news is Castle's Cinephile series of classic
scores, remastered and some so rare that
Japanese collectors will be looking our way
instead of vice versa. In the first batch are the
majestic Maurice Jarre score for Lawrence of
Arabia [
CIN CD 008 II], plus two for those
sad types who rate Roy Budd: Fear Is The Key
[CIN CD 002] and Sinbad And The Eye Of The
Tiger KIN CD 005]. The latest in Ryko's MGM
series is a compilation called Reel Love [
Ryko
RCD 10742 ID], with 14 romantic originals, if
you con call Last Tango In Paris a romance.
My fave among this month's rediscovered
soundtracks is Up The Junction [
rpm RPM 189
•], a 1968 gem by Manfred Mann.
Among the new are Michal Pavlicek's music
for the BBC's The Scarlet Pimpernel [
BBC
WMSF 6002-2 0], the heavily technoid
[Silva Screen FILMCD 312 II] with Aphex
Twin, Clint Mansell and the like, the hippy- era
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music for Hideous Kinky [
Silva Screen FILMCD
311] courtesy of Canned Heat, Nick Drake,
Richie Havens and other 1960s treasures, and
Raney Newman's delightful A Bug's Life [
Edel
0106342 DNY II], which my eight-year- old
simply adored, despite no plans to be an
entomologist.
Ken Kessler
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'Dreaming of
a place where
the women

JIM O'ROURKE
EUREKA
Domino WIC CD62

«at

have nothing
(
42m 10s)

on but the
radio': Jim ()-

Love it. Simply love it. O'Rourke,
who boasts one of the most
extensive discographies to currently
grace the Internet — how do
connections with Faust, John Fahey,
Stereolab, the High Llamas and
Superchunk grab you for starters? —
has quit working with avant-folk duo
Gastr del Sol to fashion this
marvelously eclectic solo wonder.
The opening track alone will have
you wondering. Vaguely in country
mode, it mutates into acompletely

Rourke

daft, yet charming version of Ivor
Cutler's 'Women Of The World
Take Over', with back-up vocals
apparently supplied by O'Rourke's
supply of friendly hand-maidens.
On ` Something Big', the
Chicago based man-for-allgenres forgets who he is to
become Burt Bacharach. Which
is not abad choice for
someone who can equally be
Van Dyke Parks, Gil Evans
or merely the folkie who sits outside
Marks and Sparks with cap full of
coppers, dreaming, as Jim does,
of ' aplace where the women
have nothing on but the
radio'. Remarkable.
, Fred Dellar
A:1*
ROBERT PALMER
RHYTHM & BLUES
Eagle EBB C0063
(48m 30s)
To what we owe this
honour — Palmer's first in
five years — Idon't know,
but the hiatus has paid off

for certain of his fans. No, not those
who equate him with ` Addicted To
Love', but the ones who remember
his first, post-Vinegar Joe solos as an
R&B maven of note. While this
album dispenses entirely with the
swampy funk of his earliest work,
it's still as 'black' aset as awhite
boy can deliver. There's more than
just acover of ' Let's Get It On' to
reveal that Marvin Gaye has
supplanted Allen Toussaint as
Palmer's mentor. Conversely, there's
too much late-night-MiamiBeach/overpriced shmatte/end-ofthe-Millennium lounge-lizard postmodernism. [
Hell, Ken, that's our
favourite style! — Obscure Musical
Sub-Genre. Ed] Even so, shallow
Palmer is worthier than deep Robbie
Williams.
Ken Kessler
A: 1 - 2 0
PATRICK STREET
LIVE FROM PATRICK STREET
Green Linnet CLCD 1194

(
53m 32s)

While the phrase ' Irish folk
supergroup' might suggest The
Corrs, among traditionalists Patrick
Street spring to mind. This set,
recorded during their 1998 UK tour,
While this
indicates that live-in-concert is the
album
best way to hear them — even the
dirges have energy. What distances
dispenses
Patrick Street slightly from po-faced
entirely
purists is an ability to work
with the
exclusively in atime-locked groove,
swampy
devoid of any modern touches,
without reeking of the must of yore.
funk of his
By comparison, the Corrs seem like
earliest
across between the Chieftains and
work, it's
late ' 70s Fleetwood Mac. I'm at a
still as
loss to explain it, because all the
'black' a set whiny, nasal, droning details are
here to annoy modernists, but
as a white
they're kept in check. If this is
boy can
Guinness Lite, make mine apint.
deliver
Ken Kessler
A-B: 1-2
JUNE IRDE
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Rock/pop Reviews
STEREOPHONICS
PERFORMANCE AND COCKTAILS
V2 WR1004498

(
50m 55s)

The Welsh invasion continues with
this Cymaman trio's second album.
Like the first, it blends nononsense hard-rock riffing with
appealing melodies given a ragged
edge by singer Kelly Jones's rusty
chainsaw voice, but there's an
increased sophistication in their
songwriting and their use of the
studio. At times, they threaten to
deteriorate into a distressing
mixture of Status Quo and Rod
Stewart, but the songs always have
enough lyrical interest to keep
things one notch up, and lovely
atmospheric pieces like `Just
Looking' and the evocative,
innovative closing track ' IStopped
To Fill My Car Up' — a spooky
road movie in song — suggest that
The Stereophonics will develop
into a band that will still be
around, probably bigger than ever,
in the next decade.
Johnny Black

A:1 0

GEORGE STRAIT
ALWAYS NEVER THE SAME
MCA UM() 80585

(
32m 07s)

He's Mr Reliable. After two dozen
albums, Strait might be forgiven
for coming up with something a
mite substandard. But, as usual,
he's delivered in good, rather oldfashioned country manner, not a
zillion miles removed from the way
(if you'll pardon the expression)
Hank might have done it. Songs
about love, both country valentines
and sorry-honey-thatyou-packedup-and-took-the-kids ditties,
proliferate. There's a country waltz
or two, a touch of rockabilly, and a
couple of Texas teardrops, mostly
stemming from old songwriting
hands, such as Melba Montgomery,
Jim Lauderdale, Hank Cochran,
Dean Dillon, etc. And if there's
little that might force its way into
the Country Hall Of Fame, there's
nothing that demands instant
application of the next-track
button. Only the failure to deliver a
Western- Swing track, something of
a Strait trait, is really
disappointing.
Fred Defter

A:1-2

PAUL WESTERBURG
SUICAINE GRATIFICATION
Capitol 499 145-2

(
48m 22s)

A dark beauty, minimalistic yet
boasting an admirable line in backup folk and aco-production credit
for Don Was. Long gone is the man
who howled to glory with The
Replacements. Westerburg is now
content to reflect on his life,
evaluate what went wrong and give
thanks that he's still around to cash
Capitol's cheques. But even when
Westerberg is being joyful or
WI NEWS aRECORD REVIEW

VARIOUS
RIVER OF SONG — A MUSICAL
JOURNEY DOWN THE MISSISSIPPI

111111E

Smithsonian Folkways SFW 40086
(2CDs, 130m 18s)

romantic, the idea
of death isn't all
that far away. The
'Born For Me'
duet with Shawn
Colvin reveals ' I
could die here with
you', while on the
opening, cellobacked delight that
.is ' It's A
Wonderful Lie' he
reveals how he's
resigned to the
ageing process,
admitting ' ain't in
my youth, I'm past
my prime'.
Elsewhere, on
'Bookmark',
Westerburg dwells
on the subject of
someone who has run our uf trust
and, generally, the tone is that of a
one-time loser who's been down on
the ground but finds hope in the sky
above. The recording quality,
sometimes deliberately lofi and
grungy, sometimes easy on the ear,
somehow echoes the images that
Westerburg provides.
Fred DeIlar

(top)
Stereophonics
(above) Paul
Westerberg

11—C:1

Here's your choice. You can lash out
the plane fare to New Orleans, hire a
local guide and spend two years
cruising the Mississippi in ariver
boat, stopping off here and there to
dip into the local musical culture
(it'll be the experience of a lifetime,
and it'll set you back maybe thirty
grand), or you can buy this superb
2CD set, which was recorded live
between 1995 and 1997 by filmmaker John Junkerman and the good
folks from Smithsonian Folkways.
Here you'll find superbly authentic
gritty contemporary folk, blues,
gospel, cajun, zydeco, bluegrass, rock
and soul from the likes of Soul
Asylum, Spider John Koerner,
Fontella Bass, Levon Helm, The
Boundless Love Quartet and the
Mississippi Mass Choir. Even more
fascinating, though, are the examples
of much lesser-known styles. Along
the way there's ahumourous
Scandihoovian (Nordic/American)
folk song 'recorded in Annie
Anderson's living room', Asian
immigrant music played on abanana
leaf, a Chippewa pow-wow song;,
and the gloriously simple finish with
'La Vida de un Jaibero' sung by
Spanish-descended retired
trapper/fisherman Irvan Perez,
recorded 'on a small boat near the
mouth of the Mississippi'. If you care
about music in all its astonishing
diversity, this peerless documentary
will swell your heart and evoke every
emotion you possess, from tears to
belly laughs. Incomparable.
Johnny Black

Studio2Stereo

A:1* 0

STUDIOP4STEREO

IrAL-WIDICIP11313

NO MORE RIFLING through boxes at Oxfam:
EMI has paired up a dozen of the nard-to find- in- decent- nick Studio 2 Stereo albums
onto six doubleCDs. OK, so they were quite
categorically crap of the sort which we can't
call muzak because that's a tradematked
name; but you get the drift: instrumental
soma. Music aside, this eiaterial became bot
property among audiophile collectors, years
after the fact, when it turned out that most of
them blew away Decca Phase 4s, assorted
shaded dogs, Mercurys and the like. This s
AudiOphilia Rampant, created in Abbey
Road's legendary Studio 2 ( hence trie name,
now resuscitated to exploit the loungecore
market; audiophiles are secondary. For
completists, they are Basil Henriques and the
Waikiki Isranders: Shades Of
Hawaii/Hawaiian Nights [
498 1292
Pepe Jaramillo: Mexican TFuana/Mexioari
Gold [
498 1352], Joe Loss: Latin a Io
Loss/Latin Lice Loss [
498 1412], Franck
Pourcell: Cole Porter Story/This Is Pour:el

In,

ALR,TX2EVTIS

E
ifige-itioee•

[498 1472], Alan Hawkshaw and Brian
Fahey: 27 Top TV Themes/Time For TV [
498
1712], and the best of the lot: Various
Arlists: Ultimate Stereo Presentation/BreakThrough: An Introduction To Studio 2 Stereo
[498 1592], the latter pair you should
already own.. on vinyl. But these transfers
are spectacular, so enjoy ' em for what they
are: great- sounding kitsch.
Ken Kessler
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Aleph 3
30W Single Ended Stereo

"The transparency of this integrated
amplifier during rapid dynamic
variations will startle the listener.
This is the sign of atruly great amplifier."
Prestige Audio Video, France, Dec/97

For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Pork Rood,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
Email: premier@path.co.uk

X 1,000
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DAC D1
Fully BalancedNolume Control Output
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01892 547 003
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01733 555514
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01494 437892
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F. 01892 547004
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Fax: 01277 224103
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Rock/pop Reissues
THE HOLLIES
EVOLUTION
JOHNNY MOORE'S
THREE BLAZERS
LOS ANGELES BLUES THE COMPLETE RCA
RECORDINGS 1949-50

EMI 7243 499 4272

From 1967, both the mono
and stereo versions on one
digipack'd disc, the Hollies in
early psychedelic mode. Not
hit-laden, per se, but bursting
with the requisite harmonies the penultimate fling with
Graham Nash prior to leaving
for CSN. A:1 n

WestSide WESD 217
(2CDs, 89m I4s)
Dunno how deep' the lounge core and boogie newbies are
digging, but this should teach
them a thing or two about
sheer class. This double
contains 31 rare and essential
tracks from an influential vocal
group ( it featured the
legendary Charles Brown,
recently a Bonnie Raitt protégé)
which connected the dots
between post-war lounge music
and 1950s doo-wop. It's music
laced with both dark, bluesy
touches and chilling guitar
work, and, as such, should
seduce fans of everyone from
T- Bone Walker to Mercy Dee to
Nat King Cole. B:1' •

FRUIT EATING BEARS
GENTLE CREATURES DESPITE
THEIR FIERCE APPEARANCE
Overground OVER 83CD

(
70m 475,)

Amazing 32-track set
containing singles, an
unreleased Vic Maile-produced
LP, a live gig in Margate in
1977 and more, from one of
the best of the punk-era bands.
Raucous, energetic and
displaying talent not evident in
the Pistols, et al. A:1
NAT KING COLE
WHERE DID EVERYBODY
GO?/LOOKING BACK
Capitol 7243 498 8852

(
63m 10s)

Another two-on-one CD, one
from 1963 and one from ' 65.
Nat in full-on ballad mode,
more introspective than usual
but still lush and romantic.
A*:1*

TKO Magnum CECD 011

(
45m 34s)

BIG BILL BROONZY
SOUTHERN BLUES
(
73m 19s)

Superlative 25-track set from a
bluesman — file under ' Rural'
or ' Folk-blues' — who was
probably more influential than
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Repertoire REP 4733- WY
It's music laced

(
77m 38s)

German companion to an older
See For Miles set, 25 tracks
from the late 1960s/early 1970s
UK soft rockers. As expected,
contains the gorgeous
(Do IFigure) In Your Life'
and ' ICan't Let Maggie Go',
plus rare foreign-language
songs. A- A*: 1 0

with both dark,
bluesy touches
and chilling
guitar work

Robert Johnson. This time it's
his pre-war stuff rather than
the later work for the majors
which tarnished his image.
Ends with the immortal ' Key
To The Highway'. H:1* E
B013BY CHARLES
BOBBY CHARLES
Cast h ESMCD 675

(
55m 03s)

Part of the recently-launched
Bearsville reissue series, rootsy
swamp rock from 1972,
remastered and with bonus
cuts_ Guests include Dr. John,
the Band and others of similar
intent, so put this under ' must
own' if you've ever grooved to
Cooder. A:1*

(
45m 22s)

Twenty totally obscure
rockabilly tracks circa 1957-8
and unheard for four decades.
Annotated and authoritative,
from the genre's finest label.
Essential for both Teds and
historians. H:1-2 ci
FREDDY & T114E
DREAMERS
FREDDY & THE DREAMERS
EMI 7243 499 4172

(
67m 38s)

1963 debut from the novelty
rockers, this digipack
containing both the mono and
stereo versions. Definitely
forgettable, bush-league
BritBeat, but a necessity if you
need proof that it wasn't all
Beatles ' n' Kinks ' n' Stones.
A:3 Li

JUNE 19911

Catfish KATCD 112

(
70m I7s)

One of the earliest blues giants
— he taught both Robert
Johnson and Muddy Waters —
House's role in the genre's
development cannot be
overestimated. This earthy set
contains all of his pre-war
recordings, and must be one of
the touchstone collections if
your interest is pre-electric.
H:1' Li
SPIKE JONES & HIS CITY
SLICKERS
THE VERY BEST OF
Empress INUCD902

(
72m 04

Humorous music reached a
pinnacle of sorts with the
madcap Spike Jones, a Big
Band era equivalent Spinal
Tap remembered best for
'Cocktails For Two'. Still in
time for the retrobrigade, 24
of his best moments.
H:1-2

Another 2CD set in the label's
comprehensive Pye reissue
range, 58 tracks (eight of them
previously unreleased) from a
journeyman Brum band not
shy of harmonising.
Authoritative, like its
companion discs, and pretty
much the final word on
another minor British Invasion
act. A:1-2 0
JESSE WINCHESTER
ANTHOLOGY

More Bearsville material, this
new 2CD package containing
34 tracks from the highlyregarded Lousiana-born
troubadour — one a 23-track
best of, the other containing
the contents of his 1971 debut
LP. Gritty singer-songwriter
material with a protest edge:
Winchester was adraft resister
who was later granted amnesty
by President Carter. A:1 [11
ROBERT WYATT
THE END OF AN EAR
Columbia 493342 2

(
47m)

Mid-priced edition of seminal
1970 solo from the ex-Soft
Machine/Matching Mole
drummer. Abstract ' Canterbury
Rock' notable for Wyatt's
inimitable vocal style, and as
odd as anything issued by
Kevin Ayers, Roy Harper, et al.
A-B:1-2
THE YARDBIRDS
FOR YOUR LOVE
(
64m 24s)

HAVING A RAVE UP
(
63m 27s)

From 1971-2, a minor
masterpiece foreshadowing the
drum-based glam and glitter of
the Sweet, Gary Glitter, and
the like, but minus the hokey
showbiz bullshit. Serious
powerhouse rock, in line with
post-Tolkienish Bolan. A:1
LOVE SCULPTURE
BLUES HELPING
EMI 7243 499 4162

Sequel NEECD 299 (
2CDs, 143m 50s)

Repertoire REP 4757-WY

JOHN KONGOS
RONCOS
Snapper SMMCD 563

THE ROCKIN BERRIES
THEY'RE IN TOWN

Castle ESMCD 690 (
2CDs, 103m IIs)

SON HOUSE
PREACHIN' THE BLUES

Rollercoaster RCCD 3033

Evocative 1920s ragtime from
one of the genre's earliest
superstars. Digitally remastered
yet still creaky enough to
sound like a clean 78, 16 from
the cornetist who died at the
age of 28. H:1-2

Catfish KATCD114

THE HONEYBUS
THE HONEYBUS STORY

JOHNNY DOLLAR
MR ACTION PACKED

BIX BEIDERBECKE
TIGER RAG

(
64m I9s)

from 1968, in a power trio
responsible for some truly
seminal bluesy, proto-HM
rock. Exquisite taste in material
(as Edmunds always
demonstrated) and a
disconcertingly modern feel.
A:1 7

(
42m 12s)

Lovely digipack edition of an
early Dave Edmunds effort

Repertoire REP 4758-WY

(
74m 10s)

To match last year's
superlative
Overundersidewaysdown
digipack, the group's first two
US LPs, each with a surfeit of
bonus tracks, and sounding so
good — bass especially — that
it's scary. Peerless mid- 1960s
British featuring early Clapton
and Beck, and therefore some
of the most influential rock,
R&B, pop and nascent
psychedelia of the era.
A:1' 0
Ken Kessler
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Helios Stargate CD player
New to the UK - Amazon turntable

New to the UK - NotePerfect Symphony
Trilogy 948 power amp
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NotePerfect

Masterclass from the original CLASS A company
New products from Sugden
Wide- bandwidth d.c coupled high current class A power amplifier
and matching pre-amplifier. Available as astereo power amplifier
you can upgrade or balanced monoblocks.
Handcrafted from the finest materials and components, Sugden
guarantee to add an extra dimension to your listening pleasure. Our
superior wide-bandwidth designs will increase the dynamic range
and sonic accuracy of your audio system - without fatigue.
With over thirty years experience in design and manufacturing
Sugden has become areference for reviewers, musicians and
audiophiles around the world.
Prices start at £ 549.00 for the Audition series
so why settle for anything less?
J. E. Sugden & Co Limited Valley Works,
Station Lane, Heckmondwike, W. Yorks. WF16 ONF
Tel. 01924 404088 Fax 01924 410069
Email jesugdenecompuserve.com
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash
£23.00 El
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 El
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber CI /steel El mounting
£10.50 El
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£65.00 El
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 El
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£89.00 El
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d)
£99.00 El
HFNIRR 017 Walnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 [
11
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (25) £ 12.00 LI
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 E
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 111
per 100 £19.00 n per 500 DOM El
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£ 13.00 El
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 El

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.00 E Ready built £370.00 11
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ' Universal' £47.50 o
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00 El per 100 £38.00 E
per 500 £180.00 CI
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12m,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00 El
per 100 £9.00 [
1 per 500 £40.00 11
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 El
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£99.00 El
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £47.00 El
(chrome) £85.00 El
Gryphon Black Exorcist: movingcoil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00 111
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 11
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
Xseries RIAA unit
£130.00 E
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.00 El
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within onetenth of agramme
£20.00 El

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 El
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 El
slim double
pack of 5£6.50 El 5in, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 El
RATA ' Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £10.00 El
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £15.00 El
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 CI
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00 11
XLO Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00 El
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound
£20.00 III
Musical Fidelity X-series: X-/ OD CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 11
104

X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 30.00 {-7

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00 El EL34WXT £8.00 El
5881/KT66 £7.00 El 6550/KT88 £15.50
El ECC81/82/83/88 £6.00 El EL84 £3.50
El EL84M £7.00 El EF86 £8.00 El
GZ34 ( China) £12.50 El PCC88 £6.00 CI
EL509/519 £18.50 El
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £8.00 El
preamp tubes £6.00 E
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.00 El
large(three) £10.00 III
'so-Bearings elastomer spheres, set of
three £ 5.00 n
'so-Bearings 3.3 (larger version), set of
three £85.00 El
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£29.00 El
Insert Audio 4min plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00 El
Michell 4mxn plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00 El
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £12.00 El
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00 o
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00 E
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 E
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 E
DeoxIT: deoxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00 El
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 111
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 El
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £ 2.50 171 Ready built unit £95.00 O

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00 o
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00 El
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 El
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00 El
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00 El
(h-bk), signed £45.00 0
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 El
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set E each £17.00 E
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00 El
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 El
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs, Audio Amateur (s-bk)£20.00 El
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 El
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00 O
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sanders £25.00 E

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 El (h-bk) £50.00 111
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 El
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 El
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00 O
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) DOM El
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00 El
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
DOM El
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 111
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £15.00 [
11
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50 El
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk) £7.00
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 E
The Williamson Amplifier DIN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 111

CATALOGUES
Accessories Club full review catalogue El
Book, technical CD and software catalogue
111 Audiophile LPs/CDs O

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
Ftadex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00 D
Heavy gauge, £. 50 per metre El
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 11
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 El
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 E ready built £ 5.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls
£88.00 D
Batteries and charger unit
£70.00 El
Case and chassis
£ 0.00 O
Assembled unit, complete
£295.00
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £ 0.00
per two-pair £110.00 E
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics
£250.00
Casework and chassis
£80.00 El
Assembled unit, complete
£399.00 11
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details
£TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Suitable for in-line (dedicated spur) or
switched output use.
Standard 230V Euro/UK
£400.00. 11
110V:110V; 230V:110V; 110V:230V
50/60Hz £450.00. El
230V 5%-20%
output, volts adjustable
£480.00 D

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR
• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Box:
A special mains Consumer Unit £198.00 11
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur Box £250.00 El
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)
111

***

THIS MONTH'S ***
MATURED ITEM

Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £10.00 El
five litres£10.00 El
IRE 1155
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NEVW II RECORD REVIEW

READER SERVICES

A GOOD SPRING CLEAN
to £45 for 500). And yes,
Cleanliness is next to
you can still preserve your
godliness, especially for LP
album artwork with the
users. Here's aspecial spring
classic Heavy Duty PVC
round-up of record-cleaning
Outers (
from £20 for 50 to
products and storage
£180 for 500), welded on
accessories — including some
three sides and as used by
new ideas as well as tried
record stores. For longerand tested favourites.
term storage you might
Prevention is better than
choose 12in Sealable Poly
cure, but for truly gunged-up
Bags (
from £5for 50 to £40
records, you need the Moth
for 500).
Record Cleaning Machine,
Many LP users have relied
available either ready bulk
on Last cleaning products,
(£369) or as akit (£ 199).
and these are now available
Moth RCM Fluid is
again through the
formulated from isopropyl
alcohol and purified water; a Accessories Club: there is
Last Power Clean (£32.50),
non- foaming surfactant is
suitable for use with cleaning
also added. This has been
machines including the Moth;
prepared for those finding
Last Preservative (£32.50)
difficulty in locating the
and Last Record Cleaner
ingredients: it's available in
(£19.50) regular LP cleaning
one- litre (£ 15) or five- litre
fluid. For afinal brush- up,
containers (£ 35).
use the Decca Mk III doubleOnce your discs are clean,
row carbon- fibre record
it's obviously unwise to put
brush (£ 13).
them back into adirty old
If things don't sound right
inner sleeve: so you'll need a
after all this, maybe there's a
supply of HEN 023 Inner
system set-up error. The
Sleeves, ahigh- quality antiHFN/RR 025 Test LP has
static type which really cosset
setting- up and cartridge
your discs ( from £ 10 for 50
tracking tests to allow you to
to £90 for 500); or choose
optimise tonearm geometry,
the cost-effective standard
phase and chanel balance,
commercial Poly- lined Paper
Inner Sleeves (
from £5for 50 and pickup downforce (£ 15).

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £ 7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE : as listed below
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Weber/Mobius
(EMI ' Debut') £7.95
Jazz — A Night At Ronnie
Scott's £14.00
Reissues roundup —
Magnum CDs, £9.99
Rock/pop — Blur,
Stereophonics, George
Strait, Paul Westerburg
£12.95
Various (
River of Sons)
£19.25
Soundtracks —
Up the Junction £9.99
Rock reissues — Bix Beiderbecke,
Fruit Eating Bears,
The Honeybus,
The Rockin Berries, The Yardbirds
£9.99

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

The CD Service con normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+441011234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/KB/Switch
Card Number •
delete as appropriate

[Tr]

Expiry Date

Issue Number

Ell
Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form ( tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: +44 ( 0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: + 44 ( 0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.corn.

+postage and packing (see text): £
Total price: £
UK Sale!: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £6.95
NEW: NEW: NEW
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £6.95
GOLDEN DRAGON
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
PX25 £365.00 pr
6SN7GT/ECC33 £8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes
2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

Singles

Per Matched
Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£28.50 £60.00 £ 120.00
£ 11.50
£25.00 £50.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00

Golden Dragon T300B Range
30013 Super
£79.00
4.300B
£84.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

an

inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-01 Gold

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL 156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
KT90
KT9OLX
350B
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

Matched
Pair
£25.00
£25.00
£12.50
£75.00
£25.00
£25.95
£65.00
£57.95
£67.95
£65.00
£75.00
£29.95
£19.95
£42.95
£64.95
£84.95
£25.00

Matched
Quad
£50.00
£50.00
£25.00
£ 150.00
£50.00
£52.00
£ 130.00
£ 116.00
£ 136.00
£ 130.00
£ 150.00
£60.00
£40.00
£86.00
£ 130.00
£ 170.00
£50.00

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50
Matched
Octet
£ 100.00
£ 100.00
£50.00
£300.00
£ 100.00
£ 104.00
£260.00
£232.00
£272.00
£260.00
£300.00
£ 120.00
£80.00
£ 172.00
£260.00
£340.00
£ 100.00

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00/57.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521
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Audiolab

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

MartinLogan
‘ECI=211I

Krell

MonitorAudio

24 Gillygate, York

Tel

01904 629659

Fax 01474 333762

X Dem. Sale...

Y9
rk.
ag eat place tor...

AE
Atacama
Audiolab
132•W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Epos
• Widest choice in the area
Harman-Kardon
• Independent advice
JBL
• Qualified staff
KEF
• Comfortable dem rooms
Kenwood
Superb showrooms
Krell
• Main road location
Marantz
Major car parks nearby
Martin-Logan
Mendian
• Insurance estimates
Michet
• Over 30yrs experience.
Mission
• Service Dept
Monitor Audio
• Delivery & installation
Musical- Fidelity
• Part Exchange
Pickering
• Open Iff30-5:30 6days
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Quad
REL
Up to 3 yrs.
Rogers
Interest Free
SUE
Sonus-Faber
Credit
Spendor
deposit only 20% of
Tannoy
£500. for 12 months
TDL
£1500. for 24 months
Thereon
£3000. for 36 months
steject lo
Yamaha
& lots more
PS of you're making aspeaal trop
ors best to book weekdays

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

Was

Acoustic Energy AEI II r/w £995
AE2 U r/wood inc stands £2090
Audiolab 8000C £580
8000LX £470
8000CDM+DAC £2300
8000DAC £900
8000MX pair
£ 1800
B&W CDM2 r/wood £400
Copland CDA288 £ 1999
Cyrus Illi
£598
Commander remote £ 100
PSX-R
£328
Power
£498
SL integrated amp
£398
JBL Aquarius S119 LSs £ 1250
KEF LS3/5a piano bk. LE £ 1800
Krell 250 Pi4 I
power £5195
KAV300 cd
£3550
Marantz CDI7 bk. £800
PM17 gold
£900
Meridian A500 r/wood £875
M60 r/wood £2500
566.20
£ 1095
500 CDT +566.20 DAC £2420
Michell Argo pre.+Hera £885
ISO phono stage £420
Mission
753f oak
£898
754f oak
£ 1498
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
r/wood piano laq. £5000
Studio 12 r/wood £ 1100
Pink Triangle Litaural CD £2099
Tarantella+RB+XLZ £ 1054
Pioneer CLD-D925 £800
A300 Precision £400
PDS505 Precision £460
Quad 77 Power amp £600
77 Pre-Amp
£700
77 Remote
£300
77 CD bus (all carbon) £700
REL Q100E bk.
£495
Yamaha DSP-A3090 £ 1500

Now

Classic second -hand...

£745
£1400
£475
£395
£1725
£650
£1495
£320
£1599
£475
£50
£275
£395
£325
£625
£895
£4650
£3195
£650
£695
£650
£1875
£750
£1795
£595
£320
£750
£1125

Acoustic Energy AEI r/w £495
Audiolab 8000C pre-amp £375
8000A integrated amp £350
Audio Innovations Series 1000
monoblox ( were £ 1799) £750
2nd Audio (was £3000) £ 1000
Gale 401 chrome/black £250
HK Citation 11/12 pre/power
& 15 tuner the very first models,
in walnut cases £300
KUE 104/2 r/w (£ 2000) £850
Martine CD63 11 KI-S £275
CUSS (built like atank) £250
Mission 776/777 ban pre amp &
2x 100w power amp £950
Argonaut bk., big, twin bass £325
Quad 22 pre & powers £600
ESL57 pair bk latest spec. £ 750
34 pre-amp
£ 150
44 pre (din)
£ 185
405 power amp £ 200
FM4 tuner (din) £ 150
Revox 036 1/2 track 10" £ 195
B77 reel-reel 1/4 track, 7.5ips
pro-nabs, op cover £850
Rogers LS6 teak
£ 175
Ruark Sabre bk.
£250
SME original 3012
£ 175
3009 mkt original box £75
Tandberg TD20A
1/4 track 7.5ips 10"reel £650
Tannoy Cheviot 10"
Dual Concentrics , walnut £350
609 marble effect inc. stands £ 195
Thor-ens TDI24 mk2 + 3012 £ 150
TD125 rnk2 +3009 £200
TD150+3012 in SME plinth £300

£2995
£825
£1675
£750
£595
£300
£350
£450
£525
£150
£595
£395
£1125

Vortexion Series 4 recorder £ 100

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-503 0588/9
FAX HOTLINE: +44 (0) 181-519 3695
E-MAIL: LinkBack@aol.com

3113411Laissues
Missing a vital back number? Our Back Issus Serv:ce can help!
We can also photocopy articles lor you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992-1998; simply cut
out or photocopy the coupon, or write to:Back Issues Dept,john Denton
Services, Unit 6, Heron Industrial
Estate, Cooks Road, Stratford, London
E15 2PW, England. Make sure that your
remittance (sterling cheque or postal
order/ international bank draft) is payable
to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LID.
We welcome and can take credit card
orders by telephone on +44 (0)81-686
2599, ext 211, or fax (21 hours) on
+44 (0)181-781 1)550.
PHOTOCOPY SE RVICE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFIVIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article
(UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies,
please quote issue date, author and title as
accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Department.

IORDER FORM
IPlease send me luck issues
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FIRST
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Feb ' 98 21200 CD
players, the er6kHz clCS
DAC, Fredern ChM
interview; at about DTS

Mar ' 98 ATC A7, Avant
.41pha SSE player, Infinity
Composition speakers, DIY
turntable supply by Duncan

Apr '
98 free Mozart CD,
Linn Arkiv, juilliards•
Beethoven, Carl Perkins
tribute, Las Vegas shoe.,

May '98 a look ahead ro
SuperAudio CD, Sunfire
amp, Pioneer CDR, >lean
11,nd Webber interviewed

June ' 98 Maucal Fidelity
X-AI, Tann:y home theatre.
hi-fi on the tee», Reny- Fox
on recordable dsc formats

July '98 Panammic
Class A Sueen, John
Crabbe 'sDIY tone control,
Biret and Prhud interviews

-lug '
98 ." tif'., Indio
CD vs 24196', Pioneer
DVD combi, Transparent
cables, Frankfurt shoe

Sept '
98 Arcam Alpha 9
CD, 6:x floorstandmg
speakers, Assemblage DA.,
Graaf GM20, Roxy Maxie

rasserre, Day. Reprinter 's
DR.S8 kir, (;orrard
Musical Filed!, XRay CL)

Voy '
98 Noon CD3.:±,
Ben Duncan 'sSuper Spur,
Crimson antes, Moran=
CD recorder, Frank Zappa

Dec '
98 Audio Spectrum
and Thiel speakers, Taik
amp, Reson turntable,
Georg ripener interoWv ,

Jan ' 98 L1000 searaicà
sydeme, Philips rordar,
Duncan 'sPure Power,
Bren Teed, Yoko on CD

I
III
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caps)
as indicated below:
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Postcode

Issues required:

l'rices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
IPlease tick postal service required.
I UNITED

KINGDOM
EUROPE AIRMAIL
OVERSEAS SURFACE
OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£4.75
£5.50
£5.50
£8.00
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3
3
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http://www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

XA RAN GE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

M ILLED METAL KNOBS.

RUGGED ,NON- RESON ANT
METAL CASEWORK.

JUST IMAGINE HOW GOOD
THE ELE CTR ONI CS MU ST BE.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, AND CD PLAYER. FOR DElAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 0181 900 2866

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 R
G- olden Dragon- leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)

6.3V
1.3A
450V

Screen Voltage (DC)

425V

Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current

65mA

Anode dissipation

22W

Screen dissipation

3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker ( of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424gcompuserve.com

specialist guide
CHESHIRE

DEVON

St CORNWALL

DOUG BRADY 1-1I FI

ection

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Warrington, WA1 3NU
Tel: ( 01925) 828009
Fax: ( 01925) 825773

GREATER MANCHESTER
'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI- Fl

11M
A

rcsm

Ott Vi

»WY

IlEpos

Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

Tel: (0I ) 2889449/2888477

MUM

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

NORTHERN IRELAND

AUDIO COUNSEL

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

ORPH<V5 AVDI
,., Coital , aeecte
t

Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Audio Alchemy • Audio Anobgue
•Audit:mien] • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physk • Boulder • Burmewer
•(aborne • Conrad-Johnson • Croft • DPA • EAR. • Eledraompaniet • Farrell
•Fullers Audio • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • Grad • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Voice • Lowther Voigt • Magnum • Merinos • Musical Fidelity • 0(M• Oracle
•Orelle • Ortoton • Papworth • Pass labs • Purist • ProMct • Pentochord
•Pink Triongle • OED • Sequence • Stan • Mac • Triangle • Trichord Research • Totem
•Unison Research • Yamamoto (hurchill • YOU and others
delivelbrniallaliteu • Part exelonneleir '
btu,
Call for list of part exdlange bargains
Detesters Namara nkosashl5mes fen /21cifierla npx crossFarewica caerry
5 rnins from 127 of llse M6

01257 473175

AM410/1
"fr\l/1"

,
gesmole

HULL

AtIcho ViSto.1 Gov\smitatTs

Once is not enough

term repeat customer.5o whether

THE
AUDIO
ROOM

you are buying, selling, exchanging

HI-FI SPECIALIST

We

at

ALIGho

Venue are not inter-

ested in making the quick,one time
sale.Rather,we want you as a long

Superb range of quality
High End Hi Fi and
Home Cinema on show
38 st. Augustin's Gate
Hedon, Hull, HU12 8EX
Telephone:
01482 896 166

or just looking for unbiased advice

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

£120.00 -£72.000
Tel / Fax 0181 707 4E549
mobile 0973 471426
email ; aucliovenue@vo59net.co.uk

}

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

Components from

SOUTH COAST

•HI-FI

AUDIO COUNSEL

on Hi-end Audio, Visual please call.

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

Choose from the
finest

MIDDLESEX

ears

12-14 Shaw Road,

Mertcloan

Tipabsaies
Sony

muni. oy.ur

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc...etc...etc

CAStle

30 years of Excellence

KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON 8170 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demoneo.uk
Web Site. http://www.KronesHi-Fi.demen.co.uk

TDL • Mission • Copland •

Auellolab

Rega
(Mar Inc:

TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell, Nottingham Analogue. Roksan. Rockport.
VIS, Wilson Benesch,
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue. VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord.
Roksan. Audromeca, M.F., Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus, DAG,
AMPLIFICATION- Ratel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Groat,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS- Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio. JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sunfire ( Bob Carver), JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds.
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura. Frameworks,
Partington, Base. Understands.

Rega • Quad • Aram • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

Hearing is Believing

55

•Nairn Audio • Audiolab •

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A Fresh approach to the World oF Specialist Hi Fi
3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theto Copeland Pink às. Audio Researc),, Meridian, Audion, Hi 0,
88W Speakers including Noutilus 800, CR Developments, Wilson Audio,
Martin Logan, Sonus rober, Jorro, Epos, Ruork, d.p.o, Myryad, Alchemist, Creek,

13 A11:0A

•

.111.•

CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

New

Nov.

Denon LA200A laze ployer • 2Free discs .(Ex DarsI

f.580

£399

KENT

•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDE()

T_TNILET
Sound & Vision

CLOSED MONDAYS

£3,000

Rolond model 1poor Arnp Solid Stria

Is/HI

Meridian 501 pre Amp

(
Ex Dan)

£695

Meridian 566 DAC ( new boxed) save £200

•MULTI- ROOM

EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604

S.M.E, OT Products, N.V.A, tEL Rota Denon, Celestion, Rose, Micromego
Ortofon • much more.

lllllll 1.0 v,,iiritv

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

*Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
*Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

El 500
£ 499

£1,380

fI175

Castle Avon Speakers boxed/mint
only months old

IS/H)

Pink • Numeral CD

(
Ex Do.)

Pink à Ordinall DAC 8 fillers

IS/HI

£475

(S/HI

£795

Unison Simple 4int Amp
Nairn £D3

th 00

,1 and
, ,,,bo
,tted
, c
,
r8

£450

£750

£575

lEx Derr) £ 7,70(1
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r
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71(24
ti ,0th
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(S/11)

Celestion A3 spins Rosewoodirnint

tit

£750.

f1750

include the lull monulochtres
mg upon the product

Mail Order Available

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-1 8A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OW
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437
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LONDON

del O'Brien Hi-Fidee

D

Est. 1966

01'1 %NI)

•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BE VER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

4111.1.111=11.11MMIlib

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

1,12111

le

0% Instant Finance Available

•

•

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 tRaynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 01W
Open 9-5.30 TuesSat

SOUTH EAST LONDON

GREATER LONDON

SI DM Ss. 51.01a El

nil INSTANT 0%
d e
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

Front End Problems?
then contact:

ff-Fie4--14;fffl

"The Cartridge Man ",
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS

27 BOND STREET, EALING WS
n• 0181-567 8703
AUDIOLAB, 58.0, B8W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON ICARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDEUTY, NAD, NORDOST,
CNKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTME, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, 8 OTHERS.
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs 8. service.
Closed Wednesday.

GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

studio

8
AFPt \ OF N

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Our fifth flamboyant year

Tel: 01582 764246

0171-924 2040

HI-FI & TV

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AVI,
BANG 8OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY.
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
OED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL, TEAC.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

ORANGES
& LEMONS

82 The High Street

Bang & Olufsen Centre

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

,

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

0181-688 6565

studio

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

SURREY

SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Anatog Auclto

BADA BONDED DEALER

(Hi -Fi Specialists)

I

RI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL017 I624 8/155
FAX:11171 624 5315

I

849 High Road, London NI2
Tel: 0181445 3267
SALE NOW ON

LE .\ DING STOCKISTS OF
ROHL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
Skit kibi of full range uf speakers Jot]
electronics for all major manufacturers
Ileum. phone for detail'.

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • 1.0DVE
•MICROM FIG 1 • NAM AUDIO* NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • till illIMAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n iet
dli Y
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street Hampton Wick, Kinpeon upon
Themes, Surrey KTI 4111. Tek 081-943
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am 7.00prn/Sat 10am - 6pm

NORFOLK
The Old School
1)
11›ik
%I l' i

School Road, Brecon Ash
Near Norwich. Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
think audio think...

r.

Auditorium
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Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk.
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac.
Unison Research and others

le\

UNILET

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
*Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
*9.30 -5.30 Mon Sat
*Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820
Il
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SCOTLAND

Have you heard the latest?
No? Well here's your chance at listening to some of the coolest
and most serious hi-fi equipment available on planet Earth including:

Music Mill

Naim Audio / Pro AC / Absolute Sounds / Marantz / DNM / AVI
Alchemist / TEAC / Roksan / Rotel.

Hi- ti advice that's always worth listening to.

72 Newhaven Road • Edinburgh EH6 5QG • 0131-555 3963 • Call for details on nationwide delivery and other services

arc
audio physic
chord company

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

4"
)
74 mu."

OF QUALITY HI- Fl ON
THE EAST COAST'

REAL

III

II

SYSII

harbeth
lyre
michell

M

nordost

For triendk ads (cc or to arrange your demonstration of some of
the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous
part exchange allowance always available. Agencies include ATC

ZEN AUDIO

TEL: 01482 587397

orb

hi-fi for grown-ups

nva
royd

o 1 473 622866
fax 01473 631588

sumiko

•AVI • Bryston, • Castle • Chord • Harbeth • HNE • Kimber
Kahle • Marantz • Primare Systems • Spendor • Sumo • Teac
•The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and rnam, more

35 GEORGE STREET HULL

si• nais

densen

"R..e4Ittexi."(4A
,

sugden
totem

—HORD/I

ena@signais.uk.com

trichord

email
www

and more

martle ham heath ipswich 1P5 3UA

.{gnals.uk.corn

ACOUlel tC 0.1141.1.15

Wea
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WEST SUSSEX

AWE

Plione/1. a 1.1..1..1)S MI 13) 2528850 0

THE HI- E7

'f4e poweveleaffri

STUDIOS
Musical Fidelity. TAG McLaren. Electrocompamet. ProAc, Ruark. Caste. TEAC. Unison
Research. T8, A. Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio Harbe:h. Alchemist. Michell Turntables.
Nottingham Analogue Studios. Bluepnnt, A.idio Analogue. Exposure. Liviig Voice, Densen,
Celestion lA Series only). Opera. Audio Physic. Trichord Research, Nordost. Stands Unique,
Stax Electrostatics. Ortolan. Goldring, Yamaha AV. Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations. Home Trial, Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee. Access. Visa. Finance available.

W ould

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Auctiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark. Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipmen:

goet.4.0:7C4i-"c

PROJ ECTS

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
roam-8pm TueFri, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

you like to hear more')

FICAC1,10.4014.1F,'

BADA 8CEDIA

0 1 1 3

2

LE...3

3

0

496

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

101.

4 5 6

Telephone 01273 775978

5

Wm MIDLANDS
Maclaren...
Teay..Mission...Stands thlique

152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Blaswich, Walsall,

and much, much more.

01922 493499
S/SI IA

in

QUALITY Hi-fi for lee midlands
• 3Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre

0121 321 2445

In House Service Department Mail order available
Interest Free Cute ovallabl

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Surnm ('oldfield, Birmingham
.

IF%Á
HI- F- 1

11/111LISIC

EARE HERE

t8l Í.m. (*sit

118idysch, *Jib gut mimes()

MAA-11-11—IEFtS
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS I-1

F-1

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
("4
4.

I

)/N,

Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open Tues Sat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMES • DINERS

112

363 HAGLEY ROAD

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD. SUTTON COLDFIELD.

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 &IL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS. 873 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: C121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL -01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL 0121 354 2311. FAX 0121 354 1933
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Wadia 21 CD player. remote control, four
digital outputs. SE/balanced analogue outputs, digital balanced, analogue outputs, digi-

Linn LP12 black, Lingo, Cirkus, Trampolin,

tal volume control, reference performance,
mint boxed £2250 (£5500 new) possible p/x

£2250, Shahinian Compass loudspeaker, natural oak £ 1000, Stands Unique equipment

combo, betters FPB Series by considerable
margin. May P/X Kevin 01322 408802.
(H1957)

high-end power amp. 01449 676335.

support,

Ear 519 100w compact monoblock valve
power amplifiers, complete with 3sets of new
valves superb sound quality, mint condition,
can demonstrate. Call eves wkends 01959

Epos • ES12 loudspeakers £300, Mission
Cyrus DAD -7 CD player £450, Bel Canto
Aida DAC £500, Serviced Leak Troughline

FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Levinson 332 £4.25k, 39 £3.5k, 4 year warranties, used occassionally so difficult to justify expenditure, probably best solid-state

524258.

( HI955)

Mission 750 LE speakers, mint £ 150, Quad
34/405 Mk2 amplifer £400. Quad FM4 tuner
£200 boxed instructions mint. Arcam Alpha
CD boxed mint £250 07904 488266.(H 1954)
Linn Karik Pro and Klout, may split, sensible offers invited. Michael 0171 608 0325.
(H1953)
Audio Lapis interconnect, 5m £ 130, Gale
402 speakers, boxed £200 ono, Technics
A900 Mk2 amp boxed £240, Pioneer P05904
CD, boxed mint £240, Ruark Broadsword
speakers, latest spec £400. 01825 712960.
(H1952)
Thorens TD 150 MkII, SME 3009 arm with
Goldring 900 cartridge plinth mounted, in
perfect order, stunning sound £ 100 ono 91225
755319.
( H1951)
Sugden AU41P power amp, mint, boxed
100w channel £275 ovno 01371 850665.
(H1949)
Monitor Audio R352 speakers, boxed, good
condition, factory upgrade tweeters inc MA
custom stands, buyer collects £ 150. 01923
835084.
( H 1948)
Mirage M3si floorstanding bipolar speakers.
Stereophile recommended component, wide
soundstage with all the finesse power and
bass extension of afull range speaker, perfect
for home theatre application, mint boxed condition, piano black lacquer £ 1500. 01483
429468.
(
H1947)
ATC SCM50A MkI active speakers walnut
£2550, acclaimed sound stage and imaging,
Audio Research LS15 valve preamp, with
remote £ 1995. Excellent condition, both with
boxes and handbooks. 0115 9242075.
(H1946)
Half price speaker sale, ex-demo units,

Meridian 562V pre £450. Audiolab 8000A
integrated £350. Audiolab 8000C pre £3000,

tuner £ 100, Denon domestic DAT recorder
£200. Dominic 01747 870280.
TDL Monitor loudspeakers, good contition,
rosewood finish, stands boxed excellent
sound, £ 100 ono. 0171 4824089. ( HI941)
Sony AV

system

DVP 5715

DVD, T-

AFB92OR amp, SS-H2200 3-way speakers.
plus stands £600 ono, will consider split.
01582 414945.
( HI937)

Bryston 12B preamp, 4B power amp, perfect
condition, boxed cost new £2400 - bargain at
£1000 ono, 01594 832497 evenings.
(H1945)
Revox B77 Mk2 rem/control perspex spool

£800, Naim SBLs, current spec £ 1100. Naim
42 with CD input and power supply £ 300, all

Garrard 401 turntable and SME 3009 pickup arm, c/w Shure cartridge, mounted on teak
plinth with acrylic cover, £ 150. 01932
226025.
(
HI932)
Apogee Stage £699, Quad 34 preamp
£175.00, Art Audio Concerto power amp 25w
Triode 50w Pentode switchable £495. Leeds
0113 2297524 after 7pm. ( H1935)
Rogers LS3/5A as new boxed £500, Linn

Naim 250, old style, recent service, perfect

perfect. 01527 401954.

( HI992)

Snell E type II speakers plus Priate stands
£550, Helius Orion silver- wired tonearm
£290, Marantz CD 17 CD player £450,
Heybrook Quartet speakers £315. 01297
489877.
( H1991)
Audio Innovations First Triode monoblocks
early style, 6B4G superb sound £490 pair,

Kan Il speaker stands £50, AVI Nu-Nutron

Michell GyroDec, bronze, deep lid, fitted
Eminent Technology Air bearing arm, and

speakers £400, Magnum Dynlab FT Il tuner

RB300, Audio Technica AR+1, offers. 0410

£350. 0181 856 1047.

( H1926)

Classé 30 preamp, 70 Power £ 1000 complete, Linnaeum LFX speakers £300,
Transparent Lntr Digital Line £ 100,
Transparent 8ft Musicwave cable £ 100
Siltech IMTR Digital Line £ 100, original
boxes 01252 311016.

( H1931)

floor tables £25. 01252 311016.

(
H1930)

boxed £ 1,895 (£2,295), Transparent Music
Link
ultra
interconnect
cables
I
m
£340(£780). 0171 701 8416 after 8pm eves.
(H 1942)
Mark Levinson No 333 Power amp 300
watts/channel, full 4 year warranty, immaculate boxed £4495.00, Radlett Audio 01727
855577.

Tannoy D700 Definition floorstander speaker, rosewood, mint condition boxed, £ 1050.
01293 523995.
( H 1939)

JUNE 1999

Roksan DP1 CD Transport £385, Roksan
Ojan 3 loudspeaker £325. 01594 832497
Evenings
( H1944)

Wanted: Naim NAP 250, must be good condition, old or new style case considered,
01625 861825.
( H1936)

Van Den Hul The Second carbon fibre 2
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Meridian 501 integrated amplifier £450, 555
power amplifier £400, 206B compact disc
player £300, all in mint condition, 01506
4I
2808.
( HI925)

Arcam 9Integrated amplifier, 10 months old,
immaculate £350, Spendor BC Ispeakers, exc
cond, £ 175, FM2 valve tuner, self powered
exc cond, £95. 01429 267388. ( H1993)

Orelle CD1OT transport £400, SC150 preamp
MM/MC £ 150, SP I
50 power amp £250.
Orator speakers £200, offers for complete system, mint boxed Target R2 stands £ 175 'MP!

email:

741830.
(H1924)

Meridian 207 CD and pre amp £375. KEF
104/2 and KUBE £750, Rega Planar 3, A&R
P77, £50, Pioneer F90 tuner £20. Wall mounted turntable stand £5. 01494 785743.
(H1933)

original: offers invited for stock clearance.
The Audiophile Club 018 I882 2822 fax 0181
3772.

01829

cover, pro NAB adaptors, Revox pro tilt
stand, 10 Maxwell tapes, £350, Audiotech
wallshelf, £35, all mint 0385 327758.or
01895 237562
( H1943)

Meridain 500 Transport (latest 3-beam) 566
24- bit DAC, absolutely mint and boxed
£1595, van den Hul D102/III XLR interconnects £50, Linn K400 biwire. 5 metres £60.
01793 526796.
( H1927)

speakerseaudiophileclub.co.uk
Sonus Faber Musica amplifier, new and

cherry £250.

Bang & Olufsen Overture BOE 4 remote,
MCL2P power amp and wall bracket, mint
condition with boxes, £ 1250. 01403 891120.
(H1938)

some even less, floorstanders: Cary SP301
£1095, Apertura Tanagra Signature £ 1295,
Shinpy Maganifica Suprema £7995, standmounters: Shinpy Euritma £995, Shinpy
Altair £ 1795, Spendor 2.2 £295, Mission 770

372

Ittok, Dynavector I
7D2 £ 1500, Dynavector
L200 preamplifier and HX75 power amplifier

metre balanced interconnects, fitted with
XLRs, very smooth sound, £270 ono (£416).
Ian 0171 584 5784 or 0171 589 4840.
(H1940)

124262.

( H1990)

Audiolab 8000 CD, Audiolab 8000S, Ruark
Talisman II, black, AudioQuest cales sell as
complete system cost £2500 sell £ 1500. 0131
861 7500.
( HI989)
Audio Research SPG Mk11 mint £900, Audio
Reasearch Classic 60 POA, DPA Renaissance
CD, black, mint £500 ono, Electrocompaniet
EC4 pre AWP 100 DMB £ 1,700 ono, Marston
Audio Silhouette DAC and PSU (brand new
£900) £700 ono, Audio Research SP9 MkI,
black, as new £700, Musical Fidelity XA200s, brand new £670. 01792 280061.
(H1988)
Lowther Super Acousta twin PM6 drive
units, size 84cm high x46cm 42.5cms deep,
used with AMS 100watts per channel, £600
the pair ono 01799 541785. ( H1987)
Croft Mega Micro preamp P5 Audio 4.5 pre
supply, EC Lectern power, Audio Plan
Contrasts III speakers, Tandberg 330
Cassette, Linn Isobarik speakers, Heybrook
HB3 speakers, most boxed, well under half
price WHY 01626 774246. ( H1986)
113
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Naim CD2 Compact Disc player £ 1000
(2000), 0l865 201054. ( H 1970)

Nakamichi DR-2 cassette deck, little use
£200 (£500 as new), Beyer Dynamic DT 880
headphones £20, Arcam Alpha 3tuner £ 100,
Akai 8000D reel to reel and tapes £60, Target
table wallstand £30, QED 200 bi-wire (5m)
£40. 01484 341451. (H1985)

Shahinian
Shahinian

Quad 66 preamp, 66 tuner, 606 II poweramp
£1,200 ono, Quad 44 preamp £200, wanted

352682.

Shahinian Hawk mono subwoofers £ 1380, all
mint condition, boxed, all in walnut. 01626
Rogers LS3/5A speakers LS B1sub, black
ash, Target stands, good condition, excellent
working order, can demo £400. 0171 257

Chord 1200, 1200B or 1200C power amp,
Quad FM4 tuner, 01993 883523. ( H1983)

1134 daytime 01932 841361 eve. ( 111966)

SME Model 20/2 black IV AT-0C9 £3250,
Krell KAV300CD £2750, both boxed indistinguishable from new, less than one months
use! unemployment forces sale 01924
290749.

(H 1982)

Quad 707 power amplifier £575 ono, QED
MA30 high definition headphone/speaker
switch unit £ 25 (£50 new), CableTalk
Monitor 2stereo interconnect £20 (£50 new),
all mint, 01703 738935. ( HI981)

(H 1979)
Garrard 401 turntable, SME 3009 Series Il
arm, Shure V15 cartridge, set in craftsmanmade designer cabinet, all absolutely mint
condition, hardly used, £275 complete. 01539
441318.

hard wired in silver wire ( no pebs), all components ashsy or ashcroft. Matehero Svetlana

Pioneer CT9s cassette, flagship, 18 months

These sound and look superb. Pristine
condition, very little use, full warranty from

Quad FM4 tuner, boxed with manual, mint

Quad 66 pre-amp and remote control panel,
both in very good condition, £300 ono, 01442
(H1976)

anced high grade silicon steer output and
mains Transformers all
signal
paths

EL J4 valves, fully - balanced throughout.

Papworth, retail at £6000, will except
£2,500. 01480 831666 or 0181 679 9770.
(H1968)
CAT Sil Reference preamplifier £ 1990
(£5500), Tesserac Head amplifier plus power
supply £650 (£ 1995),
Roksan
Xerxes/Artemiz/XP3.5 PSU £950.

selling due to bereavement £2095, Canon
SC20 centre speaker £65, 01869 278249.

Apollo Three tiered stands. Siltech and
Cardas cables 0181 870 0938. ( H 1962)

(H 1960)
Mark Levinson ML-3Power amp, 2for sale
consecutive serial nos ( matched pair) late

Audio Research SPD1, audiophile surround
processor from two channel sources, like new

model (+ damping switches), very high end,
enormous power reserves, black 60kgs,
£2500 each or £4000 for pair. Aeroa; 10t
speakers, plus hoods, plus stands plus Audio
Point footers plus black Pioneer lacquer finish £3000 ono (+ £7000 new), David Burton
011895 19337 dtime, 01895 274001 eve.
(H1959)

condition, £ 165 ono 01904 625401 daytime,
01904 6403344 eve.

Reference power supply plus independent
motor unit, make ' the best' better... £500
Dave Burton 01895 274001. (HI959)

Pink Triangle LPT + Rega RB300, serviced,
(£600) £200, Quad Il ( x2) Qc Il x2Preamps
+ AM + FMI tuners boxes manuals £500,

204 £260. 0181 871 2345. ( H1961)
KEF Reference 4 speakers, 6 months old,

(chrome end caps) £200. 0181 539 8262.

Stratosphere Turntable upgrade standalone

Papworth M 200 Monoblocks - 250 wpc ' S'
version. The S version consists, fully bal-

condition £750. 01443 405347. ( H1963)
Shakti Stone £95, Versa labs Red Rollers £45
Cables lm, Pairs Cardas Cross £ 180, Nordost
Blue heaven £80 Meridian Tuners 504 £385,

Nakamichi TriTracer 700 (1973), collectors item £225, no time wasters Trichord
Pulsar DAC, vgc £550, Gale GS40 ISpeakers

(mint) £900, Linn LPI2 (Afro), Ittok, Lingo,
recently dealer serviced £600. 0123 214320
daytime, 01926 470565.

Stax Signature headphones and SRM TIS
energisers, pure valves, mint condition £545
no offers, Russ Andrews Pre amplifier £500.
01240 413211.
( H1965)

old, boxed, manuals (£ 1000) £590. 0161 762
9884.
( H1964)
Naim SBL speakers, black ash, excellent

Quad 77 pre/power amps, cardon with 2-way
remote console, boxed with manuals and
QuadLink cables, 18 months old £675.01865
407965.
(H1980)

874030 or 0976 205797.

Obelisk
speakers £ 1550,
siper ELF speakers £400,

Naim NAC 42.5 £ 150, NAC 62 £ 180, NAP
90 £300, NAP 140 £350, Audio Innovations
S-500 £500, S300 £200, Jamo Concert 8

boxed £700, Snell Type Jbookshelf speakers,
walnut £250, Aiwa AF- 810 cassette deck,
mint £90. 0181 878 5046. ( H1958)
Bright Stare Audio Rack of Gibraltar four
tier black ultra heavy duty welded sand fillable mint. Plus four big rock sand boxes and
little rock isolation pods £ 1400. 0181 878
5046.
(H1958)

Krell MD/turntable + SBP64X DAC £4000
ono (£ 16500), Theta Data II, Progen II DaAC
+ Tic £3600, Theta Data Ills mode + Progen
5A (exceptional) p.o.a, Audio Reasearch LS 5
Mk2 £2150 ono, Meridan 200 + 203. £450
0181 882 4287.

(H1974)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.

Siltech FT 12 MkII 1.5 bi-wire £ 1150,
Siltech FTI2 Mk11 I .2m single £425, Audio
Research Lizunil 4m sc/ic £350, Transparent

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Musiclink ic I
m BAL £ 140. Silver Sounds 4
guage 3m pair £250. Mandrake 1.1m, 0181
882 4287.

Note, telephone or product reference numbers count as one word (
eg Pioneer A400 = two words)

( H1975)

Sugden A2la class A amplifier, 1year old,
boxed, £520 (£800 new). 01234 824682.
Exposure 17/18 pre/power, moving coil, balanced cables, ex cond £750, Naim Naxo 2/4
SBL £200, all boxed, may consider part
exchange, 01903 821709. ( HI973)

•
•
•

•

Snell Acoustics Type J/II speakers, including original boxes and Apollo style stands, all
in very good condition £395, all inclusive, tel
after 5pm 01282 869334.

(H1972)

Sony DVPS715 DVD, black, new unwanted
prize £450, Quad Electrostatics, bronze, mint
boxed, with leads, very little use £430, will
deliver free UK mainland 01257 263851.
114
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Croydon CR9 STA.

HI-FI NEWS F. RECORD REVIEW

for sale trade
YOUR

MAIN
proi,teme
COULD BE YOUR

MAINS
probieeta
Call now for the Russ Andrews
essential guide
to upgrading your mains.

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Kendal, Cumbria, LAS 9AS
Tel: +44 (
0)1539 823247 www.russandrews.com . -..

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving
coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!
ICAN ALSO SUPPLY: TURNTABLES. TONEARMS. CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS, DAT. MINIDISC, CDR, LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES. BLANK TAPES di
DISCS. TEST CD'S. TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES, CABLES,
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.
All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey ¡ reports Delivery is free
Sorry, no general catalogue Please phone or write for specific details

IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON. DERBY. DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

07901 976441
Best Prices Paid Por Midge dl)
&den 11141-Bought-Sold-exchange
Amp/Pi-vamp. & Speaker, \ RMSTRONG, A IRO NOTE, AUDI()
SI CONRAD 1011S , ,N, EAR. JADIS, LOWTHER, LEAK, PVC.
Qt 'SI,. RADFORD. TANNosi: ETC.
Audio we., Bnmar. DEC. Marconi. Mallard.
FOR SALE
QUAD
Leak TL 12.1: Leak TL 10
AUDIO NOTE SHINRI Silver 300B
NOTTINGHAM MENTOR REF. Turntable
SME 309 Tone ami with Audio Note Silver cable
AUDIO NOTE ANE-SPX Loudspeakers
SONUS FABER, MIMIMA. ELECTA. CONCERTINO, GUARMERI.

Absolute Tune-ups
•, .
111 1101,

rural!,

'noddy of rc..ilign ally IlIgh-end t•tillipllutilt.
t in
undo:take rebuilds with ...de, ted audiophile giade
components and can also otter .1
t.
matching st..r% We. F‘pect only the best
Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962

Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

vimuy

SPECIALIST

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

EXPORT FACILITIES
AVAILABLE

PRICE
AUDIONOTE Ongaku MINT
£34995
MARK LEVINSON 30.5/31.5 Cd Transport 8Dac
£
12995
THIEL 7.2 ( BIRDS EYE MAPLE) EX DEMO
£ 10995
GOLDMUND Reference Titable/T3F arm
£8995
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac EX OEM
£5795
AUDIONOTE Neiro amp MINT/BOXED (new £15400)
£5495
MARK LEVINSON 333 Power amp (NEW SEALED BOX £8495) _ 14995
VPI TNT Titable/Grasshopper cart/SPJ arm
£4995
f3995
AERIAL ACOUSTICS Speakers (Piano black finish)£
AUDIONOTE ANE/S-E Uspeakers ( ROSEWOOD) F. veneer £3995
NAKAMICH11000ZXL Gold Ltd Edition! MINT/BOXED/MANUALS £3995
MIRAGE M-Isi Speakers ( Piano black) MINT/BOXED £3995
ALTIS CDT III Cd Transport EX OEM
£3500
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks MINT
£3395
JADIS Dual mono JA80 Monoblocks
£3295
ACCUPHASE 80/80L Cd player
£2995
MARTIN LOGAN CLS Ilz BOXED/MANUALS £2895
AUDIONOTE 10 Limited Cartridge 8Psu
£2750
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 Speakers (Rosewood) MINT
£2500
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp
£2
25
4
9
0
5
0
MARK LEVINSON ML3 Power amp
£2450
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 revision A (Black)
£2350
KINERGETIC Subwoofers with Xover BOXED/MANUALS 3£195
VOYD T/lable/SME V8Clearaudio Delta cart
£ 15
99 5
ACCUPHASE DP7OV Cd player (MINT/BOXED)
£1995
ARAGON Palladium Monoblocks BOXED/MANUALS (9000 raw) £1895
VPI19
REVOXMk3
PR99
(dark
Mk2oakt/Air
Tape Deck
Tangent/Koetsu
(Trolley mounted)
Black
1495

£1800
£

BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
£1495
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp
£ 1495
OUAD ESL 63 Speakers
£1495
JADIS JPL Pre-amp
1495
£
VOYD Standard turntable MINT
1495
£
KRELL Studio Dac1495
£
CELESTION Kingston Speakers with stands
£1395
CROWN Power amp
1395
£
LUXMAN M03600 KT88 Stereo power amp
1295
£
GRAHAM Model 1Tonearm (spare wand)
£1250
VOYD T/Table (upgrade PSU 8MTR) Hero Orion
£1095
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
ARAGON Aurium Pre-amp BOXED/MANUALS
£895
VAC Dac 22.1 (HMO)
£895
AUDIONOTE P2SE Power amp MINT
£895
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp with remote) NEW
£890
CONRAD JOHNSON Motif MP11 Phono stage
£850
EXPOSURE 25 Integrated (with remote) NEW
£850
FORSELL Cartridge MINT
£795
MILLER 8KREISAL MX100 Subwoofer EX CON
£795
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amp NEW
£720
QUAD NEW 77 Integrated amplifier with remote (£850)
£595
OUAD NEW 77 Cd player ( mains powered) (£899)
f595
FINESTRA Pre-amp with psu)
£595
TEAC: A3340S 4TRACK TAPE RECORDER
£595
SOLSTICE AAD Speakers with stands
£495
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp MINT
£495
NAIM Nac 32.5 pre/Nap 140 pwr 8Snaps psu
£495
ROKSAN Xerxes Turntable/artemiz arm
£495
KEF 104 Loudspeakers
£450
LUXMAN 5T-10 Tuner
£450
RUARK Talisman ll Speakers ( Mahogany) 4yrs old
£395
MICROMEGA Leader Cd Player
£350
NEAT Mystique Speakers (walnut)
£350
KLH Research Speakers
£250
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands
£
250
AUDIOLAII 8000A Integrated amp
£245
MIT MIS 2MTR interconnect
£200
MERIDIAN 230 Dec
195
£
MARANTZ Cd 63SE (boxed)
£175
BOW DM2A's (Teak)
£150
NMI 306
£125
TECHNICS SU-V85A Stereo integrated amp
£95
ROTEL RT850 AL Tuner
£5

=}
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A LWAYS
a Large Selection of
Budget Hi -Fi Bargains!
HERE

ARE

JUST A FEW

EXAMPLES

NEW
Ex-demonstration
Denon DM03 system
£459 £389
Denon DM5 system
£279 £239
Denon DM7 system
£429 £369
Marantz Venus system
£700 £475
Teac 500 system
£799 £649
Audiolab 8000A amplfier £500 £375
Audiolab 8000LX amplifier £470 £350
Cyrus Pre-amplifier
£648 £548
Cyrus aPA7 mono blocks
£2000 £1600
NAD 208 HX power amplifier £ 1200 £850
Pink Triangle Litaural CD Player £2200 £1700
Copland CDA 288 CD Player £ 1998 £1698
Quad 77 ( Bus) CD Player
£699 £499
Monitor Audio PMC 700 loudspeakers £500 £400
Pro-ac Tablette 50 (cherry) loudspeakers £600 £450
Castle Severn II (walnut) loudspeakers £580 £475
Mission 773 (cherry) loudspeakers
£350 £280
Yamaha DSP6000
£ 10000 £500
Pass Aleph 5 (class A amplifier) £3150 £25011
Wilson Benesch Orator cherry no grilles £2900 £1900
Naim CDX CD Player
£2265 £1800
Naim Credo loudspeakers ebony £ 1250 £950
M + K MX150 Subwoofer £ 1500 £1150
AMPLIFIERS-SM
£75
A & R Cambridge A60
£250
A & R Cambridge C200/SA150 Pre/Pwr
Audiolab 8000A ( DNIN)
£295
Fully upgraded to current spec
£198
Aura VA8OSE-X
£695
Beard P100 100wpe Pwr amp
Cyrus Iand 2amps
Several from £145
Kenwood KA54OR
£320 £175
£85
NAD 3020A Integrated
£145
NAD 1000pre
£145
NAD 3240 Power Envelope Integrated
£1.38
Naim Nait I
£300
Nytech CPA602/CP122 Pre/pwr
£450
PS Audio Elite
£170
Rotel BX935
£149
Yamaha DSPE200 Processor
CD PLAYERS -DACS sni
Arcam Delta Alpha CD
£250 £125
£175
Arcam Delta Black Box
Kenwood DP7060 CD
£360 £175
£110
Marantz CD36
£120
Marantz CD52
£70
Marantz CD56
£85
Marantz CD65
£199
Mission daD 7000
£140
Mission PCM II
£95
Philips CD1 210
£195
Philips CD850 Mk2 (Trichord clock upgrade)
Rotel RCD865
£3(X) £120
£165
Rotel RCD965BX
£178
Yamaha CD3050
LOUDSPEAKERS -SM
£95
B&W 2000IFS Centre Speaker
£240
NI ission Argonauts
£195
NI mdcal Fidelity MC2
INSTANT CASH LOAN SCHEME
AGAINST QUALITY S/H EQUIPMENT
-ASK FOR DETAILS-

WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE • TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
•ISubject to status)
MAIN DEALERS FOR:
THIEL SPEAKERS. MARK LEVINSON.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS PRODUCTS
E. MUCH MORE.
FOR AN- UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
VISA
httx/Nnvw.hili•slere0.com

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA • SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WELCOME

Callers welcome by appointment

ni

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT

1E3

SPARES AND REPAIRS

Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED

WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND
BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD :WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288, AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001,
FAX 01903 872234
e-mail:heatherdale hifi-stereo.corn

'Velar
TRADING
STATION
22a LINCOLN ROAD
PETERBOROUGH
Tel: 0I
733 343469

THE FINEST SELECTION OF PREVIOUSLY OWNED
HI-FI IN THE COUNTRY - AND ALL GUARANTEED!
Meridian 603 PreiDA('

TURNTABLES / ARMS
1R Legend No arm
Audio Synthesis APS + ADF
MC Phono Stage + PU
I,inn LPI2 + Grace + AT ( MM)
Linn LPI2 ( Ex dem)
Linn LPI2 (black) + Ekos - Valhalla
Iinn LPI2 + Lingo + Wok LVII + K9
lion LPI2
I.inn LPI2
I.inn LPI2
lhue Point

£148
£795 £498
£425
£1750 £993
£2600 £ 1198
£2300 £ 1150

+ Basic Plus
£1600 £595
+ Lingo + lttok LVII + ATOC9 £2500 £ 1250
+ Ittol LVII + Sumiko
Special
£2250 £950

Luxmun PD300 + SME III ( Vacuum platter)
Belt Drive - Accepts 2arms - 33/45/78 £ 1468
l. ra Pamasus
£878
Michell Focus One/Hadcock 228/Dynavector 20a £220
MicroSeiki DDX 10(X) + SME3009/Ortofon MC20
Direct Drive/PSU/2 arm mounts
£550
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
v, ith mentor arm
£2300 £ 1298
Oracle Delphi II/Linn Wok LVII
Oracle Alexandra MKIII (cut for SME)
Ortofon T-300 Transformer
Pink Triangle F'T2 Teak ( SME cut)
Revolver / lielius Scorpoin / P77
Roksan Xerxes + Artemiz + AT 005
Roksan Xerxes + AIRE Tangent 16+
SME * Nr arm ( Ex-dem - Mini)

£1395
£748
£900 £495
£348
£249
£1700 £758
£3500 £ 1995
£1467 £P0A

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Technics SL150 + SME3009 + Shure V15Il
%dcom GTP500Mk2 + GFA545Mk2 Pre/Pwr
%ream Delta 90 Integrated 70 wpc
%lbarry M 1008 Series 11 Monoblocks
ream Zeta 1 ( Ex-dem)
ream Alpha 9Power
ream delta 110 Pre
%udiogram MB1 ( Integrated) Ex-dem
%iidiogram MB2 ( Integrated) ex-dem
%udiolab 8000A
%udiolab 8000C Pre (old style)
%udiolab 8000 LX
%tidiolab 8000S
%udiolab 8000Q

Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr
Chord 12(X)b Power ( Ex-dem)
Chord 1200C Power ( Ex-dem)
Chord CPA 2200 Pre ( Ex-dem)
Classe 30 Pre-amp Balanced/Remote
Copland CTA301 Pre ( Ex-dem0
Copland CTA401 Integrated ( Ex-dem)
Copland

crAsoi

Power ( Ex-dem)

Copland CTA504 Power ( Ex-dem)
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr
'‘ rus One
(';'rus Two
C) rus Straight Line ( Integrated)
DPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem
DPA Renaissance ( Ex-dem)
naco Sil 20 (Classic circa '
76)
Exposure VIII ( Mono's)
Exposure X ( Int)
Exposure XXI RC ( Pre)
EM Acoustics A800 ( 25(10 watt)
(ioldmund 6B ( Ex-dem)
Harmon Kardon AVPla Processor
liarmon Kardon HK620 remote
Krell KR- 1 + KRSP (
4box pre)
Leak delta 30
Irak Delta 70
IF LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr)
I.inn Kaim Phono Pre
lion Kaim Line ( Ex-dem)
I.inn Kairn Phono ( Ex-dem)
Linn LKI Pre
Marantz SC22 (pm) + 4MA22 (
mono's)
Meridian 201 Pre
Meridian 501 Pre ( Ex-dem)

Musical Fidelity Elektra E100 (Int)
Musical Fidelity Elektra £20+E30
Musical
Musical
Musical
Musical

Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity

£750 £475
£900 £550

A100 ( integrated) £225
PI72 Pm
£395
3a Pre
£379 £248
2a Pm
£299 £ 178

Naim
Naim
Naim
Naim
Naim

NAC72
NAC82(Ex-dem)
NAC92
NAP90 ( new Style)
NAPI 10

£498
£2225 £P0A
£P0A
£460 £370
£200

Naim NAP140 (Old Style)
Naim NAP250 (Old Style)

£750 £450
£ 1705 £828

Naim NAP250 ( Ex-dem)
£ 1705 £P0A
Naim NAPI35 Mono's ( Ex-dem) £3410 £P0A
Naim NAIT 2
£298
Naim Hi-Cap (Ex-dem)
£720 £P0A
Nakamichi 1A-3 ( Int)
£ 150
Nakamichi 420 Pwr

£220

Nakamichi 603 Pwr

£290

NVA
EX-FACTORY SPECIAL PURCHASE

£365
£245

£470

£378
£495

TSS Second State Stereo Pwr
£3700 £ 1800
TSS Second State Stereo Pre amp £ 1000 £500
TSS Integrated State It-amp
£ 1500 £800
EMOTIVE STATEMENT
integrated CD player

£2120

£ 1100

EX- FACTORY STOCK DUE TO DOWNTURN IN FAR-EAST
EXPORT MARKETS - SO STRICTLY LIMITED AVAILABILITY

NVA P50 ( Passive Pre)
NVA A7- ( Mono's)
Ones A30 Series 2mm Integrated
Pink Triangle PIP Pre ( 3box)
Pioneer C-90 Pm
PS Audio PS IV ( Pm)
PS Audio 6.1 Pre ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio 6.2 Pre (
Ex-dem)

£1999 £1389
£1495 £675
£150
£185
£398 £298
£499 £397
£595 £447
£278
£1300 £898

QED A270 Integrated
QED Systemline Kit + Mods ( Ex-D)
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
Quad 405 Power-amp
Quad 33 Pre

£1400 £1095
£1700 £1493
£250
£2800 £1795
£760 £395
£740 £597

£6400 £3200

Probably the most beautiful solid state
amplifiers we have ever seen!

£695 £450
£1249 £849
£1698 £1069
£1420 £999

£1198

Audio Note Meishu
£2750 £ 1895
Audio Research V70 Pwr ( Ex Dem) £4480 £2487

Audio Research LS7 ( pm amp)
£ 1550 £ 1095
Audio Research SP14 ( black) ( pre amp) £3200 £ 1495

£500
£550

£275
£3800 £1498

£898
£ 1298

£ 145
£ 195

Naim NAC22
Nigel-t
Naim NAC42

£495
£599

£2245
£75

10th Anniversary Edition
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power)

Audio Research D200 Power ( Ex dem) £3248 £ 1997
Audio Research D240 Power
£ 1848
Audio Research D250 Power
£2498

TDS Second State Mono
Power amps
Pair

£195
£999 £625
£12,000 £4298
£3124 £1799
£2000 £495
£250 £165

Audio Innovations Second Audion Mono's£3299 £ 1995
Audio Innovations Series 800

£220
£150
£95

£295
£195
£359
£429

£3790 £P0A
£4710 £P0A
£2530 £P0A

£ 1895 £ 1095
£369 £269

Naim NAC42.5
14 Pe11141
Naim NAC62
S
Naim NACI28

£400
£700

£2000
£299
£999
£1000

Arion Tycho ( Power) + Passive Pre
Audio Innovations LI ( Pre)

Audio Research D70 Pwr ( Ex Dem) £2800 £ 1395
Audio Research VI40 ( Mono-blaocks) £9000 £ 3998
Audio Research SPI4 Pre (silver) £3300 £ 195

£597

£895
£1295
£175
£692
£495

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE
Thule PR200 ( Pre) + 2X PA2(X) ( pwr) £2700 £ 1598

Myryad MP100 Power ( EX-dem) £599 £443
NAD 2700 HX Power 140WPC £449 £295
Nairn NAC I
2
£ 165
Naim NAC32.5
£ 195

£999

£700
£1249

%udio Synthesis Passion ( passive pm)
%ura VASO Integrated
%VI S2000 Integrated

£228
£695
£195
£698

1_ I
75)) £794

Meridian 561 AC3/DTS/MLP ( Ex-dem) £2850 £P0A
Michell Argo + Hera
£900 £595
Michell Engineering Alectotmono power ampm£2000£1295

PS Audio 4.6 Pre (Ex-dem)
PS Audio 5.6 Pre (
Ex-dem)
PS Audio Delta Power ( Ex-dem)

£250 £ 151
£448
£170
£2400 £ 1398

£799
£899
£998
£998
£1499

£225
£3000 £ 1897
£P0A
£195
£65
£220
£265

Quad 34 (Grey & Beige)
Quad 44 Pre ( Beige)
Quad 77 Pre
Quad 606

£450
£495
£275
£550

Rappaport Pre I ( pm)
Rappaport Amp I ( Pwr)
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
Rotel RC972 Pre
Rotel RB97I Power
Rotel RB981 Power
Sonograph SCI Pre
Sugden Optima 10 ( 2X7Ow Intgd)
Thorens TTP2000 MkI Pre ( Ex Dem)
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem)

£295
£298
£499
£599
£649
£649
£999

£1100 £758
£225 £ 173
£225 £ 173
££325

1250
£770
£499
£599

£273
£450
£448
£397
£497

URGENTLY REQUIRED
ALL TYPES OF QUALITY HI- Fl
WE BUY OR PART- EXCHANGE

AUDIO VALVE Baldur
(200+200 watt mono-blocks) RRP £ 10.000
AN UNWANTED PRIZE
Make us asensible offer!
Audion Sterling Integrated £595
.%vantic SPA 11 Vintage Valves
Beard P505 ( Pm) + P100 ( pwr)
Beard P505 Mk11 ( pre amp)
Beard P100 ( power amp)
Crof Series 5 ( Power)
Conrad Johnson PVII

£398
£168
£995
£495
£650
£495

£2000 £1398
£6220 £3998
Grant GIOOAS ( Pwr) + GIOOPB ( Pre) £2000 £6511
jadis DA30 DeLuxe lot ( Black) Ex dem £3490 £2699
jadis DA60 Int ( Black) Ex -dem
£4483 £3759
EAR 549 ( mono block power amps)

jadis LIP200VT Pre Ex-dem
Luxman LX33 ( Integrated)

£4778 £3759
£698
Luxman CL32 ( Pre) + 3600 ( Pwr) 50+50 watts
£1498
Muse Model 300 ( Mono powers) £4400 £2898
Papworth Audio MI00 monoblocks £3600 £2600
Papworth Audio M200 monoblocks £5200 £3998
Sonic Frontiers Assemblage LI Pre
Built and reviewed by Hi Fi World with
stens's eupgrades
£798

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION
So that you get the Best Price
without any of the hassle !

TAPES AND TUNERS
Tube Technology Prophet/Genesis
£4800 £2398
A & R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
£75
ream Alpha Tuner
£75
Avantic BM6Il Valve Tuner Cima 1960 ( no dee)
£148
Leak Delta FM Tuner
£65
Leak Delta AM/FM Tuner
£75
Kenwood KX-4520 3Head HX-Pro
£135
Magnum Dynalab Fi' Il
£550 £328
Myryad T/40 (ex demo)
£399 £294
Naim NATO2 ( Ex-dem)
£1130 £P0A
Naim NATO3 ( Ex-dem)

£615 £ P0.
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp
£500 £295
Pioneer RTUI I'/..& '
I,track 10" R to R
£598
Pioneer F9I Tuner
£395
Quad FM3
Choice from £95
Revox A77 / track
£P0A
Revox B77 Mk's I & 2 (Call for details)
£P0A
Sony TCK 61IS
£330 £218
"Fandberg 3034 ( silver)
£278
Technics RS-BX404 (cassette)
£90
Theta Lynx Tuner
£5(X) £324
Yamaha 800 AM/FM Tuner
£175

VERY HIGH SPEC
DIGITAL PROCESSOR + LASERDISC
(24ct gold plated)
Call MALT 01733 341755

s

After twentyfive years, and with three specialist stores, we know
that thousands of satisfied customers prefer to shop this way!
Ps

CD PLAYERS - DACS
Accuphase DP75 CD Player
Accuphase DP65 CD Player
Alchemist Nexus APD32A Cd Player
Arcam Alpha 8CD

£5995 £3998
£2998
£600 £425
£450 £350
£148
£248

Arcam Delta Black Box ( DAC)
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 ( DAC)
Arcam Delta 170 (Trans)
Audiolab 8000DAC
Audio Alchemy Drive 3

£198
£10(X) £450
£695 £498
Audio Alchemy DACMAN ( Ex dem) £ 149 £117
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN-BOX ( EX dem) £229 £177
£238
Audio Alchemy VI DAC
Audio Research DACI 20 bit ( Ex-dem) £3740 £2199
Audio Research DAC3 Mk2 ( As new!) £3999 £3269
Audio Research DAC5 (ex-dem) £2335 £1999
£ 1300 £898
£225
AVI S2000 DAC
California Audiolabs Delta DAC ( Ex-dem)£1100 £859
California Audiolabs Sigma 2DAC ( EX-d) £995 £789
California Audiolabs Alpha CD Trans £ 1800 £1359
California Audiolabs Aria 3CD Player XD£2489 £1599
California Audiolabs Icon 2CD Player X £ 1197 £899
AVI 2000MC Reference CD

Copland CDA266 ( Ex-dem)
»PA Little Nit 2 ( DAC)
Denon DCDI650 (CD Player)
Denon DCDI500 Mk 2CD Player

£ 1200 £P0A
£250 £148
£600 £295
£500 £195

£4490 £3299
Jadis .1D2 CD Trans ( Ex-dem)
Kinergetics KCD30 CD Player ( EX-dem) £ 19(K) £ 1059
Kinshaw Overture DAC
£ 195
Krell KPS 20i/1 CD/Pre ( Breathtaking!) £ 11,000 £5995
£230
Marantz CD80
£538
Marantz CDI7
Marantz CD95 Transport
Mark Levinson No.39

£1500 £845
£5000 £3998
£818
£560
£995
£650

Meridian 200
Meridian 203 DAC

£425
£ 195
£495
£395

£2250 £ 1439
£450 £284
£440

udio Lambada CD Trans (ex-dem)

QED Digit Reference
Quad 66 CD Player
Rega EXS (Ex-dem)
Roksan DACI

£599 £444
£250
£400 £293
£200 £ 143
£800 £528
£85

Rotel RCD971 CD
Rotel RCD930AX CD
Sugden SDA- I
Yamaha CDX-390A CD Player

LOUDSPEAKERS
A FEAST OF APOGEE
Apogee Centaur Minor
Apogee Centaur ( Ex-dem)
Apogee Column ( As new)
Apogee Mini Grand ( Mint)
Apogee On Wall ( Mint)
Apogee Slant 6 ( Mint)

£ 1345 £847
£2300 £ 1399
£1900 £ 1199
£7598 ( 4499
£3000 1:1999
£7598 ( 4499

*******

Apogee Full Range (Ex-dem) £ 17,000 ts ,r).)
QUITE LITERALLY A• WALI'1W SOUND
Technics SL- PS-670A CD Player
Theta TLC
Theta Data Basic - Transport
Theta Pro Gen V a - bal Dac
Theta Cobalt 307 DAC ( New!)
Theta ProPrime DAC ( Ex-dem!)
Ileta Basic 11 CD Trans ( Ex-dem)
‘udiostatics ES100
& W 2000IES Centre
It & W P5 ( Rose) Ex-dem
& W DM 580 ( Black)
& W Silver Signature Fabulous!
Cambridge Auto R50 (Trans Line)
Castle Chester ( Yew)
Castle Durham ( Inc stands - Ft/wood)

£230 £ 178
£2397 £ 1398
£6200 £3198
£699 £539
£1449 £ 1249
£2307 £ 1689
£2400 £ 1698
£220 £ 108
£875 £593
£150
£6000 £2498
£495
£770 £495
£245
£995 £879

Meridian 500 Transport ( Old Style)
Meridian 506 CD Player
Meridian 508 20 Bit ( Ex-dem)

£1025 £793

Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew)
Castle Howard ( Rosewood)
Castle Pembroke ( Black Ash)

£1100 £650
£1650 £ 1293

Celestion CS7
Celestion 3000 ( black)(ribbon hybrid)

£195
£495

Meridian 508 24 Bit ( Ex-dem)

£2150 £P0A
£865 £468
£865 £693

Iliesis Solitaire
DCM Time Windows
Duntech PCL500

£150
£245

£1500 £795
£1400 £495

Epos ESII Rosewood
Epos ES 12 Walnut + stands

Meridian 206
Meridian 263DAC

Meridian 563 DAC
Meridian 563 DAC ( Ex-dem)
Meridian 606 DAC
Meridian 207 CD Player-pre

£750 £597

MicroMega Satge 5 ( Ex-dem)
MicroSelki CD- M2
Mission PCM II CD
Monarch DIP Jitter Buster
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC

£2800 £ 1445
£150
£345 £ 188
£98

Musical Fidelity E61 CD ( Ex-dem) £299
£ 1500
Pink Triangle Da Capo

£247
£975

Pink Triangle Digital Package - Cardinal transport
de Capo DAC + battery psu
£4500 £call
PS Audio Digital Link 2DAC ( Ex-dem) £599 £399
PS Audio DC 3DAC ( Ex-dem) £777
PS Audio SL 3DAC ( Ex-dem) £ 1449

£499
£899

PS Audio Reference Link PRF/DAC
Balanced ( Ex-dem)

£4500 £2899

CALL THE ' FI' FINDERS
Can't find what you want?
Rare, Classic, Special...even New!
Whatever you want, we'll find it
for you...and at the best price!

Epos ESI4 Ex-dem
Epos ESI4 Black + stands
Epos ESI IBlack ( vgc)
Gale 301 ( Black)
Gale GS301
Heybrook HB200 (teak)
IMF Professional Monitor MKIV (Teak)
KEF 103/4 (Mahogany)
KEF 104/2 (Teak)
KEF Q70 ( Black)
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF

Q50 ( Black)
104/2 (Teak)
105 ( Walnut)
Coda (black)

Linn Tukan (black)
Magna Planar SMGA ( Blk 7Chrome)
Magna Planar
Magna Planar
Magna Planar
Meridian A500

SMGA (Wood/Brown)
SMGA (Ex-dem)
MG2.5 (New)
( Rosewood)

Meridian M30 Active ( Black)

BUSINESS HOURS: TUESDAY - SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.30pm

CLOSED MONDAYS

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI ILZ

(01733) 555514
FAX(01733) 358141

ALL MAJOR CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

£1399 £878
£200

£5250 £2699
£368
£500 £375
£675 £474
£428
£248
£250 £ 159
£155
£140
£798
£1299 £748
£2200 £ 1098
£750 £498
£349 £ 195
£2200 £ 1098
£378
£130 £80
£300 £ 175
£450
£450
£P0A
£1998 £ 1199
£875 £595
£900 £525

MAIL ORDER
All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed
£875

Meridian A500(rosewood)
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission

707 ( Walnut)
727 (Teak)
733 ( Black)
770 ( Mahogany + stands)
Argonauts ( black)

£555
£00
£158
£155
£225
£395

Monitor Audio R352 (Teak)
£ 395 £248
Monitor Audio Studio L'OSE New/BlIc/Rose£50()0 £2995
£150
Musical Fidelity MC2
£680 £574
Naim Intro ( Ex-dem)
£2030 £ 1378
Naim SBL - Cherry ( Latest)
£2750 £ 1497
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-dem)
ProAc Tablette 50 Signature ( Ex -dem)
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex-dem)
ProAc Response 3.5 (Cherry)
ProAc Studio Towers ( Black)
ProAc Studio 150 ( Cherry)
ProAc Response Two ( black)
Quad ESL57

£899
£4250
£4250
£2595
£1399

£P0A
£2997
£2800
£ 1395
£P0A

Quad ESL63
Quad ESL63 ( Ex-dem)
Rega Ha ( walnut)
Rogers LS33/AB33 ( Black Ash)
Rogers Studio la (Teak)
Rogers LSI ( Black)
Royd Minstrel (Walnuf'Black)
Royd Sintra
Ruark Equinox Light Oak ( Updated)

£3449 £ 1698
£3449 £ 1997
£299 £ 198
£1428

£1700 £995
from £395

£600 £348
£120
£240 £ 168
£330 £230
£P0A
£288

Snell K II
Sonus Faber Electa ( Black) Ex-dem

£1790 £ 1299
£1195 £775

Spendor PS2/3
Tangent RS2 + Stands
Tangent Monitor 2 ( Rosewood)

£400 £225
£200 £ 140
£185

Tangent 607 Mk11
Tannoy 638 Plus ( Rosewood)
Tannoy 605 ( black) + stands

£750 £498
£185
£85
£300 £ 175

TDL Nucleus I(
black
TDIE. RTL2 ( black)
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units

£3400 £2398
£P0A
£8888 £6497
£8888 £5998
£975
£898

Wharfdale Harewood + stands
Wilson Witt Mk' ( Ex dem)
Wilson Witt MkI
Yamaha NSIOOOM
Yamaha NS 1000M ( Black)

MISCELLANEOUS
Audio Alchemy Cleat stream digital Lead £200 £128
£98
DBX228
Essex Digital Correction for Celestion SL700£750 £375
Harmonix TU8I2 LP Record Clamp £220 £170
£548
Helios Orion arm
£ 1600

£98
£600

£ 1695

£995

Micro-Seiki MA707 arm
Siltech 560 Balanced cables 1mtr pr
Stax SR Lambada SIG+SRMI Mk2
Electrostatic Headphones)

XLO Signature 2.1 Balanced Interconnects
IDm pair: (£675) £448
05m pair £485
Rotel RN560 Dolby Noise Reduction System
Target RI stands

£398
£75
£228

VISITORS WELCOME AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
e
new from
ç) Pre

Clearance

Choice
Price
Audio Research 0240 mk II
Exposure VActive xover
EAD 7000 Transport
Tesserac Tala pre-amp
Magnum P200 pre-amp
Sonus Faber Gravis Sub woofer
+X-over + power amp
Kenwood 9010 CD Transport
Alon Adriana
Alon PW1 Subwoofer (Passive)
Gale 401
Kinshaw Overture Phono

Amplifiers

Original
Retail Price

£ 1395.00
£ 295.00
£ 895.00
£ 695.00
£ 895.00

£
£
£
£
£

3500.00
995.00
2495.00
1495.00
1895.00

£ 1250.00
£ 195.00
£ 3500.00
£ 295.00
£ 250.00
£ 195.00

£ 3200.00
£ 500.00
£ 10000.00
£ 750.00
£
£ 395 00

Jett Rowland Consumate+Phono
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Audio Research LSO
Audio Research LS5 mk II
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Audio Research LS7
Audio Note M2
Naim 52
Conrad Johnson PV10AL
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Arcam Alpha 9pre amp
Audio Research LS2 (£1500 upgrade)

Speakers

This Month
£ 895.00
£ 2695.00
£ 2250.00
£12995.00
£29500.00
£ 795.00
£ 650.00
£ 2200.00
£ 2250.00

£ 1400.00
£ 4699.00
£ 5000.00
£ 30000.00
£ 80000.00
£ 1800.00
£ 995.00
£ 3250.00
£ 3690.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Boulder L5AE
£ 2000.00
Exposure XIV pre IX psu
£ 1500.00
Unison Research Mystery One pre £ 1195.00
Krell KRC2
£ 2200.00
Krell KRC HR
£ 4995.00
SPEAKERS
Roksan ROK 1
£ 295.00
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano
+Stone base (Piano Black) £ 1700.00
Wilson System V (Black) £ 12000.00
Rogers LSO/5A Black (NEW)
£ 575.00
Rogers AB1 Sub (NEW)
£ 395.00
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE (Black Laquer) £ 3500.00
Linn Khelids (Oak)
£ 395.00
Ruark Accolades Passive/Active £ 1495.00
JM Lab Spectral 909.1 (External Damage) £ 595.00

£ 2200.00
£ 18000.00
£ 798.00
£ 598.00
£ 4799.00
£ 750.00
£ 2699.00
£ 1375.00

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Theta Data Basic II )S/E(
Meridian 203 dac
Sony C.D.P/D.A.S R1
Krell KPS
Pink Triangle de Capo/Cardinal
DPA Renaissance C.D.

£ 2400.00
£ 500.00
£ 8000.00
£ 12000.00
£ 2331.00
£ 800.00

£ 1295.00
£ 225.00
£ 2295.00
£ 6995.00
£ 1495.00
£ 495.00

£
£
£
£
£

3500.00
3000.00
2000.00
4190.00
7000.00

£

600.00

Power
Amplifiers
Copeland CSA 14 Integrated (Silver)
Restek Extract Monoblocks ) 180 watt)
Mark Levinson 331
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Michell Alecto Stereo
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Boulder 500 AE
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P
FM Acoustics 611X Resolution Power
Audio Research M300
Naim NAP 250
Lamm M1 Monoblocks (100W)
2xArcam Alpha 10 power amps
Quad 77 Integrated (Quadlink)

%ice

E 8000.00
£ 595.00
£ 1900.00
£ 5700.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1620.00
£ 950.00
£ 3100.00
£ 1195.00
£ 17000.00
£ 400.00
£3300.00+

Quality

New in

POWER AMPLIFIERS
AVI 2000 Monoblocks (As New)
EAR 519
VTL 225 Monoblocks
Audio Note Kassi
Audio Note Kagon
Exposure Dual Reg IV
Unison Research Simply 2 (As New)
Unison Research Smart 845
Krell 505

£ 3995.00
£ 350.00
£ 1095.00
£ 2495.00
£ 650.00
£ 11/95.00
£ 650.00
£ 2200.00
£ 795.00
£10995.00
£ 295.00
£ 2250.00

£ 795.00
£ 2495.00
£ 3395.00
£ 9000.00
£ 995.00
£ 7995.00
2650.00
£ 2995.00
£ 500.00
£ 4995.00
£ 1995.00
£ 995.00
£ 3250.00
£ 550.00
£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£ 8500.00
£ 695.00
£ 695.00
£14995.00
£ 4995.00
£ 1150.00
£ P.O.A.
£ 450.00
£ 495.00

£ 1195.00
£ 3500.00
£ 5000.00
£ 18000.00
£ 1500.00
£ 21000.00
£ 3400.00
£ 5000.00
£ 950.00
£ 10000.00
£ 4000.00
£ 2250.00
£ 4790.00
£ 900.00
£ 12900.00
£ 6700.00
£ 14500.00
£ 1295.00
£ 1250.00
£ 22000.00
£ 12000.00
£ 1800.00
£
PO.A.
£ 600.00
£ 700.00

Acoustic Energy AE1
Alon Vmk II Blk
Wilson 3/2 (Black)
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Wilson 5.1 (Piano White)
Thiel CS1.5
B & W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Quad ESL 63 Black
Sonus Faber Guarneri

£ 550.00
£ 2500.00
£ 5995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 4250.00
£11500.00
£ 1595.00
£ 1895.00
£ 995.00
£ 1895.00
£ 4500.00

£ 795.00
£ 5000.00
£ 15000.00
£
£ 7000.00
£ 19000.013
£ 2700.00
£ 4000.00
£ 3000.00
£ 3200.00
£ 6500.00

CD Players
&
Krell MD- 10 CD Turntable
Krell Studio Dac
Theta Pro Basic Ill (Balanced)
Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No 39
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
P.S. Audio Ultralink
McCormack DAC-1
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk Il
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
DPA PDM 1mk Ill
Marantz C094/94A
Audio Alchemy DDS II Transport
Naim CDS
Naim CD2
Krell KPS 25s
Krell KAV 300 CD
Marantz CD17 KI Sig ( Black)
Quad 77 CD Player (Duadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens

(
I
I)

DACS
£ 3495.00
£ 1995.00
£ 1695.00
£ 150.00
£ 4250.00
£ 150.00
£ 795.00
£ 450.00
£ 4995.00
£ 2995.00
£11500.00
£ 1500.00
£ 895.00
£ 550.00
£ 595.00
£ 395.00
£ 2250.00
£ 1695.00
£13995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 795.00
£ 495.00
£ 1095.00

£ 7990.00
£ 4450.00
£ 2990.00
£
£ 5000.00
£ 300.00
£ 2390.00
£ 995.00
£8000.00
£ 5800.00
£24000.00
£ 3995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1000.00
£ 1600.00
£ 900.00
£ 3600.00
£ 2200.00
£ 19995.00
£ 3500.00
£ 1195.00
£ 700.00
£ 1900.00

&

Analo

Voyd Reference/Reference Power supply/
Helios Cyalene/Audio Note l0 limited + P/S £ 11500.00
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU £ 650.00
Musical Fidelity Ti FM Tuner £ 150.00
Ortofon MC30
£ 450.00
Linn LP12/Lingo/Cirkus £ 750.00
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
£ 1500.00
Forsell Air Force One
£ 11995.00
Quad FM3 Tuner
£ 195.00
Linn Klyde
E 450.00
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
£ 850.00
Transparent Musiclink Referenceex-riciti £ 1000.00
Transparent Musicwave Ultra BiWire 3.6mtr £ 1600.00
Naim Nat 02
£ 750.00
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegeddon/Prefix/
Hi Cap/17 DII
£ 2500.00
LFD MC1 Phono mm/mc
E 550.00
Clear Audio Master Reference/Clear £ 8995.00
Audio Insider Reference (Wood) Basis
Debut Gold/Graham Model 2.0 (Ceramic) £ 7500.00

fax 0181 392 1994

STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy,

Pass

Alon,

Rockport,

ATC,

SME,

Audible illusion

Soundstyle,

B.A.T.

Stand Unique

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Bryston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

Totem,

Chord,

Trichord,

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hul,

Graham,

VP!,

Helios,

XLO,

Lavardin,

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,

Michell,
Musical Fidelity,
Oracle analogue
and digital,

and many more.

1E) In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment
-ID Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
le Generous part exchange
1E) Show room/dem room
*D Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
1E) All credit cards inc. Amex
1E) Mail order
IF) Export service

Turntables

el 0181

Choice

1E) Finance arranged subject to status

ue

1E) Widest range available
1E) Unbiased advice

£ 22000.00
£ 1200.00
£ 300.00
£ 650.00
£ 1400.00
£ 4500.00
£ 25000.00
£
£ 600.00
£
£ 2200.00
£ 3300.00
£ 1200.00
£ 4000.00
£ 900.00
£ 16000.00
£ 12500,00

1E) Unique ' Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi. Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice_hifi@msn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition- guaranteed

a fresh
musical perspective
We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.
For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.

AUDION

SIRIUS

Your Hi -Fi will only soundjaÉ goo
1-4
as its weakest component: .. ..
'TA
with an upgrade from

p leasul,

Jo,

AUDI®G

All Major Credit Cards Accepted
e-mail
audiocom©scotnet co uk

FACSIMILE
01563 573207

TARA LABS
ORACLE

Demonstration By Appointment

Enhance your listening

TELEPHONE
01563 574185

NAGRA

AS

ELECTROCOMPANIET SUG
PINK TRIANGL
M LA
ELEMENTAL
DIO
CAD
VOICE
BORDER PAIRO
TOTE

GALLOWAY

1110 Ft s me ArL mum imil — F
&HomE

CINEMA
28 OUEENSWAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587.
E-MAIL: hi-firepaynter.demon.co.uk, WEB SITE: www.paynter.demon.co.uk

o
-

SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS

ace for other active crossovers.

•Individually calibrated in our works
our loudspeaker.
Analogue phase linear.

•User adjustments

-Instructions supplied

•More accurate than the best

loudspeaker computer software.

VEGAEPLANAR AIG2 7CPSE SPEAKERS (
29951
£ 995
SONY 1P9CE5 AC3 PROCESSOR 16031 XID
£395
MOTU 0100E VALVE PFE-AF/P (9951 213 £495
mOIX TRIODE VALSE/El POWER AMP 113031 XD £ 795
FLEE ANALOGUE BELUNI/DONIZETTI 110901 XD £895
WAD ESL 57 BLACX SERVICED
£503
31JAD FM) TUNER
£95
3JAD 33 FEE AMP
f95
COAD 303 PCMER AMP
£95
RE» B77 ?MT
£695
../..STLE IvERN MKII USK XD
A105

. .S2 / 7INTECAATED 15951 XD
MAPK IÉVINSON nr 2E1 Plif AMP 1/10M) 9,

M.ISCA FIDELITY XA50 AMPS [ 5(1, AL

• 4vailable,ffir 1way, 3way,
satellite and subwoofer systems.

f395
1.100',

.,50

NEW REVEL STUDIOS AND SUB- 15 NOW ON DEMONSTRATION WITH PROCEED AND LEVINSON
AMPUFICATON. DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT. OPEN MONSAT 10AM TO 7PM11.

audiophile
components.

loudspeakers.

•B&W • HEYBROOK
•MICHELL • TEAC • dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLER
•UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN DEN HUE PRODUCTS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•MARK LEVINSON
•NAGRA PL-P PRE/MPA & VPA PPOWER AMP
•SONY, RCF, SELECO PROJECTORS

1f301/30K FEYLETTE SFEAKERS 12701 X13
£150
LEYBRXIK FEYLO LOUDSPEAKERS 14391 X13
£295
• ( LiNx DAC (CRYSTAL 0/0 (503) XD
£250
• . • vPLAN4C0 OM LOE) PROJECTOR ( 5503( XD £3995
.. VPLE5C0 SVGA PROJECTOR ( 55031 XID
£3995
.... 2f:03 TURNTABLE/03303 ARM 11995) X0 £1495
• • NES AC303 927 PROCESSCR (CO
£195
":. ELMO LOUDSPEAKERS 13951 90
£345
1300 PRE-AMP 01
£125
. A.,FPLANAR NCO 6ORSE RAKERS 05701 110 £395
.. iAS OCR& LENS ( 1E031 xD
£995

• Built using

•Fully alterable for future

• REVEL LUUDSPLAKERS

B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
dCS ELGAR 24BIT/192KHZ DAC
BASIS/AIR TANGENT
ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
GRAAF • BLACK DIAMOND RACING
TARGET • SENNHEISER
PATH PREMIER PRODUCTS
PROCEED AMPLIFICATION

WS
AUDIO SELF-BUILD LOUDSPEAKERS
Looking for superior sound from your hi-fi and not afraid of abit of woodwork?
If the answer's yes, you could save £fís. and enjoy your music more
by making apair of our selfbuild loudspeakers las featured in Hi -Fi

• Specifications:
<a0002% Distortion
l
10dB S/N Ratio
<0.5eaS Rise Time
0Hz to 450kHz Bandwidth

News and Record Review and designed by David Berriman).
DBS7 and DBS8 and DBS8-S, are designed to the highest standards
with novel technologies, highquality drive units, crossover
components and cables of the type found in the most expensive and
competent commercial models.
So why wait? Just ring, fax or E- Mail us ( including your postal
address) for further information. Overseas customers welcome.
VISA/ACCESS accepted.

STOP PRESS
Available e‘clusivel>

Hear these remarkable loudspeakers (by prior
arrangement) at our new Bury HiFi Listening Room

AUDIO0DLINKS

7Fair, ((((, (' rescent, Scunthorpe. North Lincolnshire 1)N16 IEL
TEL (+ 44) 01724 - 870432

FAX (+44) 01724 - 875340

DBS Audio, P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
1P28 6RD
Phone 01284 811891 Fax 01284 811791 E- Mail DBSaudio@AOL.

CLIO
_

.
1£269 DBS7 compares well with speaker, al 61.600 and this would he a
normal retail price ( also available band-huili I
I/ order at en‘, per

DON'T LET THE PRICE FOOL YOU.
Petros cables are sold in quantities direct to the end- user to
avoid the oncosts of marketing, packaging and image
building. Costs which you pay! Also avoiding dealer margins,
these interconnects are clearly superior to the top names —
not our opinion, but the testimony of users, satisfied and
amazed, over three years.
Now we are proud to offer Stratos stereo interconnect and
Stratos Digital. These cables do not challenge the
competition, they reach for the skies! And the price is right!
Using the same principles of construction we have finalised a
new Petros Digital to replace the item still shown in our
photograph' It uses the same triple earth shielding drained to
source ( semi- balanced, but utilising the same RCA phono
plugs). "The secret" is in the 3T's — soldering time,
temperature and technique. Also the quality of the plugs —
they use machined parts because folded metal destroys the
crystal structure. The single piece internal part is made of
bronze, not brass. All leads are treated with KONTAK, the all-

British contact cleaner and enhancer ( acult in USA at $49, here
it costs only £ 14.95 and enhances the sound of any Hi Fi).
As an introductory offer to the Stratos product, we will offer
our customers two thirds money back on Petros cables.
There is still no price increase on Petros cables since June
1998. We are working on
speaker cables offering superior
transparency but still cannot
equal or exceed some
excellent examples, notably
Audio Note AN- D which
costs only £9 per mono metre
(£18 biwired) but as they say,
don't let the price fool you!
Our price includes VAT but
please add £2 for First Class
post or £4 for overnight
delivery.

STEREO INTERCONNECTS per metre
Petros Blue
Petros Blue+
Petros Blue+ Silver
Stratos Transparent

£48
£58
£65
£120

(for 'h metre,
(for 1 metre,
(for / metre,
(for la metre,
1 2

£40)
£52)
£ 58)
£ 99)

DIGITAL
Petros Blue+
Stratos Transparent

£35 (for '
h metre, £26)
£59 (for /2 metre, £39)
I

Phone 0141-357 5700. Fax 0141-339 9762.
E-mail jack@audiosource.co.uk

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
Probably

KEF REFERENCE

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

Official UK Distributor for V1SATON loudspeaker kits & drive units
All offering excellent performance & unbeatable value
Design Services to help with your own ideas:

TOMLaren

audio

* Crossover Design - Optimised for your units to your specification,
* Cabinet Design - Optimum drive unit volumes & port dimension,
* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - I
w/I m, Phase, Impedance
* Vintage loudspeaker up-grades aspeciality

Please call for your FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.
Telephone: 01703 - 703221 / Fax Line: 01703 - 778221
or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

58, Wilton Rd., Southampton, Hampshire S015 5S1

NAIM

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

SILMIC® (Silk

Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)

The SILMIC are Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications that
require the finest performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely low (third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0.1A, - 120db or less). All lead out wires
are Oxygen- Free Copper.

Valve Enthusiasts!

High voltage Elna Cerafine LOA series
electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF.
REL AudioCapTM film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC.

Solid

State and Loudspeaker

Builders! DACT CT1

Attenuators, Sanyo OS-CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
series, REL MultiCapTM, 99.99% Long-Grain pure Silver wire,
Vampire' OFC connectors. Air core inductors would with OxygenFree Copper wire, also COROBAR8 OFC Copper iron dust core
inductors. Caddock high power resistors.
For further details on the SILMIC series, and information on the many other audio
components we supply, send for our free 1998 audiophile catalogue (Overseas £3.501
AudioCom ( UK), Units 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY
Tel. 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01834 842804 E-mail audiocomeconnect-scotnet

VISA
11)

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.mail: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

••••';:à

.

DON'T BE FOOLED BY THE PRICE!
If you have postponed a purchase of CD player, we have
some welcome news for you. We have just received The
Audio Note 24 bit/96 KHz CD Player: our first production
demonstrator of the CD-ZERO Drive and DAC-ZERO Processor.
The transport, most elegantly styled, is fully-remote. Like the
matching DAC, entirely minimalist in form and function ( no
multiple inputs/outputs, just co-ax because it sounds best!)
Single stage analogue output toge features the astounding
6111WA miniature valve - a new era in valve technology.
Working life is approximately 100,000 hours (about 11 years if
you don't switch off, so no one really knows, as yet!) Sonically
superb, combines Audio Note's legendary techniques ... and
we've saved the good bit, the price? If you have a transport
(or a player with a digital output) the DAC-ZERO costs
£3,690, only kidding, and this is not a misprint £369. Three
hundred and sixty nine pounds. How do they do if? Has PQ
become philanthropic (already in line for a knighthood for
services to music) ... just look at the design and sheer
sexiness of the cabinet choose sexy silver or satin black!! And
to extend the analogy, the drive (CD-transport) CD-Tcosts
only £399 in the UK. Not £3,990!! Go on, spoil yourself
before the stampede begins. Very Sorry to other
manufacturers! In response to a question, of bourse the
ANALOGUE
Audio Note AN-S1 MC Transformer, id, enhances all MC
cartridges. List Price £339
Slightly scratched
Helius Cyalene Tonearm, s/h, latest (Mk Ill), supplied and
checked by Guy Adams, was £ 1,795, ideal synergy with
ANA/oyd turntables, bargain
Good

£199

£795

TAPE
Nakamichi CR7E, very rare, hardly used, boxed, manual,
perfect sample.
Mint Perfect

£1,250

DIGITAL
MicroMaga Stage-3CD Player, was £899.
Excellent
Monarchy Audio 338 DAC, stunning sound and build quality,
highly reviewed in US, very desirable, an American Audio
Synergy, the 33B has level controlled output.
Excellent
Theta Basic II + (was £2,998) + Pro Basic Ill DAC
(currently £2,990), priced to sell.
Perfect

£399

£495
£1,745

AMPUFIERS
Audio Innovations SECOND monoblock Triode amps,
pair, with input level pots, muscular 15 wpc.
Fine
Gryphon LE No 075 of 100, Pre-amp with phono stage, dual
monoblock construction, musical rightness utterly convincing
State of Heart. Bargain of the month, (was £6,500) a rival
sold one for £3,500 very recently, No 75 is mint despite
its new low price!
Personal Collection
Gryphon Elektra/Orestes ( Ex-dem £8,965).
Mint
Gryphon Antileon Power Amp (Ex-dem £ 10,600)
Mint
LFD LS- 2Line Pre-amp (Ex-dem, £ 1,695), very distinguished
British kit at bargain price.
Mint
LED PA-2Stereo Power Amp 80 wpc, real quality, surely a
unique opportunity, as LS- 2, new and fully guaranteed.
Mint

£750

£2,500
£4,500
£5,550
£750
£750

24/96 processor is not only compatible but enhances
ordinary 16-bit CDs. Audio Note use technology to archive
music, not to sell gimmicks.
Ideal digital link is Mr Kondo's AN-V litz silver cable, its 'twin
axial design with earth drain braid has beaten all comers at
all prices; cost for one half- metre is £ 109.00. We will price the
package at £875, for all three items, with a freee Audio Note
sponsored CD which contains some hauntingly beautiful
contemporary classical music. Banish your contempt for
modern, classical music, relish in the sound ... almost straight
from the box, because unlike most AN products, the "Zero"
sounds impressive from cold.
Matching the style and pricing structure in the ZERO range is
the M-Zero line level pre-amp nd P-Zero monoblock power
amplifiers. These products supplement, do not replace,
existing models which are structured in six levels of
performance to assist system configuration. Please phone for
specific advice, and reserve your new 24/96 CD Player.
Please request any product brochure, including the all- new
Analogue Products ... and The [amazing!] Audio Note Story (a
corporate profile authored by one Jack Lawson two years
ago; £4.95, post paid UK or £6.00 AirMail overseas).
Mark Levinson 10-A Pre-amp with phono stage, top of
the tree at this price? It's true!
Mint
Mark Levinson No 331, as new, months old, client upgrading
to 334, you can make the saving!
Mint
Pass Labs AlephPpre-amp, fully- balanced,
11 months old. Unique opportunity.
Mint
Pass Labs X-2 line pre-amp, balanced, non- remote.
X-series, ex-dem list £2,550.
Mint
Sonus Faber QUID Integrated amplifier, was £ 1,200,
perfect, magnificent bargain.
Excellent
Sonic Frontiers Line One pre-amp, super company, very
distinguished product, sexy style and remote!
Mint
Sugden Signature (line pre-amp), performance that belies
its current list price of £699.
As new
Sugden Symmetra Monoblocks, affordable excellence,
reliability and elegance. Current List £ 1,495.
As new

£1,499
£2,995
£2,495
£1,495
£495
£1,195
£295
£750

SPEAKERS
Impulse H-2, cherry wood, amazing horn-technology,
rare opportunity, ideal with Triodes, v/efficient. Good but no boxes!
£850
JBL 120Ti with stands, American monitor classic in
domestic cabinets.
Good
£850
ProAc Tablettes, cherry wood, mint, ex-dem, were £559,
an all-time great speaker.
Mint £399
PSB Stratus Mini - the Canadian highly-acclaimed mighty
midget with Sonus Faber style of cabinet. Piano Lacquer,
integral spiked stands, were £ 1,299.
Mint
£699
Zingali Overture . 2with stands, cancelled order,
Italian horn speakers, beautiful, with pedestals.
List £ 1,995.
Sealed Cartons £ 1,495
Zingali Overture . 4floorstander, ex-dem, unique opportunity,
awesome living presence etc. List £4,390.
Mint £3,500

Main Franchises: Audio Note, Bow Technologies, LFD,

Our Warranty: second-hand products carry 6- month

Living Voice, Mark Levinson, Michell, MIT, PT, Pass Labs,

ports and labour guarantee including 2-way UK carriage.

psb, ProAc, Zingali

Export and home dems by arrangement.

All products fully guaranteed for six months; UK demonstration, delivery arid installation by arrangement. Export and Credit Card sales welcome.

The Audio Note Salon, 5Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX:

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE:

041 051 9555

Approximate Original

THE
EMPORIUM

cost E price

CDS & DACS
ALTIS rd transport & dar. High end yankee stuff valve
5500
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL
MICROMEGA T.DRIVE transport ,5T-DAC with MS FEU lead.........................2150

1710
950
630
900
200
750
275
490
425
1815

MUSICAL FIDELITY x
dar
MUSICAL FIDELITY x-246 dar

. 300

ISO
240
525

28

ST NICHOLAS

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOWIHEA mon acouttas with 01 pmk
ROOD MINSTREL.
0500

VALVE AMPS
.. 250
1500

.3000
TRILOGY pre/power 901/948 phono. beautiful black and chrome
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE 3006 line level integrated amp
.4000
' SOO
with Titanium golden dragon valves and VAIC valves
400
BEARD P500A valve pre with phono
.1000
IOU
CONCORDANT EXHILIRANT inn pre with wooden sleeve.... ......... ...
100
CROFT SERIES Vpower amp
650
2250
GAMMA AEON monoblocks ong version - 1001 spent
900
MORE FIDELITY 3008 single ended stereo porter amp
2000
600
BEARD BBA 100 line Integrated..
. 1500
800
AUDION TWO BOX pre with phono
1500
SOUND AUDIO MIA line ralve pre
.
.. 200
COUNTERPOINT SAI Ienormous line level valve pre has 11 valves..9000
2500
AUDIO RESEARCH SP6
750
COUNTERPOINT SOII enormous 17 vahe line level pre.9000
2500
SOLID STATE AMPS
HITACHI HMA 7500 meet power amp

.. 150
300
1100
400
900
4S0
200
400

ELECTROCOMPANIET ELECTRO 25 watt class Apower amp
LED PM power amp detailed sound.
AUDIO ECLAT psu for MAIM
NAIR NAM 1......
PIONEER SPECIfSPEC 4pre /power 150 vans per channel early 80
rack mount monsoon
. 1000
PS AUDIO PLUS Cpower amps pair brulgable
Ion ISO watts per channel.
. PAIR
QUAD 31/FM2/303
EXPOSURE XV Integrated
800
ARUM DELTA 60 amp
300
NSA PIE pre with mi Input and ro pm. old styk
OVA 50 watt stereo power amp, old style
McINTOSH C28/MC2105 pre power. enormous with Irghtup blue fronts ..
McINICISH MC250 stereo solid state power amp

400
500
210
400
160
250
200
900

508.0 LAMBDA ugnature and SRM.TI rake

ST. MSS, NORFOLK IP22 3LB

Tel/Fax + 44(011379 650744
email: empori ..... @ dircon.co.uk
LAVERDIN IT
RRELL

3200
... 25S8

1500
2000
2500

too

C(lUSPHONOSTAGE mm/mi

SOO
275
300
1500
500

503

UM CD 67 se
1000

.
250
.. 120
1500
IDO
700

ALBARRY DMPI pre with M408 monoblodu

6SCI

DENSEN BEAT 8300/B.300 pre/ower ex dom -----------------------------------------------------2X00
DEADEN BEAT B- 100 integrated es dem. ...........
650
DENSEN D20/D30 pre/power on dom
.. 25010
001 SOU 250watu per channel
Class El recommendation

1500
080
IMO
525

massive heatunks. stereophde
2500

1200
1500
210
350
400
250
300

EXPOSURE VII pre with custom buds pois
MOTH 60wan two box amp
650
QUAD 34/306 boxed
SUGDEN P28 power amp
MUSICAL FIDELITY the preamphyphoon power amp
MUSICAL FIDELITY A1000. clam abeast with 600 spent on it
at Rum Andrews
REGA BRIO et amp on dom
298
RECIA LUNA
REG* MAIAKURSA pre power ex dem.
QUAD 50E monoblocks.... ....
HITACHI HMA 7500 100 wan mosfet power amp .... ..... .................................
ARCAM ALPHA 9integrated amp
600

1000
220
675
250
17S
400
525

TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES
RISE KI BLUE silver spot rebuilt
VOID THE KID black with audio note awn
LINN LP 12 with avondale psu
SME 112 special van den hull silver wired.
series Vbearings, and Yinterconnect
GARRARD 301 mint in black grande plinth
owe 3009 11 improved fully rebullt and awned by SME
CLEARAUDIO with parallel arm and BETA cartndge..
SLATE AUDIO plinth for Garrard 101
SLATE AUDIO plinth for !loans 1D124
THORENS TO 1606/rnapmate arre
SYSTENDECK IIX/900
GOLDRING ELITE MC bon, n

00

.. ISO
1100
350
1000

2100

300
1400
300
300
100
225
100

1150
310
30
DINALIDIO AUDIENCE 70 ex dom
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.1 cherry on dom
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 cherry on dem.....................
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.8 mkil birds rye maple..................................
JAMO CONCERT 830th anniversary piano black
'petal editron on dem
DALI GRAND COUPE, gorgeous stand mounter no dent
ORIGIN LIVE SOVEREIGN floontanden ex dom
KLIPSCH LA SCALA bog horn loaded speaken
SPENDOR SPI, bi wore
MONITOR AUDIO 1200 gold

900
1500
1655

... 1100
2200
1000
ROO

CADENCE ARCA. amazing looks and sound

122E
1110
650
BOO
1200
SOO

oo
TI
1000

. 10000

CASSETTE DECKS/TUNERS/REEL TO REEL

LEAK STEREO TROUGHLINE with STUDIO 12 DECODER
PhINTOSH MAC1700 rare hybnd tuner amp mth vahe tuner/sold

......
100
.......... ......
100
. . 120-140

REIMS 877 high speed one owner from new with serme hootony
ARAI 4000dreel to reel
QUAD 66 tuner
VINTAGE
LEAK 11.12+ singles wadable
LEAK STEREO 20 very nice example
PIE HF25 pair mint rebuilt.
YOIGT DOMESTIC CORNER HORNS nasty non matthrng par.
QUAD 11 monoblocks
GARRARD 301 resprayed beauttful
IHORENS ID 124 mkt
RADFORD 01000
JORDAN WATTS 4" lull range speaker modules
LOWIHER PM4A with new Myer Voice cods ..
DECCA KELLY nbbon tweeters

..I00 to 150
210
1000
. 800
400 500
200
I
SO
600
pm 15
pair 800
150 pair

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

cartridges
don

COMPONENT CLEAROUT!
Cost
Synergistic Research cables ( full range available)
POA
Z System Rdp 1Digital preamp ( almost new)
£ 5,000
Sonic Frontiers 2 Mk II Dac.HDCD, boxed as new ( balanced option) f5,495
Audio Research LS5 Mk Ill ( Preamp)
£ 5,000
Theta Time
£300
Preamp SP 1.5
£ 2,000
Theta Pro Basic Dac
£1,500
Theta Universal Transport
£ 2,500
Sonic Frontier 3 Dac
£6,999
Audio Synthesis Dec ( Bak)
£ 2,000
McCormack Power Drive 175w
£ 2,000
Meridian 203 Dac DNA
£ 500
Marantz CD 85 ( Tricord upgrade)
£700
Jnterconnects/Accessories
Kimber Cable PSB ( 1 metre)
Audioquest Lapis - 1 metre pair
LAT 200 Mk II
Blue Silver Ispk) 3 m pair
Audioquest Emerald
Audioquest Midnight Speaker cable - 3m pair

goldring
lyre

Price

ortof on
sumiko

£3,500
£2,600
£3,000
£150
£800
£600
£950
£4,000
£650
£950
£150
£350

cables
audioquest
cable talk
chord company
doom
heybrook

ortofon
qed
sonic link
trichord
van den hul
xlo
headphones
bayer

E-mail: salesieultimate-sonics.com

introducing IRIQ an innovative
new touch screen remote controller
from Microsoft + Madrigal
£299 (post free on orders over £ 50)

grado
sennheiser
stoat
stands
alphason
frameworks
sound orgn

CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA

phone, fax or write for latest
price list / newsletter or visit

something solid

DOWe design your own loudspeaker, er amplifier,. or would like to
hut are put oll by the high cost of test equipment? Then we have
just tee thing tor, > ou.

soundstyle
stands unique
target

Clio I
are is based on Me ( 71. Elecrni.Acriusric
Measurement System by Audionmind Some
of the full Laboratory version's luncnons
have been omitted, but what's Ion e. still a
stunning suite of PC- based virtual test
twartiments at aknock-down pm:ca.

hardware
atc
audiomeca
audio physic
densen
harbeth

Cho lie usen MU. Sale and pink Maie and
measures frequency response. inc. I/O octave.
soltage/dli level. impedance, 2nd and trd harmonic
distortion and Thiele/Small parameters. There's even
a2channel oscilloscope and an
inductance/capacitance tneterl It includes awoe.
prearnp and phantom powering in the price and can he
upgraded to full Clio later.

michell
nos
royd
sugden
teac
trichord

And the hest hit'
1
sr, me. VAT and carriage in the UK. With one Clio Lite microphone the
3tOoCorOs £.1S5 Oil k. . mil IKc.stragc.

the website :
www.signals.uk.corn
•

sign,als

rl

4it

. -,
4i
peitàï
hi-fi for grown-ups

ipswi ch ( 0 14 7 3 )

For turther tnionnanon on Chu Lite plus ademo disc and details of other loudspeaker design

Phone 01284 811891
Fax 012841011791
E- Mail DBSaudio@A
(Vogt may download demo salaam and information from tudiontatica's website at mew

and hi-fi by post

If d
nordost

£80
£50
£399 £200
£ 100
£250
£259
I
-150
f500
1300

DBS Audio. P.O. Box '
9n
1
d
,s
lruery' S
kt
i
'.
"' Ed
on '
'
in
u
'rnds, Suffolk IP28 681:1

cables, gadgets

ixos
kontak

Call 0181 699 2446/0956 805 572 or 0181 594 6641/0956 969282

CLIO

accessories,

622866

fax ( 01473 ) 631588 email : enq@signals.uk.com
signals ma tlesham heath Ipswich suffolk ip5 3ua
W
W
W
sign
a Is.uk.c
o m

PRESTIGE - £2250
Designed by Wilmslow Audio
Immitated by others.

•

e

virt

Don't accept second best.
Phone today for your free catalogue giving details
of our full range of loudspeakers and accessories
50 Main Street

Broughton Astley

Tel: +44 01455 286603

Leicester 1,E9 6RD

Fax: +44 01455 286605

Email: info@wilmslovv-audio.co.uk
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Additional Demonstration facilities available in Wigan, Lancs.
Phone to 01942 521771 to book you appointment.

Wilmslow
Audio

UK's leading supplier of Audiophile Vinyl and CD, related equipment and accessories

PREMIUM DISCS

AND

D

PO BOX mi LISKEARD PLii 51f1P
TEL

01579 363603

FAX

01579 363604

ACCESSORIES

SALESALESALESALE
RCA LIVING STEREO • REDUCED BY OVER 50% !!

ALTO HIGH FIDELITY - 180 GRAM VINYL - REDUCED 8Y25 %fl

Yes, buy any 5of these superb re-issues by Classic Records and get
them for £
10 each - a50% saving on our normal retail of £22.

ELGAR - Coronation Ode - Ledger & NPO I
Kings College Choir Cambridge £
15
SHOSTAKOVICH Symphony No.13 • Previn & LSC & ISO (2LPS) £
18
GIL EVANS ORCHESTRA - Plays The Music Of Jimi Hendrix (Superb!) f15
GENE AMMONS - Boss Tenor 115 AHMAD JAMAL • Alhambra £
15 PATRICIA BARBER - Split £
15
SHIRLEY HORN - Traveliin Light f15 KENNY DORHAM - Quiet Kenny £
15

PHAROAH SANDERS Black Unity
Impulse 219 - 180 gram vinyl f
12

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS 180 GRAM VINYL • REDUCED BY 30 % normally E22 now just 11.5
VIRGIL THOMPSON • The Plow That Broke The Plains - Stokowski

GABOR SZARBO The Sorcerer
Impulse 211 - 180 gram vinyl £
12

Fancy just one or two titles ?
Then save over 30% on the single album price of £
15 each.
LSC 1806
LSC 1817
LSC 1900
LSC 1934
LSC 2222

STRAUSS Also Sprach Zarathustra • Reiner & C50
OFFENBACH - Gaite Parisienne - Fiddler & BP°
BERLIOZ• Symphonie Fantastique - Munch & 850
BARTOK Concerto For Orchestra - Reiner & CSO
DEBUSSY Iberia - Reiner & CSO

LSC 2234
LSC 2322
LSC 2398
LSC 2400
LSC 2419
LSC 2423
LSC 2450
LSC 2456
LSC 2500
LSC 2541

SAINISAENS - Piano Concerto - Rubinstein/Wallenstein & SOA
SHOSTAKOVICH - Age Of Gold Ballet Suite • Martinon 7LSO
KABALEVSKY The Comedians - Kondrashin & KAVO
BALLET FROM THE OPERA - Fistoulari & KO
DVORAK Slavonic Dances• Martinon & LSO
FESTIVAL Reiner & CSO
SCHUMANNIMYERBEER - Carnaval/Les Patineurs • Rignold & ROHO
LALO - Symphonie Espagnole Szeryng / Hendl & C50
STRAUSS Waltzes - Reiner & C50
LISZT/RACHMANINOFF • Todtentanz/Concerto No.1 - Reiner & CSO

CANTIOUBE Songs Of The Auvergne - Netania Davrah
GOULDIGOTTSCHALX - Latin American Symphonette/Night In The Tropics
COPLAND - Fanfare For The Common Man -

JAll & POP • BARGAINS GALORE !!
MILES DAVIS QUINTET - Relaxin' With
Prestige 7129 - 180 gram vinyl now only £15
MILES DAVIS Kind Of Blue
Sony Mastersound GOLD CD - Limited Edition f15!!

MICHAEL JACKSON His Story 30 song 3LP Box Set £
15

ABSOLUTE ANALOGUE - 180 GRAM VINYL • HUGE SAVINGS !!

JEFF BUCKLEY
Sketches For My Sweetheart The Drunk - 3LP set £
15
JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE 88C Sessions - 3LP set £
18

MILES DAVIS Kind Of Blue & Sketches of Spain £
20 each • or the 2for f30!!
BOB DYLAN - Highway 61 & Blood On The Tracks f20 cadi • or the 2for £30 !!

LITTLE FEAT Waiting For Colombes - 180 gram vinyl • 2LP set f20

DCC- 180 GRAM VINYL - SAVE 25% • E15 EACH!!
In 1001 TCHAIKOVSKY Francesca Da Riminelamlet Stokowski
LP? 1002 STRAUSS - Don Quarall Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks - Stokowski
LP? 1003 VILLA-LOBOS UirapUrulModinha Stokowski

DECCA SXL • 180 GRAM VINYL • SAVE 25 % • 115each !!!
SXL 2027 BRAHMSMAGNER - Clarinet Quintet/Adagio - Members of Vienna Octet
SXL 2297 0JKAS/DEBUSSY - La Peri/Jeux - Ansermet & Suisse Romande
SXL 6136 KODALY - Harry Janos Suite/Ga/anta - Kertesz & LSO
SXL 6117 PROKOFIEV • Symphony No.6 in Eflat • Weller & LPO

DISCO ANTISTAT -" THE VINYL VALET "
Record Cleaner

Arecord bath with integral brushes, this unique unit
comes complete with record drying rack, alitre of
cleaning fluid, adaptor for 7' records and full
detailed instructions.
Our normal price including carriage is £50.
JUST £37.50 - DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR.

. . come,
hear the music play"
11

"Some Of The I
Finest Cables We
Have Ever Seen"
HOME ENTERTAINMENT ( Feb ' 99)

Very worthy cables for the money'
HI Fl WORLD (
Jan ' 99)

II

Barbican concert
Jazz at Ronnie Scott's
Opera at the Met.
Gig at the Albert Hall
Quartet at the
Wigmore Hall?

Ri-Fi World (Ian 99)
Award Winner 1998
Ecosse Reference '
Master Conduit' Asymmetrical
Interconnect £65/m "... abeautifully constructed
cable with exceptionally high quality phono plugs"

HiFi News & Review (Sept 98)

the

"... an outstanding one (performance) from the MonocrystalF"
.
types, especially the purity and clarity available with the solid core"
Peter JComeau

Virtuoso

What HiFi

fully horn loaded speaker

and the

Obliga to

"... the CS 2.2 certainly oozes quality..." " A great value cable form a
new name in cables"

Home Entertainment (Feb 991
'Ecosse Reference' MD2(digital)/MV2(video)/MA2(analogue) Audio Be
Visual Cables £71.55 single £ 155 pair " some of the finest cables we
haveever seen as analogue or digital interconnects"

single-ended triode amplifier

take you right there
Made for each other...
Learn why fully horn loaded speakers and single
ended triode amplifiers can transport you right to
where the music is as nothing else can; read the
reviews: visit our website: www.beauhorn.u-neleorn.
To hear the Virtuosos, please phone:
The Audio Consultants, London, on 0171 380 0,866;
The Music Mill. Edinburgh, on 0131 555 3963; or contact us

Please copy or clip coupon

Please send me a copy of your complete range of
British hand made Hi Fi and AN Analogue, Digital, 5.1
Ready, S- Video, Toslink, Component and Composite Scart
Interconnect and Speaker Cables - including your
unique patented N1ONOCRYSTAI.'" pure grain free
copper and silver cables and your FREE brochure.
"ame:
Address:

BeauhornTM
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks.
Hastings, TN35 4NB, United Kingdom
Tel: 01424 813888 Fax: 01424 812755
eMail: ThomTrans@beauhom.u-net.com
website: www.beauhorn.u-net.com

e-mail:

b

Ecosse Mar. Co. Ltd.
48 Bridgehousehill Road, Kilmarnock, KA1 4QD
Telephone and Fax: + 44(0) 1563 550827
e-mail: jcarrickebtconnect.com
CUSTOM LENGTHS AVAILABLE TO ORDER

THE WORLD'S

INFS

CABLES

classified
SUPERCLOCK....a new concept in digital master clock design
Simply the Ultimate CD upgrade

Specialist Upgrade Service

The latest in CD master clock development, using acompletely new unique design
Professional modifications using leading edge components.
resulting in amuch greater accuracy in data retrieval and conversion processes.
Modifications are carried out by engineer with 30 years experience in
Features comprehensive circuit topology using push-pull techniques and series mode the field of analogue and digital electronics. Upgrades available to all
oscillation, and the sine-square converter utilises avery high speed IC to provide a tcpe, of audio equipment
precision square wave Clock signal.
• CD Players/Transports & D-Aconvertors
•:

Analogue stage, digital stage, master clock, power supplies

Greatly improved resolution and detail.

Extended accurate bass with real weight, control and presence.
•: High frequencies have less glare and hardness at all listening levels.
•: Greater dynamics, and detail at all frequencies.
•: Spacious 3-D presentation of vocals and instruments.

•Pre & Power amplifiers,

:

Power suppliers, signal de-coupling, ‘ oltinie

The SUPERCLOCK is available exclusively lrom AuchoCom ( UK) and can be fitted to any
CD players/transports using the following frequencies: 11.2896MHz, 16.934MHz &
22.5792MHz. Modifications are carried out at AudioCom ( UK). A kit is also available with instructions for the technically competent.

ontiol

For further information on SUPERCLOCK and other products

request a copy

of our FREE catalogue. (Overseas: £3.50)

Tel: 01834 842803 Tel/Fax: 01834 842804 E- Mail: audecomiescotnet co uk

VISA

•

WE ARE THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
SPARES & REPAIRS
Fixed prices for
,Restauration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
,Replacement of Bass-and Treble panels
'Delivery there and back within the EC

B8tT GmbH Quad

WADIA 16 CD PLAYER
DIGITAL REMOTE VOLUME
DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT
Mint-boxed with all accessories as new
£2,875
Ex our M.D's music room
SME Limited
Tel: 01903 814231 Fax: 01903 814269

Service

Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany

REFERENCE
CABLE
EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative, patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( tint
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UUCSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.
For further details contact John SCarrick.

The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

e•VIVAN

Unit 4, 60 High Street,
Hampton Wick. Surrey. K,T1
Tel: 0181 977 6600 Fax: 0181

E- Mail: vivantelondongcompuserve.com

Tit FEMALE VOCALISTS
AUDIOPHILE
FAVOURITES AC'
It gives us great pleasure to introduce two
meredable albums front two incredable
artists. Patrica Barber, famous for her excellent album
Cafe Blue, delights once again this time
with the excellent Modern CooL Modern
Cool builds upon her visionary musical
landscape discovered by Cafe Blue.
Modern Cool is available on 180g LP
(£19.95) and Cl) (£ 12.95). From the critically acclaimed DCC Compact Classics
audiophile label we have an audiophile
favouriteioni Mitchell's Blue, asad,
spare and beautiful reflection on
Mitchell's growing settee of disenchantment and disillusionment with the
world in general and love in particular
Blue is available on 24ct gold CD
£19.95

On The Record
lite IIK's leading bi-monthly audiophile news letter is
free to IliFi News readers. Simply give us acall and
we'll be glad to forward the latest issue to you.
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replay
audio

consultants

Alchemist,
Audio Analogue,
Audio Physic,
AVI,
Creek,
Crimson,
DNM,
Heybrook,
Jamo,
LED,
Meracus,
Musical Fidelity,
Neat,
Origin Live,
Ortoton,
Papworth,

Pink Triangle,

Project,
Roksan,
Sonneteer,
Target,
Teac,
Trichord,
Trilogy,
UKD,
Yamamura Churchill.

REPLAY ( AUDIO CONSULTANTS)
PANTON ROAD
HOOLE
CHESTER
CH2 3HX
TEL/FAX 01244 401290
EMAIL replay@dial.pipex.com
WEB SITE http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/replay
JUNE 1999
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classified
Lintone Audio
\
I) SPECI

SELECTED USED EQUIPNI1N .r

AUDIO

OFFERS

Arcam Delta 110 Pre Ampli I
ter
Mean. Xeta 5ck.k.limin ) 8, Amp
Arcam Delta 290 Amplifier
Arcam Della 290 Power Amplifier
Aream Delta 270 CD Player .
Aream Ikha 170 CD Trampon
Aream Alpha 7CD Pla,er
Audio Akhem, DTI 5,2PS .4 I
r
Audiolah range on spnvial oiler
Audiolah /4100A Amplifier .......................

niai
1299.9S
Inn dom) ......1:69900
used) . 135000
laredo
1290.00

Audiostatie DC1 If unIspeakers
Castle Avon Loudspeaker.

len dem)

iced) £ 2n0181
limed) £2rollrl
in dent).........f.399.9S
Ring fin prices

Cyrus PSXR Power Supply
Cyrus 3Amplifier.
Cynn DAD3Q CD Player
Cyrus Power Amplifier.
Cyrus Pre•Amplifier
Cyrus EM7 Tuner
Hawthorn Omtund Valve Pre Amplifier .

T17110110

Aused)
used
.1 used

1,5000
Lure 00
075110
14 ,0.00
fused,
I:300 00
1495 00
fused,.
1299.95
I (0000
KEE Model 70S Rear Speakers
hunedi
IY41,00
Linn Kaki.Loudspeakers
- fused,
ISS0.00
Linn Sara Loudsprakers ,Stands
fused)
tS0181
Lumley PP70 Passne Pro Amplifier
ten demi
L200110
Mendian Sal Pro lf,gie Pry Amplifier ...( UNed I
t905 00
Mendian 2110/20 , Transpon/DA( CD Player
fused,
L0110110
Mendia,, 559 Power Amplifier
lured)
L-195,00
Mend,. 2011 Cl) Player
fused.
L(45 till
Min-ion DAD SI)ACS Cl) Player
lured)
l29000
Msynernega Stage 3CD Pla>er
( used)
GIS0011
•
Eid Ella) Amplifier
.. fined,
L-100191
Mus lid 13.200 Amplifier
fused,
I
811.110
Mtn Eid Al Amplifier
.
--( used, ( 11(1.00
Mus Eid Pro Amplifier
tined)
LI
SO.00
Nam NAC 42 Pre•Amplifier
_ lined) ( 15000
.£495.00
Nairn NAP 140 Power Amplifier .......... .£495.00
Awed, .£ 195910
Pioneer PD97fill CD Pfayer
fma)
f.230.00
..1:160.00
..E140.00
S011, TCK6I IS Cassette Deck
lusnfl
Spend°, SP?. Loudspeakers Sidn.1 ,
' used)
,S295.00
.£240110
Technics SU91111/2 Amplifier
tined)
Team., SLPSh711CD
itnedl
...£140.00
Inchon] Pulsar One DA(' C.u1s. rm.
or deml
S799.00
Nadia 12 DA(' Convenor
1.inuha DSP.A2070 Dolh, Amplifier

STOCKISTS OF 561W. NIERIDI 1N. 61 H101. VI. CYRUS, KRELL.
Rl VRK, OPERA. RI SRK. kURANTi.
CASTLE.
TE 51. KEI. EIC. Eil'.

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572/0973 436135
uI

SALE

Alchemist Forseth pre + power
£2398
90.A.
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk II
£579
Po A
Anthem CD player (5star What HiFi) (ex/d) £ 1699 £1250
Apogees ribbon monitors ( new & ex/d)
£999
£699
Audiomeca Mephisto CD transport
£24C0 £ 1250
Audio Research SPI4 pre ( boxed)
£3303
£1095
Auden Black Shadows 845 valve rnonoblocks £4000 . RD.A.
Audion Silvernight 30313 monoblocks
£2250
PO A
Chorlo Academy Isolid walnut ( ex/dl
£ 1299
MOO
Chore Academy 2solid walnut ( ex/dl
£1649 £ 11013
Chano Academy 3J (en/dl floor standing,
solid walnut speakers
£5999
S2699
Conrad Johnson MU 55 volve amp
£1995 £ 1195
Ear 859 pwr amp
750
£1700
£
Ear 834 Lpre
£449
£235
Genesis Gen 50) spla in Buitt Active Boss
(ex
nesis
id)22irel
AMP1 spk (ex/d)
£ 11030
.£
5499
Ge£
91300
S3999
Krell Kav 3001
£2495
PO A
Krell Kay 250A
£3149
£2149
Macintosh C26 pre
£395
Macintosh 2(00 (looks like 275)
£ 53
Micromega TDrive & TDoc & XL0 cabie .£2150
£999
Nakomichi 1.5 cors
Nakamichi LX5 coos.
£350
Quad 77 int. Carbon
£70)
£450
Restek 6Ch pwr. amp
£900
£595
Pevox HI coss
£ 1150
£
050

HIGH END AUDIO

fr12(111C1

MATTERS

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
Michel Orbe Turntable SME V Arm mum sad
Krell KPS 20i CD Player, latest boards. .

LISTEN 8 BE PERSUADED.

VI/117F Fan Cooled Record Cleaner. Proimodel . .. £495 Su -t
rare chance tor these superb Sone beasts
Krell MDI 0CD Turntable
Menden 602 TransPon

006

.

DAC

.

Alchemist, Anthem. Audemeco. Auden Vc.lve Amps.

Cadence

Spk5 . Chario,D.PA

MOndr0hy. Ortoton. Pink Triangle.
Inlogy

Valve Amps. van der Hui

.

..

£995 S/H £3150
£ 500 S/H £6800

Audio Note 1/17 Saver Phonostage MM. made lo go
with one and only Ongalw

£4995 S/H

Proac 3.5 Speakers. LI Oak

£4700

£2560 SM

£5000

Arcam 170.3 CD Transport

£325 SM

£750

Arr.am Black Box 50 DAC

( 150

S/11 £450

C195

S/H £ 1229

Cyrus DAD30 CD Player and POOR supply. 3 months old
Cyrus ACA7 Pre amp and PSXR supply. 3months old

£795 S/H £ 1129

Cyrus Power Amp, balanced with POOR
3complete units available 3montns old

£600 S/H

£300 0)11 £466

Mrssion 754 Freedom speakers. Pnmavera. 3months

£995 S/H £ 1498

May do acompeqe deal on Mission Cyrus system above Retell price is £6835
complete and e 3months old
Cello 8 120 Bit DAG & Power Supply .

Superb £2795 SM

£6000

£995 New

£ 1700

Genesis Digital Lens, new, unused
Genesis V Speakers, 'Watts & Puppies on Steroids" and

comes with R/C amp Inn Servo Bass, new, unused and finished
Sayos Rosewood. 1pair only be quick

.

£ 7995 New £ 15000

Audio Research VT 50 Valve Amp. Iyear old

£ 1595 SM

Lumley Megavox M150 Signature Valve Mono Amps
Muse 18 Sub/in/pier Rosewood

...

.

£ 1695

. Bnlliant £1995

Cello Audio Palette latest spec.

£7995
Superb . £7995

are also Mono Bridgeable

e

eek
-«S\ Skaaning
Loudspeakers

GT AUDIO

SM £ 10200
S/H £4,190

£ 1495 SOH £2500
£ 1695 Sill £3300
f8995

RANTEED TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING UNDERTAKEN ON ALI.
RESTORATIoN Am) 1ALVL ittiNllit ALIGNMENT ARE OUR SPECIALITY.

GAn:.

GRAAF. Irak Troughline Tunen, °Motto:. Platine Sender Turntables. SMF.
UK0 I / aura. 1ilium Research and larnamura Churehill.

VISA

Wade 16 CD Player digital vol. excellent

£3600 SM

.

Tel/fas: 441 01895 8331/99
e-mail glaudioe,tesconet
hit p://s. nr a.ataudio.com

Gryphon

£ 1350 SM

£2350

£695 SM

£ 1600

..

£ 1095 SM

£3000

Ltd Edition Pre Amp

£2995 S/F1 £8000

Teal PI DI CD Transpon . DAC

£ 1795 S/H £4800

Cadence ES Electrostatic Hybnd, stunning
Krell KPS 30i CD Player. 3months old

£ 1495 S/H £4500
£2795 S/H £5090

Aude Physics Vigo Speakers. Chenywood

£2200 SM

£3800

£ 1895 SM

£4000.

£ 1295 Sil

£3198

Airtangent fully automatic Linear Tacking arm
Krell Studio 2 DAC AT&T balanced etc
Pink Tnangle Decapo DAC 1307 ChIpsel, black

£895 SM

Cary 300SE Tende 3006 Integrated Valve Amp

£6000

£5600

EM

£8495

£995 SM

£2065

only used for Hi Fi Show so lull 5year warranty and dare is

DYIQ,AUDICY

Mark Levinson No39 CD player

.

.

.

Superb

£3995 E/D £4995

Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Triode Swilchable
Aude Sole Ongaku. The one and only

£995 E/D £2225

£ 15395

SM £57.000

Krell KBUKPE Lore Pre Ampo Phono Stage

£ 1995

S/H £5326

Jadis1A500 4Chassis Mono Valve Power Amps

£6995 S/FI £20990

Jadis Defy 7 Mk3 Valve Power Amp.
Krell KSA 250 Power Amp

£2995

SM

£4790

£795

SM

£ 1795

£2995 SM

£6600

CHOKING
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

0
)))

•FREE SHIPPING

morar

on purchases over $ 100.

•60 brands, 238 cable products.
• FREE of all US taxes.

LEAP

!COMPONENTS
!ACCESSORIES
10 1 T
UBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consuhation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661

SEND $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

%NI

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

Krell ( SL Line Pre Amp Mk2

£ 1295 SM

Renon HI Cassette Deck

£695 SM

Ensemble PA1 Reference Speakers, Bi/wire Piano Black

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

DEFLIEM

ril

JUNE 1999

moo

£ 1995 SM

Mark Levinson No333 Stereo Power Amp. 1week old,

II

Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE

comPnrw
qe,CABLE

PO. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

£2298
£ 1150

£ 1995 SM

£5000

Mendian 259/203 Trans/DAC Tncord.

Reduced £695 SM

£ 1660

Mender 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote

Reduced

£ 1665

Cary 2A3 Power Amp Triode

Reduced . £795 S/11 £ 1495

Cary CAD 550. CD Processor Pre Amp

P.O. BOX 44283

£7395

.

...

Stax Quetta II CD Player. excellent

LVF. AND TRANSItitoR EQUIPMENT SYMPATHETIC UPGRADING. VINTAGE

Our taendes inelade. Sodio Undo., bantgarde % must), Croft. Diapason.

£3995 S/H £ 10.600

Nakamichi 700 2XE Cassene Deck. classe

THE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST

E/D £ 15.995

f6995 S/11 £ 17.000

Goldmund Stud. Turntable T3F Arm. last version
Nakameto Dragon Cassette Deck, last chance

ECUREE -

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 808-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisoundeltia.com
Web Page: http:bonAvitiacomimadisound

213,000
£

S/11 £22.000

£395 0/14 £650

Avalon Accent II Speakers Light Oak, stunning

seas

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

SM

£ 1995

1week old, probably the best in the world

ACOUSTIC PANELS

FULutl.

£ 17995

Brilliant £4995

Krell KRC-2 Pre Amp. balanced FVC

Transfiguralen Supreme Cartndge Latest

Solen Inductors
Cfiateaurouxpoly

£4000

Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice ol 2available and

Monitor Audio 20SE Speakers. Piano black

IVI ADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

='"••'""•'•

SM

£7500 SM

Sonus Faber Electas & Stands. Walnut

"ega".

£2950

Sill £3950

premium aux, premium ?WC and premium MM.

2available 'Mono Bridge'. be quick

IZ=.

£830

Cyrus Hark 8 Ter stand and base. 3months

Forsell air reference CD Transport oDAG

atv

orm

£13000.

lddr0lr SM

Monqor Audio Studio 50 Speakers, Chenywood

Proac Response, 3 Speakers. Light Oak

•Service & Repairs
•Valve Se transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

1.11.1./V-1,..111.1.0111

£42000

£2495 S/H £7990

...

Musical Fidelity Electra E100 Integrated Amp R/C

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED-

Visit lair ads site at http://a uu.lintone.cikuk
e-mail on. Lintone.audioM s
7-11 Park lane.Catehead. Ts ne & Meer NES 31W.
're' 0191 477 4167
Fa % 0191 477 2771

L.P./040N

£900

£22995 S/FI

Convergent Audio Technology Signaiure 2 Pre amp

plus B200 inputs The Bee'.

On Dem

-

£3456
£9900

Cello Audio Sune Pre Amp. premium outputs. premium CD.

SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS • WITH CADENCE ES MK II'S -

Proact T-1. Sonic riunteis Innnge SAkS

SA-I

JM Labs Grande Utopia Speakers. Cherry & Porsche Black

Avante Garde Too Horn Speakers, Ceramic Whde
A NEW RANGE OF AUD1ON AMPS ON OEM • THE BLACK

LIST

£ 1995

Superb.. £0995 SM

f695 SM

£595 S/H £ 1200

Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid

Reduced £ 1995

Silit £5500

Aude Research V70 Power Amp

Reduced £ 1795

S/H £4400

Aude Research 157 Pre Amp, Latest

Reduced £ 1095

SM

£ 1698

Alon 4 Speakers Black Ash

Reduced £ 1295

SM

£3850

Reduced £ 1795 SM

£5350

Burmeister 850 Mono Power Amps

(2

Rare

pair au)

Burmeister 838346 Phoneme Pre Amp Gold

Reduced £ 1295 S/H £3500

Goldmund Mininos 3 Power Amp

Stunning £ 1995

Silvered/ Speakers

Stands Piano (Watt Beater)

Snell A3 4 Box Loudspeakers ( Ask PO)

£ 1395

SM
S/H

£2995 SM

£5150
C2350
£8995

Mero Saki Ar Beanng Vacuum Platter Heavy Turntable
Runs 4 Tonearms. weahs about 70Ibs

Stunning £2995

Revox 6261 Tuner
Revok 116 ROS Tuner
Threshold Pet 10E Pre Amp Phono/Line

S/F1 £7000.

£750 S/11 £ 1145
£550 SM
Reduced £ 1595 SM

£ 1000
£1990

Threshold Pet 10 Pre Amp Phono/Line E Supplies Reduced £ 1295 SM
YBA 2 Power Amp Latest
£895 SM

£0250
£2150

Equation 2 Speakers Black 90DB .

SM

£3500

£495 SM

£ 1390

f995 SM

£2515

Excellent

Oracle Alexandna Turntable Prelude Arm

fr295

.

Audio Synthesis Modified Sony CDX 303E0 Al".1"
DSkil 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Bit
Trio LOIT Tuner (Classe) ( Sequerra Better) ,

£895

Robedson 4010 Power Amp 2available

Reduced.

Meromega 2 1CD Transport ( Excellent,

Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Ampo Supply
Cabasse 135 Speakers VDM wired nActive Equaliser
Theta DS Pro Base 2 DAC

Arcam Delta 120 Power Amp.

£2500

£450

SM

£885

£ 1795 SM

£4600
£2299

£ 1395 SM

£4400

f395

SM

£ 1500

£ 1000 SM £3900
£200 S/H £520

Arcam Delta 1100 Pre Amp/DAG Black Box 50
Arcam Black Box 5 DAC

Loads
£995

£1295 SM

£995 SM

Sole Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite

Cambodge COI CD Player .
Cal Tempest 2CD Player

SM

£495 SM

£250

S/H

£750

£200 SM

£050

f295 SM

£600

Acoustat II Electrostatic Panel Speakers. Black ........ £350 SM

£ 1095

Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers .

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
10.00am -

01438 714038
7.00pm

MON - SAT

10.00am -

1.00pm SUN

NOTE.-ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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508.24

Meridian Audio, the company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit
unmatched performance

j
7j

24bit precision

•e

BOOTH ROVED STUART

/VIERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6E0
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934
http://www.meridia

RECRU ITMENT

SOUTHERN AREA SALES MANAGER

»Mu

•••
•••
••••••..
11.111•11M0

••••
m11•0•11•

With the professional strengths to develop amajor brand
and astrong personal interest in the hi fi world
c. £25,000, bonus + car

South East

A passionate devotion to excellence in hi fi sound reproduction has earned B&W aleading
international reputation and market position. A long succession of innovations, culminating at
present in the widely acclaimed new 800 series, has been the foundation for the company's growth,
and its blend of commercial and technical success distinguishes the company very clearly from its
competition. Ideal candidates, probably under forty, will be hi fi enthusiasts who need no
introduction to the B&W brand or its history. We will be looking particularly, however, for skills
and experience gained in developing sales of premium brand products, because the nurturing of a
specially selected group of dealers, whose technical and commercial commitment to B&W's
products must be beyond question, will be amajor element of the job. The task goes far beyond
meeting monthly targets, so our best candidates will know that achieving long term goals depends
on developing strong commercial relationships and applying genuinely strategic plans.
Please send full career details to Chris Hugill, Sales Director, B&W Loudspeakers • UK Sales,
Marlborough Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing, West Sussex BN15 8TR.

Next onthin

e
l

L
L
F
NIE

We often describe products as ' long-awaited',

but this one really is. Our feature review next
month covers the already almost- legendary
Linn CD12 This may not be the world's first
review of the CD12, but it might be the
most thorough so far, with some intriguing
new lab measurements...
Other equipment reviews in this issue range
from Nakamichi's latest Music Bank CD multiplayer to Miller & Kreisel's
biggest and best
subwoofer, from the
intriguing Gate
amplifier to the
burning of audio
CDs on ahome
computer.
Kicking off the
music section in
July is an exclusive
interview with

Don't
miss HFNIRR's
July issue, on sale
Friday, 4June
JUNE 1999

conductor Paavo Jürvi. Record of the month
features Alfred Brendel's Beethoven Piano
Concertos with the Vienna Philharmonic
conducted by Simon Rattle As well as classical,

our CD review coverage embraces rock, pop
and jazz, with aspecial audiophile CD roundup
too. Last but not least, there is part 2of our
£10,000 ATC competition: remember you must
complete all three parts to stand achance of
winning that superb pair of ATC SCM70 active
monitors, complete with SCA2 pre-amplifier.

finale

Rhino
Records
celebrates
Ray Charles's
great stylistic
sea-change:
the move
into Country

*Ray Charles — The
Complete Country &
Western Recordings
1'5,594986 is
available from record
shops, or by mail from
HFNIRR's CD
Service at .05.45

I

n 1962, Ray Charles declared he
wanted to record an album of
Country & Western for ABC, a
label he had only been with for a
couple of years. He'd released
Genius Plus Soul Equals Jazz on
ABC's jazz subsidiary Impulse!. He
knew his genre-bending proposal
might 'hit them as half-cocked and
completely crazy' (as he put it in his
autobiography).
Though admitting he was
'bewildered', producer Sid Feller
contacted the main Nashville
publishers and acquired 250 demos.
He made a tape of 40 of them for
the singer to consider. Charles liked
them all and so chose the first
twelve. Feller even came up with a
title: Modern Sounds In Country &
Western Music. Issued as a single in
April 1962, Don Gibson's ' ICan't
Stop Loving You' shot to number
one in both R&B and Pop charts,
and Charles's stab at the white
man's blues was vindicated.
A new Rhino box-set* [
R2 75328]
is acelebration of Charles's stylistic
sea change. The smart 50- page
hardback booklet includes a tribute
from Feller, who points out that
Charles not only led the sessions,
singing and playing piano, but also
mixed the recordings himself. An
essay by Daniel Cooper tells the
story behind each song — its
writers, its chart performance, its
repercussions. You find out, for
example, that Ted Daffan's
heartbreaking ' Born To Lose' and
'No Letter Today' were banned

from jukeboxes in Spokane,
Washington, to prevent them
'wreaking havoc on the fragile
mental states of despondent GIs'.
Country music revels in hardhitting, slice-of- life narratives, so
Cooper's
literary
analysis
(reminiscent of Greil Marcus and
Peter Guralnick) yields dividends.
What is surprising, though, is the
sheer impact of the music. The
opener — ' Bye Bye Baby' — had
been ahit for the Everly Brothers in
1957.
In
Gerry
Wilson's
arrangement it becomes socking bigband pop, the most explosive sound
modern instruments and musicianly
discipline could deliver. Only Count
Basie or James Brown could deliver
anything as provocatively swinging
as this. Then comes ' You Don't
Know Me' by Cindy Walker and
Eddy Arnold, a tearful ballad with
strings and heavenly choirs straight
out of a contemporary Jim Reeves
arrangement. Against the string
sweetener Charles's voice is hard
and driven and pliant, uncannily
akin to the contemporary sound of
John Coltrane's saxophone. Then,
with 'Just A Little Lovin', it is back
to Las Vegas swing: the zinging
ensemble precision leaves you
breathless (there's a brilliant tenor
break — again, shades of Coltrane
— which might be David ` Fathead'
Newman, but sadly no musicians
are listed).
Modern Sounds in Country &
Western Music Volume 2 — released
in October 1962 — separated the
big-band numbers on one side of the
vinyl and the strings- and- choir
numbers on the other, an ordering
the CD respects. When Buck Owens
heard Charles's version of his own
'Crying Time' on the radio whilst
driving he ` damn near wrecked the
car'.
One
sees why:
these
interpretations are total re-writes,
shockingly bold. ' I've Got A Tiger
By The Tail' is in ` swingova', a
rhythm Charles invented in response
to the bossa nova fad. It is bossa
backwards (' mm bomp mm bomp mm
bomp' rather than !
romp mm bomp
mm bomp mm' according to Sid
Feller) and resembles the mockmacho honky-tonk favoured by midperiod Elvis.
As it comprises Charles's first two
all-country releases, CD1 is alogical
entity, but after that the ` country'
theme becomes more notional than
musical. Tunes with a country
origin are plucked out of context,
blurring the ecumenical intent of
Charles's later work. The cover of
Country & Western Meets Rhythm &
Blues had amock-up photograph of
Charles in western gear shaking
hands with another version of
himself in atuxedo. Only being able

to hear the five country numbers
from the album rather loses the
point.
Ray Charles made his name by
bringing the power and intensity of
gospel onto the concert stage. Since
American society was never so
racially divided as when it prayed,
this meant unleashing some of the
'blackest' sounds pop had ever
heard. It also explains why the turn
to Country & Western was so
shocking. However, rather than the
music, it is the marketing image of
country that is ' white'. As Captain
Beefheart once remarked, music has
no colour. People turn the radio dial
without asking permission. The
banjo — an instrument indelibly
associated with bluegrass — was an
African instrument that poor white
farmers learned about when they
flocked to the huge multiracial
Camp meetings in the early 19th
century. The 'blue yodels' of Jimmie
Rodgers and the 'hillbilly boogies' of
the Delmore Brothers were
drenched in the blues. Hank
Williams, the godfather of Country
& Western, learned guitar from a
black street singer named Rufus
`Tee-Tot' Payne, and adopted the
existential melancholy of the blues
as his trademark.
With Country and Soul, the
record industry created images of
'down-home' for poor whites and
blacks who had moved to northern
cities for work. The more ' southern'
asound, the more gritty and ` ethnic'
it was considered — whether black
or white. Indeed, to get ' really
country' or 'really soulful', you often
needed to cop a little something
from the other side of the racial
divide. The complex multi- racial
weave that is ' country soul' was
brilliantly described by Barney
Hoskins in Say It One More Time For
The Brokenhearted. The face on the
cover of the paperback is naturally
that of Ray Charles.
By the time we've reached the five
tracks off From The Pages Of My
Mind at the end of CD4, the
impression is less of agimmicky raid
on foreign territory than of
masterfully orchestrated suites aglow
with licks and riffs derived from the
entire spectrum of American music.
Unpretentious sympathy with the
pleasures and heartbreaks of
America's working folk allowed Ray
Charles to give them voice. And
what a voice! An unashamed
sentimentalist, the virility and
definition of the singing saves even
the most saccharine arrangement.
Compared
to
this
mighty
achievement, breaking the colour
bar seems almost incidental, a byproduct of the universality and
integrity of his art.
Ben Watson
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In the crowded selection of high- end loudspeaker
companies, aclear choice is illuminated by
Revel's unique development and manufacturing
process. No other company so rigorously explores
the way you hear, and how aloudspeaker will
interact with your room. Research has shown that
what you hear when listening to music at home is
the result of not just the direct sound from the
speaker, but also the sound from around the
loudspeaker that reaches the listener via
reflections off the ceiling, walls and floor.
Revel's psychoacoustic research has aprofound
impact on the way we build loudspeakers. Revel's
research and design process is so significant that
the Academy Advancing High Performance Audio
and Video selected it for the coveted " Golden
Note" award for " Most Innovative Technology".
Our revolutionary approach to loudspeaker design
means your better insured to enjoy your music
and movies in your home over awider range of
listening positions.
The new Revel Salon breaks new ground in both
transducer technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using laser
interferometry, to the durable, high gloss paint
finish, to real wood veneer or aluminium side
panels. to the proprietary transducers designed
and built in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the Revel Salon .
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to audition
them for yourself. to see and hear the most
technically advanced and musically accurate
loudspeaker systems available.

For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Una 2, Deshcaough industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HPI 23EG
Tel: 01494 441136 Fox: 01494 440360 Email: premiergpoth.co.uk
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...to reality

B&W's Nautilus -801 fuses the
innovative Nautilus - tube technology
with aseries of industry firsts: Fixed
Suspension Transducer'", Kevlate
drive units, Matrix cabinet bracing
and Flowporr technology. The result
is an unprecedented purity of
sound. The reason EMI's Abbey
Road studios, along with best in
the recording industry, are now
upgrading to the Nautilus -801.
Listen and you'll see - at your
nearest authorised Nautilus" 800
Series deafer. For more info
contact B&W: 01903 750 750
or visit our website
http://www.bwspeakers.com
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